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FOREWORD

-thle Seventh Symposium-

Enclosed herein are the Proceedings of the Seventh U.S. Army Symposium on Gun Dynamics
held at Newport, Rhode Island, 11-13 May 1993. These Proceedings contain thirty-three papers by authors
from the military, academia, and industry. Papers from the U.S., England, and Canada are included
covering the topics of fluid dynamics, gun acciuracy, projectile motion, weapon simulation, tuLe
deformation, controls theory and application, vibrations, and mathematical methods.

"I While past symposiums have been sponsored! by a single laboratory or organization, this
symposium was the collaborative effort of three U.S. Amy organizations: the U.S. Army Research Office,
the U.S. Army Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center, and the U.S. Army Research
Laboratory. The result was a wider scope of scientific and engineering topics providing for a greater cross-
fertilization between academia and the military.

)nce wore, I am grateful to everyone who submitted a paper for inclusion in these Proceedings.
As in previous years, I am delighted by the number of scientific and technical people who have gathered to
share their knowledge and experience.I

Thomas E. Sinikins, Chairman
Seventh U.S. Army Symposium on Gun Dynamics
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TITLe: Experimental Determination of Bore Evacuator Hole Flow
Coefficients, Tube to Cannister

H.J. Sneck
U.S. Army Armament Research, Deveiopment, and

Engineering Center
Close Combat Armaments Center, Benit LaboratoriesWatervliet, NY 12189-4050

also
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Troy, NY

ABSTRACT:

The flow-rate of the propellant gases from the gun tube
through the bore evacuator holes controls the cennister charging
process and determines the maximum pressure available for tube
evacuation. In an attempt to mode]. this complex flow in simple
mathematical terms the holes are often treated as orifices.
Formulations of this type introduce dimensionless "orifice
coefficients" which are intended to embody the collective effect
of the details of the actual flow, The determination of these
coefficients is the central issue in the modeling. They are
expected to vary with changes in the hole c-nfiguration, fluid
properties and gross measures of the fluid motion. There have
been a few attempts to predict these coefficients analytically,
and even fewer to determine them experimentally. The results
presented here are a modest attempt to extend the empirical
database and verify previous mathematical predictions.

BXOGRAPHY:
PRESENT ASSIGNMENT: Mechanical Engineer - Bendt Laboratories
(WAE), Watervliet, NY

PAST EXPERIENCE: Professor of Mechanical Engineering - 1953 to
present, consultant

I DEGREES HELD: B.M.E., Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY

1951; M. Eng., Yale University, New Haven, CT, 1952; PhD.,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 1961.
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Experimental Determination of Bore Evacuator
Hole Flow Coefficients, Tube to Cannister

H.J. Sneck
U.S. Army Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center

Close Combat Armaments Center, Bendt Laboratories
Watervliet, NY 12189-4050

and

Professor of Mechanical Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

Troy, NY

INTRODUCTION:

A cannon bore evacuator system consists of a cannister
surrounding a portion of the gun tube and a ring of small holes
through the tube wall which connect the cannister cavity to the
tube bore. The cannister is charged with high pressure
propellant gases via these holes following the passage o! the
projectile and during a portion of the blow-down period. Since
these holes are angled backward toward the breach, the tube gases
must turn through an obtuse angle as they pass from the tube to
the cannister. The charging process is further complicated by
the generally high velocity down-tube gas flow passing th'e hole
entrances.

While there is some experimental information available for
flow through right angled holes [1], [2] and down-stream inclined
holes, upstream inclined holes do not seem to have been
investigated. The results of tests performed by the author on
such holes using the USAF Academy Trisonic Wind Tunnel are
reported here. The flow coefficients calculated from these tests
are compared with the previous theoretical predictions [3]. An
empirical correlation is presented which is suitable for coupling
internal ballistics to the cannister pressurization process.

TEST FACILITIES

The Aeronautical Laboratory of the Department of Ae-cnautics
at the USAF Academy has, among other facilities, a large blow-
down wind tunnel capable of producing Mach numbers in the range
of 0.24 to 4.5. Air at pressures ranging from 20 to 250 psia can
be supplied to the stilling chamber from temperature stabilized
storage tanks. This quiescent air then accelerates through
nozzie blocks to & downstream straight 1.0' by 1.0' test section.
The tunnel air is returned to the atmosphere via an adjustable
diffuser following the test-section.

-- " .... ... .... .. Ill I I. . .. ..... I



SNECK

To test bore evacuator holes one of the test section viewing
windows was removed and replaced with a metal plate. Three 1/8"
inch diameter 3/4' long holes were drilled through this plate at
30', 45' and 60 to the tunnel centerline so that test section
air could flow through them, one at a time, into an external
plenum. Each hole was counter-bored on the downstream plenum
side to simulate actual evacuator holes. The plenum was
connected to the ambient air via a short length of pipe and a
flow control valve. Flow rates were measured by a rotameter
attached to the atmospheric pressure end of the pipe downstream
from the control valve. Plenum pressures were regulated by
opening and closing the throttling valve. Figure 1 shows a
schematic of the test system.

S~Te

FIGURE 1 - Schematic of the Test System

TEST PROCEDURES

I Three different test section Mach number ranges were run.
These were obtained by adjusting the wind tunnel nozzle/block and
diffuser configurations. Twenty to thirty second long tests were
pertormed for each hole angle and throttle valve setting.

The wind tunnel settling chamber pressure, settling chamber
temperature, test section pressure, and test section temperature
were measured during each run. The plenum pressure and
temperature were also measured, as well as the ambient pressure3- and temperature. All of these were acquired via a
Kiethly data acquisition system and stored for further
processing. The rotameter reading was observed visually and via
a video camera - TV system and recorded on VCR tape for later
conversion to hole-flow rates.

A separate high pressure apparatus was used for the staticItests, M,= 0. For these tests the wind tunnel was replaced by a
supply pJenum connected to the wind tunnel air supply. The
supply plenum pressure and temperature were measured instead of
the wind tunnel test section pressure and temperature, The

!3
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results of these tests form a baseline for the wind tunnel tests
so that the effect of the tube Mach number could be assessed.

TEST OBJECTIVES

The test data was used to calculate the hole flow
coefficiEnt K [3] defined by the equation

K (1)

The coefficient itself is expected to depend upon the gas
specific heat ratio (y) , the tube Mach number (M) , the hole
angle, and pressure ratio (PiP,) across the hole. These tests
were performed to investigate the affect, if any, that these
variables (except y) have on K.

Because of the large number of variable combinations (Mach
numbers, hole angles, pressure ratios) only a limited number of
tests could be performed on a given combination. Nevertheless,
some general trends did emerge from these tests. These are
presented in the following sections.

STATIC TESTS

Figure 2 shows the flow coefficient as a function of
pressure ratio for three hole angles. The predicted values from
[3) are shown by the hatched regions. Hatched region B is for a
"long" 45" hole, and hatched region C is for a short 90" hole.

FIGURE 2. Flow Coefficient vs Pressure Ratio for M = 0.

Hole Angles: [7-30', A-450 , 0-600

4
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Since it is difficult to discern trends from Figure 2 the
data for each hole angle was least-square fit to the logarithmic
form of the equation

1 K =K0, (1.~ (2)IC

The correlation coefficients obtained from regression analyses
were 0.93 to 0.94. The values of K computed from these equations
are shown in Table 1. As the hole angle is varied there appears
to be no significant variation in K at a given pressure ratio.
As a consequence, variations with the pressure ratio at. a given
hole angle are also not significantly influenced by hole angle.

TABLE 1

K vs Pe/Pt Calculated from Least-Squares CorrelationI
mt 0

I1-P/Pt 30" 45" 60'

0.2 0.38 0.43 0.40
0.4 0.48 0.53 0.51
0.6 _ 0.55 0.60 0.59I

t = 0.4

I 0.2 0.30 0.27 0.22
0.4 0.39 0.38 0.36
0.6 0.45 0.47 0.47

SMt 0.8

0.2 1 0.24 0.23 0.25
0.4 0.33 0.34 0.36
0.6 0.40 0.43 0.45

Ii
Ir " i lr 1' " l ' " I rn n " • , ,' , , . ..
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SUBSONIC TESTS, Mt = 0.4, 0.8

Figure 3 shows the results for two ranges of tube Mach
numbers, a low range of 0.35 < M < 0.45 and in the high range of
0.72 < Mt < 0.85. In each of the Mach number ranges the
variation of K with hole angle was found not to be significant.
However, there is a clear reduction in K with increasing Mach
number. Correlation coefficients for the logarithmic regression
analyses of this data range from 0.91 to 0.99.

Figure 3. Flow coefficient vs Pressure Ratio.
Mt 0.4: Hole Angles; 0-300 ,

A-45 0 , 0-600
M= 0.8: Hole Angles; EI-30°,

A-450 , 0-60o

The test results are clearly not in agreement with curve A
for a 90^ hole [3] except at low pressure ratios near and at the
onset of hole choking. Since t ie major portion of the evacuator
filling is expected to occur under choked conditions, the low
pressure ratio coefficients are important.

The least-squares calculated coefficients for each Mach
number range are also given in Table 1. As with the
Mt = 0 case no significant affect of hole angle is noted.

As usual, the onset of choking is difficult to pinpoint from
the diata with certainty. A comparison of Figures 2 and 3 suggest
that the choking pressure ratio may shift toward lower vilues
P/P < 0.5) with increasing tube Mach number.

6
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SUPERSONIC TEST, Mt n 1.3

As the wind tunnel test-section Mach numbers are increased
the tunnel test-section pressure decreases. This reduces the
range of pressure ratios that can be tested. Figure 4 shows the
test results for pressure ratios in the range 0.64 P •P, 0.74.

0.4

G.& 2 0 , 4, * - L.40 rI3

[.0 1.2 K.. t.6 1.8 -.3

Figure 4. Flow Coefficient vs Tube Mach Number for
0.64 £ P8/P0 -ý 0.74.

1--30o, A-450, 0-600,

Because of the scarcity of data the only thing that can be said
for certain is that the coefficients are substantially less than
the subsonic values for the same pressure ratios.I
TEST CORRELATIONS

The variations of K and n in Equation (2) were least-squares
curve fit obtain a relationship with the Mach number. These
empirical equations are

K0  =0.690(l -0.235M .5) (3)

il_0.331(1+0.643MO'.56) (4)

A least-squares correlation of seventy six measured K. vs
calcul~ted Kc using equations (2), (3) and (4) yields

K, = 0.035+0,92K, (5)

7 _ _ _ _ _ _
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At high pressur, ratios the correlation equations over-estimate
the least-squares measured K.. Very little data was obtained in
this range. At the lower pressure ratio (K. > 0.2) the
correlation is within 10% of the least-squares K*. Since most of
the cannister filling is probably accomplished at lower pressure
ratios, a high degree of correlation is desirable in this range.
Extrapolation of the empirical equation into the supersonic
regime yields values of Kc which are 30% to 50% higher than
K.. The few supersonic test results obtained make it difficult
to assess the general accuracy of the correlating equation for
Mt > 0.8.

Because sub and supersonic flows fields are so different
there is no reason to believe that extrapclation from one to the
other is possible. It is gratifying to find that the supersonic
coefficients are not substantially different from the low values
predicted (Figure 4) but that may just be fortuitous.

Supersonic tube flows, when they exist, last for only a
short period of time compared to blow-down duration. However,
very small pressure ratios accompany these Mach numbers so that
there will probably be high flow rates despite the lower values
of K.

SUMMARY

1 Correlation between theory and experiment appear to be in
relatively good agreement for M, = 0.

2. The same cannot be said for the correlation for 0 < Mt< 1.0,
where theory generally over-estimates K for a given pressure
ratio.

3. Theory and experiment are in good agreement for small
pressure ratios corresponding to choking when M, < 1.0.

4. The subsonic flow coefficients do not seem to be
significantly influenced by hole angles in the range 30" to
60"

5. Increasing tube Mach numbers are accompanied by decreasing K.

6. Supersonic flow coefficients follow the subsonic trend of
decreasing K with increasing M,.

7. The few experimental supersonic coefficients obtained are in
reasonable agreement with theory.

8. Limited supersonic tests do not permit correlation with the
test variables.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following suraest-jons are made baed on the eý,,isting
state-of-knowledge.

I Subsonic Tube Flow, Mt < 1.0

I. When P,/P,> 0.3 estimate the flow coefficient from equations
2, 3, and 4.

2. When P./P, < 0.3 estimate tht flow coeffici.nt from equations
I 2, 3, and 4 with a constant P9 /P, = 0.3.

Supersonic Tube Flow, Mt > 1.0

1. Conservatively estimate the flow coefficient as approximately
0.2 for 1.0 < Mt < 1.3.

NOMENCLATURE

* a hole area

g gravity acceleration

SK flow coefficient

(Ko least-squares coefficient correlation with Mt

KC least-squares calculated flow coefficient

KM least-squares measured flow coefficient

mass flow-rate

Mt tube Mach number

n least-square3 exponent correlation with M,

P. hole exit pressure (absolute)

Pt tube gas pressure (absolute)

P, tube gas density

I
I
I
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Pressure Distribution and Pumping Force
of Discharging Bore Evacuator Holes

Mario Rivera and H.J. Sx~eck
U.S. Army ARDEC

Close Combat Armaments Center
Bendt Laboratories

Watervliet, NY

INTRODUCTION

During the discharge of a bore evacuator very small diameter
jets issue into the bore from the evacuator nozzles. These jets
are angled toward the muzzle end so that they can entrain the
bore gases and pump them out of the muzzle and away from the
breech. The process is similar to a jet-pump, i.e. jet momentum
.s imparted to the bore gas, albeit very inefficiently.

One would assume that decreasing the angle betweer. the
nozzle centerline and the tube centerline would increase the
pumping effect. That is generally true. Such reasoning is based
on the belief that the jet and nozzle centerlines are coincident,
which is not true. Reference [1] shows that, depending on the
angle of the nozzle and its pressure ratio, the two centerlines
can be deflected by as much as 12' toward the breech. For a 45*
nozzle that would mean that the effective jet angle is 57" at a
nozzle pressure ratio of 4 [1].

The cross section of a deflected jet is also influenced by
the nozzle angle. Photographs show thdt the jet is wider in the
plane of the deflection angle than in the plane perpendicular.
The resulting cross-section is oval, becoming more so in the flow
direction. When the jet eylts the nozzle supersonically complex
shock patterns appear which only vaguely resemble the ciassical
shock diamonds produced by 90" nozzles.

The detailed analysis of such jets and their pumping
properties would clearly be a major zomputational undertaking,
and one to be avoided if possible. Gne way to do that is tc
adopt c control vol.ume approach clo..ing the boundary so that the
complex flows are within the control volume. if the problem can
be solved using only the continuity and momentum eq,,ations then
there is no need to study the details of the flow within rhe
control volumE. If an energi equation must also he considered,
then the internal details of the flow need to be exnmlned. Since
the jets add very little thermal energy to the control volume,
energy affects can be safely ignrred.

12
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In the case of a gun tube the breech end, muzzle end, and
tube wall forces can be evaluated using well known fluidI mechanics technLques. The only region where new .nformatton is
required is at the nozzle entrance to the tube. The importance
of the nozzle entrance is apparent if the control volume encloses

the muzzle and breech planes, the tube internal surface, and the
hole entrance. Since the breech entrance pressuze is below
atmosphere while the muzzle exit pressure is at atmosphere, they
combine to create a net force toward the breech. Drag forces on
the tube surface also result in a force toward the breech. The
only portion of the control volume boundary when a force toward
the muzzle can be produced is at the nozzle entrance. The
component of this force toward the muzzle must exceed the other
two forces for pumping to occur. Thus, the success of a control
volume analysis depends on determining the forces at the nozzle
exit.

If it is assumed that the pressure inside the nozzle is uniform
across its cross section near and at the exit cross section, then
the force at the exit cross-section can be easily calculated. For
most of the evacuator discharge phase the flow will be choked with
an exit plane Mach number of unity. The remainder of the exit
surface is the lip portion beyond the exit plane out to the tube
surface. The p•ressure at the exit plane produces a force component
toward the muzzle, while the lip surface yields a force component
toward the breech. The net of these is the pumping force referred
to earlier.I
OBJECTIVE

The purpose of the research reported her- is 'o obtain a simple
method for determining the force exerted on the fluid by the lip.
That force, combined with the eyit plane force determines the total
hole force, and its down-tube component is the pumping force.

The approach here is two-fold, i.e., analytical and
experimental. A dezailed three dimensional analysis of that portion
of the jet adjacent co the lip is possible. The hope is it that may
not be necessary if the lip forces can be reasonably well predicted
by simpler means, in this case using the two-dimensional method of3 characteristics techniques.

The experimental portion o. this effort was designed to measure
lip pressures s,) that they could be compar:gd with the results
obtained from the two dimensional method-ol -characteristics
analysis, as wel). as to gain insight into the lip pressure
distribution.

TESIT PROCEDURES

I Figure 1 is a Schematic of the Test Apparatus.

I! _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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high pre.sure %jriply

H] heraioc u le

_____l Jrijled exhoust hole

=tilinq choanber

/
rnozzle block

_ end plate

FIGURE 1 - SCHEMATIC OF TEST APPARATUS•.

The nozzle angles were tested 30", 45" and 60'. The nozzle
diameter was Appro-imately ten times the diameter of the actual
nozzle exit so that small pressure taps could be iksed along the
bottom and on the side of the lip.

The flow in the lig" portion was examinea us,,lly using a
shadow graph. Although it was not the purpose of these
experiments to study tho flow field, the oblique "hock patterns
observed were similar to, those shown in reference [1]. The
presence of shocks in the shadow graphs served to confirm that
sonic conditions had bee'n reached at the exit plane.

EXPERIMENTAL PRESSURE D1STRIBUTIONS

Figures 2-13 are typicel of the pressure measurements.
Pressures at the tip of the lip are at the left. Test points
proceed upstream to the rig!ht along the lip and into the nozzle.

14
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Several iuteresting patterns emerge from these plots. In
general the pressure declines from the nozzle exit toward the lip
as expected. For the higher pressure ratios this decline is
continuous, even to sub-ambient pressures at the tip of the lip.
At lower pressure ratios the downward trend is interrupted by
jumps in the pressure distribution. This effect is especially
noticeable for the longer lipped nozzles, i.e. 454 and 60. These
jumps correlate with visually observed oblique shocks near these
locations. 1.pparently the longer the lip, the more likely is the
formation of a shock, especially at low pressure ratios.

I 3ince most of the bore evacuator discharge will occur at
high pressure ratios shock formation and sub-ambient pressures
are probably of no concern.

Space constraints did not permit the inclusion of very many
side-lip pressure taps. It is gratifying to see that the side
pressures measured do not differ significantly from the bottom-
lip pressures at the same axial position. This would indicate
that at least on the lip surface the bottom-lip pressure is
typical of the circumferential pressure distribution at each
axial station. Symmetry at each station makes the summing of lip
forces straight forward.

I ANALYTICAL RESULTS

Prior to testing two-dimensional method of characteristics
analyses were performed, first by hand and then using a computer.
The computed lip-bottom pressures were normalized to the nozzle
exit plan pressure where the Mach number was set to 1.01 to
initiate the calculations. Distances along the lip-botton,
measured from the nozzle exit plane, were normalized to the exit
diameter. The results for six differenc pressure ratios are
shown in Figure 14 for all pressure ratios. Computations were
performed to cover all lip angles, up to 60"

The only distinguishing feature of the predicted pressure
distribution is the distance at which the pressure stops
declining and levels off. This point is a function of the exitp pressure ratio.

Computations were continued beyond this point until they
indicated that the formation of an oblique shock was imminent.
(The computer code was not capable of crossing an okl-ique shock).
The calculations indicated that the tendency to leveL-off and
subsequently shock decredses with increasing EPR until the EPR
was slightly above 3.36. For higher pressure ratios all three
nozzle lips are predicted to be shock-free.

I21
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FIGURE 14 - LiP PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION y = 1.4, 2-D METHOD OF
CHARACTERISTICS

Probably the most interesting fiature of the theoretical
curves is the universality of the pressure distribution for all
pressure ratios up to the onset of the uniform pressure region.

COMPARISON OF EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

Experimental and theoretical results ,are compared in Figures
15-18. Since it is difficult to control ftxperimental conditions
the EPR's are not exactly equivalent. Despite this it appears
that agreement is reasonably good near the nozzle exit plane.
This is expected since both theory and test pressures are
initially normalize to unity. Farther along the lip the theory
tends to underestimate the experimentel pressures. The onset of
the uniform pressure region occurs farther out on the lip than
predicted.
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AVERAGED LIP PRESSURES

Figure 19 shows the average pressure on the lip, P.,
relative to the nozzle exit pressure P,. These averages were
obtained by integrating the experimental lip pressure distribu-I tions ovez the lip area. The lip area in this case is the irea
seen when the nozzle exit is viewed normal to the nozzle center
line. P. times this area is the force the lip exerts on the gas
perpendicular to the nozzle centerline. Smaller values of PW/P*
result in larger pumping forces extended on the tube gases.

l ~ ~~1.2 , ,'-

1.0

I 
0.6I, I
0.41 " ----•-----

I 0.

S 2 3 6PNPR

FIGURE 19 -NORMALIZED LIP PRESSURE VS NPR
P = =30° -x, 0 =-45° - 0, P = 60° - o

Below, the critical NPR of approximately 1.9 the wall
I pressure (extrapclated-A and shown as a dashed line in Figure 19)

is only slightly less than the nozzle exit pressuý:°e. Substantia'.
decreases in P,/P,, occur when the NPR is increased to about three

Sor four, but beyond that increasing the NPIR yields no further
'• Iincrease in P/P,..

II
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HOLE THRUST FORCES

The pumping force component provided by the nozzle pressures
is given by:

F" P,a,, {i --•]

The factor (:-P,/P,) cos3 is the fraction of the maximum force
P a. available as a pumping force. Figure 20 showzs this term as
a function of the NPR.

0.4

0.3 / I
"0 . 2
0.. 0.2 /

/0__

II o i L/

S 0 .0 . ,o

-0.1

213 4 5 6
NPr

FIGURE 20 - NORMALIZED PUMPING FORCE VS NPR
P = 30' -x, 1= 450- 0, P = 60o-

There is a dramatic increase in the pumping force as the NPR
is increased to a level which eliminates shocks from the lip.

For NPR ? 1.9 the exit pressure P. is theoret~cally related
to the reservoir pressure PR by Pe = PR/1. 8 9 3 . Thus incre sing PRand NPR (to a '.imited extend) increases F.. Once P,/P, reachesits asymptotic value FP increases linearly with P,.
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OBSERVATIONS

1. The two-dimensional method of characteristics analysis
underestimates the lip pressures. It also predicts a uniform
pressure region, and the subsequent onset of an oblique shock,
much closer to the nozzle exit plane thEn •bserved.

2. The universal character of the shociless wall pressure
distribution predicted by theory appears to be at least
approximately true for the actual flows,

3. The result of thirty tests indicatet; that the hole lip will
be shockless if EPR > 1.5 for 30" nozzle:-s, EPR > 2.5 for 60"
nozzles.

4. The pressure along the bottom of the lip appears to be very
nearly the same as the circumferential p:;ressures at that axial
location. This finding makes the calcul.ation of the axial force
component straight forward.

5. The ratio of the average wall pressure, P,, to the nozzleII exit pressure, P,, decreases with increasing nozzle angle P,
reaching asymptotic values as NPR is increased.
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NOMENCLATURE

a. nozzle exit area
P nozzle diameter
EPR exit pressure ratio = P9/1,.
NPR nozzle pressure ratio = PR/P.
P lip pressuresI Ps ambient pressure
Pe nozzle exit plane pressure
PW area averaged lip wall pres!v,.*e
Z axial distance from the no.iE. :xit plane
0 nozzle angle
y specific heat ratio
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IABSTRACT:

This paper presents results that provide a validated simulation
approach to study the behavior of projectiles subjected to
transient in-bore loadings. In this study, the PXR6353
instrumented round was modeled. The approach used features
vibration studies of the components of this projectile. This
includes a comparison of the vibration modes determined by finite

modal analysis techniques. The ANSYS finite element codie was used
to generate the analytic model. Both impact and shaker excitation
methods were used in the experimental modal analysis phase. The
direct comparison between analytical and experimental data showed
that the finite element model correctly captured the dominant modes
of vibration of the projectile.
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INTRODUCTION

The design of artillery projectiles has been based upon the
presumed use of solid propellant as the propelling charge [1]. The
pressure profile across the base is typically uniform for solid
propellants. Also, the pressure-time history is smooth. However, with
the nonconventional propelling charges now under consideration, neither
of these conditions is necessarily true. Consequently, it is vital that
the capability of existing munitions to survive these new launch
environments be determined.

One means of addressing this issue is to conduct large scale firing
tests using representative samples from all current munitions. This
approach is time consuming. Also, limited information concerning the
causes of failure is obtainable from this approach for munitions which
do not survive the launch environment. Another approach is to use
finite element (FE) methods to analytically determine the probable
response of a projectile to the expected launch environment. This
approach allows the determination of potential deleterious effects of
the launch environment provided the FE model accurately represents the
essential structural dynamic characteristics of the real projectile. For
simple structures it is relatively straightforward to generate an
appropriate FE model. However, complex structures such as artillery
projectiles which have numerous internal components are a much more
difficult task. Validation of these FE models is essential if
confidence in the analytical results is expected.

Experimental Modal Analysis (EMA) has proven to be an extremely
useful tool for validating complex FE models. In its simplest function,
EMA determines the basic structural characteristics such as natural
frequencies and modes of vibration of a structure. These measured
characteristics can be compared with the predicted values obtained from
an FE analysis to determine the accuracy of the model. Good agreement
indicates that the FE model can be expected to realistically capture the
basic dynamic behavior of the actual structure. For many FE models,
this is all that is required for validation. Additional concerns such
as the refinement of the FE model to account for stress concentrations
are a separate issue and cannot be addressed by EMA. However, if the FE
model cannot even reproduce the gross dynamic behavior of the structure
correctly, then these additional concerns are moot.
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Prior -nalyses (2,3,4,5] of projeCctiles typically used either thesame FE virdel for the dynamif analysis as was used for the staticanalysis or relied upon the e' 1erience of the FE analyst to generate anacceptable FE •nodel. For cor',/entional solid propellant these approaches
normaliy produced reasonable results. This success is due in part to thetact that the response of the projectile can be approximated as quasi-static when the loadina is due to solid propellant. This is not true
fe•r analyses which attempt to simulate the liquid propellant (LP) launchI ,nvironment. As is seen in U'igure I, the pressure-time curve exhibitshigh frequency oscillations. These oscillations can cause significantstructural response if the frequency of the oscillations is near afundamental frequency of some component of the projectile.
Consequently, it is imperative for dynamic analysis that the FE modelfaithfully reproduces the correct dynamic response of the projectile.
This paper examines the use of EMA in the development of an FE model of
the PXR6353 instrumented projectile for use in dynamic analysis.

BACKGROUND

The basic goal of dynamic analysis is the determination of thedynamic response of a structure to a defined forcing function. Forcomplex structures this often entails the development of an appropriate
FE model. The discretized FE model yields a system of n equationsdescribing the dynamic behavior of the structure. These equations can
be written in the form

I| 0003

= !•%000.010 .012 .014 .016 .018 .020 .022 .024 .026 .026 .030 .032

n 
ti m e ( s e c)

fig..ure 1. LP Pressure History
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Mk(t) + C*(t) + Kz(t) f(t) (1)

where M, C, and K are the mass, damping and stiffness matrices, f(t) is
a defined forcing function, and x(t) is the response. For linear
structural analysis M, C, and K are symmetric and time invariant.
Equation 1 can be rewritten in the Laplace domain as

s 2 MX(s) + s Cx(s) + KX(s) = F(s) (2)

X(s) and F(s) are the transformed responses and forces, respectively.
This equation represents an eigenvalue problem. For lightly damped
structures, it is not unusual to neglect the damping and instead
consider undamped free vibration response. The nontrivial solution of
for this case is given by

Is2 M+ K i =0 (3)

Solution of Equation 3 yields n natural frequencies, sn=jn, and n modal
vectors Tn. These can then be used in a normal mode analysis to solve
the forced vibration problem given by Equation 1. Also, the predicted
natural frequencies and mode shapes can be compared with the
corresponding experimentally determined quantities to determine the
accuracy of the FE model.

The experimental determination of the natural frequencies and modal
vectors constitutes EMz [6]. As with FEA, EMA starts with a system of
equations written as in Equation 2. However, K, C, and K are now
unknown. Instead, the response, x(t), and the applied load, f(t),
vectors are the known quantities. Accordingly, neglecting damping,
Equation 2 is rewritten as

B(s) X(s) = F(s) (4)

where B (s) ==Ms 2+K.

The transfer function H(s) is then defined as

H(s) =[B(s)] -1 (5)

Therefore, Equation 4 can be expressed as

H(s) F(s) = X(s) (6)

The transfer function H(s) relates the input to the system, F(s), to the
output, X(s). In component form, Equation 6 relates the input at some
point q to the output at a point p by the relation

HM (s) = (7)Fq

The individual components of H(s), H , are assumed to have the form
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IPq (8)i z-I S-Sn (,-sn

where Q is a scaling factor, 7r is the rth modal vector, and s=ji, isthe r pole. This representation is based upon a simple one degree-of-
freedom oscillator (7].

I Assumptions in the derivation of Equation 1, and consequently
Equation 6 imply that the entire transfer function matrix H(s) can be
reconstructed by measuring the transfer functions, Equation 7, of a
single row or column of H(s). To increase accuracy, it is common
practice though to measure several rows or columns. These data are then
used to determine the natural frequencies and modal vectors by curve
fitting the data. Also, if multiple modes at a single frequency are to
be resolved, then multiple rows or columns must be measured. As
mentioned, agreement betw*on the predicted and measured natural
frequencies, or, and the corresponding mode shapes Tr is an indication
of the accuracy of the FE model.

ANALYSIS

Experimental Modal Analysis

I The PXR6353 instrumented projectile was analyzed botA as a complete
structure and as three separate components. In this paper discussion is
limited to the results obtained for the separate components. The
subdivision of the projectile into three components was made because
these components represent logical substructures of the overall
projectile. Section A consisted of the boattail and motor body, Figure
2. Section B was the body section, Figure 3. Section C consisted of all
parts between the antenna section and nose inclusive, Figure 4. Section
B was the simplest component consisting essentially of a cylinder with
one end closed, while Section C was the most complex. All modal testsI conducted simulated "free-free" boundary conditions by suspending the
test sections by elastic cords with the axis of symmetry of the sections
oriented horizontally. The "rigid body" frequencies for the test
sections are substantially below 150 Hz which is well below the first
flexural modes of all the sections. Data was coll ýcted in the frequency
range of 0 to 10, 000 Hz. Mode Indicator Functions (MIF) are shown in
Figures 5-7 for Sections A, B, and C, respectively. Minimums in the
value of the MIF indicate the location of a potential modes. The
results of the modal test are summarized in Table 1.
F rit- n J&_9_ nt_ sisI Finite t_E _Analysi

The EMA results were used to validate both 2D and 3D FE models of
the PXR6353 instrumented projectile. For the 2D model, four-node
axisymmetric harmonic elements were used, while eight-node trilinear
hexahedron elements were used in the 3D FE model [8]. The 2D and 3D FE
meshes were generated such that in the r-z plane the menh pattern was
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Table 1. _ENLand FEA Modal Results

Frequency (Hz)
%Error

Mode FEA _ __Damping

EMA - %
________ _________ 2Dj 3D 2D 3D ____

1 1823 1941 1966 6.5 7.8 0.145

2 4265 4748 4900 11.3 14.9 0.087

Section A 3 5489 5717 5820 4.2 6.0 0.232

1 1897 1957 1984 3.2 4.6 0.207

2 4679 4902 5075 4.8 8.5 0.142

Section B 3 6111 6199 6332 1.4 3.6 0.122

1 1613 1696 1731 5.1 7.3 0.246

2 3448 - 2508 -- 27. 4.00

SectinC_ 4034 4225 4345 4.73 7.7 0.583

Figuire 2. f'EA So144 Modegl-o Sction A
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I
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I
i Figure 3. FEA Solid Model of Section B

I
II

, 7J

I
.Fi~gure_4.__FEA Solijd Model _of Section C
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Figure 5. EMA MIF for Section A
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I
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Figure 7. EMA MIF for Section C

the same. The mesh for Section B is shown in Figure 8 for illustration.I The harmonic elements allow the specification of the mode shIape in the
circumferential direction by specifying the number of circumferential
waves. The 3D FE model used 24 elements per 180 degrees in the
circumferential direction. This number was arrived at by considering
the effect of increasing the number of circumferential elements upon the
frequency predictions for a simple hollow cylinder. The results of this
cylinder problem are summarized in Table 2. It is seen that 24
circumferential elements give reasonable agreement with the same problem
using quadratic elements. While increasing the number of
circumferential elements would increase the accuracy, the results of

I this simple test problem indicate that the gains in accuracy would be
minimal.I
DISCUSSION

Frequency Comparisons

As mentioned, Section A consisted of the boattail and the motor
body components of the projectile. The mass of the model for this

Ssection is 7 ,424 .1 grams while the actual •nass is 8 ,065 grams . The
difference in mass is primarily due to the absence of the rotating band
in the FE model. Inclusion of the rotating band mass in the FE model
increases the model's mass to 7,935 grams. This indicates the model is
approximately 1.6% lighter than the actual structure. In this study,this is considered an acceptable error. The FE frequency predictions

I _____ _________________
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Fiqqgur 8. FE Mesh of Section B

Table 2. Convergence Examples

tElement #circ. -Feuny-

Type Elenients __ ___- Mode _____

6 1291 1335 11516 1999 1959 [2760

Lier - 12 -. 853 873 1007 1012 1439 12236

24 820 831 943 1015 1360 2145

6 1093 1098 117 2 1001- 1481 2085

Quadrati~c 12 835 843 944 1003 1316 1983

24 814 823 926 j1004 1304 1976
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are also included in Table 1. It is seen that the predicted frequencies
are in good agreement with the experimental values.

The mass of the FE model of Section B is 11,024.2 grams while the
actual mass of this section is 10,735 grams which constitutes an error
of 2.7%. The difference in mass is due to the presence of transverse
thru-holes in the base of Section B which are not included ii the FE
model. However, because the location of this extra mass in the FE model
is in the base which is relatively rigid compared to the rest of the
structure, the predicted natural frequencies are in good agreeient with
the experimentally measured frequencies.

Section C was the most complex section of the three sections. Each
individual component of Section C though could be easily modelled.
Consequently, the mass estimate is very good. The estimated mass is
10,033 grams while the measured mass is 10,007 grams which is an e.Lor
of only 0.26%. This agreement is fortuitous since it is impossible to
disassemble Section C to determine exactly which internal components are
present. The close agreement between the FE model's mass and the actual
structure's mass provides a measure of confidence that all internal
components are included in the FE model. Despite the very good mass
estimate, the predictions cf the natural frequencies of Section C are
not as accurate as might be expected. In particdlar, the second natural
frequency is in error by -27.3%. It has since been deterrined that
Section C was obtained from a round which had been used in a prior
firing test and had sustained some internal damage. Therefore, it is
highly unlikely that. the FE model represents the actual internal
boundary conditions between the internal compcnents of this particular
Section C correctly. Such errors in the internal boundary conditions
can easily cause the large error in the predicted value of the second
natural frequency since the second mode involves primarily c-ormponents in
the potentially damaged part of Section C.

Mode Shapes

Ore method of assessing the accuracy of the mode shapes determined
using EMA is the modal assurance criterion (MAC) [9]. Ideally, for
linearly dependent modal vector;, th? MAC value should approach unity,
while for linear?.y independent modal vw'ctors the MAC value approaches
zero. However, theie are cther considerations that can also lead to MAC
values of zero or one [9]. Some of these reasons incLude non-
stationarity of the structure, nonlinearity of the structure. noise, and
an invalid modal parameter estimation. During the EMA, appropriate
precautions were taken to minimize chese possibilities so that the
computed MAC values should indicate whether two modal vectors are
linearly independent. The MAC values for the first three modes of
Sections A, B, and C are shown in Tables 4-6. It is seen that the
experimentally dietermined mode shapes used to validate the FE model are
orthogonal. The fundamental mode shapes determined by EMA for these
sections are shown Figures 9-11. The corresponding mode shapes
predicted by the FEA are shown in Figures 12-14. The close agreement
between the predicted and measured mode shapes is evident.

I'I I" I I'Ir'I ! I r. r IlI' I I , I l ,l r ' ' li l"' "3 9
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Table _3. MAC for Section A

Mode 1 2 3

1_________ 1

2 .001 1

3 331 .0041

Table 4. MAC for Section B

Mooe 1 3

___ 11I

2 .001 1

- .331 .004 1

Table 5. MAC for Section C

Mode 1 2 3

2 .001 1

3 .061 .001 1

LLI

40I
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Fi-jure 11. E.MA Section C. Mode 1
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CONCLUS IONS

The natural frequencies axid mode shapes of the PXR6353 instrumented
projectile and its components have been determined using EMA. Linear
independence of the mode shapes obtained by EMA has been verified.
These experimentally determined natural frequencies and mode shapes have
been used to validate an FE model of this projectile. The agreement
between the FEA and EMA results indicate that an acceptable FE model has
been developed. The FE model can therefore be used with confidence to
predict the structural response of the projectile when subjected to the
LP interior ba.llistic environment.
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ABSTRACT:

Pressure measurements were recorded at the Weapons Technology Directorate (WTD)
of the Army Research Laboratory to verify predictions of a blast model used at Benet
Weapons Laboratory (BWL). An array of eleven piezoelectric gages was placed in a vertical
line perpendicular to the gun barrel and positioned at various locations behind the muzzle
during the testing of two perforated muzzle brakes. The two muzzle brakes were designed
and fabricated to fit on to a 20mm Mann barrel. The two brakes were compared to a third
device with no perforations that served as a baseline. The first muzzle brake was a scaled
down version of the EX35 and the second was a special design that had two rows of holes
relocated between 7.5 and 9 calibers behind the muzzle ("split brake"). The pressure gage
array was, used to measure the portion of the blast profile that affected the area behind the

* gun.

This t*est was performed in conjunction with the first phase of the test where far field
pressure measurements and blast wave shadowgraphs were obtained. This paper will present
the characteristics of the blast pressure wave as it trivels back along the gun axis correltA-
ing the pressure profile data with the shadowgraphs that were taken at the same locations.
Results from the present blast profile test provided quartitative information for precise com-
parisons.
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Experimental Measurements of the Blast Pressure Profile for 20rmm Perforated Muzzle
Brake Designs

Douglas S. Savick
U.S. Army Research Laboratory
Propulsion and Flight Division

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Md 21005

1. Introduction

Pressure measurements were recorded at the Weapons Technology Directorate (WTD)
of the Army Research Laboratory to verify predictions of a blast model developed at Benet
Weapons Laboratory (BWL) [1]. An array of eleven piezoelectric gages was placed in a
vertical line perpendicular to a 20mm gun barrel and positioned at various locations behind
the muzzle during the testing of two perforated muzzle brakes. The pressure gage array was
used to measure the portion of the blast profile that affected the area behind the gun. The
eleven gages were set at certain increments from the barrel's exterior wall.

This test was performed in conjunction with the first phase of the test where far field
pressure measurements and blast wave shadowgraphs were taken [2]. This report will include
the blast pressure data in comparison with the shadowgraphs that were taken at or about the
same locations. The results from the blast profile test were useful in providing quantitative
information for precise comparisons to the BWL's blast model [1].

2. Setup

The test was performed at WTD's indoor Aerodynamics Range. A schematic drawing of
the test setup is shown in Figure 1. The firings and measurements took place in an anechoic
chamnber to eliminate reflecting blast waves that strike the range walls near the gun, as seen
in the photograph of the test setup (Figure 2).

Two muzzle brakes (devices 5 and 7) were tested and compared to a baseline device
(device 1) that had no perforations (Figure 3). Each device was designed and fabricated to
fit on to a 20mm Mann barrel that was threaded at the muzzle. Each device had the same
dimensions (approx. 28 cm in length) aside from their individual hole patterns. Device 5 is
the scaled down version of the 105 mm EX35 perforated muzzle brake design that is being
supplied as government• furnished equipment for the Armored Gun System, currently in full
development. Device 7' was tested for the 105mm gun and is of special interest because of
its unique design as being a "split brake" (two rows of holes are spaced upstream from the
other perforations). The ammunition used for this test was Cartridge, 20mm, TP, M55A2.

An array of piezoelectric gages was mounted in a steel block that was fabricated into a
wedge shape (see Figure 4). The wedge was used to amsure that the flow of the blast wave
was not obstructed oi' interfered with before reaching the gages. The gages were fixed in the
the wedge to measure static pressure with their measuring surfaces positioned flush to the
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surface that the flow passed over. The array was adjustable to incremental distoances behind
the muzzle for the test requirements. The array consisted of eleven gages that were postioned
in a line perpendicular to the gun barrel with the first six gages positioned at increments of
12.7 mm (.5 in) from the barrel exterior and the remaining five were at increments of 25 mm
(1 in). Nicolet oscilloscopes recorded and stored the required data.

1 3. Procedure

Pressure data were recorded for the three muzzle devices at various distances behind the
muzzle. The pressure gage array was initially positioned over the original muzzle (muzzle
location when devices are absent, as seen in Figure 5) and repositioned at predetermined
locations behind the original muzzle after each device had been tested at that location.
Each device had 2-4 rounds fired through it for each location to establish a val-d sample for
averaging. The pressure was recorded at the following locations behind the muzzle: 0 cm,
5 cm, 10 cm, 15 cm, 20 cm, 25 cm, 30 cm, 40 cm, and 50 cm. The data were reduced and
peak overpressure wvas analyzed and compared.I

4. Analysis

4.1 Blast Pressure and Shadowgraphs Figures 6-16 represent the peak overpres-
sures of the three muzzle devices at specified locations along the gun. Each figure displays
the peak overpressure of each individual probe beginning with probe 1 (Figure 6). From
these figures, the strength of the peak pressure could be studied as the blast wave traveled
behind the muzzle and away from the barrel. From these figures, the following was observed.
The pressures for device 1 have a consistent pattern in every figure. Most of the blast travels
ahead of device 1, therefore the pressure sensed by each probe behind the muzzle was low
at each location. Devices 5 and 7 produced higher pressures behind Lhe gun than device 1
due to the gases emanating from the sides.

Whea the peak overpressures are measured behind the muzzle from 10-50 cm, device 7
produced weaker pressures than device 5. From Savick [2], it is found that the interaction
between the two blast waves of device 7 weaken the strength of the blast wave as it travels
rearward of the muzzle. This interaction can be observed in the shadowgragh of the blast
waves of device 7 taken after the projectile exited the device (Figure 17). The blast wave of
the front vents that travels rearward is intercepted by the blast wave of the rear vents that
is traveling forward.

In the region before 10 cm, device 7 had a stronger peak ov.rpres.ure than device 5 (for
probes 1-7). This was due to the orobes being almost over %op •4 the the rear vents of device
7. In this position, the gages we-e Paeasuring pressure that traveled outwardly as well as
towards the back. As the probes were positioned further rearward (10 cm and beyond), the
gages measured only the part of the b~ast wave that traveled towards the rear of the gun.

I To demonstrate the difference in blast waves of devices 5 and 7, shadowgraphs of each
blast wave taken separately at, approximately the same location along the gun barrel. Figure
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18 shows the blast wave for device 5 and Figure 19 shows the blast wave from device 7.
The blast wave from device 5 is thicker and more defined in strength thai the blast wave of
device 7.

4.2 Blast Overpressure and Blast Code Analysis The experimental results were
compared to analytical date. produced by BWL's blast code [1). The code calculated the
peak overpressure of each pressure prohe for four different locations behind the the muzzle.
"The locations include 0 cm, 15 cm, 30 cm, and 50 cm behind t0e muzzle. Figures 20-22 show
the comparison of the calculated data with the corresponding experimental data.

The predictions seem to be morc accurate for the locations that are further away from
the muzzle (i.e. 30 and 50 cm) for all three devices. The pressures that were measured at cr
near the muzzle are a result of a more complex flow field than could be predicted. Device 7
(Figure 22) is especially compihcated due to the holes of the "split brake" being much closer
to the probes than the other devices. The pressures at the 30 and 50 cm positions for device
7 were also difficult to predict. It appears that the interactioii between the two blast waves
from the "split brake" have a larger effect on each other than could be predicted. The 30
and 50 cm predictions do become consistent with the experimental data at the probes 6 and
7 region.

5. Summary and Conclusions

1. Device 1 showed little variation in peak overpressure for any probe and/or aay location.

2. Device 7 had lower blast overpressures than device 5 from 10-50 cm.

3. The two -,nt areas of device 7 provided interactions between blast waves that lessencd
the rearward overpressure.

4. The shadowgraph for device 5 showed a thicker and stronger looking blast wave than the
shadowgraph of the blast wave fr•!T device 7.

5. The blast ,de provided c!ose pcedictions for each device at locations 30 cm and beyond.

6. The predictious that were made closer to the muzzle were not able to account for all of
the complexities of ,hat flow fild region.
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ABSTRACT:

We observe that at first launch of the day, e.g., after the bore evacuator
reservoir is removed and resealed, peak reservoir pressures can double. As reported
in Ref 1, the measured peak reservoir pressure was about 1.4 MPa (200 psi) for the
M256 firing an M831 training projectile, whereas the next firing produced a reservoir
peak of about 0.7 MPa (100 psi). The explanation proposed is that shock wave iqnition
occurs in the evacuator ports: fuel rich propellant gas in contact with heated air
at the shock contact interface reacts exothermally at the elevated states. Since
post-shock states must be established within gs of projectile arrival at the ports,
the proposed secondary combustion initiates during projectile travel. Air in the
reservoir is depleted for subsequent firings, replaced by burnt propellant gas, so
that secondary tombustion is not likely then and evacuator pressures are predictable
by gas dynamical methods.

The initiation of lo round secondary combustion in the bore evacuator is the
subject of this paper. We first cite further field test data for the 120 mm M256
evacuator. Then, using equilibrium thermochemistry, we perform shock tube analyses
that predict l't round ignition in the evacuator ports of the 155 mm M284/185 at high
zone. To examine the hypothesis of 1t round secondary combustion in the U284/185
evacuator, and obtain measurennts of the evacuator charge coefficient, a laboratory
investigation by Nagamatsu et. al., Ref 2, was established in which pressure and heat
transfer gauges confirm that shock processes occur in the injector ports at the port
opening event.
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IWMRODUCTIOi

Bore Evacuator Design

1. The Discharqe Cvle. To promote the reduction toxic gases and to better
understand how a flareback event occurs, several aspects of the design of bore
evacuators are being invesrigated. Siriple. one-dimensional techniques for the
evacuator p'imp flow were applied for the first time after WWII, based cn Reynolds'
Momentum Theorem -the control volume approach. Thus, References 3 and 4, and more
recently, other investigations, References 5--7, have established u3a of control volume
methods for the flow of rocm temperatare air and/or propellant gases in the evacuator.
More simplifications apply when inviscid air is assu~ned fo.: the discharge cycle
because the energy and mass-flow equations uncouple and the resulting moine itum, mass
and state equations combine in an exact compressible flow algorithm, albeit nonlinear,
that can be solved iteratitely with a hand calculator to obtain the induced flow
speedi at the breech and muzzle, given quasi-steady pressure ii the reservoir for a
given ejector geometry. This technique was extended to an idea. propellant qas in
which initial composition is established with a thermochemical code such as BLAKE,
Reference 8. "hen the higher energy state of the gas is given vy the ratio of
specific heats deduced from the composition. In this easý, the energy and mss-flow
equations must both be accounted for, together with the i.,omentum and state equations,
at each surface bornding the control volume, Reference 9. The addition of mixing-
length losses, Reference 10, and experimentally obtained flow discharge coefficient,
completes the steacy-state discharge the.iry as .pplied to the 120 mm M256 and 155 mm
M28A or M195 evacuators, Reference 11.

2. The Chare iycle Modelin2 Problem. The bore evacuator charge .zycle modeling
presented an anomaly: It was found that the peak reservoir pressure could not be
predicted for all firings. Since balliatics must drive all of the charge processes,
the approach taken was to model the bore evacuator reservoir fill cycle by charging
it with propellant gas from the dynamically variable high pressure reservoir bounded
by the gun tube and projectile base prior to uncorking. Then, subsequent to the
uncorkiug, charge it. with gasdynamically expanding gas in the gun tube during gin
blowdown. The process to peik reservoir pretsure takes - generically for artillezy
and tank cannon -about 50 ms. This approach worVed for all Lut, so called, I"t round
firings since the computations fail to predict the peak charge pressure in that case.
As reported in Reference I [Andrade and Haas] the measui.,ed peak reservoir pressure I
was about 1.4 MPa for the M256 firing a 1` round "warmer" M31 training projectile,
whereas subsequent M831 firiags produceJ a reservoir peak of about 0.7 MPa. Further
evidence of elevated evacuator pressures in 1" round M256/M8 U1 firings is given with
recently obtained measurements summarized on Table I. I
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Table, 1. Peak Evacuator Pressure, riring 120 mm 256/K831/DIGL "Wariers"I (Data -:btaiaod at Olin Ordnance Range, Socorro, NM, 12-16 Aprl 1993)

Year 1993 1990

_ _Date 13 Avril 16 April

Chamber Pressure 65 20 > 65 kpsi

Round No. I__* 2__ _ at 2 ndI •eak 1 2 1 1 1

R u t 6 O'cl.ock 382 188 160 186 115 psi

I a__t at 12 O'clock 275 119 126 141 67 psi

Aveae 328 153 142 164 91psi

Combustion Press (Difference._f Ava):

98.5 73 psi

I Ref 1 115 psi

*ENDEVCO gauges not torqued to specification for first lit firi.ng.

We note that "normal" evacuator peak pressures range froin 91 to 160 psi and thatthe combustion pressures measured for the downloaded firing are about 2/3 that of thefull charge rounds. Also, the asymmetric distribution of the ports, Figure la, favor
a high pressure reflected shock wave region at the six o'clock gauge. The explanation
proposed for these pressure observations is that the five reservoir injection portsaccommodate shock wave ignition: by which the fuel rich propellant gas components
react with shock heated air at the shock contact interface. Since post-shock states
are established within Us of projectile arrival at the ports, a Mach 7.8 shock wave,
computed in Ref 1, must traverse the 58 mm port length long before projectile exit.

Subsequent analysis and laboratory experiments aim at understanding the bore
evacuator gas dynamic and reaction processes for possible applications to Advanced
Field Artillery Systems. Fig lb illustrates the process at the M284 charge valve.

THE 3HOCK WAVZ AS IGNITION SOULCE IN L55 HM M284/185 BORE EVACUATOR PORTS

~An__a••i s.

1. interior b llistics. (IBHVG2). To examine the hypothesis of secondary
mcombustion ac I round firing, as an explanation of evacuator reservoir pressures

exceeding the gasdynamic prediction, a laboratory investigation was established, Ref
2, in which pressure and heat transfer gauges are to confirm that, at the port opening
eveot, high Mach number (M. - 7) shock processes can occur in the injector ports.
These measurements and the ex. sting reaction kinetics data, should then indicate that
the port shocks are indeed the sour•ce of ignition of fuel rich propellant gas in the
postshock state. 13aili.stic calculations for the 1L5 mm M284/M864, using M203AI stick
"propellant give the gasdynamic state in the gun tube 'equired for both the laboratory
ihock tube simulation at the charge/discharge ports and analyses of these process to
be present.ed first. A sux.vary of the ballistic database is shown on Figure 2 and
Table IT. These data ari the basis -f our work.
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Table II. INTERIOR BALLISTICS DATA !'OR THE 155 MM4 M284/MI35/M203Al. (IBdVG2)

PROJECTILE M864
PROPELLANT M31 singlu lerf slot stick, 12.7 kg

CHARGE WT. (Total) 13.7 kg'

COVOL .00 )98337 m3 /kg
TEMP 2587. K
FORC 981908.4 m2 /s 2

GANeMA 1.25L3
RHO 16. 641.413 kg/rn

Position: Pmax muzz,,.e charge discharge
port port

Time 3.96 11.86 8.91 9.81 ms
Pres. 365.8 84.52 127.7 108.7 MPa
Temp. 1792.0 1742.0 K
Vel. 69.,.7 736.3 m/s
* Fo.r nicrh zone, including combustible case components.

2.Initial Conditions for the 1h5 nn Bere Evacuator. At the time of passage of
the projectile over the charge ports, e.g. Figs la and ib, the physical properties
of the propellant gases are given by IBHVG2, Table II, and the BLAKE/NASA Chemical
Equilibrium & Transport Code (CET86) results, Appcndix I, sununarized as follows:

2, = 127.7 MPa 1b ..2'478
Tb - 1792 K - 22.262

Where subscripts b ox 4 will be usad interchangeably for the propeillant gas at the
port opening; aka the shock tube stat• 4. Xikewise, subscripts 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 are
for states ahead of the incident shock, bert,.nd the shock, in the expanded propellant
gas, bahind the reflected shock and in the Chapruin-Jouguet (C-J) burned gas regions,
respectively. Prior to a 1" firing, the eiracuator reservoir is filled with air at
normal temperature and pressure (NTP):

P. = 14.7 psia y = 1.40

T. - 300 h i,- 28.8

3.1deal Gas Anjavys'.s of Shock Wavea in the Ports and Evacuator Reservoir.

a. Incident Shock. • y 4suming the initial starting proceso in the chargeports at. the tIme oT r-ro3ectiie ar.zial at the openincl of the ports to be similar to
the diaphragm burst of a ahock tube driver (Fig 3 is generic) the shock wave Mach
num'ner, M,, creaz.ed by the sulden burst at port opening is obtained, Refs 12 and 13,
by solving

P1 L y1 +l Y,- al1)

where F'4, T4 , y d, a ', dnd nt are the pre sure, temperature, ratio of sp-cAifit; heats,
velocity of sound, and molecular weight, respectively, of the driver g9,s. The
corresponding phyni.cal pararrieters in the driver, tube a~e 1,", T1, y.,, a,, ,nd m,. The
gas const~vit, F-,,, for the pro0peilarnt gqs at. 1792 K ana molecular weight of 22.. ?/nmole
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is R, = 2220 ft 2 /sec 2/'R, and for air at NTP in the evacuator reservoir, the gas
constant, PR, is 1716 ft 2/sec'/'R. Using these va.lues in the equation fc~r the
acoustical speed, and ccntinuing with mixed Engineeril ; and SI units,

a = V-Iff(2)

the sound speedi in the bore and the evacuator reservoir are, respactively,

Iab = 2230 ft/sec and a. - 1128 ft/sec

The pressure ratio accoss the M284/M185 charge port entrance for ?4 = P" - 18,500 psi
and P, - P. = 14.7 psi As

P 4/P I - Pbl/P. - 1260

Assuming, as a first approximation, that propellan'- ga3 in the gun bore
corresponds to the shock driver gas and that air in the evacuator port is driven, the
shock Mach number in the chavge port passage is determined fron, Eq. (1) to be

M. - 6.96

As shock waves propagate through the evacuator ports of any gun, Fig 1, or the ports
of a laboratory simulation model, Fig 4, the pressure jump across the shock wave is
given, Ref 14, by

P.• = 2Y2 M.2. y!-I3)
P 1 y 1. "" YI-+l

where P, = 14,7 psia is the initial pressure ir the evacuator reservoir. For a shock

Mach number of 6.96 in the charge ports, the pressure junp across the shock wave is

P,/P, - 56.39

thus, the pressure behind the shock wave (state 2) i P, - 828 psi. The corresponding
temperature jump is

where T, - T. - 300 K ýs the vemp-•rature in the evacuator reservoir. For a shock Mach

number of 6.96 the temperature jump across the shock wave is

T,/T, - 10.36

so that the charge port ga-i temperature in the 3hock heatea state 2 is T2 - 3100 K.

The velocity imparted to heated air by shock waves propagating through tte

evacuator ports, Fig3 1 and 4 is

"2a ( U (5)

owhere a, = a. for initial conditions at NTP. Thus, f.jr a shock Mach number of 6.96
and a ý 1128 ft/sec, the •rparted velocity isi, u. - 6410 ft/sec in the charge port
for a shock velocity,

M, 0: - '1854 ft/sec
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Assuming that propellant gases in the bore expand adiabatically like the driver
gas in a shock tube, Fig 3, temperature of the expanded propellant. gases can be
determined upstream of the contact surface separating the cooling propellant gases
from the shock heated air in the evacuator ports. Adiabatic expansion of a gas is
given by

P - (6)

where p is the density of the gas in the driver. By using the equation of state of
the gas

RT (7)-- p

the temperature of the driver gas expanding to the pressure behind the incident shock
wave can be expressed as

Thus, hot propellant gas, initially at pressure Ph - P4 - 18.5 kpsi, temperature
Tb - T4 . 1792 K, and specific heat ratio (4 , I.2L, expands to -% - 828 psi behind the
shock wave in the port, with corresponding temperature at T, = 967 K.

b. Reflected Shock Wave at the Ball Val.ve for the Cha3iz iorts. When th,
projectile traverses across the charje or discharge ports, Figs I and 4, 4 shock wave
will propagate into the passage at a Mach number of 6.96, giver the port opening
pressure of 18,500 psi and a rei..-eratu-e of 1792 K, with the evacuator a' N2P for a
1" round firing. Benind the incident shock wave the pressure is r128 psi with a
temperature of 3100 K and an imparted velocity of 6410 ft/sec. By assuming the shock
uave is ;eflected by the ball valve, Fig ib, lefore the opening of the valve, the
state of the aJi can be determined from the shock wave equations p-ebented in Ref 12.

For an incident planar shock wave refle- ing at a solid wall, the flow comes
to zei'e velocity, u5 - 0, behind the reflected -,',ock w, /e which moves int:o the heated
air region, heating 4.½ again. The twice heated region is called gas state 5. The
contazt surface boundary condition requires that the refl .cted shock Mach num'-er, Mr,
and *-he in•cident shock Mach number, M,, bear a similar relatJ.on tr the imparteO
velc ±ty, i.e., u - u,,. Thus, by analogy to Eq 5, this is expres"'.J as

u _. L (-M ___I_ (9)

where a,- 3630 ft/sec is the souxid perp , 'ir that was heatec. and c,,mpressed by the
incident shock wavw and tie reflected shock Mac!. number, M.,, is giuen by

u= * . (10)

where u,, i. the reflected shock wave v.•locity. By submtitutinq the values for the
velocity ot sound, a,, and impaited v-.lccity, ii ii-itc Eq. (9), Lhe reflected shoc.., way
Mach nund.-mer car be s-Ived from the equvtion

(M y•' 1'-z M - (11)(M ) .... i~ a , - =
Ad r



where M42 is the Machi number of the flow behind the incident shock wave, M2 - U28I 1.166. The reflected shock Mach number for this value of M2 is

tlr- 2. 51.7

and the corresponding reflected shock wave velocity is given by Eq. (10) as

U.r =a 2M. - u, - 2*725 ft/sec-

The pressure behini,. the reflected 3hock wave is given by

PL5 . 2y 2 M. Y21 (2

P2  *Y2 +1 '*Y 2+1

and for M.r = 2.517 the pressure behind the reflected shock wave becomes

PI/P2 - 7.22.3 ana, P, - (7.225) (828) - 5982 psi

By suibstituting the reflected shock Mach number into Eq. (4), the temperatt're becomes

T~,/T 2 = 2.154 and T, - (2.154) '31('0) - 6G80 K

4. Suwnrv ot Ideal Shock Tube Flow Results, The reflected pressure at the
ball valves will be greater than the obove values and th,: corr ipordincq temperature
will be less, as 8hown below for the thermoclhemical *-ixture~i; however, as presentlyI ~designed, the vd..vec open at these pressures and combustion of the propellant gases,
H, a~nd CO, at l,t rovnd f ire, probably occurs in thýý expansion followinig the valve

Im ~opening. T.'-e inii.ial shack wave in the charge port pas.siages, Fig I, couipres-ses and
MR heats the arwient air to a pressure of 828 psi and a temperature of 3100 K, aildItherefote tne cornbustion of H. and CO at the contact surface can occur. Behind the

reflected shock wavi-_, pressure and temperaturco are 5902 pzý, and 6680 K., r'sspectively.
Authe, check valves oper. this high pressurip and tentperar-ure air: w1.1 expand into the

evacuator re,9ervcir and be a source tf high temperature gas to ignite the propellant
gases, i, and CC), with 02 in the reservoic.

5. Thprmocherrical Shock TubIe r'lo~w Rcutine. T2o ninm.lace projectile base gas
states including covspositioii at the evacuat~r p-orts- the BLAKE prog'razT, Rc-f 3, wasI u-sed. 'ie prograr, sinnulat*'d combustion of t~he M71 stick prop,?I.iLent using the Leanard-
Joneo equation of etate computing the eqtullibri.um qaa, state at pressure-s and
ferr.per.3ture3 co~apttible iýi.-`h interior baill-stiz-s. The final composition from BLAK'E
-gas t?- transfez.r'ed to T.he :4ASA code, Ref 15, giving additional thermochemical
irctor,._. includiing the mixture mole fractions (partial pressures) for the port
b~urst sie, as -3ummarized in Appendix I. To investigate shock ignition in the ports
and secon-lary combdustion in the rf-:servoi~r, we observe that the port opening times f-r
an M864 pro~jectile, About 5 jia, J~x the seine order of diaphragm burst time that
establijhes a shock we;-.: in a shock tube, Re?_ 16. Fiq lb illustrates the projectile
base at -he charge port opening, with i cross section of the M-284 check valves. By
using th-e shock tul)e bui at pre',ýiure equatiozi., linked to the NASA code, wa cosiputa the
real gas I emperature, pressure and zýomp(..ait ion for shocked air in the evacuator chargeIports, driven by M203A1 propellant gai . The equaticr for the burst pressure
equation, i.e., tne rat io of propellant gas pre-ssure Pb' at the evacuat-or port to the

Thi t al a~r pressure there tP, I atmn) bL-fore arrival :,f the pro- '7ctA le base, is3 given by, Ref 1:

P/ PI P21/ (1- (Y 4 -)*_ ab2 ý(

wher-e the ratic) 1P, + yI'MI*K is the shock pressu.,e rise, 'y, is trie propellant gas
ratio of sipeci~i-7 heats, 'y, 1.4 for air, M, is the incident shooW. Mach number in thr.
port:, which is dr~iven by the Frrore]..Lant gaib, K =N, ("-- %Ol - v /a, a Lep~i
'-.elocity impartKi by the shock wave, nor~nalized to the soyiic sr -ed in air, u,, is the
cold t', lheaoFed a-ir atnnsizy ratio, and &,, is the. air tc p opel-ant gas sor.2c epeaa
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ratio. Ttie subrou,,.ne was linked to the NASA -,ode and it.eratior_,ý performed unt."l
,Ahock jump conditiono and mole fraction compositions are found suc:1 that Eq(13) ib
satisfied for a given pressure rati.c. and ir-itial composition ahead of the shock. The
resuilts provide the heated air compositicns,. hence 0, cofcentYr~at ion at the postshock.
state.

From Table !I, diaphragm bu zt occurs wher the pzojectlla opens, the port.3 at the
propellant gas to evacuator pressure ratio P., - 1261. The driver, M203A1 propallan-L
gas, is uharacterized by its thermochemical properties, summnarized in Appendix I, that
must match the interior ballistic conditions at the port. The solut.1.n to Eq 13 is
M. s M, = 6.72 wh'-ch is less th,..n the ideal gas solution of 6.96 obtained aoove. By
continui'ýy, u21 _=u2/u, is the inverse dersity ratio across the sh-ock wave, viz.,,

P21 " U 2 11, (14)

,ind is computed ioy subroutine SHOCK in the NASA code. We note that when th3 ideal
g . :,pression for Eq 14 is substituted into Eq 13 one obtai,.s the ideal burst

pressure, Eq 1, and L~iAt Zor the high shock Mach n-,irnbers, the density ratio for the
ic.eal (calorically perfect) gas cannot exceed 6 !for diatomic gases, J,. Ho~wev:er. ac
the same shock Mach number for P. dissociated gas, chemical ýquilibr ium yields density
ratios in exc-ý.ss of six, decreasing the state temperature -ý_nearliv the same pressure
(coll~ision proces..es).

in the p.s Rpan of tim~e to esta.bl~ih the shock wave, Ref -6, the pr~opellant gis
ia assuamed to expand. ise~it-ropically £iothe pr~rts, see E.q 9s, H,)nce, týha preris're
drop fi-om gun 1:o port postahock state I's given by the rat~:.)

P lb = 7b *Y.' 'r 1, Y( - 1ý

where T31 T3/.r,, is thse expannion t~emperature ratio to be s5atisfied by the iterative
prxocess linking equation~s tl13Y-(15) to the NASA code. As in the ideal Case, abov3,
the expanded propellant gas terti-exa-ure at the poatshock state is T3 -r,*TT, at
pressure P~~P2 (contact su~rface boundary v31e) . Subrouticte SHOCK also compuites te
reflected shock equilibl-uiimr. propexrtics, stewte 5, from the incident ,itate 2 properties
obtaiiied from the 8hocyk tcbe iteration deý3zribed and suwr~rized .n Appendix III.

It is conven~ent to use NASA's C-J de~on-ation option, Rsf 15. This requires
the eq~uilibriumn propellant gas composition- .iii tne postshý)ck expansion (P, 1,3) . aL
the appropriate mix ratio for in3tantaneous combustion with the shock heated
equilibrium air conposition. Since the conposition-. ekie known froum the equilibrium
shock tube resuits, 3ummarized in the Appendices and on Table III, one mo7le at each
state is introducec. infto the C-J optiun, which yields the burned C-J State 6. The
result is nhown in Appendix IV ana suxrr~arized cn Table III. This calculation gives
a detonation wave Mach nuinbtr, M. = 2.8 and r.aises the local pressure by a factor of
5. Actual1 combustioil kinet~cs must account for diffusion and collision processes
across the cor.tact in-.erface to produce the obaetved factor of 2 pressure rise in the
reservoir.

Tab.'e III summarizen thermocnemical results for the six states, beginning with
the in-bore state 4 and proceediny to the burned gas, state 6, obtained from the
assumed Chaptnan-Jouguet dc"'cnation initiat'2-d by the stnock processes. A more detailed
examiniatico of Pli results, including initial and f inal comrp-sitions-, arae lislted in
AppenJices I-',/. The most s~grnificAnt departure from the above ideal methods are the
temouratures: TýIid..l - T%((hwrnoQhvn) ;- 2000 K. Appendix III shows that the mole fraction
of 0, 11 Ii- in the twice heated air at Ts 4360 K and P~430 Atm.

_j.q Lqt io T1 Arn examination of postshock ignition delay measurements for
stolchiometric hydrogen--air mixtures, published in tile review by Schott and Getzin ez,
Ref 17, T3hows that. ignition prohably nccursq in less than one u~i is temperatures exceed
96-7 K and piessures exceed 35 p3l in th~e posts9nock region, Fig 5. Consitter a first
w-ound burSt openin.t of the ports, with 3ir in the res-ervoir at NTP (1 atm and 300 F)



I
The shock wave produced at M. - 6.72 (Table III, Appendix 11) corresponding to shock
velocity u, = 2310 m/s, creates a post-shock environment in which ignition could
initiate in about 0.10 of the tiice that it takes the shock wave to traverse the port.
These postihock conditions are within the third explosion limit for stoichiometric
H2 /OQ mixtures, Refs 17 and 18, where hranching chain kinetics mechanisms are known
to support shc-k ignited detonation waves in the Chaoman-Jouguet mode, Ref 18.
Efforts to model the kinetic prouesses are scheduled under a Small Business Innovation
Research Program now in Phase II. Den~t is using NASA's CET code, Ref 15, to
determine irmiiJng values for this work.

"INVESTRIGWON OF THE X284 EVACUATOR IN THE RPI 4-,INCH HIGH PRESSURE SHOCK TJBE

Bore Evacuator Model and Instrumentation.

1. RPI High Pressure Shock Tuk&. The Rensselaer Pclytechnic Institute High
Pressure Shock Tube, Fig 6, with a 4-in. diameter, 15-foot long driver and 55-foot
long driven tubi was usecd to simulate the flow conditions in the 155 MM cannon bore
evacuator during live fire. The laboratory investigation wvs rewired to simulate
tho port condItions, using a shock tube, and to measure the c iarge coefficient under
wv~cuator charge flow conditions. A photograph of the 65% scale bore evacuator fdel
installcd in the RPI High Pressure Shock Tube is shown in Fig 7, and a schema,-::¢ of

the bore evacuator model configuration for the charge phase tests is shown in Fig 4.
A more detailed description of the RPI shock tube and tunnel is presented in Refs 2
and 19.

2. Gun Bore Evacuator Model. The bore evacuator model consists of a 38-in.
long steel pipe with a 4-in. internal diameter, Figs 4 and 6, and the pipe has a wall
thickness of 0.75 in. with 10 charge holes3 and 3 angled discharge holes to scale with
the 155 MM gun bore evacuator. The evacu.ator casing is constructed of steel tubing
with a S-in. internal diameter and two 0.75-in. thick steel flanges. Six threaded tie
rods were used to hold the model together anJ it was designed so that the length-to-
diameter ratio (L/D) could be easily altered.

The operating x-t diagram for the shock tube and the pressure distribution along
the shock t.ube at an early tim•e is presented in Fig 3 for the evacuator charge tests.
In Fig 8 the pressure ratios required with air or helium in the driver section to
produce incident shock Mach numbers in the ariven tube are presented with the
experimental data and the theoretical predicted curves.

It is noted that during the first few gs after projectile arrival at the ports

the initial shock transient is established, thus simulated by these laboratory
conditions, and that the charge coefficient nuut be measured at several orders of
magnitude later wnen flow into the evacuator is choked, establishing a quasi-steady
state.

3. Shock Tube Instrumentation. The instrunentation installed in the shock tube
and the bore evacuator model, Fig 4, consists primarily of piezoelectric pressure and
thin-film platinum heat gauges, Refs 2 and 20. Kistler quartz pressure gauges are
installed upstream of the bore evacuator to measure the shock wave conditions, and
PCB quartz pressure transducers are used to measure pressures in the bore evacuator.
One of the gauges, PG3, is installee in the outet wall in line with the discharge
port, Fig 4.

Thin-film platinure heat transfer gauges with a response time of a few
mnictoseconds, Ref 21, are used to measure the shock wave speed in the shock tube and
the trans.it time of .he starting shock wave f rom the exit of the discharge port to
the heat qauge HG3 1.Jaced at different distances from the port, F~g A
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Severli data acquisition Systems dre used in the RPT Shock -i'be facility. A
Tektronix 2_"O mainframe with 18 channels is the pzimary data ac:quisition system.. h
Nicolet dig4 ." oscilloscope provides an additional fouLz channels and )lewlett-Packard
54501A digi .g oscilloscopes are available.

Experimental Results for Gun Bor rEvacuator Charq Cycle

For the tests to determine the charge coefficients for the charge and discharge
ports, the initial pressure in the driven tube is 22.6 psia and air is ubed as the
driver gas it 1100 psia. These conditions produce a shock wave Mach ntuber of 1.09,
Fig 8, and the Mach number of thy- flow after the shock wave is 0.89 with a bore
pressure of 91.8 psia. The flcv is steady for at least 4 ma for cll tests, as shown
in Fig 9 for the pressure gauge rG4 located in the shock tube wall, Fig 4.

To enable t.sting at high ratios of the bore pressure to the evacuator pressure,
PP., simulating the early charge cycle, diaphracrms are placed over the charge and
discharge orifices. Thin plastic diaphragm material is placed on a 1/8-in. thick steel
tube, which is then in&erted into the modal from the muzzle end, Ref 2. The evacuator
is evacuated to various low pressures to simiilate the bore pressure Katio, Pb/P,, of
2300 to 1 encountered during the firing of the gun.

Figure 10 shows the traces recorded from the two thin-film platinum heat gauges,
HG3 and HG4 in Fig 4, to measure the starting shock wave through the discharge port
for a bore evacuator pressure ratio, P,/P., of 2372 with a bore pressure of 91.8 psia,
and initial evacuator pressure of 2 Torr and temperature of 294 K. For these
conditions the incident shock Mach number was 1.89, imparted flow Mach number of 0.89,
and bore pressure of 91.8 psia, Fig 9, with a temperature of 467 K.

By assuming the flow through the discharge port to be similar to a shock tube
with a bore pressure of 91.8 psi and evacuator pressure of 2 Torr, this condition
corresponds to a pressure ratio, Pb'P. - 2373. Using these flow conditions in the
shock tube equation, Eq. (1), the shock Mach number in the discharge port is 4.25.
For this shock Mach number the preusure and temperature behind the shock wave are 0.81
psi and 1321 K for an initial pressure of 2 T and temperature of 294 K in thZ
evacuator. And the velocity in the port imparted by the shock wave is 3774 ft/sec.

The output traces of the heat gauges, Fig 4, located at the exit of the port,
HG3, and downstream and in line with the port, HG4, are presented in Fig 10 for the
bore evacuator pressure ratio Pb/P. of 2373. The response time for these thin platinum
heat gauges is a few microseconds so they can be used to detect the arrival of the
shock wavo and the output can he used to measure the heat flux as discussed in Ref
19. A sharp *ncreave in the heat gauge output, as shown by heat gauge HG4 located
downstream of the aischarge port, is caused by the passage of the shock wave.

The corresponding pressure recorded i, the pressure gauge, PG3. located at the
evacuator housing and in line with the discharge port, Fig 4, is shown in Fig 11.
A sharp increase in the pressure to appro.ximately 2 psi from the initial pressure of
2 T in the evacuator occurs at 3.6 ms aftf.r the trigger of the Tektronix oscilloscope,
while the time 4or the heat gauge output jump for heat gauge HG3 located close to the
discharge port is approximately 3.4 ms. By assuming the shock wave reflection from

the evacuator chamber surface produced the 2 psi, the incident shock Mach number in
the evacuator for initial pressure of 2 T and temperature of 254 K is calculated to
be 3.U, Ref's 12 and !3. The initial shock wave in the discharge port for a pressure
ratio P,/P. = 2373 is 4.25, and thus the shock wave attenuates after exiting from the
ocrt to approximately Mach 3.0.
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I CONCLU$ IONS
|

We applied the BLAKE •'•nd NASA/Lewis CET thermochemical oodes to investigate
shock wave processes as a possible source of ignition that may explain the high bore
evacuator peak pressure observed at first firing. Second, we have applied laboratorySexperi.nents to verify the •hock proces.• in the evacuator ports.

The experiments show that for a bore evacuator pressure ratio of 2373, the shock
•,lach number in the discharge port is 4.25 with a temperature behind the shock wave

of 1321 K• and both heat gauges and pressure transducer indicate the presence of

shock wa,.'e in the evacuator &han•ber. Thus, for the 155 MM carrion bore evacuator,
higher : •k Mach number with corresponding greater gas temperature will be produced
due to h-oner p•-opeilent temperature of 1792 K and pressure of 18,500 psi at the time
Sthe projectile traverses the charge and discharge ports.

Thermochemical compositions obtained at postshock states and corresponding
reaction kinetics data for the H•./O2 system described by Schott and Getzinger, Ref 17,

I •ndic•te the likelihood of sho•k igniZion in the ports. We believe these resu1•s give

compelling evider•ce o[ s•.ock ignition in the ports as the source of secondary
combustion and corresponding elcvated pressure in the evacuator at 1"t fire.

S• The peak pres•ure observed at first round firing can be accounted for by • bulk

calculation of hydrogen combustion in the ev•cuator reservoir initially filled with
air. The calculation would proceed as in Ref 1 and would yield, nominaly• the
pressuze differences between the 1't a•d 2"d round firings given on Table I, above.

SRECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

-- • Future investigation can establish vl.sual flame imagery with 3hadowgraphs of
the Mach bottle (shock wave structure) as it emerges from •.he ejecto• ports. We also

note that •he more time between firings, the more t'•.e for amnient aJz to diffuse
I through the port orifices into the reservoir, •ixing to its equilib•-iura pressure with

i residual propellant gas. Given sufficient time, the diffu.•ion process may result in

conditions approximating those of a first round. A c increased fire rates there is
less time for thi,'• process, resulting in the reduced peak •-essures ooserved for
subsequent rounds.

I The detailed •inetic processes of combustion might no•.• be a critical issue if

the bulk pressuzes due to exothermicity can be I•redicted. A p•sible use of these
studies would be to support development of cont4nuous air f lnw evacuators.
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Table IIl. Thermochervical. Gas States for t~le ,C--rge Fortl Shock Tube

State 4: Inr-Bore Propellant £..tate 1: Airt:, NTP

P 4 1= 1260 P. = .1 att.
P 4 = 18517 psi
T4 = 3791 K = 30• 0 K
"yj = 1.2513 "- 1.4
W4 = 22.26 g/mole w, = 28.8 g/r e
S4 = 2.119 cal/g/K S, = '64 . .

Sim, = 6,,72

State 3: Expanded Propellant. State 2z Shocked Air

3 P3 1= 54.4 P21 d4 5 .4
P 3 = 800 psi P 2  800 s j.
T3 = 967 K T2 = 2117 K
73 = 1.149 y,, = 1.254
w3 = 26.8 g/mole w. 28.84(3- g!,oEý
S3 = 1.91 cal/g/K S2 1.95 cal/./c{/KI

State 6: Burned Gas, C--J State 5: Ref•.Ited Air

P61= 280.6 P21= 431
P P• = 4123 psi P,5 = 6334 psi
TI; = 3007 K T, 43,59 K
Y6 = 1.189 .= 1 .217
W6 = 27.5 g/mole w 28.2q g/m.o.eI S6 = 2.107 ca.i /g/K S.. 2.02 aL/g/K

Md = 2.83 ud .1745 m/s

I
I
I
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APPENDIX I

(a) NASA/CET86 INPUT COMPILED FROM BLAKE OUTPUT AT CHARGE PORTINTERIOR BALLISTIC STATE

THERMODYNAMIC EQUILIBRIUM PROPERTIES AT ASSIGNED3 TEMPE?"TURE AND PRESSURE

MOLES ENERGY
CHEMICAL FORMULA CAL/MOL

H 2.00000 0 1.00000 8.348940 -42914.422
c 1.00000 0 1.00000 12.189 -11665.755

0c000 2.00000 2 .988750 -75212.375H100000 0.000161 59520.148

H 2.00000 8.448300 10970.967
N 1-00000 H 3.00000 0.009570 8998.009
C 1.00000 H 4.00000 0.206980 7385.011
H 1.00000 C 1.00000 N 1.00000 0.008940 49960.438
C 1.00000 H 2.00000 0 1.00000 0.002390 -6329.594
N 2-00 00 O 1.00000 .0000003 33814.988
C 2.00000 H 2.00000 .0000295 78193.125
C 2.00000 H 4.00000 0.000154 44617.719
0 0 -0C• ! 1 00000 .0nr0091 20456.828
C i.00000 H 3.C0000 0.0001s 55599.371
H 2.00000 C 1.00000 0 1.00000 .0000404 27147.545
N 2.00000 12.648 11625.187I

(b) NASA/CET86 OUTPUt OF IN BORE THERMOCHEMICAL PROPERTIES AT CHARGE3 PORT IlTERIOR BALLISTIC STATE

THERMODYNAMIC PROPERTIES MOLE FRACTIONS

P, ATM 1260.20 FORMALDEHYDE 0,00005
T, DEG K 1792.0 FORMIC ACID 0.00003
RHO, G/CC 1.9079-1 CH4 0.00387
H, CAL/G -520.16 CO 0.27027
HI, CAL/G -680.12 C02 0.06889

G, CAL/G -4316.83 HCN 0.00014
S, CAL/CG) (K) 2.1187 HNCO 0.00002

H2 ('. . 0o8
M, MOL WT 22.262 H20 0.18D07
(DLV/DLP)T -1.01487 NH3 0.00170
(DLV/DLT)P 1.1133 N2 0-28127
CP, CAL/(G)J(Z) 0.5184
GAM4A (S) 1.2.!78
SON 'EL,M/SEC 913.8

I
I
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APPENDIX II

NASA/CET86 OUTPUT FOR AIR BEING SHOCKED IN CHARGE PORTS DURING
FIRST FIRING CONDITIONS.

SHOCK WAVE PARAMETERS ASSUMING
EQUILIBRIUM COMPOSITION FOR INCIDENT SHOCKED CONDITIONS

INITIAL GAS (1)

MACH NUMBER 6.7158
U!, M/SEC 2337.00
P, ATM 0.99959
T, DEG K 300.0
RHO, G/CC 1.1708-3
H, CAL/G 4.7331
U, CAL/G -15.943
G, CAL/G -488.57
S, CAL/(G) (K) 1.6444

M, MOL WT 28.833
CP, CAL/(G) (K) 0.2413
GAMMA (S) 1.3998
SON VEL,M/SEC 348.0

SHOCKED STATE SATISFYING PG/PI RELATION - EQN. (13)

SHOCKED GAS (2)--INCIDENT--EQUILIBRIUM

U2, M/SEC 360.37 MOLE FRACTIONS
P, ATM 54.376
T, DEG K 2517.3 AR 6.7466-3
RHO, G/CC 7.5926-3 CO 9.1508-6
H, CAL/G 641.89 C02 7.1158-4
U, CAL/G 468.45 HE 7.2092-5
G, CAL/G -4267.15 N 4.1072-8
S, CAL/(G) (K) 1.9501 NO 2.1830-2

N02 1.3088-4
M, MOL WT 28.843 N2 7.9287-1
(DLV/DLP)T -1.00026 N20 9.04&4-6
(DLV/DLT)P 1.0054 NE 1.4300-5

CP, CAL/(G) (K) 0.3431 0 8.9381-4
GAMMA (S) 1.2542 02 1.7671-1
SON VEL,M/SEC 954.0 03 1.7043-7

P2/P1 54.398
T2/TI 8.391
M2/M- 1.0003
REO2/RHO • 6.4850
V2, A•; • / 1976.63
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i APPENDIX III

NASA CET86 OUTPUT OF REFLECTED SHOCK STATE

SHOCKED GAS (5)--REFLECTED--EQUILIBRTUM

I U5, M/SEC 567.98
P, ATM 431.27
T, DEG K 4358.5
RHO, G/CC 3.4016-2
H, CAL/G 1377.12
U, CAL/G 1070.08
G, CAL/G -7439.39
S, CAL/(G) (K) 2.0228

M, MOL WT 28.209
(DLV/DLP)T -1.01074
(DLV/DLT)P 1.1414

CP, CAL/(G) (K) 0.4859
GAMMA (S) 1.2168
SON VEL,M/SEC 1250.2

P3/P2 7.931
T5/T2 1.731
M5/M2 0.9780
RHO5/RHO2 4.4801
U5+V2,M/SEC 2544.61

MOLE FRACTIONS

AR 6.5982-3
CO 4.0925-4
C02 2.9564-4
HE 7.0507-5
N 2.4165-4
NCO 6.1906-9
NO 1.0307-1
N02 4.8567-4
N03 4.8929-8
N2 7.3416-1
N20 1.3141-4
N203 2.1284-8
N3 5.3703-8
NE 1.3985-5
O 4 .4699-2
02 1.0983-1
03 4.4121-6
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APPENDIX IV

NASA/CET86 OUTPUT OF DETONATION CONDITIONS IN STATE 2/3 MIXING REGION

EQUIVALENCE RATIO= 1.1579
P, ATM 54.3980
TI, DEC K 959.54
Hi, CAL/G -231.95
Mi, MOL WT 26.957
GGIAMA 1.2927
AE/AT 618.5

BURNED GAS

2, ATM 280.63
T, DEC K 3007.5
RHO, G/CC 3.1251-2
H, CAL/G -5.2179
U, CAL/G -222.68
G, CAL/G -6341.94
S, CAL/(G) (K) 2.1070

M, MOL WT 27.483
(DLV/DLP)T -1.00335
(DLV/DLT)P 1.0776

CP, CAL/(G) (K) 0.5172
(S) 1.1891
SON VEL,M/SEC 1040.1

DETONATION PARAMETERS

P/P1 5.159
T/T1 3.134
/MI 1.0195
RHO/RHOI 1.6780
MACH NUMBER 2.8218
DET VEL,M/SEC 1745.4

MOLE FRACTIONS

AR 0.00355
CO 0.07704
C02 0.12748
H 0.00126
H02 0.00001
H2 0.01726
H20 0.20799
NO 0.00294
N2 0.55592
O 0.00023
OH 0.00520
02 0.00110
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In this paper we consider the problem of finding a filter that minimizes the worst case

magnitude (e') of the estimation error in the case of linear time invariant systems subjected
to unknown but magnitude bounded (t') inputs. These inputs consist of process and ob-
servation noise, as well as initial conditions; also, the optimization problem is considered
over an infinite time horizon. Taking a model matching approach, suboptimal solutions are
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OPTIMAL £1 ESTIMATION
PETROS VOULGARIS

University of Illinois at Urbana Champaign
Coordinated Science Laboratory

1308 West Main, Urbana, IL 61b01

1 INTRODUCTION

Worst case estimation is an alternative approach to stochastic estimation when statistical
information aboLt the uncertainty is not available. The subject of worst case estimation for
linear systems has been treated by several researchers and is often related to the advances
in robust control. The reader is referred to [1,2,12,16] and refetences therein where, the
subject of worst case estimation is treated in the presence of energy (t' or 4:') bounded
input uncertainty with the objective to minimize the worst case energy of the estimation
error. Also, the case where the noise is magnitude bounded and the objective is to minimize
the worst case magnitude of the error, is treated in [3,10,15,11] and references therein. In
particular, in [3] Euclidean norrms for the rnagaitude are considered and the authors present
a recursive algorithm (not necessarily optimal) with similar structure to Kalman filters.
!n [10,15] optimal algorithms are presented for pointwise estimation problems wheie the
uncertainty is magnitude (foO) bounded. Moi:e specifically, these algorithms are obtained by
solving finite dimensional linear programs; also, time varyig tbounds on the magnitude of
the noise can be handled. However, these algorithms are not recursive and cannot be easily
implemented when the ammount ol data is large, and in particular, for infinite horizon
problems.

In this paper we consider the infinite horizon optimal filtering problem in discrete-time,
linex&-time- invariant systems (LTI), stable or unstable, when ihe ources of uncertainty
are tf°-,ounded process and observation noise toge'*her with uknown (but bounded) initial
conditions. We set ,.,p Cie problem as a model matching problem [8] over t'.-bounded
operators. In the c~.se where the initial condition is known, the resulting problem is a
model matching problem invo'ving time invariant operators. Hence, a recursive suboptimal
(arbitrarily close to optrnal) estimator can be produced by solving a standard t'-optimization
[4]. In the case where thc initial condition is not known the resulting model matching problem
is time varying. Yet, these time varying operators have a specific structure that is being
exploited. A suboptimal solution consists of utilizing the suboptimal known-inital-condition
(KIC) estimator after some apriori computable tithe index N which depends on the KIC
solution, while up to time N the solution of N + I finite dimensional linear programs is
required to construct the suboptimal estimates. This time index N, represents the time
that takes the suboptimal KIC filter to make the error that is due only to initial conditions
very small. Solving the N + 1 lineax programs ammounts to finding the optimal pointwise
estimator fer the time interval 0- N and is therefore equivalent witb the approach in [10,15j.
Also, conditions ae given under which the suboptimal KIC filter is also suboptimal in the
presence of unknown initial conditions; thi:, of course, would be the case whenever the initial
condition is relatively small so that, it does aot affect. the worst case estimation error.

The paper is organized as follows: in the next section the problem is defined in terms
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IIof eoo noirms. in Section 3 the problem is put to a model matching form, and the solution

follows for stable systems in subsection-3.1 where we separate the unknown initial condition
case from the known (KIC); in subsection 3.2 the case of unstable systems is treated by
appropriatelly transforming the problem to the stable case. In Section 4 we discuss other
aspects of the problem such as performance of nonlinear filters and application of the previous
results to control problems. Finally, we conclude in Section 5.

In the paper the following notation and terminology is utili7ed: x(i), A(ij) represent
the ith and the zjth element respectively of the real vector z and the real matrix A. Also,

A(i,.) represents the ith row of A, lIxo maxi Jx(i)I, IAi 4 maxi Ej IA(iJ)1. If y

{yu, y1,.. . represents a sequence of real matrices y,, then its A-transform is y(A) = __o A•y,.
Furthermore, V t _ y : !1yl11 d4-f sup, j(y,... yo)j, < oo}; in the case where yi's are vectors

df df d

we define too = {y : IjiytI 1  supi [yjjo < 0o}, fa 1--' {y : PkY E t' Vk = 0,1, ... } where
Pk is the truncation operator defined as 'Py = {yo,... ,y,, 0O, 0,.. .}. An operator T on t,
is called causal if PkT = 7Pk, k = 0, 1,...; T is stable if it is a bounded operator on t.
The space of all linear causal bounded operators T on t' is denoted by £TV. If T E £TV

to T0
it can represented with the following lower triangular matrix T = ti0 til ... and

IIT 111TV = sup, IT(i, .)I,. £TI is the subspace of £TV which contains all causal time invariant
iYo-bounded operators (i.e. Toeplitz matrices). Also, CTI is isometrically isomorphic to t'
i -C., -CVI ý-- il.

2 PROBLEM DEFINITION

Consider the following linear, time invariant, finite dimensional system

Xk+1 = AXk + Bwk

Zk = C(1k

Yk = Czk + (k

where w, ( are process and measurement noise respectively with w 1, z is an

output to be estimated, and y is the measurrnent signal. Also, associated to the above
system, there is an unknown initial condition xo which can be arbitrary as long as Izol g 1.
The problem of interest is as follows (OBJ):

Based on the measurments y, construct a linear causal estimator Q of the o'Itput z i.e.,
S= Qy such that the following worst case error is minimized:

J S'! ) Ijz 11 Z Ifv

Note that there is no loss of generallity in assuming that the uncertainty bounds are all
II equal to 1. In the case where the norm bounds on w, x, xo a.e different than 1, we can

always normalize the bounds by appropriate scaling. Next, we transform the problem to an
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estimation problem where the initial condition is equal to zero. This is done by considering
the time varying system

:,,+j = Alk + Bwk + Lkdk
Zk = CiTI, + Dlkdk (2)
Yk = Cyk + (k + Dkdk

YO = 0

where
L A, k=0 D fk= C1 , k=0 Df- C, k=O
M0 k>0' f0, k>0' f0, k > 0

w, ( are as before, d is a disturbance with lidllt- < 1, and the system has initial condition

(w\Yo = 0. Lettidng tb de the following lemma can be easily verified:

Lemma 2.1 The estimation problem (OBJ) is equivalent to finding a linear causal map Q
for the system of Equation 2 such that the criterion

sup Iz - illt-

is minimized with 1 = Qy, ltbIIll. < 1 and Yo = 0.

3 PROBLEM SOLUTION

Pertaining to the system of Equation 2 let H, V represent the maps
1H=_H, ,Hd dH.ý) : tb..-*Z, V =(VtV, VdV<) : tb --+ Y

Note f,, HZ(, Vv., V1c are time invariant with A-transforms

H..(A) = Cl((1iA)I - A)-'B, H.C(A) 0, V.(A) =C((I/A)I -A)-'B, Vv,(A) I.

The map tib -- z - i is given as

T= H-H QV.

Lemma 2.1 states that we are seeking for Q to irfinimize the tf induced norm of the map T
i.e., to minimize

IITIILTV == 11H -QV~lLiv
Clearly, since the inap ( z - z is equal to -Q then Q should be a stable operator in £TV

so that the cost J i3 bounded. To make our point clearer we consider first the case where the
system in Equation 1 is stable i.e., the eigenvalues of A have magnitude strictly less than 1.

3.1 Stable Systems

Note, that since we assumed that the system is stable then H, V E £rv. In addition, H1,
H,(, V,, V,, are in LTI. First we consider the case of known initial conditions for the system
of Equation 1.
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3.1.1 Known initial condition

Without loss of generality, since the system is linear, we may assume that xO = 0 which
ammounts to setting d = 0 in system of Equation 2. In this case the estimation problem
transforms to a model maching problem involving time invariant systems

Sdef()

Ao = inf [I(H.. 0) - Q(V•, I)V (3)
QIErv

In [14] it was shown that, for the above minimization, time varying Q offers no advantage
over time invariant. As a matter of fact, for this type of problems even nonlinear Q does
not perform better than LTI Q [5]. The problem of finding the optimal Q in jTt is a t'-
optimization problem. The reader is referred to [4,6,9,7] in order to see how solutions can be
obtained using linear programnming methods. More specifically, this problem has a "2-block"
structure which implies that the optimization problem is, in general, an infinite dimensional
linear programming problem. Approximate, finite dimensional, linear programming methods
of solution are established in [4,6,9,7]. Using these methods one can obtain recursive Q's
that achieve performance within any predefined distance from optimal.

Certain properties of the optimal solution to the above problem that provide intuition
are presented in the propositions that follow.

Proposition 3.1 Let iI'Vw[t, <_ 1. Then, 14o = IIH,5 ,,II and hence, ý,o = 0 is an optimal
filter.

Proof First consider the scalar case i.e., when Q generates a scalar output i. Then we
have that

II(H2.. - QVy. - Q)Ilt, = IIgH. - QVV.llt, + IIQlI1,1 ~>_ IHH,,Ih, -IIQVU1.l!•, + !lti,
> IItH..IIe - IIQl,, IIV-ll, + I!QIle'l -- IIH.l1,

Hence, the proof follows. For the vector case, i.e., when z and i are vectors, we can repeat the
same arguments for each component involving only the corresponding rows of H,,(,(A), Q(A)
to conclude that the assertion is true. I
The above proposition has an interesting interpretation: recall that the map from the mea-
surement noise C to the measurment signal y has norm IJJ, = 1; the interpretation therefore
is that if the "signal to noise ratio" given by [[Vwj[t, / 111 is less than 1 then the best esti-I] mate is 0. Clearly, such cases are not interesting for estimation since any useful information
is severely corrupted by measurment noise.

The next proposition gives a sufficient condition for the problem to have in fact a 1-block
structure.

Proposition 3.2 Let V,(A) = AVo(A) where V. has a left inverse V., in 'T1 with IIVoIIt, <
"1. 7'hen, the optimal Q of Equation 9 is also optimal for the problem

[] = inf II,,, -Qv ,QI!,,
QEVI 85'
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Proof We will deal only with the scalar case i.e., z, , scalars. For the vector case, the same
argument can be used for each scalar component and the corresponding rows of Q(A) and
H(A). First note that Q1 (A) = A-'H,,,(A)Vot(A) is in CTr since HJ(A) = A-'Hz,(A) E CTI;
moreover, we have that H,, - Q, Vy,1 = 0 = pol and hence Q, is the optimizer for po0. Given
any Q E 4^T iet 4D = H,,,- QVv1,; then, 4-1(\) = , (A) is in CTI, l1€11 i = I1, and
Q = (0D - H1 )Vot. Thus,

-I(H.,+ - QVy, - Q)111. = liBHý, -- Qw,,,ll, + lIQ1it.
S= II IIj, -, 4 .lJ( D, , - n ,)Vo ll+j,

1> 10111, + jjH 1 Vaile, - 111i V,[ll,
-_0-> .I +,'II,, + ll .,V lle' - llt , i ei ll , " llE,

-- ll -> II¢1 11t.+ .- IIH I V .1o , I+ I' I+
!> IIH, Vojjl+, = IIQ, II, = II(H,,, - Q V;,., - QI)lII,

which completes the proof. U
The above proposotion show- that under the stated conditions, the optimal KIC estimator
is obtained by ignoring the measurement noise and minimizing the effect only of the process
noise. In this case the solution is dominated by the i-block structure. Note also that in this
case liV..1it, = IlVollt 2! Il, Voi, > 1. However, the condition IIVwIl _> 1 alone (i.e-, "signal
to noise" ratio > 1) is not in general sufficient for a 1-block structure dominance. Next, we
treat the more difficult case of unknown initial conditions.

3.1.2 Unknown initial condition

In the case where the initial condition is unknown but bounded as Ix0ok < I the operators
H and V are time varying and can be identified with the following lower triangular matrix
representation

H h 0( ) V(voo 0)
-- h Ito) ' v

where

hoo=(0 C1 0), voo=kO C I),
h = (h(i, .))90(), v = (v(i, .))•o are the 00 x 1 block matrices given as

h(i,.) = (CIA'B CIA'+' 0), v(i,.) = (CA'B CA4+1 0),

and Ho, Vo are the time invariant operators with the Toeplitz representation

h o0 0 .. 0 ...
SH o = h , h o ,V 1= v ...

with
ho = (0 0 0), hi =(C0A'-'B 0 0), 1> 1
vo = (0 0 1), v,= (CAk-B 0 0), i>1

Identifying the estimator Q e CTV as a oo x 0" lower triangular matrix we can partition it
as

Q=(q0 0)
q Q9
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I
where q = (q(i,.))?o is a block oo x 1 matrix and Qo is a block co x 00 lower triangular
matrix. We note that Qo is not necessarily a time invariant operator i.e., TIoeplitz. The
resulting map T is represented as

T T-(to o ) ( hoo-qooveo 0
t To = h--qvoo-Qov Ho-.QoVo0 "

Note that H0, V0 are equal to (H,, 0 0), (Hm 0 I) respectively which are in turn identical
to H 0), (Hv, I) that we considered in the known initial condition case. Hence,

" M#o = infv IIHo - QOVOIICT.

Let now
S-d inf IIH- QVII•,v,

QEICTV

and define the "pointwise cost"Ii =f inf IT(i,.)I• = inf j(H-QV)(i,.)lo
Q~i,.)Q(i,.)

= inf iH(i,.)-Q(i,.)Vj., i= 0, 1.
This implies

v0 = inf J ItooI, = inf Ihoo -qoovoo 00o

and for i > 0

II u+, inf IT(i -:- 1,.)o
_ q(i,.),Qo(i,.)I = inf j(h(i,.;-q(i,.)vo',-Qo(i,.)v Ho(i,.)-Qo(i,.)Vo)Ij.9(s,.),Qo(i,.)

Observe that because of the definition of the I e matrix norm, the computation of i
as well as of the coriesponding optimizer Q(:,.) is a finite dimensional linear programming
problem. The variables to be specified are the elements of the (block) row Q(i,.) i.e., the* elements in Q(ij), j = 0,... ,i since Q(i,j) = 0, j > i. Clearly, the optimal Q(i,.) should
have bounded elements for, otherwise, the cost is infinite; hence ;'i can be achieved. The
optimal cost vi is in fact the optimal (smallest) worst case error Izi - •iiK that one can obtain
based on the measurements yo, yi,. . . , yi. In particular, the optimal pointwise estimate will
he given by

Our model matching approach for the pointwise optimal estimate is in essence equivalent withI the approach of [10,151 where a general set membership uncertainty framework is utilized.
Also note, that the above estimation algorithm will also be optimal for any finite horizon
"problem i.e., whenever the optimization criterion is taken to be

sup( max Tzk - io)
t k= ,,...,T



where T is a fixed time instant.
Next, we present a lemma that demonstrates a basic relation of the optimal infinite

horizon cost p with lic and vi's :

Lemma 3.1 Given any integer N = 0, 1,... the following holds

Sp >_ max(vo, VI,...- VN , 1).

Proof Given any Q E £TV it is clear that

jITII'TV - iHo- QoVoljITV -> /40.

Also, for any such Q from the definition of vi's we gAt

IITILZTV -> IT(i,.,, >! v,, i = 0,..., N.

Therefore, if one can find a Q and a N such that

SIiT LTV < max(vo, L 1,...,VN, po) +E

for some given c > 0, then, Q is a f-suboptimal solution. In the sequel we demonstrate how
we can achieve this. To this end, let e > 0 and let i0 be a time invariant operator in £jT
that satisfies

IIHo - -<OVoiIT • po + L/2.

As we already mentioned in the known initial condition ca3e, this is always possible. Let io

and T-o 4e=f Ho - QoVo have the Toeplitz representations( 0 )(0 0.
Z7o= -1 40... , =( io

Also, define the fcllowing sequences in P•

h'd = {C 1, CIA, CIA 2 ... }
v {d = {C, CA, CA 2,...} (4)
- = h3, - qoVyd.

Note that 0 = {€o, 01,...} is associated with the map-0 0 )..
d -z - : tItd - Qo V.,d = 0

In the transform domain we have (.X) = A'(C, - Zo(A)C)(A-' A)-'. Since b E ' there
exists a computable integer N such that

t¢,1Io < (/2 Vi > N.
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Let now 4oo, q(i,.), Qo(i,.) be such that

vo = Ihoo - 4oovoo,

V,+U =j (h(i, .) - 4(i, .)voo - ýo(i,.)v Ho(i,.) - ý0 (i,.)Vo)fl0 , i = 0,... ,N - 1. (5)

As already mentioned, the computation of 400, 4(i,.), ýo(i,.) can be performed by solving

the N + 1 independent finite dimensional linear programs of Equation 5. The following

theorem gives a e-suboptimal estimator

Theorem 3.1 The estimator
=(qoo 0)

with

I q q(=,)={400Z )t 4(i,.), 0<i<N I Q00,.) 0<ii< NO I
+' iN ' >N(i,.), i > N

achieves II - vlL <ii•_-.

Proof By construction of ? we have

3 and for i > N +l

(- QV)(,.)o = I(To(i,.) 001. S_< ITO(i, .)I. +0d
<5 Ao+f.I

Hepce 11I - QVI < max((vo, vi,.., vi, Io) +

3 and the proof is complete. U

Note that for time k > N+1 the estimator of Theorem 3.1 coincides with the e-6uboptimal

I estimator Q0 that corresponds to the known initial condition problem i.e.,

* (,y)(k) = (Qoy)(k), k > N + 1.

Hence the meaning of the above theorem is that the known initial condition estimator will

provide c-suboptimal estimates after the precomputable time iadex N. This time N am,-

I m1Xounts to the time that takes the known initial condition estimator ý. to drive the estimation

error that is due only to initial conditions within a small bound 6/2. For the time period 0

to N, the (sub)optimal estimates caa be obtained by solving N + I linear programa; these

estimates correspond to obtaining the optimal pointwise esimates. Once time N is pdssei,

optimal pointwise estimation does not improve on the infinite time cost J.
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An interesting question is the following: under what condikion does the estimator •0
provide as good performance as Q? Clearly, th.,,t will be the case whenever the initial

condition uncertainty is small enough. In particular, for i,0 to be as good as " it is sufficient
that_._ i H - Q S V ') ( ,.)I p< s o + , = 0 , 1 , N,

which means thato < y p0 + f. Hence, we have the following

Corollary 3.1 The known initial condition estimator o is c-suboptimal if

I(To(i .) 4'€.)S po + f, i = 0,1,... , N.

In the case where the above ccnditicn is violated one can find by hc.w much the initial

condition uncertainty has to be reduced so that Q0 yields c-suboptimal performance. To do

this, let am E (0, 1) De defined as

a,-, =-nmax{a E (0,1): I(To(i,.) a¢ ) •,,, po+c, i = 0,1,... ,N}. (6)

Then, Q0 is c-suboptimal whenever Ixolk, < a,,•, and < 1. We conclude this

subsection by considering the following example

Example 3.1 We consider the t' - t worst case filtering problem for the second order
stable system

Xk+1 =k+ W41 1

yk = (2 Q)xk + C&

where w, ( aie process and observation noise respectively with IwtI <_ 1 and ICkI <- 1 for

k = 0, 1,2,.... The eigenvalues of the A-matrix are located at ±.4472j. Furthermore, we

assume that xO = 0 and hence we consider the KIC estimator. As mentioned previously, the

problem becomes a f1 -optimization which yields (using the Delay Augmentation method 171)

for the optimal map ( -( Z -

The optimal cost is po = .5 and the associated optimal KIC estimator is

Q0(A) = .55 A

In fact, the resulting Q0 is also optimal for the 1-block problem

ye, = inf 111I,,, - QVW,,,,l, = 0OQtV



since the conditions of Proposition 3.2 are satisfied: V1I(A) = .5 + .1AA, [[Voall[, . 1.
Next, assume that an initial condition uncertainty of the form Ixolao o I is present in

addition to the noise w, (. One can find a time index N above which the estimates of the
optimal KIC estimator io can be used. To do this, we form the sequence 0 (Equation 4)
which gives

S(0 o) o)0
This implies that N = 0 and hence there is only one linear program that has to be solved in
order to find the optimal i. This is simply a 2-dimensional linear program

vo = min Ihoo - qoovool.

3 which gives vo = .5 and 4oo = (i). Hence, the optimal estimator ' for the unknown initial

condition will produce a cost of p = max(vo, p0) = .5. The optimal filter i is given as

Zo = qooyo, k, = (ijoy)(k), k = 1,2, ...

Also note that the KIC filter is sensitive to initial condition uncertainty of size 1 since

j(70(0,-) 0)1oo = 1 > P0 = .5.

From Equation 6 we obtain that a, = .5 which implies that the optimal KIC filter will be
also optimal for any initial condition with IxoIo, < .5. Also, note that the first row of 0,'s is

zero which implies that if only the first component z' of z = were to be estimated, the

KIC would have also been optimal for any initial condition uncertainty. Thie is also why
and i% give the same estimate- (as it can be easily checked) for the first component z'. We
conclude this example by presenting simulation results in the case where x0 = 0: In Figures
3, 4 the estimation error is depicted for the inputs of Figures 1, 2 respectively. In p•.rticular,

Figure 1 represents zero-mean Gaussian white noise input of unit intensity, whereas in Figure
2 a square wave type input of unit amplitude is shown (w is the solid w hlreas ( is the dashed

line). Figures 3, 4 show the estimation error in the first component zm of z =( ) for the

optimal f' -/•f estimator _0 (dashed line) together with the estimation error of thc optimal
Kalman Filter (solid line). As it can be observed the optimal tI - I' estimator performs
better than the Kalman Filter in the case of the input of Figure 2; the maximum error
is .5 compared to .59 of the Kalman filter. Of course, this should be expected since the
optimization criteria are different.

3.1.3 Discussion

In the previous sections we presented 1Low suboptimnal estimators camn be constructed. Al-
though the construcition of a suboptimal reqursive KI(C estimator is ea-sy, the construction in
the case of unknown initial conditions is more involved. In particular, one has to solve the
N -f 1 linear programs of Equation 5 in order to obtain the optimal filter fjr the time 0 - N,
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and then "switch" to the KIC estimator. The time index N is computed from the knowledge
of the KIC filter by requiring that the sequence 0 in Equation 4 satisfies I4),ko <C f/2 Vi > N.
In what follows we comment upon the size of N and relate it to the solution of the KIC case,

when the latter results to a finite impulse response (FIR) map To from the input to

the estimation error z - i. First we have the following existence lemma

Lemma 3.2 If (A, C) is an observable pair, then, given any c > 0, there exists a suboptimal

map To:() -- z - 1 of the form

STo(A) = lo + !,A +... + 1,k

such that IjToII po + for some n.

Proof see appendix u
Such a solution can be obtained with the methods in [4,6,91. This of course impli.s thai the
suboptimal Qo has also finite impulse response. The support n of the suboptimal solution
will in general depend on the degree of desired accuracy: the larger n is allowed, the closer
to the optimal value juo the filter performance assumes. This is not to say however, that
the optimal solution should necessarily have infinite support ( see Example 3.1). Let now
QJ.\) = ,"=o 4iA' and let no be the number of eigenvalues of A at the origin (if any). The
following lemma characterizes a bound on the index N.

Lemma 3.3 If (A, B) is a teachable pair, then 4), = 0 for i > no + n - 1.

Proof see appendix n
In view of the above, one can always take N = no + n - 1. Note that this is in accordance
with Eyample 3.1 for which no = 0, n = i, N = 0. Also, in the case where suboptimal
solutions are FIR, the support of 4 does not depend on the bound on the size Ixoj"O of the
init&al condition uncertainty. More specificaly, if take N = no + n - I suggested in Lemma
3.3 then 4, - 0, i > N no matter what the bound on the initial condition uncertainty may
be; i.e., the index N will be the sane for any ini'ial condition uncertainty. This is to say that
the (sub)optimal filter Q produceq the same estimates as the KIC filter Q0 for time larger
than N no matter what the initial conditions are. Note however, that the estimates of Q for
time 0 - N depend or, the size of the initial condition uhcertainty. Finally, we shou!d also
stress, that the index N does not represent the time th•.t takes the initial condition response
of the system to become arbitrarily small but rathei, it represents the timii that takes the
K iC filter to bring the error due Lo initial condition to a small level. Hence, even in systems
with very "slow" eigenvalues the resulting N need not necessarily be large as the following-• ~example indic:ates:

Example 3.2 ('onisider the .ystei

0 -. 9'

:• = ((1O )x



I
"where w, C are process and observation noise respectively with JwjI < 1 and IC.k 5 1 for
k = 0, 1,2, .... The eigenvaiues of the A-matrix are located at ±.9487j. For the known initial
condition case we obtain ( within 10-' of the optimal) Qo(A) = .3673- .7347A, To(A) =
(.8163A .3673 - .7347A), and po = 1.9183. For the index N we have that bij = 0, i > 0 and
hence, we can take N = 0; this means that if initial condition uncertainty is allowed, there
is only 1 linear program to be solved in order to compute the suboptimal estimator.

3.2 Unstable systems3 In the case of unstable systems i.e., when the eigenvalues of A are not in the ooen unit disk,
the problem can be transformed using coprime factorization to a model matching problem
involving only stable ,ystems. Moreover, the resul' ig problem has the same structure as inI the stable system case. This is done in the sequ( Lirst, we make the following assumption

Assumption 3.1 The pair (A, C) is detectable.

Due to the above assumption there is an estimator Q, such that the resulting error z - , is
bounded. Such a Q, can be taken any observer of the form:

!k+1 = Aik - K(yk - Cik)
ik = clX,, io = 0

where K is any matrix such that AK = A + KC is a stable matrix. Now, we can parametrize
Q as Q = Qi + Q2 where Q2 is any system in LTv. If we define H = H - QIV then
tH c ICTV. A state space description of H is

t = (AK,(B L + KDj, K),CI,(0 Dk 0)), k = 0,1, ... (7)

U Then, the filtering problems becomes
- !Q•E~~rvinf I - II32C~ Ikf -Q2 VI1,rv

Noue that V = (Vy, Vyd VyC) = (Vy, Vyd 1) is unstable; let G represent the map ( Wd - Y
i.e, G = (V1,' Vo1) and censidel a coprime factorization G = AI-N. A set of (left)coprime
factors can be obtained from the following state space description [8,131:

M4 (AK,K,C,1)3 N (A K,(BK)k,C,(DK)k), k = 0, 1,...

where

(Bi)k= (B Lk + KDk), (DK)k=(0 Dk), k=O, 1,...
Note that f C E-TI whereas Ný E C rv. The following lemma can now be derived3 Lemma 3.4 The cstimnation error z - z is bounded iff Q2 = QMý, where i's any stable
opejtrator in Crv.
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Proof The "if" follows immediately since if Q2 = QM then
I ~~T=iH-Q(G I)-=/-Q(N• M7)

is stable. For the "only if" we have first that any causal Q2 can be written as Q2
since MT is causaly invertible. In addition, Q2(G I) = Q(N M) E £rv and (N M) has a
right inverse in LTV since if, N are left coprinie; hence Q2 E CTV. U

In view of the above, if f/ = (N A) then f/ is in £TV with state space representation

V = (AK, (B L,, + KDh K),C,(O Dk .9')), k= 0,1,... (8)

Moreover, the estimation problem transforms to

ii 1f 1 ,T (9)

where il, V' are stable mnaps in Crv. From the state space descuiptions of H, V it is clear

that H, ý' are of the same form as in the stable system case: the new A-matrix is AK and
the new B-matrix is (B Lk + KDk K) whereas the rest remain the same. In terms of
input-output matrix representations they are of the form
---~~~bo 0=i o y

where h, 1D are oo x 1 block matrices the rows of which decay exponentially fast (as the
largest eigenvalue of A + KC) and ho, V0 are time invariant operators in £TI-. In particular.
Ho and f 0 are given as

-fo = (AK,(B 0 K),GC,((0 0 0)), r = (AK,(B 0 K),C,(0 0 I)) (19)

Also, note that i, = (NA 0 Mo) where Mo and Ný0 are the left coprime factors of V~ given
by

M"0o=Mf. No=(AK,B,C,0).

From the above discussion, it follows that the problem is exactly as in the case of stable
systems and a f-suboptimai Q can be obtained similarly. The suboptimal estimator in this

case is given as Q= Q, + Q•M. Finally note that i, the known initial condition case, one
has to solve the following VI optimization

- inf lifIt - Qof•oIT, (11)

Once a suboptimal Qo is obtained the corresponding suboptimal filter is given as •o =

Q + QMo.

4 REMARKS

Herein, we discuss further various aspects of the problem and the implications of its solution
given in the previous section.
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4.1 Linear vs nonlinear filters

Throughout the paper we have assumed the filters Q were linear. In fact, one can prove
that there is no odditional advantage offered if a wider class that includes nonlinear filters
is considered. In particular, let VA denote the set of all bounded causal nonlirear (not
necessarily linear) maps Q on f' which satisfy the linerizability condition [5]: there is a

QL E LTV such that

lim sup Q=- QLf = 0.01-'° 1sll,..S_ -foo Ilf 111W

Clearly, £TV C K. The following theorem can be derived along the lines of [5]

Theorem 4.1 Let /NL = infQEg 11H - QVilte.o . Then pU = 1'NL.

Proof Let Q E AX and let QL E LTV be its linearization. We wil! show that IlH - QVII >
1H - QLVII where I1*11 stands for the too induced norm. From the linearization coadition

we have that given any c > 0,

""Isup If(N - QL)VfHt .<
II II!<Ct Ile1f OO

for some a > 0. Then,

H IIH - QVII > sup II( -Q 1 V-(Q-Qr)V)fliE•
IlIfI, o , f o0 IlfHIl

> sup II(H - QLV)f Ilt _ s 1i(OQ - QL)Vf 11.
- IlIfII1 _<5 , foo Ilfllo Ill.1fllt® <a, foo Ilf 1lte•

S IIH- QVII -f

where we have used that suplIfIj,,., 1•0 f401 - =H - QLVII since H -- QLV is
linear. Since E is arbitrary the proof follows. 1
Hence, it is enough to search for linear filters.

4.2 Application to P optimal control with transients

The method presented of solving the estimation problem has also application t3 the problem
of designing Ro - I' optimal controllers when there is, in addition to too-d-sturbances, a
magnitude bounded uncertainty in the initial condition of the plant. In pariicular, for linear
time invariant systems with unknown initial condition (but bounded, say by 1) the f- to t"o
optimization problem can be brought in Lhe form

inf H(T, - T2QT3IIz,Tv
QE £T

where T,, T2 1 i.re in L.TV. For certain maps, (for instance from reference to control
input in a u:nity fedbatk -:onfiguration) T2 :. 1; moreover, TI, 1,, are of the ,amne form as in
the estimation problem. Itenmce in these cases the same method of solution indicated hecein
apphies.
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5 CONCLUSIONS

fri this paper we presented how suboptimal, infinite-horizon estimators can be constructed
in the case of linear time invariant systems with f' bounded uncertainty. A model matching
approach over t bounded operators was taken. In the known initial condition (KIC) case
the problem is simply a e1-optimizatior. In the unknown initial condition case, optimal
pointwise estimation can be used until a precomputable time index after which, the KIC
recursive etimator can be utilized. This time index corresponu3 to tie time it takes the
KIC filter to make small the estimation error that is due exclusively to initial conditions.
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APPENDIX

Proot of Lemma 3.2
Following the same procedure as in the case of unstable systems (subwction 3.2) we can
reformulate the problem as Yo_- ,nf Ilk o-0 Ao11
where Ho, Vo are as in Equation 10 and AK = A + KC where now K can be selecLed to rnake
AK have all of its eignvalues at the origin. This is always possible due to the aasumptiop
that (A, C) observable. Thus, both Ho, Vo are FIR. Moreover, Vo = (N0o k,) lher Mfo and
1ý0 are the left coprime factors of Vr., given by M0 = M, N& = (AK, B, C, 0). ilence [4,9],
a FIR suboptimal solution can always be constructed. I

Proof of Lemma 3.3
Let To = (T0o To0 ) and let 70 = T0o2 have the realization i0 = (Aq, Bq, Cq, Dq). Then
To, = (Ao, B0 , Co, .Do) where

I k~~~BqC Aq)' b 0= o) o(iDq C),D0

Moreover, if )b(A) = AO(A) Lhen i can be realized as, = (Ao, B 1,Co, Do) where B, = ().
Clearly, the poles of Ao consist of the poles of A and Aq with Aq having poles only at the
origin. Now, the fact that To, is FIR and that (A, B) is assumed to be reachable implies
that all poles of A that are not at the origin are not observable through Co : if not, i.e.,
if there exist a pole of A not at the origin that is observable through Co then necessarily
(since To1 is FIR) this pole should not be reachable from B0 which contradicts that (A, B)
is reachable. Then, from the realization of V) we have that the poles of A not at the origin
are not observable and hence (sirce the rest of the poles are at the origin) O'(A) is FIR with
length bounded by no + n where n is the length of T 0 . Note also that the since Do = 0 the
sequence A-' ik = 0 is well defined and is also FIR with support bounded by no + n - 1.

I

I
I
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This paper describes the identification of some of the root causes of one of
the components of tank gun accuracy errors, namely occasion-to-occasion variability.
Occasion-to-occasion variability is the shift of the mean impact point for a given
tank/gun tube combination from one firing occasion to another. Unless the cannon
and fire control system of the tank can be calibrated for each firing event through
live fire zeroing, its occasion-to-occasion variability will have an adverse effect
on the accuracy of tank cannons. Unfortunately, live fire zeroing before each
firing event is impractical for several reasons. First and foremost is the cost.
Not only does each ammunition type require a separate zerc, but each ammunition type

requires a minimum of three rounds to achieve calibration. Even given unlimited
ammunition, the logistical requirements of providing this much ammunition to each
tank unit is beyond the sustaining capability of those units. Additionally, theI tactical situation will rarely allow the time, space or security needed to zero each
of the unit's tanks. Finally, there is currently no way to determine the end and

start of new firing occasions. A calibration zero may be minutes or days long,
depending on many different variables.

Many factors influence the magnitude of occasion-to-occasion variability.

Identification and analysis of these factors is critical to understanding and
solving the occasion-to-occasion variability problems in the MI series tank. Over
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associated with optical alignment of the cannon to the fire control system,
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Identification and Quantification of Sources of Occasion-to-Occasion

Elevation Variability in Tank Gun Accuracy

Bruce J. Held, David W. Webb and Edward M. Schiidt

Aerodynamics Branch, Propulsion and Flight Division
U.S. Army Researcl- Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005

1. INTRODUCTION

During the ground offensive of the 1991 Gulf War, one of the most
spectacular examples of the high tech advantage enjoyed by the Coalition Forces
was the accuracy of the MI series tank. Historically, tank battles have been
fought at ranges under 1000 meters. This has been due to a combination of
intervisibility problems and the inability of tanks to accurately engage at
longer ranges. This all changed during the Gulf War. Intervisibility problems
were minimized by the flat desert terrain and the MlA1 tank was able to
successfully engage targets out to three kilometers and beyond.

As a result of the example of the Gulf War, developers of tanks around the
world can be expected to continue efforts aimed at improving the accuracy of
their tanks. The implication for the US. Army is that we must also continue to
improve the accuracy of our own tanks or lose the advantage that we currently
enjoy. Given the current political and fiscal realitiec this means improving
the Ml series tank for a number of years. Research efforts in this area can
also extend to almost any other cannon system, direct and indirect fire, that
may be employed on future U.S. weapons. This paper describes the identification
and possible fixes for some of the root causes of one of the components of tank
gun accur&cy errors, namely occasion-to-occasion variability.

2. COMPONENTS OF TANK GUN ACCURACY

Generally, tank cannon accuracy is broken intc several components for ease
of analysis. The statistical means and standard deviations of groups of shot
impacts on targets are used to describe these components of accuracy, The
accuracy components generally used are round-to-round dispersion,
occasion-to-occasion variability, ccntral tendency and tank-to-tank variability.
These various terms are described below and illustrated with Figure 1.

Figure 1 represents a turget with the aim point located at the origin. 1-n
this example, rounds were fired over three occasions. On each occasion, three
rounds were fired and the target impacts were recorded.

Each shot fired is represented on the target with open squares, circles or
triangles to distinguish the impacts of the three firing occasions. The average
of each of these groups is represented by a solid symbol of the same
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Figure 1. Example Target and Shot Impacts

kind. This average value is known as the occasion zero and the standard
deviations associated with these three-round groups are known as the
round-to-rounc' dispersion. On Figure 1, the estimate of the round-ta- round
dispersion for each occasion is indicated by the box surrounding each occasion's
average impact -point. In this example, the average value of the round-to-round
dispersion is 0.14 milliradians (mrads) in azimuth and 0.27 in elevation. These
are typical values, although this component of accuracy is very much round-type

" ~dependent.

The standard deviation of the means of the three-round shot groups
represents occasion-to-occasion variability. Occasion-to-occasion variability
in this example is 0.05 mrad in azimuth and 0.37 mrad in elevation. Generally,
occasion-to-occasion variability is escimated to average 0.25 mrad in aziumuth
and elevation across the tank fleet and across ammunition types.

The mean value of all nine shots for this tank is an estimate of this
tank's central tendency, represented by an X in Figure 1. In this example, the
tank has an estimated central tendency of 1.26 mrad in azimuth and .23 mrad in
elevation.

I Finally, tank-to-tank variability for a particular ammunition type is a
measure of the dispersion of the average central tendencies across the fleet of
tanks. Tank-to-tank variability is estimated at 0.25 mrad in both azimuth and
eleeation. The mean central tendency across the fleet is normally referred to
as the fle.et -tero value for an ammunition type.

I 3. SOURCES OF OCCASION-TO-OCCA'ION ERROR

Determination of thc .ources of occasion.to-occasiun error is primarily a
process of looking for those events that cause a change between firing
occasions, either in the armaments system of the tank Itself or in the
ammunition that will be fired. Some of these events, such as improper
maintenance of the cannon system or damage to the ammunition, ate obvious,I 101I _ a_ o syt_ dmg l
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While the effect of such causes can be significant in the field, they will not
be con';idered in this paper as they are correctable through training arnd proper
procedure.

The other rcot causes of occasion-to-occasion variability are more subtle,
They may happen slowly over time or by abrupt changes in the tank or
environment. These are problems over which the soldier in the field can
exercise little to no control. These problems must be corrected through
hardware changes in the tank itself or by accounting for them in the fire
control solution calculated for each round.

3.1 Definition of a Firing Occasion,

Different firing occasions are defined in terms of time, i.e. a long
period (hours or days) between rounds; or in terms of significant eve'nts between
rounds, such as maintenance on the weapon, large environmental changes or moving
the tank to n( firing positions. For the purposes of this paper, a firing
occasion is deLined to include all of those rounds fired from the same tank
during a time period in which no significant events (with the exception of
firing the weapon) have occurred that could affect the fire control system on
the tank, the cannon system, or ammunition.

3.2 Muzzle Velocity Variation

Muzzle velocity variation affects accuracy by varying the projectile's
time of flight to the target. The time of flight variation, in turn, varies the
gravity drop of the projectile during its trajectory and hence there is an
elevation error. Occasion-to-occasion variations in muzzle velocity are
primarily caused by two distinct sources - the daily temperature cycle and a
lot-to-lot variation in the average muzzle velocity for an ammunition type.

3.2.1 Muzzle Velocity Variations Due to Temperature Differentials

The ignition and burning rate of ammunition propellant varies with
temperature. Warmer propellant ignites and burns at a faster rate than cooler
propellant. This means that projectiles are accelerated more quickly when the
propellant is warm and more slowly when the propellant is cool. This results in
a relationship between muzzle velocity and propellant temperature. This
relationship is well understood and is accurately modeled with a second degree
polynomial. Therefore, if the propellant temperature of the ammun4.tion Is
known, the muzzle velocity can be accurately calculated.

In modern tanks, ammunition temperature is estimated by measuring the air
temperature in the ammunition storage compartment (hereinafter referred to as
the bustle). There are two problems with this approach. First, there is a
difference in the round temperature based on the round's location in the storage
compartment. Because of this difference, one bustle air temperature measurement
cannot be accurate for all the ammunition. Rounds stored near the top of the
bustle tend to heat and cool more quickly due to thermal radiation transfer
through the top of the turret, while ammunition in the bottom of the bustle is
insulated to a greater degree by the air and ammunition above it. The second
problem with measuring bustle air temperature to estimate ammunition temperature
is that air and ammunition change temperature at different rates, producing a
phase shift between the diurnal temperature cycles of the Oustle air and the
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ammunition in the compartment. Thus, during the day, the temperature cycle for

ammunition near the top of the bustle precedes the bustle air temperature cycle
by about 1.5 hours while the ammunition temperature cycle at the bottom lags the
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Figure 2. Ammunition and Ammunition Compartment Temperature Cycles

air temperature cycle by about an hour. The phase shift between the temperature
cycles implies a differential betweev the average ammunition temperature and the
measured air temperature.

Both the phase shift and the temperature difference associated with
ammunition storage location are evident in Figure 2. This figure plots theI- temperature of ammunition stored at three locations in the ammunition storage
compartment of an MIAl tank and the storage compartment air temperature [1].
These plots were collected by instrumenting rounds of ammunition with the mo-
couples and placing the rounds in the ammunition storage compartment. The tank
was then placed in the open and the various temperatures were monitored for
several days.

I Difficulties in measurement of ammunition temperature prior to firing
creates both round-to-round and iccasion-to-occasion accuracy errors. The
temperature difference between rounds of ammunition at a particular time creates
a round-to-round error, since rounds with different muzzle velocities way be
selected at that time. The temperature of the average round is different than
the air tempt ature in the bustle and the magnitude of that difference varies
through the dcurnal cycle, thus, the diurnal temperature variation for all
rounds creates an occasion-to-occasion accuracy problem.

The occasion-to-occasicn error due to the use of the bu&tle airI temperature to calculate muzzle velocity is estimated by comparing a muzzle
velocity that is calculated using the average ammunition temperature with a
muzzle ve]ocit~y that is calculated using the bustce air temperature. Figures 3
and 4 plot these mizzle velocities for both M831 High Explosive, Anti lTnk,IIi
I ____ ___i__
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Training Practice (1HEAT-TP) and M865 Training Practice, Cone Stabilized,
Discarding Sabot (TPCSDS) ammunition respectively. AMV is the differende

between the average and calculated muzzle velocities.

A statistical analysis of the AMV provides an estimated mean AMy over the

entire time of consideration (72 hours, or three complete cycles, for this
analysis) and a standard deviation. When the mean AMV is not equal to zero, the
muzzle velocity colculation based on the bustle air temperature Is biased. A
positive mean for AMV indicates that the muzzle velocity estimates tend to be
underestimated, while a negative mean indicates an overestimation. Mean-squared
error (MSE) is a measure of closeness that takes into consideration not only the
variance of an estimator, 2but lso the bias of that estimator. It is given by
the formula, MSE - (Bias) + C . MSE is used here as a measure of the muzzle
velocity estimation error. Table 1 lists the mean AMV, the standard deviation

and the velocity MSE resulting frow temperature measurement errors.
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Table 1. Temperature Related M~zzle Velocity Statistics

IMean AMV __ _ __,

M831 -- I. 19 0.24 1.21

M865 -2.84 0.61 2.90

All Units Are Meters/Second

An estimate of the occasion-to-occasion elevation error caused by

calculating muzzle velocity based on bustle air temperature is found by

calnulating two trajectories. One trajectory is calculated for a round launched

at the muzzle velocity estimated with the bustle air temperature. The other

trajectory is calculated with the same muzzle velocity plus or minus the error

term from Table 1. The trajectories are differenced and an angular measure of

the error is calculated &s a function of range. The two trajectories were

calculated using the Ballistic Research Laboratory General Trajectory Program
[2]. Figure 5 -plots the temperature related mruzzle velocity error as a
function of ravage !or both the M831 and M865.
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Figure 5. rror gTe to --mperature Rel.aAd d kjVelocit VarlatioLn

Notably, this error is range dependent and increases with range. The

M831's error is 0.06 m: ad a 3000 meters, while the error for the MV65 is 0.04

mrad at the same renge. The M831'r greater sensitivity to muzzle velocity
variation is due primarily to its lower initial velocity and its greater

retardation (loss of velccity as a functiou of range). The high retardation is

the result of the M831's high drag shape. It should be pointed out th3t the

M8(5 is cone stabilized and is also a rela;:ively 1iz?'. drag projectile. The
nccision-to-occasion temperature related n'izzle velocity error associated with a

fin srtabilize4., service KE projectile is, therefore, significantly lower than

that of the M865, due to the lower drag associated with fin stabilization.
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3.2.2 Loc-to-Lot Muzzle Velocity Variations

Service ammunition is generally mpnufactured in lots of several thousand
rounds. The quality of each lot is tightly controlled and is verified through
lot acceptance testing. One way in which quality is controlled is through the
use of single lots of comporent parts in the manufacture of completed rounds of
ammunition. For example, only one lot of propellant will be used in the
manufacture of a lot of completed rounds. While this reduces variability within
a lot, variation between lots is to be expected.

For ease of accountability and accuracy, tank ammunition is normally
irsued to a unit from the same lot. This means that accuracy errors occuring as
a result of lot-to-lot variations normally show up as occasion- to-occasion
errors, rather than as round-to-round errors. One ammunition characteristic
that varies from lot-to-lot is the average muzzle velocity for each lot of
ammunition. Therefore, lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variations manifest
themselves as occasion-to-occasion accuracy errors

The mean muzzle velocity for a lot of ammunition can be found in the lot
acceptance test records for each lot of ammunition. Records for a total of 36
lots of M831 HEAT-TP ammunition and 29 lots of M865 TPCSDS ammunition were
examined. The mean muzzle velocity and the standard deviation about the mean
was calculated for each ammunition type to get an estimate of the lot-to-lot
muzzle velocity variation. When the mean muzzle velocity is not equal to the
required muzzle velocity, bias is introduced into the superelevation correction
f or the gun. As with the temperature related muzzle velocity variation, a
mean-squared error term is used to estimate error in order to account for the
bias and the variation. Table 2 is a listing of the required muzzle velocity,
the mean muzzle velocity across the lots of tested ammunition, the standard
deviat.on and the MSE resulting from the difference between the required and
actual muzzle velocities.
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Table 2. Lot-to-Lot Muzzle Velocity Statistics

Standard MV Mean MV l Mean kMVv

M831 I i40.0 1139.03 -0.97 3.95 4.07

M865 1700.0 1700.90 0.90 4 .65  4.74

All UnitE Are Meters/Second

An estimate of tho occasion-to-occasion elevation error caused by
u lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variation may be found in a manner similar to that

Sused co find the temperature related muzzle velocity variation error. Figure 6

plots the lot-to-lot error as a function of range for botr the M831 and M865.
This error is also range dependent and increases with range. The 14331'sI lot-to-lot error is 0.19 mrad at 3000 meters, while the error for the M865 is
0.07 mrad at the same range. For the same reasons stated above, the M831's
greater sensitivity to muzzle velocity variations is evident. Again, service KEi ammun~ition can be expected to be even less sersitive to muzzle velocity
variations than 11865.

3.3 Gun Dvaq•s

A change in the pointing angle of the muzzle during the shot process will
cause a projectile to exit the cannon at a different launch angle than was
initially laid. When this effect is predictable, it may be accounted for in
modern fire control computers with a computer correction factor (CCF). In fact,
one component of the CCF in the M1. series tank is the average value of the
muzzle pointing angle at shot exit. Variation in the average muzzle pointing
angle at shot ejection between rounds ant from firing occasion to firing
occasion makes it impossible to provida a precise value for the CCF; therefore
finding the cause of muzzle angle variation betiween firing occasions is needed
to raduce occasion-to-occaiian variability.

.'T..e dynamics of the cannon are known to affect occasion-to-occý.,sion
variability in at least two significant ways. First is a coupling of the linear
recoil of the cannon into its angular motion, hence a coupling of linear recoil
variation to nuzzle angle variation [3]. Second, the temperature of the
ammunition determines the amount of time it takes the projectile to travel the
length of the cannon. If the cannon has any angular motion during this i.n-bore
time, ammunition fired at different tempecatures wiil exit the cannon with
varying muzzle angle conditions [4].

In large tank cannons, there are several forces which create turning
moments about the t•'unnicns during firing. The dominant moment is due to a
breech mass imbalance, which cause&. the center of gravity of the recoiling mass
tc be lower than the centerline of the gun. This offset acts as a lever arm
when the pressure of the burning propellant acccier'ates the gun by pushing
Against the breech block along the centerline. The resultant couple, known as
the powder pressure couple, induces a torque and subsequent rotation about the
trunnion of the gun system [5]. In addition to tihe powder pressure couple,
forces exerted by the radially expanding gun tube against the gun tube bearingsI and the resis-ance of the elevating mechanism to rotation create additional
turning moments (Ffgure 7).
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Simply modeling these forces results in the following equation of rigid body
motion for the cannon:

0 In
rlr2m + E Fir, (br 36 + kr36j i r2m + E Firi - [brs3 + krM!

___) __-- := _1=5

S+ m(r, + r2  IT

where e is the angular rotation of the cannon about the trunnion. The powder
pressure couple is modeled by r the magnitude of the linear recoil of the gun
along its centerline; r , the otfset between the center of gravity of the gun
and the centerline of lie cannon; and m, the mass of the cannon. The resistive
forces at "he elevating mechanism are modeled by b and k, the damping and spring
constants of the elevating mechanism, and r., the distance between the elevating
mechanism and the trunnion. The forces of gun tube expansion against the gun
bearings are modeled by Fi, a distance of ri from the center of gravity. I
equals the moment cf inertia of the cannon about the center of gravity, and[T
equals the moment of inertia about the trunnion [3].

ty

kx

.T

-4 F t

Fi gure 7. Simpl a... nQ qiU kj~~dP 1

3.3.1 Recoil Variaticn.

It is important to note that the equation of the angular motion has a
term, irr 2 m, that is dependent on the recoil acceleration. This implies that a
change in recoil motion will be seen as a change in the angular motion of the
cannon. Recoil motion can vary for a number of reasons. These include
maintenance of the recoil system, changes in recoil hydraulic fluid temnerature
and viscosity, and varying hydraulic pressures between occasions. ,lso of note
is the fact that this same term depends on the magnitude of the vertical offset,
X., between the center of gravity and the centerline of the gun. By moving the
cannon's center of gravity with balancing weights, the offset between the center
of gravity and the centerline can be eliminated. With zero offset, all recoil
loads act along the centerline of the cannon. Thus, the angulnr motion due to
the powder pressure couple is eliminated. By comparing the motion of the cannon
with and without the balancing masses, it is possible to gain some insight into
the veriability of the aigular motion that results from changes in recoil
motion.
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I Figure 8. Cannon Breech and balancin Weights

A test was conducted in which the center of gravity of the recoiling mass
I of an M256 cannon was moved to the centerline of the gun [6). This was

accomplished by adding mass to the top of the breeý:h of an M256 tank cannon
(Fig. 8). This configuration will be referred to as the balanced breech.

i Reference to the -tandard breech will indicate that the weights were not
attached to the breech. During this test, the muzzle angle of the cannon was
measured with proximity probes [7). Two different gun tubes were used for this
test and both were configured with and without the balancing weights.

i Figure 9 plots the muzzle pointing angle of one of the cannons during four
firing occasions with M831 HEAT ammunition - two occasions with the balancing

: i weights and two without. Shot exit time is at 0.0 milliseconds (msec). Them ~occasions were separated by several days and movement of the tank. The mu zzle
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FigAre 10. Average Muzzle Pointing Angle. 2 x Firing 3 Occasion.
Balanced Breech and. 2 x Firing Occasion. Standard Breech

This is seen more clearly in Figure 10, where the plots of individual
shots in each firing occasion are averaged together. The averaged plots for the
balanced configuration's two occasions nearly lie on top of one another, while
those in the standard configuration are quite distinct.

These same trends are clear with the other gun tube and ammunition type
[3]. Figures 11 and 12 are plots of the muzzle pointing angle variation for acannon firing, respectively, M831 PEAT and a kinetic energy (KE) round whose
in-bore characteristics are similar to M865.
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Figure 11. Vjoriation in Vertical Muzzle Pointing Angle,
HEAT Ammunition, 4 Rounds/Occasions
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Figure 12. Variation in Vertical Muzzle Pointin Anele.
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Four rounds of each ammunition type were fired per gun to obtain estimates
of muzzle pointing angle variation. Combinations of time, movement of the tank,
and temperature change broke up the four round groups into firing occasions,
though each round did not necessarily represent a new occasion. 'he elevation
variation of muzzle pointing angle at shot exit for the standard configuration
is approximately .19 mrad with M831 HEAT-TP and .14 mrad with the KE ammunition.
The balanced configuration has variations at shot exit of .07 and .04 mrad
respectively for M831 and KE ammunition. The difference in variation between
the two configurations is due to the decoupling of the linear recoil motion and
the angular motion of the muzzle.

The residual muzzle angle variability seen in the balanced configuration
is a round-to-round effect. Assuming that the causes of the residual
varia',ility are independent of the recoil effects, they may be removed in a
root-sum-square sense:

•. Trmv o~r + 02rr (2)

For HEAT ammunition arv - 0.17972 =0.192 0.072 (3)

For KE ammunition arv = 0. 1342 40. 142 - 0.042 (4)

where ary-muzzle pointing angle variation that is due to recoil variation,I utmv-ttal muzzle pointing angle variation and arr-the residual round-to- round
muzzle velocity variation.

The muzzle angle variation that is the result of recoil variation has both
round-to-round effects and occasion-to-occasion recoil effects. While it is not
possible to separate the round-to-round and occasion-to-occasion effects, the
information gives some idea about the the magnitude of the two. Even assuming
that the occassion-to-occasion effects make up only half of the total, this
represents an error of .13 and .09 mrads for HEAT-TP and KE ammunition

* respectively.
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3.3.2 Propellant Temperature.

As mentioned earlier, propellant burn rates are a function of propellant
temperature. As a result, muzzle velocity and in-bore time varies with
temperature. In addition to the muzzle velocity errors, there is a significant
impact bias for certain ammunition types that is dependent on ammunition
temperature and is independent of the change in gravity drop associated with the
muzzle velocity variation.

In order to determine the muzzle angle at shot exit, equation 1 is
integrated twice. The muzzle angle at shot exit therefore depends on the limits
of this integration, which are defined by the in-bore time of the projectile.
Since the propellant temperature directly affects the in-bore time of the
projectile, it will also affect the muzzle angle at shot exit [4].

Figure 13 is a plot of the muzzle pointing angle for firings of M831 HEAT
ammunition which was conditioned to three different temperatures. Of note in
these plots is that the general shapes of the curves are very similar. The
major difference between the plots appears to be a time shift. Note that the
pointing angle curve around shot exit time (0.0 msec) has a very steep slope.
This causes a significantly different muzzle pointing angle at shot exit between
the three conditions due to the time shift.

Currently, the muzzle pointing angles of only a Limited number of
ammunition types conditioned to different temperatures before firing have been
measured. There are, however, computational methods for determining the
pointing angles for different ammunition types across a range of temperatures
[4]. There is also target data (i.e., measured holes in targets) for most
current ammunition types that were fired after being conditioned to different
temperatures. It is this target data that is used here to estimate the
occasion-to-occasion effects of muzzle angle dependence on propellant
temperature [8].
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Figure 13. Muzzle Pointing An le. M831. 3 Propellant Temperatures
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Target impact data was collected over a period of several years. 'his
data included ammunition type, temperature of .he propellant and the impact
point on the target. A regression analysis of propellant temperature versus
mean imvact point was used to determine the linear relationship between these
two variables for each ammunition type. Because of the many differences in the
tests themselves, only the simplest linear trends were sought Ln this analysis
[81.

Figure 14 shows the plot of corrected target impact in elevation versus
ammunition temperatur,,. for M831 HEAT ammunition. Visual inspection indicates a
positive relationship between the two variables over the entire temperature
range examined; a statistically significant slope confirmed the trend. The
linear regression equation is given as;

, =- -. 43 + .0046T (5)

where ^ is the expected elevation impact point in mrad, .43 is the intercept in
mils, .0046 is the slope in mrads/°F, and T is the ammunition temperature in OF.
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'Figure 14. evation vs. Temverature. M831

Figure 15 shows the plot of elevation impact versus ammunition temperature
for M865. The interestIng feature of this plot is the lack of a temperature
dependency on elevation impact. This is due to the fact that around shot exit
time for M865, the muzzle pointing angle is at a maximum point. This means that
tho time shift of the 2o nting angle plot does not result in large pointing
angle differences for this ammunition type,, Typically though, service KE
ammunition has a temperature dependency whose slope is similar to M831 instead
of M865.

Using the M831 regression equation as an estimate of the muzzle pointing
angle dependence, on propellant temperature, an approximate value of the
occasion-to-occasion variability due to propellant temperature can be
calculated. Temperature data in some Likely area of operations is used to
calculate muzzle pointing angles for a period of one year. From ch~s population
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of pointing angles the standard deviation is determined to provide an estimate
of the error. Since tanks are used all year and combat occurs 24 hours'a day,
this approach seems reasonable.
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Figure 15. Target Impact Elevation vs. Temp•:ratuje._M _

Temperature values were taken every three hours in a climate typical of
the middle latitudes in the northern hemisphere. Muzzle pointing angles were
calculated for each of these temperature values and the standard deviation of
the set of pointing angle data was calculated. The standard deviation thus
calculated provides an estimate of the occasion-to-occasion dispersion due to
propellant temperature of 0.093 mrad.

Calculating an estimate of the dispersion due to propellant temperature in
this way is necessarily dependent on the climate in the part of the world thet
is used. Equatorial regions do not experience as much temperature variation
during the year ar.d the dispersion should be correspondingly lower. High-desert
regions, on the other hand, experience greater temperature variation and the
dispersion may be greater. Since U.S. tanks have a world-wide contingency
mission, using a climate that is between these two extremes is reasonable.

One final note, the variation in ammunition temperature across the bustle
implies a round-to-round muzzle angle variability. From Figure 2, the maximum
temperature difference between rounds of ammunition is found at 21,45 hours.
The hottest round, at the top of the bustle is 118.3 OF and the coldest, at the
bottom of the bustle, is 104.9 OF. Applying equation 5 gives a maximum muzzle
angle spread of 0.06 mrad. The variability of ammunition temperature is much
smaller than the maximum spread. Over the tlree days of testing, the pooled
ammuniticn temperature variability vas only 3.4 OF. Using this temperature
variability with equation 5 provides an estimate of the overall muzzle pointing
error produced by ammunition temperature variability within the bustle. This
trý:or is only 0.02 mrad.
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3.3.3 Lot-to-lot Muzzle Pointing Angle Variation

A muzzle angle error, similar to the temperature dependent error just
described, occurs as a result of lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variations. Since
the variable muzzle velocity implies a variable in-bore time for the projectile,
the pointing angle at shot exit will vary with the lot-to-lot muzzle velocity
variations.

It is possible to estimate the pointing angle error due co lot-to-lot

muzzle velocity variations. This is accomplished by a similarity method. This
method starts with the assumption that the general shape of the pointing
angle-time plot will be similar for rounds shot at various muzzle velocities,
but that the plot will shift it, time. This assumption appears to be reasonably
accurate for the muzzle velocity variations seen. Figure 13 above is an example

of this phenov'enon when the muzzle velocity variations are the result of
propellant temperature variation, as opposed to lot-to-lot variation.

The idea behind the sixilarity solution assumes that the in-bore
projectile velocity/time curve will be similar in .hape across some small
variation of muzzle velocities. With this assumption It is possible to write an
algebraic equation that determines in-bore time. The dependent variable of the
similarity function is a ratio of projectile velocity divided by muzzle
velocity. At snot exit, this ratio is always equal to one. The independent

variable is a ratio of the time (t) from propellant ignition, divided by some
reference time (tr. . tref is defined to be the gun length (L) divided by the
muzzle velocity for iat particular lot of ammunition (Vmo). Since the in-bore
time vs. velocity curve is assumed similar for projectiles with variable muzzle
velocities, the ratio of t/tref is a constant at shot exit for all lots. Using
the values of a standard lot of MG31 HEAT-TP [t - 9.4 msec, tref - L/Vm - (483

m)/(1140 m/sec) - 4.237 msee], the constanc equals 2.219. This constant (C) is
now used to find At, the time shift due to lot-to-lot muzzle velocity vatiation.
ti is the in-bore time for a projectile that has a muzzle velocity (Vml) equal
to the standard muzzle velocity plus the lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variation
from Table 2.

Vmi =Vm + O•Vlot-to.Zot (6)

t= C -L .. 9.368 msec (7)Vm1

tAt =t - ti =0.032 msec (8)

Fcom Figure 13, the value of dC/dt near shot exit time is found to be -. 94
mrad/msec. The lot-to-lot muzzle pointing error is therefore
calculated to be:

Zia 1e tj=-.94 nirad/msec -0.032 msec f 0.03 mirad (9)
1 di

3.4 .nresight Cdlibration,

In addition to the desire that the muzzle angle change from shot start to
shot exit be the saae from occasion to occasion, calibration between the muzzle

of the cannion and the fire control optics used to point the cannon must be
consistent from occasion to occasioa.. Currently, the U.S Army calibrates the
cannon to the fire control optics with a muzzle boresight device. This is an
optical device that. is placed in the muzzl& of the cannon The muzzle boresight
is used to nim ithe cannon at some target point. The fire control optics are
then aimed at the same point to align them with the muzzle of the cannon. Atiy
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inability to point the cannon at the same spot or to align the fire control
optics at the same spot as the cannon will show up as occasion-to-occasion
dispersion.

Recent tests have indicated that tank cannons may be aimed with an
accuracy of 0.06 mrads (standard deviation) using the boresights currently in
use with the U.S. Army. Included in this figure is the error asscciated with
the boresight itself (i.e. parallax, reticule lines that obscure the target,
etc.), the error associated with a slightly different placement of the boresight
in the muzzle on each occasion and the error associated with moving the cannon

[9].

The er:ror inherent in the boresight itself (i.e. the inability to read the
same spot with the boresight, independent of inserting the boresight in the
muzzle and moving the cannon) was measured to be 0.02 mrads during the same
test. This value can be used to make an estimate of the error associated with
laying the fire control optics on the same spot as the muzzle of the cannon.
Since the power of the optics in the fire control system and the boresight is
the same (10 power), the ability to see the target spot should be about the same
or less with the fire control optics (parallax problems inherent in the
boresight are not applicable to the fire control optics). Combining the errors
associated with aiming the cannon through use of the boresight (0.06 mrads) a&id
those with placing the fire control optics on the target point (<0.02 mrad)
leaves !.he total boresighting error at approximately 0.063 mrad.

IV. CONCLUSION

These six sources; temperature related muzzle velocity variation,
lot-to-lot muzzle velocity variation, recoil variation, muzzle pointing angle
dependence on propellant temperature, muzzle pointing angle dependence on
lot-to-lot tauzzlo velocity variation and boresighting variation, represent major
sources of occasl/)n-to-occasion error that have been recently investigated and
are now better understood. With this better understanding comes an increased
ability to correct the problems. Reduction or elimination of these problems can
significantly improve both the occasion-to-occasion error and the overall error
for both current and future tanks.
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"TITLE: FLIGHT DYNAMICS OF A SPiNNING PROJECTILE DESCENDING ON A
PARACHUnTI

G. A. BENEDETTI
SANDIA NATIONAL LABORATORIES, LIVERMORE, CA 94550

ABSTRACT:

During the past twenty years Sandia National Laboratories and the U. S. Army have vertically gun
launched numerous 155rmn and eight-inch diameter flight test projectiles. These, projectiles are
subsequently recovered using an on-board parachute recovery system which is attached to the forward case
structure of tiie projectile. There have been at least five attempts to describe, through analytical and
numerical simulations, the translational and rotational motions of a spinning projectile descending on a
parachute. However, none of these investigations have correctly described the large nutational motion of
the projectile since all of them overlooked the fundamental mechanism which causes these large angular
motions.

Numerical simulations as well as a closed form analytical solution show conclusively that the
Magnus moment is responsible for the large nutational motion of the projectile. That is, when the center of
pressure for the Magnus force is aft of the center of mass for the projectile, the Magnus moment causes ar.
unstable (or large) nutational motion which always tends to turn the spinning projectile upside down while
it is descending on the parachute. Conversely, when the center of mass for the projectile is aft of the center
of pressure for the Magnus force, the Magnus moment stabilizes the nutational motion tending to always
point the base of the spinning projectile down.

"The fundamental quantity relaied io stability of the nutadional motion is the direction of the Magnus
moment. Since this is determined from such a basic result, it is profoundly simple. Consequently, it is
surprising that the large nutational motion for a spinning projectile during parachute descent puzzled many
investigators and went unexplained for nearly twenty years.

Projectile flight tests at Tonopah Test Range in Nevadia conclusively demonstrated that the Magnus
moment is responsible for the large nutational motion of a spinning projtctile descending on a parachute.

The results of this work are utilized to render projectile parachute rccovery systems more reliable
and to explain what initially rrmay appear to be a strlge gyrodyramic uchavior of a spinning projectile
descending on a parachute.
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FLIGHT DYNAMICS O-' A SPINNING PROJECTILE
DESCENDING ON A PARACHUTE
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E INTRODUCTION

* During the past twenty yal&s Sandia National Laboratories and the U.S. Army have vertically gun
launched numerous 155mm and eight-inch diameter flight test projectiles. These projectiles are
subsequently -ecovered using an on-board parachute recovery system which is attached to the forward case
structure of the projectile. During this time there have been at least five or s•x attempts to describe, through
analytical and numerical simulations, the Lanslational and rotationa' motions of a spinning proiectile
descending on a parachute. However, none of these. investigations have correctly described the large
nutational motion of tie projectile since all of them overlooked the fundamental mechanism which causes

* these large angular motions.

Numerical simulations as well as a closed form analytical solution show conclusively that theI Magnus moment is responsible for the large nutational motioki of the projectile. That is, when the center of
pressure for the Magnus force is aft of the center of mass for the projectile, the Magnus moment causes an
unstable (or large) nutation1 mttion which always tends to turn the spinning projectile upside down while
it is descending on the parachute in a normal manner. Conversely, when the center of mass for theI projectile is aft of the center of pressure for the Magnus force, the Magnus moment stabilizes :he nutational
motion tending to always point the base of the spinning projectile down.

Projectile flight tests at Tonopah Test Range in Ncvada conclusively demonstrated that the MagnusS nmoment is responsible for the large nutational motion of a spinning projectile descending zn a parachute.

A brief description of the projectile motion during a nomial parachute descent may help the readerI visualize the angular motions associated with a spinning projectile which tends to turn upside down.

At Tonopah Test Range, projectiles are usually f'ted 870 above the horizontal ground plane. When
* the projectile reaches apogee (60,000 feet to 75,000 feet no spoiler plate), it begins to fall base. irst and the
- spin speed of the projectile is slightly less (-15%) than at banel exit (-15,000 RPM for a 155mm diameter

shell and -10,000 RPM for an 8-inch diameter shell). After falling for about ter to twenty seconds, the
forward mounted parachute is deployed and inflated.

As the spinning projectile descends on the parachute, it undergoes precession and nutation (refer to
Figure 1). After, the initial transients, which can last for several seconds, and prior to projectile-cable
interaction, which takes several tens of seconds, the pression and nutation speeds are very low compared
to the spin speed of the projectile. This has been shown by numerical simulation and observed
experimentally.

I in almost all flight test cases, the projectile slowly nutates until it is nearly upside down; that is, its
nose is pointed towards the ground. When the nutation angle of the projectile is about 110' (this can take
.from 60 seconds to 150 seconds after parachute inflation), the spinning projectile begins to rub on tfie cableI wear sleeve shown in Figure 1.

While the spinning projectile is in contact with the wear sleeve (-30 seconds to 60 seconds), severe
* lateral vibration of the cable and shroud lines occurs.
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spin frequency or "speed"
precession frequency or "speed"

nutation angle

/PAA Uprecession angle
PARACIHUTE ...

BEARING

STEEL CABLE

-NOSE SPIN BEARING

PROJECTILE CENTER -PROJECTILE

FRAM4E

GR~OUND PLANE

Y PROJECTION OF PROJECILE CENTERLINEk-/A -'ON TO CROIJNO PLANE

Figure 1. Spirning Projectile Descending on Para-chute. Note that the upper bearing pre-
vents the shroud lines from twisting due to precession especially when the nutaion
angle, 8, is near 00'.

During the zime the projectile is in contact with the cable wear sleeve, its spin speed decreases
significantly. Consequently, the projectile, with its greatly -educed spin speed, is now unstable in this
upside down configuration and it rapidly nutates back to its original base clown configuration impacting the
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-I ground at 110 ft/sec and at a greatly reduced spin speed. The maximum flight time from gun launch to
ground impact is about 4W0 seconds.

Numerical simulations in reference [1] desmribe this motion provided the center of mass for the
projectile is forward of the center of pressure for the Magnus force in the post parachute deployment
configuration.

The equations whch describe the translational and rotational motions of the spinning projectile
descending on its parachute are too lengthy to list here. However, the derivation of these equations is
thoroughly documented in reference [ 1].

RESULTS

Projectile flight tests at Tonopah Test Range r.onclusively demonstrated that the Magnus moment is
responsible for the large nutational motion of a sp;inaing projectile descending on a parachute.

I F~ ~lihTetResitlts

On June 26, 1985, two 155mm diamete: flight test projectiles were successfully gun fired atI Tonopah Test Range (TMR) to demonstrate whether or not the Magnus moment was responsible for the
large nurationai motions associated with a spinning projectile during a normal parachute recovery These
projectiles were ballasted such that one would be stable and the other unstable according to the MagnusI theory discussed previously. Both test units (FC891 - stable and FC892 - unstable) used Army parachute
recovery systems.

It is important to note that the Sandia parachute recovery system incorporates a wear sleeve attachedI to a Iong steel cable between the projectile and the parachute shroud lines trefer to Figures 1 and 2)
whereas the Army parachute recovery system utilize! a short loop (--6-inch ioop) of steel cable between the
projectile and the shroud lines (refer to Figure 2). Therefore, when a spinning projectile which uses anI Army parachute recovery system nutates to about an upside down position, it will wear through d-e steel
cable loop and, of course, separate itself from the parachute. This is precisely what occurred to the second
flight test projectile (FC 892) which was baliasted such that it would turn upside down.

The first projectile (FC 89 1- stable), which had its center of mass aft of the center of pressure for
the Magnus force, impacted the ground base first with a vertical velocity of about 100 feet/second. The
recovery was normal and the piojectile and parachute were undamaged. The second projectie (FC 892
unstable), which had its center of mass forward of the center of pressure for the Magnus force, slowly
nutated to approximately an upside down position and thus cut itseht loose from the parachute abont 70
seconds after parachute inflation. Consequently, the projectile impacted the ground nose first with a verticalI velocity of about 1,100 feet/second. The parachute was subsequently recovered and the short loop of steel
cable between the projectile and shroud lines was severed. The cut in the severed cable was clean with no
frayed cable strands. This sequence of events had been predicted prior to the tests.

Therefore., it was concluded that the Magnus moment is responsible for the large nuiational motion
of a spinning projectile descending on a parachute. That is, when the center of pressure for the Magnus
force is aft of the center of mass for the projectile, the Magnus moment causes an unstable (or large)I nutational motion which always tends to turn the projectile upside down. Conversely, when the (,-,enter of
mass for the projectile is aft of the center of pressure for the Magnus force, the Magnus moment stabilizes
the nutational motion ter~ding to always point the base of the spinning projectile down.

Figure 3 shows a test projectile 7.5 x 10-3 seconds after barrel exit with an dAxid velocity of 2.700
feet/second.

I12
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SANDIA U. S ARMY
Figiire 2. Puaraclinte Recovery Systems.

rigmuc 3. Test Projectile Fitred frouzi 155mm Diameter T~ube at Tonopah I'cst IP.Algc,. Nct
5Jpoixer picie zaenr JimguC ol p-o~cctik.
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When the system equations of motion in reference 1 are numerically integrated to predict the
translational and angular motions associated with a flight test projectile similar to FC892 (unstable),
Figures 4 through 10 result. For these calculations, a Sandia parachute recovery system is utilized rather

SI than an Army recovery system (refer to Figure 2). Consequently, when the spinning projectile nutates (0)
to Orub (Orub = 1100), it begins to rub on the cable wear sleeve.

The normal interaction force (Fn) between the projectile and wear sleeve increases with the nutation
angle (e) provided 6 > Orub. Therefore, during the time the projectile is in contact with the wear sleeve
its spin speed V decreases and its precession speed (€) increases significantly (refer to Figure 1). The

I decreased spin speed (N') greatly reduces the Magnus force lift coefficient (CI) and, hence, the Magnus
moment.

Subsequently the projectile impacts the ground in a near base down configuration and at a greatly
reduced spin speed. A base down configuration is the optimum projectile configuration for ground impact

-I since the projectile axial inertia loads are in the same direction as dwing gun launch. For some projectile
designs a greatly reduced spin speed (N') at ground impact is desirable since the projectile inertia torques
during ground impact are opposite to those during gun launch.

1 ALTITUDE V"R TIME
30- ! I

I
I I

25-

I .-~20 -- - - - - - - I - -

I
N 15 .. . . "

-10 - -I

E3I s- {

0 50 100 150 200

time (s)
Figmre 4. Altittidi Above Mena Sen Level ii '1'hotsands of Feet Versas Time. Apogee occuirs

34 seconds after gunl launch and yIarachite inflation occurs 8 seconds after apogee.
Zero time on Lhe figure correspow ls to parahuIte inflation.
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VERTICA-L VELOCITY VS. TIME

0200

0 50 100 150 200
time (s)

Figure 5. Verticul Velocity in Feet Per Second Versus Time. A nxegative vertical velocity in-
dicates the direction of the velocity is towards the ground.

NUTATION ANGLE VS. TIME
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I SPIN SPEED VS. TIME
15--15I I I

1 0-- 4 ... . -

-- M T- - -

I II

I•I ' -

E3I I
0I I

0 50 100 150 200
time (s)

Figure 7. Spin Speed, •, in Thousands of Revolutions per Minute Versus Time. The spin-
ning projectile begins to rub en the steel cable at --03 seconds and projectile-cable
interaction terminates at ,-117 seconds.

PRECESSION SPEED VS. TIME
50I

I0 I

I .,, -50- - - - - - -

- I -o - -- " -I
I I

0 50 100 150 200

time (s)

Figure 8. Precession Speed, @, in Revolutions per Minute Versus Time. A negative preces-
sion speed, ý, indicates the direction of precession is clockwise when viewing the
projectile from above along tle negative Z axis. Refer to F;gure 1. Projectile-cable
interaction begins at -03 seconds and ends at -117 seconds.
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MAGNUS FORCE VS. TIME
50I -

I&I I I
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Figure 9. Magnus Force in Pounds Versus Thie for an Initial Nutation Angle of 15".

NUTATION ANGLE VS. TIME
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Figure 10. Nutation Angle, 8. Versus Time for Initial NutaLion Angles of 5", 100, snd 15W.
Note that for an initial nutation angle of 5', the projectile impacts the ground in
a neArly nose downi configuration.
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I CONCLUSIONS

The fundamental conclusion of this report is that the Magnus moment, which is caused by the
Magnus force, is responsible for the large nutational motion of the spinning projectile during parachute
descent. This conclusion was fist determined analytically and then experimentally verified.

A. The f0llowing conclusions are for the case where the center of gravity (CG) for the projectile isI brward of the center of pressure for the Magaus force (CPa•g) in the post parachute
deployment configuration, and the spinning projectile isc descending on the parachute in a
normal manner. The spin is induced by firing the projectile from a right-hand twist tube.

IA. The Magnus moment vector (magnitude arid direction) is responsible for the large
nutational motion (6) of the spinning projectile. The projectile always tends to nutate (0)
toward the upside down or nose down position. This results because the Magnus moment
causes the spinning projectile to iotate toward a position of stable dynamic equilibrium.

3 2A. The maximum nutaticn angle (0) attained by the projectile in a fixed amount of time from
parachute inflation is highly dependent on the initial nutation angle (0o), the distance
between the CG and CPffag, the Magnus force and the axial angular momentum of the
projectile.

3A. The direction of projectile precession (refer to Figure 1) is always in the clockwise
direction when viewing the projectile from above (along the negative Z axis).

4A. Launching the projectile from a left-hand twist tube (if there are any) will still result in a
large nutational motion (0) of the projectile during parachute descent. However, in this
case, the direction of precession will always be in the counterclockwise direction when
viewing the projectile from above (along the negative Z axis).

5A. If a base first impact with the ground and associated small axial and torsional inertial
ioadings are to be assured, the projectile must be de-spun or partialily de-spun. This will
spoil the Magnus effect and thus eliminate the de-stabilizing Magnus moment. When this
is the case, the reliability of the recovery system can be increased (refer to conclusions 3B
and 4B).

6A. When the gun elevation angle is 87' above the horizontal, a substantial amount ofI descending flight time is required for the projectile to nutate upside down, rub on the cable
wear sleeve to reduce its spin speed, and then return to the base down configuration prior to
ground impact. To assure a base first impact with the ground, it is necessary to complete
this sequence of events early during the descending flight. This can be accomplished by
decr•asing the gun elevation angle which, in effect, increases the initial nutation angle (0o)
of the projectile prior to parachute inflation. Recall that small increases in the initial
nutation angle (FO) will significantly decrease the total time required to return the projectile
to its base down configuration prior to grou.,d impact.

B. The following conclusions are for the case where the CG for the projectile is aft of the CPag
for the Magnus force ia the post parachute deployment configuration, and the spinning
projectile is descending on the parachute in a normal manner Th.e spin is induced by firing the
projectile from a right-hand twist tube.

IlB. The Magnus iorce remains unchanged but ýhe Magnus moment vector reverses direction
and the position for stable dynamic equilibrium for th7 projectile is now always in the base
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down configuration. A base down configuration is the optimum projectile configuration
for ground impact.

2B. Since the projectile is always in the base down configuration, the prJecdile does not rub on
the cable wear sleeve. Consequently, severe cable and parachute vibration dces not occur.

3B. When the base of the projectile always points toward the ground, the steel cable and
associated hardware between the projectile and parachute can be eliminated. This reduces
recovery system weight, decreases the complexity of the mechanical design and assembly
procedure and also circumvents many functional and intractable engineering analysis
problems associated with parachute deployment and projectile descent. Therefore, a more
reliable parachute recovery system can be designed to "soft" recover artillery projectiles.

4B. Use of a spoiler plate attached to the forward portion of the recovery system during
projectile ascent reduces the maximum altitude (-70,000 feet) and maximum flight time
(-400 seconds) by a factor of approximately two. This increases reliability since thLere is
Iless time for bearing failures, parachute failures, etc. to occur. Note that use of a spoiler
plate is not recominended when the post deployment projectile configuration is such that
the CG is forward of the CPmag. In this unstable configtration, a substantial amount of
additional flight time is required so the projectile can nutate upside down, rub on the cable
wear sleeve to reduce its spin speed, and then return to the base down configuration prior to
ground impact. Recall that severe cable and parachute vibration occurs while the spinning
projectile is rubbing on the cable wear sleeve.

5B. Since the projectile no longer rubs on the cable wear sleeve, its spin speed, W, is high at
ground impact. Consequently, higher inertia torques may result during ground impact.
However, the inertia torque may be related to projectile penetation depiii and a rapidly
spinning projectile impacting the ground at only 110 ft/sec may not generate excessively
large magnitudes of inertia torque relative to a slowly spinning projectile although the
inertia torque may be longer in duration.

f(B. The direction of projectile precessior is always in the clockwise direction when viewing the
projectile from above (along the negative Z axis).

C. G,(neral

-C. The system equations of motion are programmed and can predict the quantitative
translational and rotational motions associated with a spinning projictile descending on a
parachute. However, good applicable Magnus wind tunnel data is not available.

To accurately assess the instability of a spinning projectile (i.e., its tendency to turn upside
down) during parachute descent- the Magnus force and the CPa8 must be reasured for
the post deployment configuration and flight conditions. Once this wind tun'1 el data is
obtained, quantitative evaluations of projectile behavicr can be made.

"The resources and facilities for obtaining these measurements are available (refer to
reference 1).

2C. Some Army projectiles nutate to large angles during parachute. desccnt and can
subsequently wear through the short loop of steel cable between the projectile and
parachute shroud lines (refer to Figuie 2). Whcn this happens, the projectile separates
itself from the parachute and impacts the ground nose first.
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I Therefore, to prevent the spinnirg projectile from turning upside down during parachute
descent, the projectile center of gravity (CG) must be located aft of the center of pressure
(CPmag) for the Magnus force. 1his, of course, applies to the post parachute. deployment
projectile configuration.
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ABSTRACT:

An investigation was undertaken to examine electromagnetic
(EM) gun barrel/projectile interaction. The RASCAL code was
used in this study because of its ability to easily manipulate
relevant parameters such as gun tube centerline, projectile/bore
contact stiffness, and projectile design geometry. This work
centers around a comparison of projectile performance in the 9-MJ
EM railgun at the University of Texas Center for Electromechanics
(UTCEM) and a double-travel conventional gun. This comparison was
made by varying the parameters listed above for two different
projectile designs, one projectile being the M829 tank round, the
other, a preliminary EM design. It was hoped that adoption of this
format would identify specific areas of the EM cun/projectile
system that excite transverse loading, with the results of the
analysis presented here.
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I
An Examination of In-bore Projectile Motion from an EM Railgun

Larry Burton
U.S. Army Research Laboratory
Weapons Technology Directorate

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5066
INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, it has been recognized that a
projectile's interaction with the gun tube during in-bore travel
plays a major role in determining the terminal accuracy of the
round. If the projectile is subjected to excessive transverseI loading during this period, disturbances may be induced that lead
to yawing motion and possibly even excitation of the projectile's
natural frequencies. Obviously, it is important for the projectileI designer to minimize the effects of these occurrences.

In recent years, much effort has been devoted to developing
modeling techniques that may be used to estimate the disturbances
that arise from projectile/gun tube interaction. These models range
in scope from a one-dimensional beam element code, RASCAL [1], to
three-dimensional, transient analysis with commercial finite
element programs. The use of these techniques to investigate
gun/projectile dynamics in conventional tank cannons is well
documented [2,3,4,5,6].

Currently, however, there are ongoing programs to develop
alternatives to conventional powder guns. One example i! the
electromagnetic (EM) gun system, which relies on passing current
through an armature in an induced magnetic field to provide its
propulsive force. The EM gun barrels are composite in nature, that
is, having a non-.homogeneous cross section (see Figure 1). This is
a radical departure from the cylindrical steel tubes characteristic
of current cannons. In addition, solid armature railguns typically
rely on metal-to-metal contact to conduct current between the gun
rails and the armtsture, which leads one to believe the EM system
has characteristics that may lead to more excessive transverse
disturbances being imparted to the projectile.

I An analysis was undertaken to determine the severity of
transverse loading in an EM barrel in comporison to a conventional
steel gun tube. The details of the analytical investigation and
the subsequent results are presented in the following sections.

I
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Figure 1. EM Railgun Barrel Cross Section

PURPOSE

The purpose of the analytical investigation was to determine
the severity of transverse loading in an EM barrel in comparison to
a conventional steel gun tube. It was hoped that by runni4 Ij
numerous case studies while varying the parameters affecting
in-bore projectile motion, a cause-and-effect relationship could be
identified and the most deleterious conditions isolated.

PROCEDURE

Realizing the gross difference between conventicnal and EM gun
systems, it was felt advantageous to exercise a simpliitic in-bore
dynamics code, which would allow for easy manipulation of the
relevant parameters. This led to the RASCAL code [1] being chosen
as the vehicle for conduactinq the investigation. RASCAL is a
oue-dimensional code, which employs beam elements and requires
inputa of interior ballistic loading information, projectile
geometry, barrel dimensions and centerline profile, and breech and
gun system parameters. The specific values incorporated into the
model are detailcd in the following &ections.

GUN BARREL MODELING

The study focused on a compar:ron of pr:jectAle Yaotion in an
EM railgun with that of a conventional gun. T!e 9-MJ railgin
at the University of Texas Center for Eleztromechinicns (UTCEM) was
selected as the railgun gun to be modeled because centerline data
for the barrel exists. The existence of centerline dat'A i.
noteworthy for the EM community has only recently begun to
recognize the important role the centerline profile plays in
determining in-bore motion. It is also important to note the
centerline profile changes drastically from shot to shot with
current state-of-the-art railguns. Railguns are typically honed out
after every shot to remove damage done by arc-ing and wear, thus
placing the in-bore geometry in a continual state of fluctuation.
Thus, the data employed in the model are a one-time barrel
centerline meant to be representative of that found in the UTCEM
gun.
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The UTCEM gun is 9.5 m long and is mounted vertically. It hasI a constant diameter cylindrical cross section along its entire
length. A double-travel conventional gun was chosen to serve as a
comparator because its 10-m length is nearly equivalent to that of
the UTCEM barrel and allows for velocities above those of standard
ordnance. The gun barrel geometries are depicted below in Figure 2.

I F
5.0' 4.71" 3.9" 3.1750I '__ _ _ _ _ _

323 3120-mM Tank Cannon

I - - ' 95o0" -- -- __ __ __ _ __ __ __ _

0.01 EM Gun BarrelI

I - 376.9"

Figure 2. Barrel Geometries of EM and Double-Travel Guns

Note: the two barrels modeled have different bore diameters;
the EM railgun has a 90-mm nominal diameter, while the
double-travel cannon is 120 mm. One of the benefits of RASCAL is it
does not require barrel geometry to be consistent with
projectilt geometry. In other words, it is possible to examine the
motion of a 120-mm projectile in a 90-mm bore and vice versa. This
capability results from RASCAL's use of beam elements to model the
projectile with the projectile/barrel contact points representeO
with springs.

Figure 3 shows the centerline data incorporated into the gun
barrel nodels. For the EM railgun, the vertical measurements arefor the plane of the copper rails, while the horizontal are for 'he
ceramic insulator. Tube 008 data refer to the double-travel cannon,
and data line 2 simply is a verification of the original
measurements of the UTCEM gun shown as data line 1.
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Figure 3. Gun Barrel Conterline Measurements

The final input requirement pertaining to the barrels was
descriptions of the breech and gun system parameters. Since both
guns are experimentatl, that is, not meant to be mounted in any

vehicle, it was decided to use identical input files for the two
guns except for bore and chamber radii particular to each gun, as
well as the elastic modulus and material density of the barrels.

Obviously, for the case of the homogeneous steel conventional
gun, tha modulus (30e06 lb/in2 ) and density (0.283 lb/in 3 ) are
known. The EM barrel is not as straightforward for the laminate
nature of its cross section calls for derivation of an effective
modulus and density. An effective density was calculated using a
simple rule of mixtures approach, whereby the density of each
material layer was multiplied by its volume and these values were
summed to give the total weight of the barrel. This w3ight was then
divided by the total volume of the barrel to provide an effective
density of the barrel (U.193 lb/in3 ). A similar method was used to
derive an effective modulus using a beam-deflection analysis. If
each layer is considered a beam that maintains contact with its
adjacent layer, the deflections are equivalent at coincidental
poinrts and have values of the form y=(w1 4 )/(SEI). This leads to

w1 14  w;1 4  w3 P4 weffl 4

y=----- = ...... = 7-1--- = Yeff ..
2EII 8E 2 1 2  8EiI 3  BEeffieff

where the subscr~pts denote the ditferent layers. Since the barrel
hangs vertically, there is no distributed gravity load, so
wl=w2-w3=weff for any transverse distributed load. This results in

EeffIeff - EllI + E2 1 2 + E313

The result3nt effective density caiculated equals 35.7e06 lb/in 2 "

INTERIOR BALLISTIC MODELING

Onn of the most significant diffeiences between the IM railgun
and the conventional gun system is the i-eans of providing the
prupulsive force. However. che RASCAL code allows fo: interior
ballistic data to be input as velocity versus time and is thus
transparent to the mode of propulsion.
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Two separate interior ballistic curves were used in tke
analysis and are shown in Figure 4. The first curve, and the more
severe case, shows a peak velocity of 1965 m/s at muzzle exit. This
curve was provided by UTCEM from a simulation code developed
in-house. It is important to realize this simulation does not
accurately reflect the current status of the UTCEM gun system for
large caliber projectiles. At the present time, rise times of aboutI 100 microseconds are typical, with efforts ongoing to control the
staging of generators to reduce the rise time tc that shown in the
simulation. Therefore, this curve represents an optimal interiorI ballistic loading from the EM raiigun.

I0 0 ,,-. - • ,,- /____ -I - Ism I

so*1 0-

T-II~~~1. -- __ ..__ __ ____ _

Figure 4. Interior Ballistic Curves used in RASCAL Analysis

I The second load profile is for an M829 prolectile fired from a
double-travel cannon and does not include any cbarge optimization.
This case achiuves a maximum velocity of 1743 m/s at exit.

PROJECTILE GEOMETRY

RASCAL was written for specific application to projectiles
operating in conventional tank cannons. Some of the assumptions
required to apply the code to EM railgun cases nave been detailed
previously in the gun barrel modeling section. Similarly, a set ofassumptions was required in modeling the EM projectile with RASCAL.

i Two generic geometries are available within RASCAL for
modeling projectiles. They are a double--ramp configuration as found
ii; the M829 and the geometry of a Heat round. The EM projectile of
interest is shown in Figure 5 and has the basiic double-ramp
configuration with two trailing armature contacts attached.
Modeling these two trailing arms preserts a difficuity since
RASCAL's input is in the form ot various tape:rs and a forward
borerider as shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 5. EM Projectile Configuraticn

Figure 6. RASCAL Input Geometry f~ox a Doub]le-Ramp Sabot

The RkSCAL model of~ the EM projectile is depicted in Figure 7.
The swept-bacx portion of thie chevron arvature design is not
included because of the limitations of the RASCAL geometry modeler.
However, it was felt that the overhanging structure provides onmly
minimal additional lateral stiffness, so thht the model would
yield a response fairly representative of the projectile.

Some prelim~inary calculations were 3160u Lade to investigate
the possibility of reve~rsing the projectile direction, to model one
of the armature leaves by taking adva~ntage of the forward borerider
modeling capability (see Figure 8). However, from these
c~ilculations, this technique was determined to be unfeasible for
this geometry because of the way RASCAL resolves the bore-riding
structure into beam elements. Therefore, the r~epresentation shoun
in Fi-ýure 7 was chosen to best rerv'o as the EM projectile model.

CONTACYS AT

Ic 7.74" &i 9.2486'

t. - 15.4922 inV~i~ cg at 2C!r. (7,17')
Ni0- 1.9i7kg

Figjure "i kAiC;AL Model of EM Projectile
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CONTACTS AT

4vc 6.2438 & 7.7522 "

L -14.6132 In

cg at .19m (7.48')

M/ - 2.06 kg

Figure B. Alternate Model of the EM Projectile

The other projectile inorporated in the study was the M829,
which is a standard ammunitii•n for the 120-mm cannon. This was
meant to serve as a baseline performer against which the EM design
could be evaluated.

A key parameter in detenmining a projectile's in-bore
performance is the stiffness associated with the projectile/bore
interface. Attempts have beei made to experimentally determine this
contact stiffness value [7,8) with results ranging from
approximately 1.0e05 to 1.0e)6 lb/in in magnitude. Previous
experience in matching the RkSCAL output results with test firing
data led to the use of 4.3905 lb/in as a standard value [9]. For
the purpose of this investigation, three different contact
stiffness values were evaluated for each case studied to represent
the lowest measured value (l.0e05 lb/in), the highest measured
value (l.0e06), and a value uised in previous evaluations with
RASCAL (4.3e05 lb/in).

iI CASE STUDY MATRIX

The analysis involved tie two projectile models with system
parameters varied to look at 11 different scenarios as listed in
Table 1. Each of the 11 cases were run with the three different
stiffness values resulting in a total of 33 individual cases being
investigated.

The study was set up so that Case 1 represented an estimate of
the M829 projectile tesponse Erom the double-travel gun having a
conventional pressure profile loading. Case 2 was run to see how
the more severe EM loading pr)file would affect the projectile. The
third case isolated the effec:s attributable to the railI centerline, while Cases 4 and 5 provided data for the M829 in the
EM gun system with rail and iisulator centerlines, respectively. A
final case, Number 11, was rua during conditions similar to Case 1
except for use of the vertizal centerline of the conventional
double-travel gun instead of the horizontal centerline.

The other half of the irvestigation focused on the response of
the EM projectile, with Case 6 serving as a baseline for the
complete EM system. As with the M829 projectile cases, parametersu were shuffled to see how sinc[ular changes affected in-bore
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performance. Case 7 subjected the EM design to the conventional
loading in the EM system. Case 8 examined the projectile's actions
in an EM system having the double-travel gun's centerline. Case 9
analyzed the EM projectile in the conventional gun system, while
Case 10 looked at projectile response in the EM system with the
insulator centerline.

Gun Barrel

SPro'lede Loadkng Centerilne Systen G90mgry
Double Double Double

cam M829 vo Travel Tr Trgvel
120mm non tsWWW

Double Double Double
Case 2 M829 EM Profile Trr'*1 T .on Travel

120mm ravnflan Cannon

UTCEM Double Double
Cme3 M829 Convend fRails T Travel

Cannon

UTOEM
Case 4 M929 EM Profile Palls UTCEM UTCEM

Cane 6 M829 EM Profile nulCEr UTCEM UTCEM

UTCEM
Can a EM EM Profile Rails UTCEM UTCEM

Cam7 EM Con UTCEMEM UTOEM

Cm 8 EM EM Prolile Travel UTCEM UTCEM
120mm _

Double Double DoubIle
Case 9 EM nen TMvel Travel Travel

120mm Cannon Cannon

Case 10 EM EM Prole UTCEM rUTCEM UTCEM

Insulator

Double Double
Case11 Travel Travelfvr~lkx) I C~ann',on C4nr,

Table 1. Listing of Parameters for Each Case Investigated
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"RESULTS

The output from RASCAL includes a wealth of information to
determine both projectile and gun response. The focus of this
effort was on the in-bore response of the round so the information
extracted and examined from the RASCAL output included the
transverse velocity at the projectile center of gravity and the
projectile's angular velocity over the length of in-bore travel.

The transverse acceleration of each projectile's center of
gravity was determined by taking a derivative of the RASCAL
calculated velocity with a subsequent conversion made into g's.

These values are tabulated in Table 2 for the 11 cases examined for
all three contact stiffness values.. Figure 9 is a graphical display
of the same information. While the EM projectile cases generally
exhibit higher transverse accelerations, they are the same order of
magnitude as the M829 cases. The disturbing fact of these results
is the dramatic rise in lateral acceleration for both projectiles
traveling through the EM gun with the insulator centerline (Cases 5
and 10). The M829 cases exhibit increasing accelerations as the
contact stiffness is increased. This is to be expected since the
projectile's center of gravity is beneath the rear contact so that
any increasing force transmitted through the stiffer contact acts
directly on the center of gravity. Conversely, the EM projectile
has its center of gravity between the two contact points. The data
reveal the medium stiffness value (4.3e05 lb/in) results in more
aggravated transverse accelerations than the stiffest contactI (l.0e06 lb/in). This may be because one of the rod's natural
bending frequencies is excited when the medium stiffness is used.

I
5 Maximum Transverse Acceleratlon, gas

k, Ibfin 1.0e05 4.3e05 1.0.06 1 lb/in 1.0905 4.3905 1.080W

SCase 1 534 649 1492 Case 6 1882 3152 2142

Case 2 552 857 1615 Case 7 1722 3215 '1941

Cale 3 247 845 2406 Case 8 1442 1583 2139

Case 4 296 1249 2585 Case 9 1185 1517 1122

Case 5 884 1868 8498 Case 10 2227 5973 4321

Case 11 211 594 673-_--

Table 2. Maximum Transverse Accelerations

I
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It is also interesting to notice the trends in the magnitude
ot the transverse acceleration values. In proceeding from left to
right on Figure 9, Cases 1 through 5 show increasing peak lateral
accelerations. This corresponds to the M829 being subjected to more
"EM-like conditions" with each subsequent case. That is, Case 1
employs a conventional gun system, Cases 2 and 3 have some aspects
of the EM system integrated, and Cases 4 and 5 have the M829 in a
full EM environment. Case 11 reinforces this notion that the
conventional system produces a more benign response.

Similarly, Cases 6 through 9 show that as the EM projectile is
introduced to more elements of the conventional gun system (again,
moving left to right), it alleviates the severity of the transverse
acceleration. Case 10 serves as a stark contrast to its
predecessor, Case 9, pointing out the differences between the
conventional system and the EM system with the insulator
centerline.

10000! I I I I
!/ 0 k=l.0e05

S. i im k=,.3eO5
I~l= = 8 0 00 . ................' ..... " ' •

6000 .

0

S2000 . .. ..

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11

Case Number

Figure 9. Comparison of Transverse Accelerations

The other output examined from the RASCAL analy'sis was the
data for the angular rate of the projectile. These data are a
measure of the instantaneous velocity of the projectile wodel
slope, based on the di~placement of the contact points. Th.s
provides a feel for the magnitude of a projectile's yawing motion
while in bore. Plots of the angular velocity versus time 're
presented in Figures 10 through 42 for the 11 case studi- with the
various contact stiffness values.
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U From the plots, it is seen that the M829 with the soft
contacts /k=l.0e05 lb/in) yields a rather benign response for all
cases (Cases 1 through 5, and 11). By comparing Cases 1 and 3 with
Cases 2 and 4, respectively, one finds the projectile motion is
mostly unaffected by a change in load profile. Substitution of the
rail centerline profile for the conventional double-travel (Case 1
vs. Case 3 and Case 2 vs. Case 4) reveals a slight exacerbation of
the in-bore motion. In general, the yawing motion worsens with an
increase in contact stiffness. The case of the M829 through the EM
insulator centerline, Case 5, is clearly the poorest performer from
any of the analysis runs with this projectile.

The EM projectile cases exhibit trends comparable to those
with the M829. Namely, the insulator centerline subjects the round
to the most severe angular velocity, while the EM rail profile
shows only slightly worse results than the conventional gun case
does. Also, it is noted how a charge in interior ballistic loading
results in little difference between the EM and conventional cases.
These EM projectile cases have an increasingly higher angular
velocity when going from the soft to medium contacts, but the
magnitude of the angular rate levels off and does not increase for
the stiffest contacts. This is another indication that the mediumcontact stiffness excites a natural bending frequency of the rod.

In comparing the EM projectile to the M829, it is seen that
the EM round has consistently higher angular rates for the soft
contact cases. Also, given the conventional gun centerline, both
projectiles show angular velocities of equivalent magnitude. Thus,
nothing appears to be inherent in the different projectile designs
that aggravates the in-bore yaw.

CONCLUSIONS

From this analysis, it is clear the EM gun system presents a
more severe environment thar does a conventional powder gun. The
results point to the difference in centeilines as a primary cause.

Changes in interior ballistic input are shown to have little effect
on the transverse acceleration and angular velocity over the length
of in-bore travel. However, further studies are required toascertain if this holds true for velocities well above those of
today's ordnance (2.5 tm/s and up, for instance).

The differences between the M829 and EM projectile geometries
do not greatly influence the in-bore yawing motion. In general, the
EM projectile is consistently subjected to larger transverse
accelerations, but the delta is minimal. Also, the apparent
tendency to excite natural frequencies of the subprojectile for the
medium spring stiffness cas is cettainly something that the EM
projectile designer must concern nimself with and try to avoid.

The choice of the gun barrel centerline profile acts as the
principal driver in determining the projectile response for this

-17
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study. While the rail prcfile results in yawing motion only
slightly worse than the powder gun, the insulator profile clearly
brings about the worst response, with both the transverse
accelerations and angular velocities being substantially higher.

The oneo•I•mensionality of the RASCAL analysis fails to account
for any zoup.liutg effects that result from traversing the rail and
insulator centerlines simultaneously. Since it has been shown that
the rail centi.rline imparts more motion to the projectile than a
conventional gun does, and the insulator centerline produces evern
greater motior, it is feared that a more advanced code capable of
modeling the Lull internal bore geometry will show even more
deleterious r'.sults.

Finally, the results of this analysis point out a weakness of
the current EM gun systems: an inability to maintain a relatively
benign centerline through which the projectile traverses. At
present, EM railguns have centerlines that fluctuate from
shot to shot. Until a consistent, less severe centerline profile
cars be maintained, EM projectiles will have difficulty matching the
in-bore, and subsequently, the flight and terminal performance of
rounds fired from conventional guns.
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ABSTRACT:

Tank weapons have increased lethality in comparison to
weapons of the past because of the development of high
performance tank cannons and associated ammunition. This
increase in lethality is due, in part, by the development of
the armor-piercing, fin stabilized, discarding sabot
(APFSDS) kinetic energy (KE) projectile.

The US ARMY presently uses the M829 as one of its main
KE ammunition in the MlAl tank, The M829 projectile sabot
configuration is the double ramp design, The double ramp
design with its central bulkhead and forward scoop bore
rider provides dynamic stability during the launch cycle.

This paper examines the simulated lateral dynamics of
two particular APFSDS KE rounds: the existing M829 a double
rawp sabot design projectile aud a conceptual "puller'" sabot
projectile. The lateral dynamics of these two KE rounds are
si.vulations as fired from two particular 120-mm tank
cannons. The simulations are performed by the Little RASCAL
gua and projectile dynamics program. This prog-am models
dowinant lateral loads of gun dynamics and the projectile
interacting with the barrel. In-bore projectile lateral
dynamics are predicted by the program which at muzzle exit
provide initial launch conditions. Comparisons of the two
KE projectile are made of mechanical flexure and shot exit
conditions.
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3 DYNAMIC ANA1YSIS OF A PULLER SABOT CONCEPT

THOMAS F. FRLINE
US ARMY RESEARCH LABORATORY

ABERDEEN PROVTNG GROUPD, MD 21005-5066

I
1. INTRODUCTION

Mcdern tanks have much more lethal weapon systems compayed to
the tanks of the past. This is pcssible becauese of the
development of high performanre tank cannons. These cannons are
armed with highly lethal anmunition that can penetrate very thick
armor. One major type of ammunition is tne armor-piercing, tin
stabilized, discarding sabot (APFSDS) kinetic energy (YE)
projectile. This type oW projectile, laqanched with a charge to
projectile mass ratio of almost 1.0, has been Wei .loped to attain
high muzzle velocity for inceased range and penetration upon
impact. Getting the penetrator to the target ini the goal of the
exterior ballistician. Laun~hing the projectile is the goal of
the interior ballistician, who studies the gun and projectile
-n.eacting to combustion and inertial loads as the Woe riding
projectile traverses the length of the barrel. At the moment the
projectile leaves the muzzle, the interior ballistic end
conditions become the initial conditions the exterior hal.isticianU needs.

To provide the initial laernch conditions cf the projectile at
exit, tha interior ballistician needs to be able to predict the
actions and reactions of the projectiJLe during the launch cycle.
When fired, the bore riding projectile undergoes a complex
sequence of mychanical and gas dynamic interactions cn its way
down tWe barrel, until it reaches free flight.

This paper enamines the simulated lateral dynamics of two
particular APFSDS KE rounds: the existi?.g M829 and a conceptual
pller saboted KE projvctile as fired from two particular 120-mm
tank cannons. An analysis of the results of these simulations
provides the lateral in-bore project!l.e dynamics which at muzzle
exit then provide initial lateral launch conditions. The

simulations are modeled by the Little R{ASCAL (IR) gun and
projectile dynamics program [1). The LR code is a fast 'unning
code that models the dominant lateral loads of gun dynamics and
projectile/barrel interaction in a plane. The gun dyoawics
modeling has been shown to match experimental results quite
well[2,3].
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The M829 is the main 320-mm standard for the U)S Army APFSDS
KE proje.-ctile fcr the MIAI tank (7in. Thiis prcjectile withý its
double ramp design has exceJ~lnnt in-bore stabilllty and dynamic
characteristics. It is a design that has kept sabot weight down,
and yet also appears to keep dynamic displacemaents at a minimum.

Even though the US Army has selected the double ramp sabot
desigii (see figure 1) - a ramp from center to front and rear - as
the most efficient type of discarding sabot design, this does not
preclude investigations into other types of geometrical designs in
an attempt to find more optimal configurations. One such design
is ltnown as the puller[4] sabot configuration (see figure 2).
Somewhat r'ecently vNave~mber 1991), a puller sabot (see figure 3).
confi.quration was patented by R. Diel, A. Sippel, J. Meyer, and H-
J. Kruse of the Fedeaxl Republic of Germany[5). However, the
puller configuration has been used by the US ARM1 for projectiles
in the past (for example, tihe 75mm ADMAG gun and other guns[6]).

I
I

Figure 1. M829 - Double Ramp Sabot Design.

Figure 2. "Puller" - Alliant Concept Design.

Figure 3. Patented Puller Design.
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The puller concept re,•resents an idea where the main bulkheadI part of the sabot clamps tre sub-projectile in a forward position.
When firing this projectile the gas pressure of the combustion
process is allowed to proceed to the forward bulkhead, which also
acts as an obturator, propelling the projectile from this forward
position. Thus, the trailing part of the projectile is literally
"pulled" out of the tube. The gas pressure of the combustion
process also compresses the long trailing ramp of the sabot
against the sub-projectile. Interesting notes about the puller
sabot projectile when firing it are: 1) the axial loading on a
major percentage of the flight vehicle will be axial tension (the
contrast is significant in comparison with the double ramp design
where the front half of the projectile is in axial compression
while the rear half is ir axial tension); 2) shot exit conditionsI with corbustion gases exiting along with a major portion of the
puller projectile may have more turbulent disturbances than the
double ramp design; and :) lateral vibration characteristics will
be completely different :rom those of the double ramp design.

The LR code used herein does not account for the first two ofSthe above notes but does for the third. The Little RASCAL code
can make predictions of shot exit conditions produced by the
induced lateral vibrations as the projectile follows the
centerline of a tank gui tube. Attempting to validate the
projectile vibration part of the study, the M829 LR projectile
model in-bore predictec. displacement shapes are corpared to the

deformed rod shapes of M829 projectiles as taken by in-bore x-ray
radiographic equipment[7]. Three different tests are documented
on the lateral shapes of the M829 as captured on radiograghic film
within tube SN8l. Thtt three different experimental rod shapes are
matched closely by the LR M829 projectile model simulated in tube
SN81 in two out of three cases.

This study compares the M829 dynamics directly to the puller
dynamics. To make the models as equal as possible for comparison
purposes, the puller concept projectile model has its mass nearly
equal to the M829 etouble ramp design model. This is accomplished
by: l)the puller is modeled using the exact same sub-projectile as
the M829 mode] and 2)proper modeling ensuring the mass of the
puller sabot is nearly the same as the M829 sabot. An analysis is
made by observing the lateral responses of the puller concept
projectile in comparison to the standard, M829 lateral responses.
The different shot exit conditions produced by the two different
designs as predicted by LR are a function of the dominant lateral
mechanical loading of the projectile traversing the length of the
barrel. These mechanical interactions are caused by the "powder
pressure couple"[8] and the projectile interacting with the non-
straight centerline of the barrel.

The particula• puller configuration analyzed here and
compared with the M829 double ramp design is based on the Alliant
geometrical design, rather than the patented design. The Alliant
design positions the rear fluted bulkhead significantly closer to
the center of gravity of the projectile than the patented design,
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which positions the fluted rear bulkhead support close to the
fins. On the otherhand, the M829 double ramp design positioned
the rear bulkhead over the projectile center of gravity.

2. THEORY

The Little RASCAL gun and projectile dynamics program is a
lateral dynamic displacements code employing a direct structural
dynamics analysis approach to the simulation of firing a
projectile from a gun. Both the gun system and the projectile are
modeled using a series of equally spaced cylindrical elements.
Nodes are centered and assigned equivalent mass and stiffness
values based on standard engineering formulae. Inertial forces
and flexural. forces are calculated using this simplified
description. Flexure at each node is approximated by a second
order finite difference method, which allows the bending forces to
be computed. Transverse nodal accelerations caused by these
forces are integrated with respect to time to obtain transverse
nodal velocities, and integrated again to obtain lateral node
displacements. Loads considered are pressure effects, mounting
conditions, breech center of gravity offset, and
projectile/barrel interactions. All forces are then integrated by
a predictor-corrector technique stabilized by a numerically stiff
ordinary differential equation solver[9,10].

The gun system (includes the breech, barrel and two gun
supports) and the projectile (includes the flight vehicle and the
sabot) are two separate models. They are accounted for
individually except for a variational algorithm which handles
their interaction. The interaction of the projectile with the
barrel occurs through contact points. The two contact points
defined on the projectile are usually positioned where they occur
geometrically at the bulkhead and scoop. The two projectile
contact points positions on the barrel are dynamic and change as
the projectile traverses the bore. The gun system model and the
projectile model are two separate flexible entities, with each
projectile contact point requiring a user defined spring constant.
The spring constants serve to define the interface loads between
the projectile model and the gun model. The importance of good
projectile spring constant values for accurate modeling results
has been shown [11]. The values used for spring constants in this
study are considered the most up-to-date. The values used are
within a range of values that were found in experimental work
performed at the Ballistic Research Laboratory[12].

3. THE SIMULATIONS

The M256 120-mm gun system used in the MIAI tank is a high
performance weapon system. It uses a smooth bore barrel and has a
concentric recoil design. The concentric design lends itself
readily to symmetric gun dynamics mcdeling. The M256 gun system
has been tested extensively for gun dynamics and mathematical
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modeling has emulated its dynamic characteristics quite well
(2,3]. In the vertical plane the dominant loadinigs of the "powder
pressure couple" (8], gravity droop and the non-straight bore
curvature contribute to the characteristic and repeatable barrel
reactions including a muzzle whipping motion around the time of
shot exit. Figure 4 shows a gun dynamics time and displacement
surface trace of the vertical plane barrel centerline motion due
to the "powder pressure couple' of tube SNl04. The simulations
use two centerlines: Tube SN81 considered a "bent" tube, and tube
SN104 considered to be a fairly straight production tube. Figure
5 shows the tube vertical center line shapes where the muzzle is
noted with an "x" and positioned at the origin.

I IA 0.

.4-clC

I 0.0

E -

I .0.IJ _,J.o

Figure 4. Centerline SN-04 Gun Dynamics Motion from
itnto Shot Exit.I ignition_______

* --

i -. :4 .jil

I .

Figure 5. Vertical Centerlines - M256 Tubes SN8! and 3NI04.
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Table 2. M829 Component Physical Properties

Mass Center of Gravity
(kg) (mm)

Flight
Vehicle Real 4.25 287.8
(Rod, Fins
and Tip) />,del 4.37 280.9

Bore Rider
(Fl ight Real 7/.0, 290.6

- Vehicle,

and Sabot) MoO1 7.31 288.1

In7ore Results .Firing the 4829 in i! L__

STh -1 projectile wa. ex,.4eriiftn-c fir d from the non-
straiyht 120-mm tube des qna+- d N81 To i apture the sub-
projec ils rod in-bore fietutr ape w lilt traversing the barrel
a 2.3-MeV x-ray experiment was e:- i. •-. Zabern documents three
separate test radiograghs where the rud s: - - ar,. successfully
extracted. The M829 rod si *• 'as capture-: a 53, 66 and 52
inches from the muzzle and 'd a& test. 2 and 3,
respectively. The captured ,xpei- 1nt-•l a, Fexural shapes are
shown with a "+" in fitures 8, 8 tnd 9. k -n as a solid line in
the figures 7, 8 and 9 3uie lhý TLittle RAS(,, s iulation results of
the M829 model being firec: 'n - be EN81. The experimental shapes
are slightly shorter than t e m. •A • because only the rod
shape is plotted, whereas t - the fins arn nose appear in the LR
results. The LR lisplacemer results and .he experimental results
a-e posit o.nued cl te pro !ctile center of gravity at the 0.3,
0.0 coort nate. rleit- r Ohape represents actual projectile pitch.
These pl s are for the comprnI-ison of flexors only. The IR
results re a sný )shc o: ) 4,rojectil 3 : pe as close as
possiblE to the a. 10i .arreL position i.dik ted for thatSpartic-_ýIr" tes~t.

'i i-re 8 si ows t ie tes 2 x-ray of ,ht M829 projectile
: efol-rel shapei ac 66 nc1h s from the muzzle appears to have a

arva. .e that lies ai:,ost direc•tJy on top of the LR M829 model
_ .IsEul- Figure 9 shows test 3 Qefc rr-ed I* "-jectile shape similar
to ,h-! rear poi ion the simulatt - cui v• with the front of the
x-ra ýE ape 3hr -' e bendin i thaa the model. Only figure 7
illust-ates an x-ray .ibration , significantly different from
LR moa- ling results.
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•. MODELING PROJECTILES

Th _or orBallistics Parameters

The interior ballistics simulation used throughout these
studies is based on the M829 fired from the M256 gun system. Both
the M829 and the puller concept projectile models use this
interior ballistics simulation because the two projectile models
are mass equivalent. The firing simulaticn assumes an ambient
temperature and a ratio of 1.17 to 1 propellant mass to projectile
mass ratio[13]. The interior ballistics curves of projectile baae
pressure and projectile axial velocity are found in figure 6 with
time zero representing shit exit. The interior ballistics
propell3 the projectile model to shot exit in 7.2 milliseconds.

6000)

-- P..jvct.ief U.Iocitu 6000o

S- - - r si • - , 4000

E-- 3(JOC3 4.-

S• ' /"•. QU9
3- 00C

-- 0-e -7 4 -$ -4 -• -a m-l i ec0d

m IIIilseconds

Figure 6. The M829 7nterior Ballistics Curves.

The M829 Projectile

The M829 projectile modeled foc the (Little RASCAL program is
based directly on the unmodified M629 projectile used in the
exper*-mental work of D. Rabern. The material parameters of the
projectile are delineated in Table 1 and the conponent physical
differences noted between the model and the real M829 are shown in
Table 2.

Table 1. M829 Material Parameters

Material Aluminum Uranium Steel

Density (kg/m 3 ) ?^00.0 19000.0 7800.0

-(l1ot-g' s
Modulus (N/m 2 ) 6.89e10 1.7ell 2.Orl1
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SThe _lue7 Projectile

As indicated previously, the puller projectile model is based
on the Alliant geometrical configuration as shown in figure 2.
The puller flight vehicle is exactly the same flight vehicle used
in the M829 model. To produce a puller model that is massI equivalent to the M829 some slight modifications to the original
puller sabot were required, such as trimming 7aterial off the
bulkheads and scoop. In Table 3 some of the ýaysical properties
of the two projectile models are given. Note the differences in
the models: 1) the center of gravity of the puller projectile is
forward of the M829 by almost 23 mm; 2) the distance between the
contact points, also known as the "wheelbase", is 250 mm for theI puller while it is just 94 mm for the M829; 3) the major bulkhead
for each projectile (front for the puller and rear for the M829)
is assigned a hefty spring constant, which is based on spring
constant testing performed on double ramp projectiles by D. Lyon
of ARL. The front scoop of the M829 is given a slightly softer
spring constant, the value is sssumed appropriate because it is
also within range of the measurements[ll). The rear bulkhead of
the puller is then assumed to have the same softer spring value as
the M829 scoop. In the absence of having any physical puller
sabot specimens to test, this is assumed to be a reasonable value
for this conceptual design because the puller rear bulkhead must
be fluted open to allow the passage of the combustion gases.I

Table `.. M829 and Puller Models Physical Properties

I (Located From the Base of the Fins)
Mass Center of Front Rear

Gravity Scoop Spring Bulkhead Spring
Contact Constant Contact Constant

(kg) (mm) (mm) (N/m) (mm) 'N/m)

M829 7.11 288.1 381.0 1.0e3 287.0 3.0e8

Puller 7.12 315.0 51.0.0 3.0e8 260.0 1.0e8I
5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

With the models developed as noted, they were put on a CRAY
supercomputer and run on a FORTRAN version of the Little RASCAL
program. There are four simulations run for this study: the M829
fired from tubes SN81 and SN104, and the puller fired from the
same two SN's. Figure 10 shows one in-bore comparison of the
shape of the M829 model and the puller model at 58 inches before
the muzzle of tube SN81. Different curvatures and orientations
are predicted.

I5
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Figure 10. M829 LR Model Deformed Shape Compared to the
Puller LR Model In-bore 58 Inches From tha Muzzle.

As the projectile exits the tube the mechanical interactions
cease. The shot exit conditions defined as the first step out
side of the barrel are recorded and they now become the initial
launch conditions for the exterior ballistician. The snot exit
conditions from the four simulations are noted in Table 4.

Table 4. Snot Exit Conditions

Projectile
Projectile Muzzle Muzzle Pitch Pitch CG
/Tube Slope Angular Angle Rat? Velocity

Rate Vector

Rads Rads/sec Rads Rads/sec r m/sec
M829
SN81 1.58e-3 -3.00 6.97e-3 14.20 +2. 10

M829
SN104 1.15e-3 -2.15 2.83e-3 4.18 1.59

Puller
SN81 1.35e-3 -1.86 Z1. 67e--3 4.03 2.12

Puller
SN104 9.95E-4 -Lb. l 5.98E-3 -1.89 1.59

Figure 11 illustrates the four different ,R predictions of
pitch and shape of the M829 and puller models at shot exit from
the tubes SN8] and SNI04. For comparative purposes some shot exit
results from the LR simulations are shown in Table 4, which
describes five shot exit parameters: ].)mLzzle slope, 2)muzzle

S+ ... . ..... . . . .... .. ... ...... . .
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slope angular velocity, 3)projectile pitch, 4)projectile pitch
rate, and projectile center of gravity(CG) velocity vectot. In
figu,-e 11 it appears that the bent tube of SN81 has a more violent
interaction with the projectiles than tube SNl04. In the case of
the M829 from SN81 the lateral shape of the M829 predicted by the
LR model is very similar to the lateral. shape as reported by Dr.
Rabern[7 (Figure 54. page 77)]. The puller reaction is quiteI sensitive to the event in tube SN81 as indicated by its
exaggerated displacement "fish tailing" shape at shot exit.
The largest magnitudes for the exit angles of interest come from
the case of the M829 being fired from tube SN81. Both muzzle and
projectile reactions are the most notable of all cases as can be
seen in table 4. Even though the puller projectile reacts with
large displacements from tube SN81 as seen figure 11, the numbers
in table 4 show the puller pitch and pitch rates as significantly
lower. Also, table 4 shows the puller with less gun and
projectile reaction to each other for tube SN104 than the M829.
As for the projectile center of gravity trace shown in figure 12
and given as the CG velocity vector in table 4, there appears tobe no significant difference.

-I

3
. ..M 9 - •k

1 ?- M-'829 - N 1q04 -

i-. -"-

E 01

II
-- --- •' • j.'" '"+ Pullet' SN8I

I "2 .i ,.x PulI let -SN 104

E -"" I

I0 .I.2 .3 .,S5. .7

"length (meter's)
I Figure 11. ILR Projectile Mlodels Pitch and Shape at Shot Exit.
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Figure 12. Projectile Center of Gravity Motion.

Figure 13 plots the tail displacement histories in the two
tubes of the two projectile models from ignition to just past shot
exit. Clearly the Puller projectile is being violently exercised.
The other two models appear quiescent in comparison. Figure 14
illustrates the tip dynamics of the four simulations. Little tip
motion was expected from a Puller projectile due the proximity of
the forward main bulkhead. Despite this assumption it is noted
that there is a fair amount of tip displacement, especially, in
the case ý.f the Puller in the SN8l. From figures 13 and 14 it is
noted that all the models tip and tail motion appear to maximize a
negative displacement just after shot exit.

F--
C/ r

E' -I FISt Tail In SN1O4
- 1414"S To iI in Sdgl

-- 2 -4 '-1E -- - PJlI"w Tail *ni 6l 'S /1

Qt I M3 M_ 67

Figure 13. Tail Motion Histories of the LR Models M82S and Puller
In the Tubes SN91 ?nd SNICl .
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•IAs the projectile exits the tube the mechanical interactions

cease. The shot exit conditions defined as the first step out

side of the barrel are recorded and they now become the initialI exterior ballistician, The shot exit

conditions from the four simulations are noted in Table 4.
STable 4. Shot Exit Conditions

tProjectile
Projectile Muzzle Muzzle Pitch Pitch CG
/Tube Slope diular fegle Rate Velocity

Rate Vector

RadL Rads/sec Rads Rads/sec m/sec
M829
3N81 1.58e-3 -3.00 6.97e-3 14.20 2.10

M829SSt1I04 1.15e-3 -2.15 2.83e-3 4.18 1.59

Puller
SN81 1.35e-3 -1.86 2.67e-3 4.03 2.12

Puller
SN104 9.95E-4 --1.65 198E-3 -1.89 1.59
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6. CONCLUSIONS

The puller concept saboted projectile as analyzed here allows
an interesting comparison to the M829. As far as mecnanical shot
exit conditions are concerned the LR predictions indicate the
puller design exits the barrel with smal),l- magnitudes for pitch,
pitch rates, muzzle slope and velocity of muzzle slope. One way
this can be explained is by the fact that the rear spring constant
on the puller is softer than the 'rear bulkhead spring constant of
the MH29, thus the transverse lo;1s induced at this location on
the puller sabot should be less.

Completely different vibrational characteristics between the
two different sabot desions are observed in this study. Though
the shot exit conditions mentioned look promising for the puller
concept, the puller sabot concept is s gnificantly less stiff in
the transverse direction which may allow excessive displacements.
This flexing with larger displacements than the doub'L ramp design
in crooked tubcs may tVerefore be a disadvantage. However, since
modern tank gun tube straightness has been improving, this
potential disadvantage may not be significant. Thus, if the
puller sabot design can be shown to reduce in-bore weight, retain
in-bore structural integrity and meet exterior ballistics
criteria, then this design should to be studied seriously.
Certainly, as far as modern materials (composites) are concerned
the puller sabot design eppears as a logical next step.
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ABSTRACT:

An experimental technique for statically determining the radial stiffness of projectiles is
presented. This technique utilizes a length of gun tube into which a modified projectile is
fitted. In the case of APFSDS rounds, which contact the bore at two lozations, a flat area
is machined into the subprojectile at each of these locations. A corresponding clearance
hole is drilled through the sabot and gun tube. When assembled, Whe holes aligm to allow
a bar to apply loads directly onto the subprojectile. The resulting load versus deflection
measurements, taken at the points of load application, allow the extraction of radial stiffness
values. In addition, deflection measurements at various locations over the projectile length
were recorded in order to observe the longitudinal bending response.

Accurate radial stiffness values are important parameters for in-bore gun dynamics mod-
els as the predictive capabilities of the codes are directly related to these numbers.
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RADIAL STIFFNESS MEASUREMENTS OF SEVERAL 120mm PROJECTILES

DAVID H. LYON
U.S. ARMY RESEARCH LABORATORY

WEAPONS TECHNOLOGY DIRECTORATE
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MD 21005-5066

* INTRODUCTION

Gun dynamics models attempt to simulate the in-bore behavior of projectile and gun/recoil
components. The simpler models accomplish this by constructing the components from a
series of beam elements. For modern APFSDS rounds, the simulated projectile is supported
within the gun tube by means of two radial springs, one associated with the rear bulkhead
contact point between the sabot and barrel, and the other with the front bourrelet contact
point [1,2,3]. Stiffness values corresponding to these springs have been derived from finite
element analysis [4] and limited static experiments [5]. However, values differing by as much
as three orders of magnitude have been reported using these methods. In order to obtainI accurate values, an important step towards improving the predictive capabilities of models,
an experimentaJ techn, que was devised and exercised on several 120mm projectiles; M829A1,
M830E1 and M865.

NOTE: During the period between the initiation and publication of this work the M830EI
achieved type classification to become the M830A].

I Background

Several levels of modeling complexity can be employed in order to attempt a simulation of
the in-bore behavior of projectiles. The most basic of which is the two-dimensional approach
einpioyed by RASCAL [6]. This allows modeling in only one plane at a time; therefore, no
out-of-plane or coupling effects can be accounted for. If these effects prove to be significant,
the accuracy of this approach will diminish. The next level of complexity incorporates axis-
symmetric, three-dimensional beam elements, as incorporated into the SHOGUN [2] and
BALANS [71 codes. This type of model includes coupling effects, allowing observation of
both planes simultaneously.

Regardless of the type of beam element used, the projectile model is supported within
the gun tube by linear springs, through which all forces between the projectile and tube are
cominunicated. In the case of APFSDS rounds, two springs are utilized which' simulate the
rear bulkhead (or gas seal) and the front bourielet, or bell. The design of the M830E1 is
actually a hybrid between a saboted kinetic energy round and a full-bore HEAT round, with
its discarding sabot and full-bore fins. Thhi situation adds a third possible point of contac,
that of the fins, and would require modification to the models in order to include this effect
[8].
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EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

In order to provide the data necessary t~o dern've static radial npring constants at the
proper locations, loads must be -applied In the ra;.dial direction. Since the sabots of the
rounds tested were divided into tinree seggn'ints, 120 degrees ea-%ch, it Y~'as hypot~hesized that
the orientation of the sabot may have an irnfluience upon ti~r stiffness values JfYý,r the same
projectile. Therefore, each projectile wiould be tested in t~wo o.:-,,entations, loaded parallel t',
a part line (0 degree), and ro~tated 60 dpgreesfý frc.i- 0hat part ! 7vw (60 degree).

Since the M830EI utilizes grooves e-,xclusively aloiig !he rod, + 'interface, this allowed
the same. subprojectile to be rotated to either kthe 0 oi 60 degree ,f ',uration within one
sabot. The sabot, in turn would have a hole aý each orient -o-ion,, L ni though the M865
employs a V-thread along the entire length of engagmnt ne a kan lerne

which allow the subprojectile to rotate at least 60 d&grees wvith-in the sabot, making bothn
measurements again possible with a single projectile. Howev.,ýr, since the M829A1 employs
a fine friction thread over a portion of the rear sabot ramnp. the rod is unable to freely rotate
60 degrees within the sabot. Therefore, two inidividual M829A1. projectils were utilized, one
for each orientation.

Experimental Methodology

In order to allow transverse loads to be applied to the penetrator while 1maintaining the
projectile in constraints similar to those it would experience while traveling down the gunk
tube, various possibilities were considered!, However, it was derided that using a rod to traus-
fer the load.. directly to the subprojectiie would be both physically feasible and mnechanically
correct. This would entail a clearance hole drilled ithrough both the sabot and gun tube to
provide a passage for the load bar as well as a flat area on the rod to accept the bottomi of
the rod and transfer the load withrout undesirable (!efiectioni at this interface. The location
of these holes, with respect to the sabot, would also be impo~rta~nt, since a. direct coinparigon
between sabots with different shapes would require sorne form of coynmonality.

The rationale concerning the selection of load poi.)nts is dtesýcribed as follows. By loa~ding
the sabot /penet rator assemnblage at indiscriwhuak Ke lcations, one could produce unwanited
bending moments in addition to thce desired trarver.¶'e displwcernmnts, making separation of
the two extremely difficult. Therefore, the load p.,ointts nust, be positioned suci! that the load
is transmitted through the structure while producir. ;minimiial bc.r ding mromrents.

Thie rear contact point oni the M829A 1 potisesses it rathev largc bore foc'tprint of 93mma,
the majority of which, 81. im, is nylon obturator wAhich can defory- to, a-llow contact between
the sabot and the bore (9). Therefore, the load bar at ,'he rear coatact poi')nt shouldd be
located suAh that it. spanfs the forv.ard edge of t he fullbbor portion (J tie salut, rearwardi
inito the obturator, avs illustrated in Figure 1. At. the frout elthe sit. 'at ion is soinewhat
different because the bell is angled and preclurdes loading lisinuiku TlAwner, For 'k'hifs c&Se
a vertical line drawn tangent. to the inner surface of the bell would svvc as the forwardl edge
of the load bar hoic also dcLpicted it-, Figure 11 Although at 1 0ad Appli (d at, tbi point will
impart a momnent., because it is not dfircctly over the reiddlion point, it wc'ýs felt 1. ý's would not
corrup.,( te results arid could be accounted for, it'necessary. Further, applying at ioaxd directly
over the fronit bell reaction point wouild indu.. longitudinal bending of h fe atsseimbla'-ge which
would be includced in thc deflection1 1;1eA.Surf,1jnent an) undelsirable situat ION.
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phenetratoruwee fithren easured ofo machiengt of them flat ara and, the finso wer wemoved
wachse cofsdie sabnd threnade two ladcchlserledapecto h two LieroribeDipaeentations.u:r
The,'se .ag ue corrhesponded of the hoe orientguins ratube wsecrdto th sabtpartof plnes Next
theaproacie, waese revicswembe, obturatesor tatfixed, and rerosealed wihpR int ane attbemptd
reto silthe saddloduction linte caondtion.Fnlly, thre alobturated'org wlthe turne until itub
at porosideda inghtoa itrodrenc ft in3side , th tube.IT a hede nc he4adf

plte gin odrtubtai fitueflctonsistedo applengmth l haf 120m guioab the sbottoarrm p fofrhc

witas cossdilted and plthend tof acBatld won hdalinead rVariablTe islacement Tas nsduerse
inDsp n.to the hoeadaingrrth fchee against the gunotubewas. sroeuret aligsetadf plats fornt
cbeCritical Till Obtlvihqqaiydaaceteia niaos were situated sotht hemeuiapotsduurit the tb n

plaefiecn otvrdiou pobtint ofleciontrs cdaaproxiaeyhlfguw the subrjc hs niabors rear rampforxe

to measure displacene-nts with respect to the gunx tube itself, rather than any part of theIload1 framne, &Iso found to be of critical irmportance. The details of this setup are shown in
Figure. 2.

The inxmn& i lolAII toISi( bf- applied at each point were decided upon after considering
R(ASCAL. res'dts for the DM13 A1PFSDS-T projectile. The peak loads transmitted throughI the frcan4 and arcontact, points wý:re 4,700) lb1 and 6,500 lb~r respectively. Although the
current gefleraLion projectiles are soniewhat ir'ýre mia sive, loads 1P this range were felt to
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'gut 2. Experimental Setup for Static Radial Stiffness Testing.

be i ,th Lt.t, a,*, )lhysically safe. Therefore, a inax;muri load of 5,500 lb! for the front
bou.-rele,, . ,,o') t i-r the rear bulkhead would be Utliizm 1.

Followi y inser on 0 e ki, projectile into the tube and installation of all instrumentation,
the load ro( wit ,,rted into the appropriate hole and its alignment checked against the
crosshead of he, c( irame. Next, the setup was cycled to the maximum load and returned
to :,ero in an tttei ipt to further align all components and alleviate any clearances or initial
set. As this w, ! ropec ted several times it became clear that under very small loads, less than
50 lb ;, the revp ,nses vcre eri atic and non repeatable. Therefore, At was deciued chat the load
profile would ;tar- wbth a 50 il,,, pre-load and prtgress up to the maximnum and then return
to 5G, lb1 in 5o) :) ii, rement,, in addition to tie displacement da.a, clearances between
the tut,e and I ý,u bell a& well i" between the sabt petals themselves wer,: measured a a-
attejrt to ,sc z ny sh fting or s)pieakhnn, that the petals may have undergone.

Lazi'.ly, 31 i . ,h d(ltlection inasuren ic' on the load rod would have to be taken near
the top, th- ( i:. ':isvlt.• of the rod itsel, wk. uld be included in the measuremnent and would
have tc he ren 'ed d(iriii, data proce :,1in 1. g stablsishent of a spring constant for the load
bar itself wvas a.• rp- hled ' tilizing liocaý Finilt. tElement Analysis (FEA) -oftware 110] and
comp aring the. ,It A !h tht, muimeri ca b u Ad iation for an axially loaded rod [i1]. The FFA
method produ, -.d a valk.w ol 3. 139 x IV th ,/)n while the nun.erical calculation yielded 3,231
x 10' 11, /Iin. ;;nce- t he r, ýij lts provid•ed !,,L !i:es, two metthods agreed within several percent,
and th t +EA tooi. inh,, ,' count edge 4fc,-,t.i it. the mneasuieuent point, the FEA value was
selecteci In a Idition, L i a frame extper rneit was <1ter conducted, providing ev--n greater
coitidemne in A.hese value. ' or this setiur two identical load bars were stacked, end to end,
theni, axially coinpress,, ,,vnile the total luhlettion was measured. This technique served t(
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reduce the ai.sociated measuremeat error by increasing the deflections twofold. A spring

constant of 3.191 x 106 lb 1/in was derived form this procedure.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS and DISCUSSION

APFSDS Projectiles

3 In order to validate the repeatability of the experimental technique, a minimum of four
load cycles were recorded for each setup. The plots were then overlaid to disclose any vari-
ations. Figure 3, which contains the plots from four loa' cycles, serves as an illustratation.
*' he only differences in response occurred during the first 1,000 lb1 of load, and were most
likely due to the take-up of clearances and shifting of components. These anomalies resulted
in a bias of up to seeral thousandths of an inch. Otherwise, the composite plots revealed aI very consistent response, even though the total deflections may have varied. This behavior
provided adequate confidence in the repeatability of the experimental technique.

M829A1 FRONT BELL STIFFNESS
0 DEGREE. 4 RUN COMPOSITC

I ii __..•.•.!

0.010

0.008 F1R. N

_C 0.o006

0.000

0 1000 2000 3000 4J00 5000 6000
Load (Ib)

Figui - 3. Results From Four Independcnt Load Cycles.

With the method estatblished, it was then necessary to examine and compare the dataImore closely. Since the M1829AI and M865 are both APFSDS type rounds, with aluminum
alloy (7075-T6511) sabots, they will be examined and compared first. Since the M830E1
is unique in design it therefore requires an alternate data analysis technique which will be
discussed later.

While the M829A! design has not changed noticeably since its type classification, the
M865 projectile utilized for these measurements was manufactured according to the original
sabot design, riot the Product Improvement Program (PIP) design which decreased the
distance between contact points, thickened the saddle region and changed the angle of the3 front bell. A photo of the subprojectile and sabot, with modifications :oimpleted, are shown
in Figure 4. Also note that the o1)turator and forward band were fractured along one of
the sabot part lines to facilitate disassembly. These components were then ceme.nted after
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rea~ssem-blv in an attempt to introduce the original constraints.

Figure 4. Modified M865 Subprojectile (top) and Sabot (bottom).

The r(i .ponses due to front bl)CI loading for the M829AI and M865 are shown in Figure 5
with the 0 degree. orientation in the top row and 60 degree beiow. This plot layout allows
a direct comparison between projectile types, alonig the horizontal, as well as orientation,
along the vertical. These particuliar ph ~s were st~lcted as being typical of that distinct
configuration. In general, the plots are similar in shape and reveal a response that is non-
linear o, er the lower load range, subsequiently approaching a nearly linear behavior ass the
load inc7reased be~ond the 1 ,000 - 2,000 lb1 region.

Furthermore, a very repeatable hiyst eresis (lifferciltiates t.he Increasing load, or upload,
response from the dlowniload respoiise of the load profile. '!hj. eiect wa-S observed thlroughout
all configurations of all projectiles as-, will be seen lit later V.s Alt hough slightly larger, III
absoluite termis lit somie Instances this hysteresis gcnerally s!,-- v it hiy Owh 0003"- .0607"
range. Several factors are bel ievedl to hle possi tle contri butors to th~is plit'iioil ena 1, lust., thle
relati vel v soft obturator, compressing with t ime and ioad, may experience a rvco~cry t'ine
lag ai. •1 iot retur ri to 'its original silape wit hiii the elapsed tiii i of thet loadI cycle. seconld,
the finc t loll K .t we t he petals and f "i 'wall as well its bet ween tilt- petals thiemiselvyesma
nt rodl ice a hyvi eres is effect. List l~v, it wa-s thought I hat thet (dial Indlicators uiav contain a

certainl alitinort of Iiiecialiial biickllsh, inherent to their inter-nal gearing. Ilowc-er, aftcr
reviewing the IA 1) V (lLta. a (levi(c whichi shouild exhlikit YZero hat kilShi, at s~iiilar hysteresis
Wias Olbscrv""d.

0111 pan hlg th le p its alonig ea( h row, of Figi re 5, t Le relatilve t iffniess oft( e)I projec tile
('all be observed by oni parnig, the slope-s of each 1l near region. Thiiis Is piossible because,
the st i fuiess is sITir i l thle i Mversc of thle sli)pe. ( on t ast iiig tc ross bothI rows reveals ilhat,
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I although the response shape is similar, both the magnitudes of total deflection and the slopes
are quite different. Selecting the M829A1 as the baseline, the data indicate that the front
bell of the M865 is considerably less stiff. This disparity is thought to be strongly geometry
related, and was found to be consistent over both orientations.

Referring now to the columns of Figure 5, comparisons between the two orientations for
the same projectile can be made. The M829A1 produced a larger total deflection in the
60 degree orientation, however, examination revealed that the majority of the difference oc-
curred during the first 1,000 lb1 of load and that the linear responses are quite similar. These
differences are primarily attributed to initial spreading of the sabot petals and elimination
of clearances. On the other hand, the M865 display almost identical behaviors over both
orientations.

Turning now to Figure 6, which contains the same series of plots for the rear bulkhead
data, a different set of re3ults are depicted. First, these plots reveal greater differences due to
orientation. The 0 degree configuration for M829A1 exhibits non-linear behavior out to the
2,000 - 3,000 lb1 range, after which the response flattens out to follow a relatively shallow
slope. The 60 degree orientation of the M829A1 displayed a more erratic response with
increased hysteresis, especially in the medium load range. Smaller differences in slope tend
to wash out any definitive transition from the non-linear to linear portions. Across the top
row the M865 displayed less total deflection than the M829AI. However, a large portion
of the M829A1 displacement occurred over the first 2,500 lb!, indicative of clearances and
sabot opening. Examining the bottom row shows almost the exact opposite, with the M865
experiencing greater deflection.

I Results such as these warrant a closer examination of the details in order to offer possible
explanatioas. First, the M865 employs a low-profile, plastic obturator which is injection
molded in place. This is radically different from the thick, nylon obturator that is heated and
pressed onto the M829A 1. By nature, these systems possess different pre-stresses and exhibit
unique constraining forces which oppose sabot petal spreading. Second, the M865 contains a
thread along the sabot/subprojec~ile interface while the M829A 1 uses a combination buttress
groove and friction thread. Again, differences between the systems, such as tolerance stack-
ups, can lead to differing behaviors. Lastly, the geometries of the two rear bulkheads are
also tifferent. The M865 uses a solid rear bulkhead with sabot material on both sides of
the obturator, while the M829A1 relies upon a double saw-tooth taper, which reduies s.,Lot
contact to a small footprint just forward of the obturator. In conclusion, these distirctions3 most likely interact to produce a unique system response, which could explain the diflfrences
exposed in this se:ies of rear bulkhead results.

M830E1 Projectile

rhe M830EI proj ctile was designed to fulfill a miulti-purpose function, to be used against
ground targets as well as certain air threats. As stated previously, the configuration utilizes
both a discarding sabot and full-bore fins. The s.ibot contacts the bore at tAo locations, the
front bell and rear bulkhead, ,lmilar to an APFSDS round. llowevei, since the thin-walled
warheai body contains only explosive fill and a ,.haped charge liner, the entire assemblyIcoipitsses appreciably when loaded in the radial direction. Therefore, a somewhat modified
technique was employed to obtain the necessary data. The devised method entailed recording
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data from two different setups and manipulating the results to produce the desired effect.

Because the explosive fill and shaped choarge liner offer little to no radial stiffness, au
empty warhead was utilized. This also alleviated many safety concerns. The projectile
was prepared in a fashion similar to the previous rounds with two flat areas machined into
the exterior of the warhead body and corresponding holes drilled through the sabot. The
projectile was then assembled, fitted into the tube, and load cycled to obtain data. However,
this arrangement compressed the entire warhead body as well as one half of the sabot Tn
order to isolate the compression of the warhead from that of the sabot, a second setup was
used. The only modification to this setup was that a solid steel cylinder was inserted inside
the warhead. The outer diameter of the disk formed a tight fit when situated within the
warhead body, with clearances less than .0005". Then the load cycles were repeated to
obtain data with essentially nc warhead compression. This lack of warhead compression
was confirmed with differential dial indicator measurements. This setup therefore produced
data for deflection of the sabot only. Utilizing linear spring theory, it is possible to deduce a
spring constant for one half the projectile, the desired result. These calculations are included
in the Appendix.

The plots in Figure 7 contain the front bell data for setups both with and without the steel
disk. The hollow warhead results depict a graceful curve over tile low loads, approaching
a nearly linear response beginning in the 2,000 - 3,000 lb1 range. Focusing now on the
solid warhead 0 degree configuration, the curve is actually of steeper slope initially, until the
2,000 lb1 load where it sharply turns to an almost horizontal line. This comparison blatantly
depicts the effects of warhead compression. System clearances and sabot spreading account
for initial deflections, however, after these are expended, the structure exhibits an extremely
stiff response.

Studying the 60 degree results, a similar trend is revealed. Here the plots closely mimic
one another until approximately the 2,000 lb1 load, beyond which divergence becomes promi-
nent. However, the slope never diminished to that of tile 0 degree plot. It is conjectured
that some spreading of sabot petals continued throughout the load cycle for this orientation.

The rear bulkhead results are shown in Figure 8. Again the 0 degree plot exhibits a
nearly linear behavior past the 2,000 lb1 load. Comparing this to the solid warhead plot
beneath it, the difference in slopes, due to warhead compression, is once again obvious.
Exa-mining the last set of plots, those for 60 degrees, a simlar reaction was observed. The
60 degree orientation displayed a greater total deflection then the 0 degree, both with and
without Lhe disk inside the warhead. The rationalization offered is that the spreading of
sabots contributes a larger total deflection to the 60 degree than the 0 degree configurations.
Notice, however, that a compail'son of the plots Lor both solid warhead orientations indicates
that the front bell exhibits greater stiffness than the rear bulkhead. Also, it is still unclear as
to why the initial slope was greater for the solid warhead plot at 0 degrees, but this occurred
for that one configuration only.

I)ATA ANALYSIS

Radial Spring (G-instants

Since the majority of gun dynamics codes allow only linear spring constants to corn-
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municate forces between the tube and projectile, it was necessary to describe the behavior
illustrated by each configuration with a single slope, one for the front bell and one for the rear
bulkhead. In order to ati ive at this linear approximation, a Least Squares Fit (LSF) routine
was applied over all the data, points of each run. The resulting slopes for each configuration
were then averaged and inverted to generate spring constants with the proper units, lbi/in in
this case. Utilizing this approach resulted ia the values contained in Table 1. Although this

II reduction method provides first-order results, it includes data over the the entire load profile,
combining all the effects that influence the response. While a LSF through the plots may
produce an acceptable result for some configurations, others are clearly unable to accurately
mimic the experimental behavior, as illustrated in Figure 9.

I'able 1. Projectile Radial Spring Constants.

Projectile Configuration
Front 0 D[g Front 60 Deg Rear 0 Deg Rear 60 Deg

-_ lbl/ia _ __ _b_/in lbl/in _bl/in
M829A1 .904 E+06 .610 E+06 1.45 E+06 1.56 E+06

M865 .373 E+06 .360 E+06 2.00 E+06 1.33 E+06
M830A1 .5S1 E+06 .438 E+06 1.39 E+06 1.21 E+06

Since several of the simulation codes are capable of utilizing spring constants which are
constructed from a series of linear segments (BALANS) a somewhat more refined analysis is
warranted. This improved method should attempt to allow the mechanical interactions, such
as clearance elimination and sabot spreading, to be isolated from the compressive response of
the structure itself. While it is somewhat impossible to experimentally isolate these effects,
observation of the overall response can provide insight into contributing factors.

Another approach might be to eliminate the initial portion of data and fit the remaining
section. However, this technique would yield a slope which was biased towards the higher
load data, diluting the strongly non-linear effects associated with the lower load regions. And,
since large forces are transmitted between the barrel and projectile for only a small portion
of the in-bore travel (Erlhne 1991), this approach could signi).ficantly degrade code accuracy.
However, by separating each response plot into two parts, the first of which contains the
majority of non-linear behavior, and apply a LSF to each, it is possible to extract a spring
constant composed of two linear segments, one from each region. Employing this method
produced the results contained in Table 2. Since the dimensional clearances should have been3 eliminated in the lower load regions, the rightmost column of spring constants represenc true
sabot structural response and, therefore, should be used for comparisons between projectiles.
Referring to the M829A I as the ba-selflie projectile, thivse numbcrs imply that the front bell of
the M856 is considerably softer while the rear bulkheads are quite similar in stiffness in both
directions. Regarding the derived results for the M830El, these also show a tront bell that
is softer when compared LO the N1829AI, however, not as soft as the MN865. Referring now

I to the rear bulkhead, the M830E1 is considerably lower ini stiffness than either the M829A I
or M865.

U Ising this dual slope approach to differentiate between the effects typical of the lower
II load region from those of the higher load data p)rovid(ed all analysis that was able to clo8ely

match the measured response over the entire IC 'it profile, again depicted in FiIgure 9.
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Table 2. Dual Range Radial Spring Constants.

Dual Load Range Analysis
Project.le Conflgu:ation Load Spring Load Spring

Range,-i)t_ Constant, lbLiin Range, lb1  Constant, lbl/in
M829AI Front 0 Deg 50 - 1103 .370 E+06 1103- 6000 1.06 E+06

Front 60 Deg 50 - 1118 .233 E+06 1118 -5500 .860 E+06
Rear 0 Deg 1 50 - 1597 .411 E+06 1597 - 7500 2.74 E+06

Rear 60 Deg 50 - 2754 .887 E+06 2754 - 7500 2.30 E+06
M865 Front 0 Deg 50 - 1240 .204 E+06 1240 - 5500 .447 E+06

Front 60 Deg 50 - 1888 .267 E -06 A888 - 5500 .425 E+06
Rear 0 Deg 50 - 19,6 .952 E+06 1966 - 7500 2.80 E+06

Rear 60 Deg 50 - 2087 .513 E+06 2087 - 7500 2.32 F+06
M830E1 Front 0 Deg 50 - 1665 .267 E+06 1665- 5500 .943 E+06

Front 60 Deg 50 - 177? .241 E+06 1777- 5500 .684 E+06
Rear 0 Deg 50 - 2215 .791 E+06 2215 - 7500 1.62 E+06

Rear 60 Deg 50 - 1999 .583 E+06 1999 - 7500J 1.80 E+06

Another quantity of importance, which is a contributing factor to the in-bore projectile
response, is the ratio between front and rear spring constants, rather than their absolute
values. Therefore, Table 3 was constructed which contains the spring constant ratios for
each configuration. The spring constant values used to arrive at these ratios were extracted
from the LSF of the higher load data previously discussed in Table 2.

Table 3. Projectile Radial Spring Constant Ratios.

Projectile Orientation Ratio (Rear/Front)
M829AI (0 Degree) 2.58
M829A1 (60 Degree) 2.67

M865 (0 Degree) 6.26
M865 (60 Degree) 5.46

M830EI (0 Degree) 1.72
M830Fl1 (60 Degree) 2.63

Sabot Separation Measurements

The clearance measurements between the front bell and tube wall indicated that after a
load was applied, in either orientation, the front bell settled to the bottom of the tube where
it remained, even after all load was removed. Furthermore, this clearance, which measured
as much as .013" for several prmjectiles, remained nearly constant over the entire load profile.

The openings between sabot petals could only be measured in the forward bell area of
the sabot, due to accessibility within the fixture. Opening measurements due to loading of
the front bell varied with both the orientation and prcjectile type. Due to the tight fit of
the forward retaining ring the M830E1 experienced no mnea.sureable opening between. petals.
The results are summarized in Table 4. Again, the table omitý, all rear loading configurations
because gaps ir, the obturator region could not be measured.
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I Table 4. Clearances Between Sabot Petals due to Front Bell Loading.

Orientatiot Load Projectile TypeM829AI M8650"" M830E1_

0 Degree Pre- Load .001" .0015" NA
0 Degree Max Load .011" .010" NA
60 Degree Pre-Load .001" .004" NA

60 Degree Max Load _.097" .007 NA

Pr•jectile Axial Response

In addition to recording the deflections at the point of load application, the displacements
at several other points along each projectile were measured. For both the M829 and M830EI
projectiles this included the nose, two sabot saddle points, the contact point were no load
was being applied, a point along the rear sibot ramp and the tail end of the rod, 'or the
M865 the rear ramp position was eliminated, due to the shorter sabot and subprojectile.

Displacements at the seven locations along the projectile were plotted at specific loads
during the increasing portion of a Joad cycle. These results are portrayed to provide insight
into the flexure over the entire projectile length and are illustrated in Figure 10. Examining
the front bell of the M829A1 first, the response can be categorized as a rigid body rotation
of the entire assemblage about the rear bulkhead in conjunction with a change in slope
(bending) in the loaded region. Next, the M865 displays a pure rigid b Hdy rotation, pivoting
about the obturator region. Note also ilhe large magnitude of total deflections. Due to the
relatively short and stiff subprojectile, this type of behavior was not surprising. In addition,
the short, wheelbase serves to magnify the total deflections. Finally, the sharp change in
slope on the M830E1 is somewhat deceiving due to the fact that compression of the warhead
is included, accounting tor the majority of the deflection. Plots from the other orientations
produced similai results and, for brevity, have not been included.

Referring now to Figure Ii, the rear bulkhead plots reveal another set of projectileI dependent shapes. The M'i29Al responds almost as a simply supported beam subjected
to a concentrated load near the mid point, while the M865 portrays some bending through
the saddle region. The M830EI appea:s to display bending in the bulkhead area, however,
warhead compression has againi biased this observation.

SUMMARY and CONCLUSIONS

A unique measurement technique for extracting radial deflection versus load has been
administered to three 120rmm tank projectiles. The resulting data was then analysed using
two methods. The first was a simple LSF of all dat a points for a particular load cycle. Results
fro.n this technique are applicable to the most rudimentary gun cedes that allow only a single
linear spring constant. The second method broke the response into two discreet segments,
dependent upon th, load, ind performed a LSF on each segment. This dual-slope approach
was able to fit the measured curves mdich more closely over the entire load cycle. Furthermore,
an orientaton sensitivity was shown to exist. This dependency was based upon the relation
of the sabot part line to the load plane. Although only two orientations were measured for
each p,rejectile, presumably both the miniintmum and maximum, this rclationship warrants
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further investigated. Also, spreading of the sabot petals as well as longitudinal bending
responses were recorded. The bending data revealed rigid body rotation in combination
with various bending responses. The loads implied were not necessarily intended to simulate
an inertial load of the type encountered in-bore, instead, they were simply utilized to elicit
load versus deflection data at points of interest. In addition to absolute stiffness values, the
ratios between contact point3 were presented as quantities of interest.

It is recommended that gun dynamics codes should allow input of at least a dual-slope
spring constant in addition to a bore clearance dimension associated with the front bell in
order to more accurately simulate the experimental data.

APPENDIX

In order to arrive at an equivalent spring rate for the M830E1, a two step experimental
process was devised. This technique then utilized linear spring theory for multiple springs
in a series arrangement.

The analysis began by rearranging the terms found in the definition for series springs [12]
and isolating the spring constant associated with the entire warhead (Kw). This value was
then equated to the spring constant extracted form the experimental setup which compressed
the hollow warhead.

AK, (Kew)(K..bot) (1)

! __ (Ksqabot)(K .br,) (2)
Kew Koc0 bot - Kequni

Next, the spring rate for one side of the sabot (K°,,ot) was found during the second
experimental setup which utilized the solid warhead. Substituting the appropriate variables
allowed the calculation of the desired constant which is the effective stiffness for one half of
the complete projectile (Kff).

1 1 1
- K + • 3

1 - 1 1(4
+ (4)
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Figure 5. Deflection vs. Load Plots for M829Al (left) and M865 (right) Due to Loading
of the Front Bell.
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ligure 6. Deflection vs. Load Plots for M829A1 (left) and M865 (right) Due to Loading
of the Rear Bulkhead.
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I Figure 7. Deflection vs. Load Plots for M830EI Due to Loading of the Front Bell.
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Figure 8. Deflection vs., Load Plots for M830E1 Due to Loading of the Rear Bulkhead.
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Figure 10. Projectile Flexure Due to Front Bell Loading for M829A1 (left), M865 (right)
and M830E1 (bottom).
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TITLE

AN EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE SIMBAD GUN DYNAMICS SIMULATIONPACKAGE
FOR FLEXIBLE SABOTED LONG ROD PROJECTILES

ABSTRACT

An experimental firing programme has been carried out using the RMCS 30mm Air Powered Gun to study
the flexing of saboted long rod penetrators in-bore. A number of special two piece projectiles were develcped,
each with as nearly as possible the same mass, position of centre of gravity, pitch inertia, and band spacing,but with different rod diameters. A rigid one piece projectile was also developed, that had the same physicalproperties and band spacings.

A refined technique for measuring the in-bore motion of the shot was introduced into the experimental facility.
This technique enabled the pitch and yaw motion it the front end of the rod to be measured, thus producing
data that could be directly compared with theoretical simulations. The technique made use of an optical
displacement transducer mounted perpendicular to and down range from the muzzle. A light beam from thistransducer was directed on to a mirror on the front of the projectile via a circular mirror in the path of theshot. This latter mirror was formed by stretching a thin aluminised membrane over an annulus, through which

the projectile passed without damage. The displacement of the returning light beam from the projectile was
ihen measured by the transducer, from w:aich s6ot pitch and yaw motions could be calculated.

Accurate measurement of the barrel profile was found to be necessary for the simulation work. This was
achieved by pushing the rigid one piece shot slowly uown the barrel, whilst measuring its pitch angle. The
resulting data was then analysed to remove the gravity droop component, thus producing the barrel bend.

As the shots were required to be re-usable, a method of catching them in the indoor range without damage
was required. A special catcher w&s therefore developed that consisted of a long horizontal tube filled with
water, into which the projectile was fired, with ro resulting damage.

The data obtained from the experierantal work was used for the validation of the flexible saboted long rod
pro'ectile cone as found in the gun dvramics simulation packagc SIMBAD. SIMBAD had been used in some
earlier work io model the effects of cradle design on barrel motion, inclusion of this early work being necessary
for the correct modelling of the system. The theoretical results obtained were then compared successfully
with the experimental results.

This paper describes in more detail the work that has been carried out into the in-bore flexing of saboted long
rod projectiles, as outlined above. It presents and compares results from both the experimental and theoretical
work, discusses the findings, and gives conc'usions

I
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1.0 iIINRUDLCLIOD

Over the last few years, a considerable amount of work has been carried out world-wide in the area of tank

gun dynamics. This work has generally included both theoretical simulation and experimental trials The
simulation work has been conducted in an attempt to gain a greater understanding of the dynamics iirvolved,

and to keep costs iow. Mathematical simulation packages have been developed that can be used to model
many of the parameters of these tank guns, and can include barrel dynamics, cradle dynamics, barrel to cradle
interactions, shot in-bore dynamics and the interaction of the shot with the barrel 11,2,3,4,5]. The development

of the very high L/D ratio long rod penetrators as used in modern APFSDS anti-armour rounds has required
a further development of the shot models in order to correctly simulate the characteristics of these types of

projectile.

Moderm long rod peneirators generally consist of a rod with a high L/D ratio and are made of a high density

material. Thcy ate usually supported in the barrel by a three piece sabot which separates from the penetrator

on leaving the muzzle. The penetrator is supported axially by a screw thread along the part of its length in
contact with the sabot, but the front of the penetrator can overhang the front of the sabot by a considerable
fraction of its total length. When the penetrator is accelerated along the barrel, any bending of the penetrator
due to transverse loads will be exacerbated by the tendency of the pnetrator to buckle, and this will be most
severe at the front 3~erhang where it is transversely unrestrained by the sabot. The forces exerted on the
penetrator by these bending and buckling loads can be very high, and have led in practise to penetrator and/or

sabot failure.

The gun dynamics simulation package SIMBAD 161 has been developed in order to simulate the dynamics of
modern tank guns. In p:rticular, a recent version has included a facility for modelling the in-bore dynamics
of saboted long rod penetrator APFSDS projectiles 17). The model can utilize a flexible sabot with linear or
non-linear stiffness rear bands and front cups, and a flexible penetrator. The screw thread type interface

between the penetrator and sabot can be modelled, but other interface arrangements can also be included.
The model places particular ermphasis -,n the bending and buckling aspects of the penetrators' in-bore dynamics.
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I Validation of these simulation packages can often Tnose more problems than their initial development, as
obtaining meaningful experimental data for comparison with their predictions is very difficult. These problems
are even more severe where the in-bore dynamics of long rod projectiles are concerned. Deciding just what

projectile parameter to measure is one concern, and any attempt to measure the projectiles' motion in a real
gun using optical techniques poses difficulties due to obscuration by propellant gases. However, these problems
can be largely overcome by using specially designed experimental guns as opposed to full sized guns. One
such experimental gun is the RMCS 30mm Air Powered Gun 181, which has been used successfully to validate
gun dynamic codes. This paper describes the use of the gun to assist in validating the flexible two piece shot

model now incorporated in SIMBAD.

2.0 EXPERIMENTAL APPARAWJJ

A third generation development of the experimental RMCS Air Powered Gun has been used as the basis for3 studying the in-bore flexing dynamics of saboted long rod penetrators. The equipment used consists of a
number of different sub-assemblies, which are described in more detail below.

2.1 THE AIR GUN.

"The air gun used in the investigation consisted of a cylindrical pressure vessel with a quick release valve, which

on firing, enabled rapid dumping of a compressed air charge to the 75 calibre smooth-bore barrel, thus
propelling the projectile. The air gun was supported by a flexible cradle, and as iZ had been used in some
earlier experimental work, the dynamic characteristics were known [9]. The transverse motions of the barrel
and cradle were measured by inductive proximity transducers, and output data was captured and stored by

* computer.

I i
I _ __i i -i i iI I i I

FIGURE 1
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22.2 PROJECTILES.

As the investigation was carried out to study the in-bore dynamics of saboted long rod projectiles, the design
of the experimental projectiles was particularly important. Each projectile had to incorporate a sufficiently
long unsupported rod to enable a measurable amount of flexing to take place, while at the same time keeping
overall projectile length to a minimum. A control projectile was also required for comiarison with the Saboted
loo~g rod projectiles. Both types of projectile were designed wkith the aid of SIMBAD, auch that bo~h had the
same mass, position of centre of gravity, and pitch inertia. This meant that any differences in the measured
pitch motion of the front of the projectile would be due 'o the different dynamics caused by bending of the
rod. The different projectiles aie discussed in more detail below.

2.2.1 Saboted long rod projectiles.

The saboted long rod projectile used in the investigation is shown as a cross section in Figure 1. The projectile.
consisted of a rigid sabot with two 10mm wide bands, front and rear, situated 60mm apart. Down the centre
of the sabot was a 9mm diameter hole which extended to a point 20mm in front of the rear face of the sabot,

the hole being continued at 8mm diameter. A 155mm long 8mm diameter rod was rigidly attached to the !ear
of the sabot, leaving 140mm unsupported, The front end of the lng, rod was polished to a mirror finish. A
second saboted long rod projectile was also developed. This had a 6ram diameter rod of the same length as I
the 8mrr rod, but as Al the other dimensions of the projectile remained the same, it hdd a slightly reduced

mass.

J1
For p.'actical reasons, both projectikes were designed with the aid of dynamic beam theory to enable the tirst
natural frequency of the rod to be predicted. This would ensure that there would be a reasonabk number of
frst mode beam vibrations (between 5 and 10) to be measured v.'bile the projetile was in the barrel. The first
aatura! frequencies of the 8mm and 6mm rod projectiles were calculated to be 316 and 237 Hz respectively,
giving about 9 and 6 oscillations while the projectile was in the barrel. These frequencies were subsequently i
measu-ed to be 293 and 204 Hz respectively.

2.2.2 Control projectile.

The control projectile was desig.ied for comparison with the saboted long rod projectiles. This projectile was
made in one piece, and had a ftexural stiffness many times greater than the flexible long rod, making it effectively
a 'rigid' shot. The front end of this shot included a raised surface polished to a mirror finish. The control
projectile was designed to have as nearly as possible the same mass, position of centre of gravity relative to

the two bands, and pitch inertia as the sabotei long rod projectiles. The control projectile is also shown in
Figure 1.

190
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2.3 MEASUREMENT OF IN-BORE PITCH MOTION AND BARREL PROFILE

For the measurement of pro ectile in-bore motion, a system based on an optical displacement transducer was

developed 1101. This technique made use of a 'Zimmer' camera that produced ond then measured the

displacement of a collimated beam of light reflectea off the mirror on the front of the projectile. Knowing the

distance of the projectile from the cemzra, and the displacement of the reflected beam of light, the pitch angle

of the front of the shot could be calculated. The distance travelled by the projectile down the barrel was derived

from double integration of its acceleration curve, this being proportional to the measured pressure in the

barrel.

-E P E Pi FLP EE
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1 FIGURE 2

In order to avoid the projectile impacting the camera, the latter was situated down range of, and off-set

perpendicular to, the muzzle. The collimated beam of light was then reflected down the barrel via a disposable

mirror in the path of the projectile. This mirror was formed by stretching a thin film of aluminized plastic

over an annulus, through which the projectile wAs fired, it being replaced after every firing.

The vertical barrel profile (shape) was measured in a similar fashion to the in-bore projectile motion using

the Zimmer camera. Instead of firing the projectile, it was pushed down the barrel in increments of 3cm, the

pitch displacement being recorded for each increment. Having obtained this data, it was analysed to give the

barrel internal displacement at each increment relative to a "straight" (zero gravity di oop and zero bend) barrel.

Figure 2 shows the barrd profle.

-I 2.4 PROJECTILE CATCHER

The projectiles needed to be captured after firing without damage in order that they might be reused. It was
I decided to develop a projectile catcher based on a cylindrical horizontal tube filled with water, into which the

projectiles were fired. The catcher therefore consisted of a pipe, 3.5m long and 160mm bore. This was attarled
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to two drums, 0.6m diameter and 1.Om high, one at each end. This arrangement is shown in Figure 3 below.
In operation, .he water was retained in the pipe using a thin plastic membrane that was attached with a seal
to the front end of the pipe. The rear drum and pipe were then filled with water to a level above the top of
the pipe, making sure that all air was expelled from the pipe. The projectile was then fired through a hole in
the frout drum, through the membrane and into the pipe filled with water. The water in the pipe then flowed
into the front drum and drained away. The projectile catcher as described was found to be very efficient at
catching the projectiles without damage.

* ____ __.__Z

FIGURE 3

3.0 FIRING PROGRAMME AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULES

A number of firings were made with each projectile in order to ensure consistency. Each of the projectiles

weighed 230g, and were fired at a pressure of 2.67 MN/m.m (400 psi), giving a muzzle velocity of 150 m/s.

Time to shot exit was 26 ms.

The experimental results are presented as graphs of shot pitch motion and muzzle motion. Figure 4 shows

the pitch motion of the nose of the rod for the saboted 8mm diameter long rod projectile (dotted line), figure
5 shows the same motion for the nose of the saboted 6mm diameter long rod projectile (dotted line), and

figure 6 shows the pitch motion for the rigid control projectile (dotted line).

Comparisson of the curves of muzzle motion for these three types of projectile show a high degree of similarity

up to and including shot exit, hence one typiLal muzzle motion is shown in figure 7 (dotted line). This finding

might be expected as only the projectile was variked between the different firings.

When the curves of projectile pitch motion are considered, there is a marked difference between the three
firings. Figure 4 clearly shows the oscillatory type pitch motion of the front end of the 8mm diameter long rod
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I
projectile (dotted line). This motion is due primarily to the flexing motion of the rod relative to the sabot, and

has a frequency of about 285 Hz. This value compares very well with that predicted by the dynamic beam

theory, of 316 Hz.

Note: The shot exit point shown for the experimental curves is slightly different to that of the same figure

presented previously in Reference 7. It was realised that due to the length of the rod, shot exit was triggered
while the sabot was still in-bore. The point of shoi exit has therefore been altered by approximately one msec

(time of flight over length of projectile) to take account of tiffs fact.

Figure 5 shows the oscillatory type pitch motion of the front end of the 6mm diameter long rod projectile

(dotted line). This motion is not as pronounced as that seen in figure 4, but close inspection reveals a frequency

of abcut 220 Hz. This value is slightly lower than that predicted by the dynamic beam theory, of 237 Hz, but
still compares favourably.

Figure 6 shows the pitch motion of the front end of the rigid shot (dotted line). As the shot is rigid, this motion
can be assumed to represent the pitch motion of the whole projectile. The pitch motion is clearly quite smooth

until after shot exit, the upward trend while the projectile is in the barrel being largely due to the projectile

following the bend in the barrel,

4.0 THEORETICAL MODELLING AND RESULTS

I 4.1 THEORETICAL MODELLING

Two types of projectile were modelled in the simulation; a rigid projectile, and the two piece saboted long rod

projectiles. These are discussed separately below.

1 4.1.1 RIGID (CONTROL) PROJECTILE

Rigid projectiles could be modelled as either 1; a lumped mass with linear or non-linear stiffness bands atI front and rear, or 2; a very high stiffness flexible one piece projectile with similar front and rear bands. In this
case the former was chosen, with linear stiffness bands front and rear.

3 4.1.2 FLEXIBLE SABOTED LONG ROD PROJECTILES

With this type of projectile, the sabot and penetrator were modelled separately. The sabot was modelled using

Timoshenko elements, as shear was likely to be dominant mechanism by which deflection took place. The

penetrator was modelled using Euler-Bernoulli beam elements, as bending was likely to be the dominant

mechanism by which deflection took place.
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As noted above, considerable emphasis was placed on the bending and buckling aspects of the saboted long
rod projectiles. Simple finite element analysis would not normally consider the phenomenon of buckling in
such a model, especially if the interaction between the axial forces (or accelerations) and the transverse
deflections (bending) was small. However, with long rod penetrators that are partially unsupported transversely
and which are subjected to very high levels of axial acceleration, this is not the case. in order to overcome this
problem, the stiffness matrices of the penetrator and sabot were reformed a number of times during the
simulation to taktc account of the change in position of the penetrator and sabot elements. Theoretically, the
stiffness matrices need to be reformed after every time step in the simulation in accordance with each new
position, but in practise, reforming the stiffness matrices 200 times during the simulation was sufficient to
produce convergence of the solution.

The interaction between the sabot and the penetrator was made up of two components; axial and transverse.
Both types of interaction could be linear or non-linear. In this case, the interface was modelled as a screw
thread with an assumed square cross-section, with linear axial and radial stiffnesses [7].

4.2 THEORETICAL RESULTS

The theoretical results are presented as the pitch motion of the front end of the projectile against time.
Figure 4 shows the oscillatory type motion for the 8mm diameter long rod projectile (solid line). Close
inspection of this curve shows a frequency of about 260 Hz, which is lower than that seen experimentally.

Figure 5 shows the same type of motion for the 6mm diameter long rod projectile (solid line). Again, the
frequency of vibration is lower than that seen experimentally, as it has a frequency of about 180 Hz.

Figure 6 shows the pitch motion of the rigid shot (solid line). It has a rather high pitch frequency of low
amplituzde that follows a general trend upwards.

Figure 7 shows the predicted motion of the muzzle (solid line).

5.0 DISCUSSION OF REiIJL'r

A comparison of the theoretical and experimental results both show essentially the same differences in in-bore
pitch motion between the rigid projectiles and the saboted long rod projectiles. With the rigid projectiles,

there is no significant pitch motion at low frequencies until shot exit, and the high frequency component for
this projectile predicted by the simulation is of lIw amplitude. The pitch motion of the projectile is seen to

follow a general trend upwards and is due primarily to the shot following the curve in the barrel. After shot
exit, the experimental results show some pitch motion as the unstabilised projectile begins to tumble.
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I
Both the theoretical and experimental results show a marked difference in the pitch motion of the saboted

long rod projectiles as compared to the rigid projectiles. As noted above, this pitch motion is a measure of

the flexing of the rod of the projectile, and clearly demonstrates that the rod does in fact flex while the projectile

is in-bore.

The frequency of the flexing rod in-bore varies with its diameter, but not quite as one would expect. For the

8mm diameter rod projectile, the experimental flexing frequency in-bore is slightly lower than that predicted

by the dynamic beam theory used in its design, 285 and 316 Hz respectively, but compares favourably. However,

the flexing frequency predicted in the simulation is slightly lower at around 260 Hz. This is because the

experimental projectile had the rod attached rigidly to the sabot, whereas the simulation projectile used a

screw thread interface, thus effectively making the rod longer and less st:'T.

For the 6mm diameter rod, a similar situation applied. The experimentally measured flexing frequency in-bore

was about 220 Hz which is slightly lower than that predicted in the design of the shot, 237 Hz. Again, the

frequency predicted by the simulation, 180 Hz, was lower than the measured frequency, for the same reasons

as the 8mm diameter rod. The amplitude of vibration for the experimental curve is less than that of the

theoretical curve due to incorrect damping values in the simulation.

3 The muzzle motion predicted by the simulation compares favourably with the experimental muzzle motion,

both as to shape and amplitude.

I Although not shown here, more simulations were carried out with slight changes to the barrel straightness

data. This produced noticeable changes in the in-bore motion of both the rigid and saboted long rod projectiles,3 and could easily account for the discrepancies between the measured and predicted in-bore pitch motions.

6.0 C.ONDCLU.SION

1. Experimental long rod projectiles have been used successfully in the RMCS 30mm Air Powered Gun to

study the in-bore flexing dynamics of saboted long rod projectiles.

2. The dominant frequencies in-bore were slightly lower than the first natural frequency of the rod as calculated3 using dynamic beam theory, and also measured by experiment.

3. The theoretical results agreed with the experimental results, but accurate data concernitig the barrel profile3 needs to be used for the correct simulation of the in-bore dynamics.

1
I
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Maximum horizontl scale = 40msecs.
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Sol d line shows theoretical result.
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I ABSTRACT

The U.S. Army has built a test fixture called ATBI000 which emulates the types of nonlinearities
and flexibilities found on most lightweight turreted weapon systems [2]. In this study, the Trajectory
Pattern Method [1-5] is used to synthesize motion trajectories and generate inverse dynamics model
based feedforward actuating signals for the test fixture. The main contribution of the present study
is the derivation of the inverse dynamics model of :he system in parametric form and synthesizing
trajectories for point to point motions such that the resulting actuating torques do not, contain the
harmonic with frequency of the dominant first natural mode of vibration of the flexible beam rep-

-I resenting the cannon. With this trajectory pattern, point to point motions with minimal residual
vibration can be accomplished with zero end point jerk. A feedforward controller together with a PD
feedback loop is constructed and implemented. ('omputer simulations of the open-loop response of the
system are performed and the effectiveness of the approach is verified experimentally. The extension
of this approach to vibration suppression problem is discussed.
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ABSTRACT with frequency of the dominant first natural mode of vibration
of the flexible beam. A feedforwaid controller together with a

The U.S. Army has built a test fixture called ATB1000 which PD feedback loop is constructed and implemented on the testbed.
emulates the types of nonlinearities and flexibilities found on most The effectiveness of the approach is experimentally verified. The
lightweight turreted weapon sii tems [2). In this study, the Trajec- extension of the approach to vibration suppression is discussed.
tory Pattern Method 1-5] is u, ý to synthesize motion trajectories
and generate inverse dynamics model based feedforward actuating
signals for the test fixture. The main contribution of the present 2- INVERSE DYNAMICS FORMULATION AND
study is the derivation of the inverse dynamics model of the sys- TRAJECTORY SYNTHESIS
tern in parametric form and synthesizing trajectories for point to
point miotions such that the resulting actuating torques do not
contain the harmonic with frequency of the dominant first natu- The schematic of the testbed is shown in Fig. 1 The sys-
ral mode of vibration of the flexible beam representing the cannon. tern consists of an inertia wheel with a moment c inertia I_., to
With this trejectory pattern, point to point motions with mini- which a steel beam, representing the relatively h Xible cannon
mal residual vibration can be accomplished with zero end point and 0.915 m long and 0.476 cm in diameter is connected The
jerk. A feedforward controller together with a PD feedback loop is link mass is 0.1285 k9. The motor has an inertia [,,,. The motor
constructed and implemented. Computer simulations of the open- is connected to the inertia wheel by a torsiondl spring with spring
loop response of the system are performed and the effectiveness constant k,. The motor produces the torquse r. The angular po
of the approach is verified experimentally. The extension of this sition of the wheel and the motor relative to a fixed coordinate
approach to vibration suppression problem is discussed. Gystem are indicated by 9 and t9,,, respeAively. In the ,motions to

be considered, the system starts at rest from some initial position
1 T Cand comes to rest at the completion of its motion. The flexibleI- INTRODUCTION oeean is initially undeformed and is desired to come to rest un.

In the past, turreted weapon systems on helicopters were de- deformed at the completion of motion. An assumed mode shal e
signed to be area weapon systems. Large dispersions about the method is used to formulate the dynamics of the flexible beaiii
main aim point were accepted Land increased the probability of hit. The approach is, however, general and can be used to formul-%te
If the targets were relatively vulnerable, this increased the prob. the inverse dynamics of systems modeled using finite elements,
ability of kill. Currently, these systems are being asked to serve segmented beam e!ements, o, lumped roasses.
as air-to-air weapons where much smaller dispersions are required
not only to hit the target, but to hit it multiple times in order to
increase the probability of a kill. Lightweight turret designs gen-
erally result in structures that are relatively more flexible. The
structural flexibility causes vibration, control and accuracy prob-
lems This means that the flexibility has to be included in the
dynamics model and considered in the control algorithm. s,.5,.

The problems of modeling Lad control of flexible structures
have been under intensive investigation in recesit years [2, 6-181. L'rs. 1d

The dynamics models of flexible mechanical systems are more
complex than their rigid counterparts since they are usually sys.
teins with distributed parameters. The equations of motion of ,a.
such systems consist of a set of ordinary differential equations
(0 D.E.) coupled with a set of partial differential equations (P.D.E.).
The 0 DE. describe the rigid body motiot, and the P.D.E. de-
scribe the motion of the elements with distributed parameters.
Ih, general, the P.D.E. are transformed into O.D.E. using modal Fig. 1: The schematic of the jest fixtuie
expansion techniques, lumped mats (lumped parametric beam)
models, or finite element models. The equations of motion of the
systeim are then derived using the Laogrs.angian equation, Euler
Newton equation, or ilamilton's principle. The control of the The flexible beam hu a umiform cross section and a umuf,rinkl
dvnaiaiL behavior of such systems is also more complicated due distributed uiass along its length The beam in the planie of its
to the complexity of the inverse dynamics, nonlinearity of the sys miotion is shown in Fig. 2 In the coordinate systeris aho•vo i1 Fig
tent, stability, and cortrollability problems. 2, w(,t) is the deflection of a point along the lhnk length -'th re

Sspecs to its rigid position. Assuming that trie beam is much stflrs
l] thi] study, the Trajettory Pattern Method 1-51 is n ued to in the longitudinal direction than in the transverse dire, tin, theSdetelop tile inverse dynamics models of the systenm. The "ann longitudinal deformation is considered to be nelligible

(.mtitlhution of this study is the derivation of the inverse dynamics
Ilodel of thle systeni in Parametric form for point to point usotions Using the asisumed-imodle metihod 19-20), the P 1) F re ,

wit, trajectories that do 11ot require actuating torque harmoni( to 01) E, i folilos Let
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where ~(,-ld~,~

The inertia wheel velocity and position expressions are obtained
by integrating (4a) as

thateo.,dez

avoid the introduction of nonsinuaoidal time terms in th, position
euto.Equation (2b) for j = 2, 3, ,n, can then be writtenFi.2: The flxbeba.in the following form

4, + W~q, f,(wt) j=2, 3, n 15

Z ~r(~)1(t)(1) where f,(wt) are in terms of the furdamnental sinusoidal tinrti fun(..
tion of the trajectory and its harmonics. The functions fj(-t) are

-her n s te nmbe ofthe&'su md- ode, O~t)in he om- readily shown to be

parison function, and q, isfthe amplitude of the jth natural mode

ofvbain nthis study, the eigenfunction of a clamped-free f,(WI) f 1.2 - I cos(swt) +4 1,.,, sin(zi.tj (
hemi hoe odecieO(t) Using the procedure described -IIin ii19-201, teequations ofmotion are obtained as [21J where

r + >rnL )+m6n B,q +4 2miO Bjqj~q+ m D,4~, f", = - B

(2a) Equations (5) are a set of second order decoupled ordinary differ-

D, 63  entilal equalions with constant coefficients, and are readiliy Solved
,I q, 0q, Ep, qk n , (2b) for q,, j = 2,3,. , n. Fur the desired zero initial uaodal displace.

B,, ~men's and velocities, i.e., for q,(O) 4,(O) = , j 2, 3, ."i the

%here in is the mass per unit beam length, L is the tota beam solution can be shown to beI lngth, andi w, is the jth natural frequency. B,, D,, and El,M areDS
as givtn it 119-20). 1= -- H- - '1)-l !d,,.i cs2_) -col,.tB, D, i

In tie present method, in order to avoid the inirc~duction of
the harmonic with tire frequency of the first mode of oscillation 1

lent is defined by the accelkiratior, of the generalized coordinates J
q,,i e, he mplv~ ofthefist atualmode of oscillation of The corresponding mtodal velocities, iccelerations, and jerks are

hehai sn tmero ui iisia time functions and a obts~jned by differentiating equations (7) with respect to time The
eiharmriorncs. flere, in orue' to keep the derivations simple, the rig;,t hand terms in the equation of motion (2s) are now known

inoion ar cosidrd t bepoit t pontwith zero end point The required (feedforward) actuating torque r is, therefore, oh
m, ~rttio tod Jrkandsynhrai~e usngone basic (fursdain-n. taitred in termst uf the fundamtental sinusoidal tiaie- function of fthe
,,I I~m fincl~n an 1)nicnrer of its, har ...oni( s trajcctor y arid its fit harmnoric s.

.j f1, I. cus) ai.t) -i d,,,, ,s.nsr(aiw)] (3a) Now consider point to point motions that begin at tiaime

and nd t tie f- t A! the start and the end of mtotion. the
hee-is the fr-( uen,-y of the fundariental sinusoidial time func- fiexiblc- beamn is consi~e'red te be undeformed .nd staiorrary In

11 fthe trajeit nry anrif the coefficients d,,,, (j 1,2. 2m0), order to ensure smooth motions, the end point accelenlition And
"Ioiistmit coetli ic rm 'Ihe corresponding velocitY and position jerk are desired to be zero. The starting pout"ion of the I icri ii
expesionis aire to iid bY iritegi ation as wheel is arbitrary and is culisidered to Le zero, T'Ve folol~loig eni,]

con-ditions must, therefore, be satisfied

* 36) 9(0) . t)O) It

d VIM1 dz .1 if)<(W q,(0) qr(tlt 0 J)
I . I - in(r~t~I ( 3c qt0) -- qO -.- 0,

It,-OAiot I' i~l ), -lie right hand side com~poriertg of tire cenrtrifu 0(~ii
11l 10t, (71 Ate sIrsLIly Y c smal arid are, therefore, rieglecteil ,i (f) (t 1, - 41 (t~ f q,
P. tibstitt~itx fla arid t3c) rit the first modal equation, iir

; h ý ,the al~crhrra~inn ý of the incrtia wheel *s 0,t1  3,t)
.I,eiitmmed i~ trn.f the lkiidainrietaJ sinusoidal tuin( cftiirtol whr ~IB thefialpito 'fh mrI

i~e t~s~et:~ an) ishisniiriiia asA total nunrrhn-r of 141, -4 tt) liiitivj] and ritil ioiditiions musbt
(,)s;~t) therefore, be sa'.isrid ii ordr-r l(4 thle L,'0fern~rl~to!1el o

H+ J,5 u4 ir I 44, to. he realized Bty settillp I . 0 a nd t t, in ara.I (4, 7)an teir timer ilrivatives, and using the ,.Iit,i-,1 it
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,4, - 8 rerlaticonships between the trajectory coefficients ds,,, With the selected trajectory, fundlam'-ntal frequency and (f, the
, 2...._2sin), and the constants of integration 0,, equati )n remaining end conditions are automnatically'satisfied.

4ý i. tre obitained. Nose that since each harmonic provides two
I etficienits, the muinimum number of harmonics with which such Following the aforementioned procedure, for a total rotation
trajectories may be synthesiied is 2(n+t2). By including more har- of 8(ti) =0.5 rod and by arbitrarily setting an extra trajector *y
minnics in the trajectory, trajectories that are optimal according cocfficient, in this case i,12= 0, the remsaining 12 trajectorY har

tosonie criterion are synthesized. mainic coefficients in (3c), ixe. - (( l.'~)/i],14 - 0 = 1, 2, . I1I

Once the required feedforwiard torque r, equation (2a), is de- and 0, are determined as
terniined, the corresponding motor torque, v_.. is obtained as fol.
loa- Fromt Fig. 1, the requized motor tzajetcory is tound as d.,,. = -3,033E-4, 0.000, 15.528, 0.000, 4.549, 0.000, -24L845.

r. 0.000, -1.516, 0.000, 9.317, 0.000
k.n +60 (9) 69= 0.000

'.,is I herefor.z in terms of the fundamental sinusoidal ftxnrtion of
ilt-ie rAiectorv anid its harimonics. 6,0- is obtained by differentiating The structure of thc resulting inverse dynamics based con

twsice with respect to time. From Fig. 1, it is readily seen that troller is shown in the block diagram of Fig. 3. The feoedforward
(actuator) signal is generated using the sinusoidal time functions~

!,,.6i§- + k, (8, - 6) (10) and the constant trajectory coefficients. The drsired mnotor posi
tion and velocity signals are generated using the sinusoidal tinse

Having found #9, 69- and 6t0_ the ftedforward actuator torque r,,. functions and the constant tiajectory parameters in the block in

isobtained front equation (10) in terms of the fundamental sinu- dicatted as the "triijectory synthesizer". An outer loop P D conic,,)

soidi'i function of the trajectory and its harmonics. Note that the action is used to correct for model inaccuracies and noise.
comiputed actuating torque does not contain the harmionic with
the first riatursi1 frequency of the beam. One cant obviously choose
io eliniinate any one of the natural frequencies from the actuating .- l ... 4
torque 0

Note that in order to eliminate the actuating tiorque compo. . b
nent corresponding to nmore than one natural frequency of the 6
beam., the, inertia wheel must have more than one independent
iact uted) notion, e.g., translational motions in the X and Y
lire-tions in the XY plane, Fig. 2. In which case and not con- V~

sidering special situations, actuating torque (force) components
orfesponding to three natural frequencies may be eliminated.

Fig. 3: The structure of the insverse dynamics model based

3- EXAMPLE controller.

The systems parameters are idlentifiedl to be I,. = .15 k9 - y., Fox the aforemeastioned motion, the synthesized and the inca-
!, .0023 k9 - m' and k, = 2.A5 N - rn/, cd. Thse PD gains sured motor trajectories are shown in Fig. 4. The correspondinp

ate set at k-, 80 and k. = 1, and the resulting signal is added velocities are shown ins Fig. 5. Note that the high frequency ye

ito the control aignal after the planned motion, time has elapsed. locity signal is due to the input 100 Hertz dither signal. In Fig
The iixaviinuiii notor torque is 10 N -- m. The motor friction 6, the coniputed feedforward torque, the measured PD and tip
I~rque is mieasured to b-! approximately .5 N -- m. and is coin. acceleromseter signialsaare illustrated, respectively. In this illus.
pensaited for. A 100 Hertz dither signal of .6 NV - en is used to station, due to the way that the hardware connectionis are made.
reduce the eff,-cts of sticking at low velocities. During the ex- a negative tip acceleration corresponds to a positive actuating
pfimiients. the position of the motor shaft and the inertia wheel torque. The total delormation of the torsional spring, i.e., the po.
are mueasured by optical encoders. The position signrls are differ- sition of the wheel relative to thýe riotor, is showni in Fig. 7 The
entiated numnerically to obtain the corresponding veiocitic.A. The
diefornmatioin of the besni is determined using tip accelzrometez
aiid strain gage outputs islersuring lateral bending strains ao two ---

-q.l'spaced locations along the beam. The first three natu- A - -

cal frequencies of the beami are calculated to be w, = 24.6, '38.7
and 345 5 rad/icc, for i=1. 2,3. The first n~litral froquency is --

verified experittiemtally The frequencies of the fundanmental siiuu ____

sijdal tinite functions of the synthesized trajectories are selected
mIthat t e above natural frequencies of t'he beam are not ex.I

ited I-or imore information about the testbed amid the control 4 V.
hardvýare tnd software, the reader is referred to 12).___,___

liIn 0e following experimntct, the trajectory is synthesized (or ____________

)fir genieralized coordinate qi equation (3), coriesponding to the
hisi natural ntode of vibration of the bvam. The higher modes of A

'ihat ioi are mheiernitued to have negligible contribution, arid are - A- -

ethrefore imeglem ted. 'The traijectoýry Of .hie generalized coordinate A
4, is svir hesized using a fuidamental] sinusoidal timie funsction

'sti fre,,uency x. tr ad/sec. and five of its harmniocs. 'Ihe __________

1.,o, tiken to coinpi , tne n motion is te sec.

1 h -'piCSsion i rindicati ng qi eotuation ( 3c ), contains 12 (coethi' -

$ is. , , I.a- 2, , 12), and there is an integration constant
t,ý expressiot., equation (4c). There are, therefore, a to- Fig. 4: The synthesized (top) and the ineasured (bottomi,

1,lJU tibetr Of 13 trajectory paramryeteris tsiat Cart !j used to satis:y motor trajectories
the 12 eiti cotititinos giv-en by equations (8a), (8b), (8d) and (8e),
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xperinicnts are done at a sampling rate oF 500 Hertz. Trajectory
s~ynihesis anid the feedforward torque computation are performed
ou~i-line using separate processors [2j. As can be seen from the
above illustrations, the tip motion closely follows the intended

,at trn, anid the tip comes to rest at the completion of motion. s-
Inthe measured acceleration signal, the slowly decaying signal is jI

due to the charge amplifier. The authors are currently involved .- 4 4-
in the process of implementing a tip positioia vibration suppres-
son algorithm based on the present methodology. The a.lgorithm 'I-,

Ivoives the use of the measured wheel position and velocity and As3 ~he tip acceleration to generate the required initial conditions to j
repla~ce their zero values in (8), and on-line synthesis of trajecto-'
res to bring the system to rest or to the desired end conditions 1- - - - -~~1'-

fo lie case of tracking motions.

Fig. 7: The position of the wheel relative to the motor

I' The present approach is shown to permits trajectory synthe-
sism such that the component corresponding to the dominant (orrl

I I I ~ inatural modes of vibration of the flexible beanm is not present in
Si the required actuating signal. In general, for each actuator af-
U I1 -- fecting the rigid body motion, the comtponent corresponding to.1 . {one mode of vibration can be eliminated from the actuating sig

nIl. The synthesized (tracking and regulatory) motions produce
minimal residual vibration which are accomplished with zero end

________________________...._ point jerk.
W rn f Sa am 1111 3M 1111 6I
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* ABSTRACT:

A recoil analysis to assess several recoil mitigating
technologies applied to shoulder-fired weapons such as a grenede
launcher or shotgun has been conducted. Parameters such as weapon
weight, recoil impulse, recoil velocity and recoil energy were
identified as critical. A range of values were selected for
evaluation. In order to monitor and assess the dynamics occurring
during its cyclic motion, a mathematical model for a 12 Gauge weapon
has been developed. The model defines each major component and the
relative connectivity between them is defined in terms of kinematic
joints. A Lagrangian methodology is utilized to formulate the rigid
body dynamic equations of motion. Three commercial recoil reducing
devices were evaluated in the model to determine their specific effect
on reccil motion, both on the weapon and on the soldier firing the
weapon. A full test program was conducted at the Armaments Research
Laboratory (ARL) on a modified 12 Gauge shotgun to measure recoil
control for each of the recoil devices. An additional model was
formulated for this fixture. Comparisons between model and
experimental test results were made. Further tests and evaluation
include combinations of recoil devices. Documentation of sample model

* output is included.
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PHILIP D. BENZKOFER

U.S. Army Armament Research, Development and Engineering Center
Close Combat Armaments Center

Picatinny Arsenal, NJ 07806-5000

INTRODUCTION

The primary objective of the Parametric Recoil Analysis program
was to create computer models that are capable of quantifying the
effectiveness of recoil mitigating devices in shoulder fired grenade
launchers/weapons with known weapon weights and cartridge
characteristics. Early models were concentrated on the M203 system as
a baseline. Followon analyses were concentrated on modeling a 12 Gauge
weapon installed in a firing fixture designed and fabricated by the
Armaments Research Labcratory's Weapons Branch at Aberdeen Proving
Grounds. This decision was based upon the fact that physical data
obtained from firing from the test fixture would provide the basis for
model comparison. The ARL fixture was designed to simulate the motion
of a shooter's shoulder, represented by a sliding mass, when firing a
weapon. The capability to incorporate shock absorbers and recoil pads
was designed into the fixture. By comparing the model results to the
actual test fixture results, a good correlation could be obtained. By
obtaining this correlation, the necessity to test future shock absorber
designs is substantially reduced or eliminated.

The ultimate goal was to produce a model for use in determining
the characteristics of an "ideal damper" based upon known ammunition
parameters and weapon configuration. In this way, damping parameters
can be input to the model until the best recoil mitigating results are
obtained. The damper can then be designed around those damping
characteristics. This provides the background for the subject paper.
A detailed description of the system and the analysis performed along
with the results follows below.

WEAPON SYSTEM MODELING

In order to address the analysis of the weapon, a brief
description of the weapon is relevant. Initial analyses were based
upon the 40mm M203 grenade launcner system. However, based upon a test
program conducted at ARL using a 12 Ga Remington, this system was
selected for a modeling effort. A test fixture for the test firing
program was designed and built (see figures 1 and 2) at the ARL
facility, where the test firings were conducted. A later fixture was
developed which substantially reduced the weight of the sliding mass,
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I BENZKOFER

I which represents the shoulder mass. This reduction in mass was based
upon initial testing results, indicating the first translating mass
shown in figures 1 and 2 did not replicate actual motion. The fixtureI did, however, allow for the development of a generic computer model.
The 12 Ga weapon was modified by cutting the stock and constructing a
translating fixture which would allow for insertion of the recoil
devices and pads. Three specific rounds of ammunition - a target load,
a rifled slug load and a heavy magnum load, were utilized in testing,
consequently their pressure-time curves were used in the model es
system drivers. A typical curve is shown for the magnum round in
figure 3. A schematic drawing representing the ARL fixture/weapon
system is shown in figure 4. This schematic actually represents the
later test fixture described above which was developed to change the
mass of the translating mass. Mass one with coordinates x ,
represents the Inertial Reference Frame from which all glolal
measurements are made. Mass two with coordinates x , y represents the
mass center of the shoulder, mass three with coordiiatei x, y3
represents the mass center of the rifle and finally mass four with
coordinates x 4 , y4 represents the mass center of the projectile. The
associated coordinates are shown on the figure. Connectivity isI indicated by spring and damper pairs k , c an k 2 'c2 between masses
one and two and k3,c and k4 ,c4 between [raises two and three. The
spring and damper pairs between masses one and two represent two
springs with kI= k 2 = 149 lbs/inch and c= c 2= 0. The operating height
of these two springs is 4.4 inches, whi h is also the free length. The
spring and damper pair represented by k3 , c 3 is a recoil dissipatingI device such as a shock absorber where k is a constant value and c 3 is
variable with velocity. The spring and 3 damper pair represented by k
c is a secondary dissipative device such as a pad where measured

vAlues are utilized for k and c The variable pressure time curve
for the ammunition is applied to the projectile in the forward
direction and conversely applied to the rifle in the rearward
direction. The dynamic equations of motion are code generated [1] and

i are in the Lagrangian form given by

d (1)
--- - - _ 0 J - 1,..#,N

* where

T is the kinetic energy
qi are the generalized coordinatesQ i are the generalized external forces acting on the system
A is the set of Lagrange Multipliers associated with the

* i constraints imposed on the system
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The equations of constraint are of the form

I(q,t) = 0 (2)

These equations represent the mathematical description of constraining
motion. The model, then, can be exercised to obtain the dynamic motion
for given parameter changes such as spring damper rates. This analysis
provides the basis for any future design and/or redesign efforts. The

I author has has significant experience in application of dynamics code
to weapon and armament system analysis in [3] through [11].

I ANALYSIS

Mass two, the shoulder, on the ARL fixture, (see figure 4) weighed
32 pounds. This weight was utilized based upon a previous man-weapon
analysis [2]. There were no springs between masses one and two, so
effectively k1 = c = k = c = 0. as shown in figure 4. Two of the
most promising shook abiorbeis based upon initial testing and analysis

I were selected for inclusion in this paper. Curves depicting velocity
versus damping coefficients for these two shocks are shown in figures 5
and 6, and provide the force effects of the shock absorbers. These

I data were furnished by the manufacturers.

The first series of output given in figures 7, 8 and 9 depict
displacement, velocity and acceleration versus time, respectively, for

I the translating mass, or shoulder (for the early BRL test fixture model
shown in figures 1 and 2). In each of the figures the motion for the
cases of no shock, an Ace and a Taylor shock absorber is shown. The

I ammunition round is the magnum round with its P-T curve shown ir, figure
4. The significant difference in absorber effect is best shown in
figure 9 for accelerations, where the magnitude is substantially
greater for the case with no shock absorber. Similarly the
displacement, velocity and acceleration versus time for the rifle is
shown in figures 10, 11 and 12, respectively. The velocities in figure
11 are significantly higher for cases with the shock absorbers as

I compared with the translating mass in the previous figures, as is also
the case in figure 12 for accelerations of the rifle. For the case of
the ARL test fixture with the lighter translating mass, specificallyE 11-12 pounds, it is shown schematically in figure 4. The early ARL
test fixture weighed 32 pounds and did not have the two large springs
represented by k, k , c, and c in figure 4. The displacement,
velocity and acceleritioA versui time for the translating mass, or

I shoulder, are shown in figures 13, 14 and 15, respectively. The
significant difference in shock absorber effect is best shown in figure
15 for acceleration, with the magnitude being substantially greater for
the case of no shock absorber. The displacement, velocity and
acceleration versus time for the rifle are shown in figures 16, 17 and
18, respectively. Some increase in velocities over that for the
translating mass, or shoulder, is noted for the cases with shock
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BENZKOFER
absorbers. Substantial increases in accelerations for the shock
absorber cases over that for the shoulder are also depicted in figure

18.
In order to assess the effect of varying the damping rates

associated with the shock absorbers, a series of analyses were made.
The Ace shock was arbitrarily selected to evaluate differences in
performance. The case for a damping rate equal to that used in the
analyses to date was used as a reference, and two additional rates were
selected. These are specifically fifty percent and thirty percent of
the damping rate used to date. The displacement, velocity and
acceleration versus time for the translating mass, or shoulder, for the
three cases are shown in figures 19, 20 and 21, respebtively.
Interestingly, a decrease in damping rat e decreases peak velocities and
accelerations. Conversely, looking at the displacement, velocity and
accelerations versus time for the rifle, respectively, shown in figures
22, 23 and 24, a decrease in damping rate increases peak velocities and
accelerations. A change in damping rate, then, has significant impact
on the motion.

* Several comparisons between simulation results and experimental
data from ARL testing are shown in figures 25, 26, 27 and 28. Figure
25 shows displacements versus time for the magnum round with no shock
absorber for ARL test data versus simulation results. Similarly,
displacements for the case when a shock absorber is used is shown in
figure 26. Figure 27 shows velocities for a magnum round and finally
figure 28 shows accelerations for the case of no shock absorber. In
general, good comparison is made in terms of displacements and
velocities. Acceleration track. relatively good up to peak and even
after peak except a shift does occur.

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

3 Some inaccuracies are apparent when observing motion results as
simulation values do not fully coincide with test data. Several
significant factors may well have affected the results as provided inI the figures above. One, the pressure-time curve used for the 11 pound
shoulder mass model is based on Remington's Magnum round, and the round
used at ARL for the 11 pound system was the Duplex round. Even though
the impulse measured was similar, there very well could be a shift in
the actual curve's shape. The second important factor is that the
damping curves used in the simulation are based on manufacurer-
furnished data, and some error may exist in this data. The last factor
is is the accuracy of the model itself. Although a good check has been
made of the math model and the input to the code, and the fact that
the code itself is felt to be a verified one, further investigation is
warranted. Good match with displacement and velocity is shown, and inI] general peak accelerations are matched. However, some shift in curve
shape and magnitude values are evidenced. Further Remington data has
been requested and further interface with the shock absorberI manufacturers will be pursued. A good model of the ARL fixture has
been developed and will provide the basis for further analysis and
investigation.
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SIMULATION OF TANK CANNON LAUNCH DYNAMICS
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ABSTRACT

Improvements have been made in a suite of computer simulations designed to model the launch-
ing of saboted, fin-stabilized projectiles from smooth bore guns. These modifications nclude mod-
eling of the projectile release from the gun tube, subsequent sabot petal shape alteration because of
the release of the gun tube constraints on the launch package and inclusion of more realistic initial
conditions for the sabot discard model. Inclusion of these modifications has altered the resulting
initial linear and angular motion of the projectile as it enters free flight from the motion reported in
earlier papers. It has also modified the degree of agreement with experimental results. Additionally,
mechanisms now exist within the model to provide some variability in the initial free flight projectile
motion, resulting in target impact dispersions, heretofore not present in this simulation suite.
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I INTRODUCTION

A principal goal of modelling the launch process for direct fire ammunition is to correctly pre-
dict the impact of rounds on target. Once this is achieved, the sensitivity of impact to variationsI in launch conditions can be studied for !che purpose of analyzing bias and dispersion. A preious
paper1 discussed the application of a suite of computer simulations to describe the launch process
for saboted 120mm tank main gun ammunition, in.cluding gun dynamics, in-bore projectile motion,
and sabot discard. The primary elements of this simulation suite, also used in the current imple-
-mentation, are "The Little Rascal"' 2 gun and in-bore projectile Dynamics model and the AVCO
sabot discard model3 as modified by Sepri 4. Predicted impacts for 120mm training ammunition
were compared with experimental results. Discrepancies between prediction and test results were
noted and suggestions for further improvements of the model, which might, lead to the resolution
of these disparities, were mentioned.

The current paper discusses three extensions of the earlier model. The first, developed by
IKietzmans, examines the initial stage of the sabot discard process immediately after the launch
package exits the muzzle and is released from the constraint of the gun tube. At this point in
the projectile trajectory, the relatively elastic sabot petals have been deformed from their initial
shape through interaction with the gun tube resulting from in-bore ballotilg motion. Once releasedI] from the gun tube, the petals are free to return to their original, undeformed state. This latter
process is referred to as sabot decompression. The resulting redistribution of energy and momentum
among the individual components comprising the launch package (three or more sabot petals and
the projectile) can modify both the linear and angular motion of the projectile.

In his original work, Kietzman simplified the problem by assuming that both the front and
rear bore-riding surfaces are released simultaneously from the constraints of the gun tube. Given
the relatively high projectile velocity at the muzzle and fairly close spacing of the two boreriding

surfaces, it was presumed that the time span required fcr passage of the two surfaces by the muzzleI would be small compared to the time requited for the decompression process to finish. Subsequent
computations showed that this assumption was incorrect. In the second extension, Deaver6 modified
the analysis to consider the sequential release of the front and rear bore-riding surfaces, together
with the interaction between the launch package and gun tube during this transitional phase.

The final extension of the model suite is the use of a more complete set of initial co.lditionsl for
the sabot discard model. In the earlier paper, it was assumed that the sabot is firmly attached to
the penetrator and shares a common pitching motion during sabot discard initiation. II the cUirent
implementation, individual pitch and yaw rates are specified for each petal and a separate pitch rateI is specified fur the penetrator. Inclusion of projectile release from the gun, sabot (Iccompression and
more complete initial conditions for sabot discard have resulted in changmes of the predicted target
impact point and have modified the degree of agreemeint with experimental data. The •en"itivtlvltI these enhancements of the initial roll orientation c. the projectile with"i' thtc"- p',u1 has also inliccted
mechanisms that produce target impact dispersion.

SABOT DECOMPRESSION MODEL

During in-bore travel, projectiles are subjectcd t.o lateral hoad3 brought about b)y b oth c,,"r va-
ture of the bore and motion of the gun tube. At tje same tinre, the pro We(1 1b r.e i. n ,adiallN
constrained, leading to elastic deformation of both the penetrator arld iýabh., pettais flie major-
itv of this deformatioTn normaliv occ ii to th(, sabot pHlIce the forces4 "'•ert" I the g"n
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tube upon the sabot elements are directed inward toward the centerline, the induced stress will be
compressive. Once the projectile exits the muzzle, the radial constraint is removed, permitting the
petals to return to their original shape and giving each sabot element a linear and angular velocity
relative to the penetrator.

The model developed by Kietzman describes the situation for a projectile consisting of a rigid
penetrator surrounded by three rigid sabot petals. Extension of the model for systems consisting
of four or more sabot petals can, however, be easily accomplished. Following the lead of lumped
parameter in-bore dynamics models., e.g., 'Little Rascal", the forces resulting from interaction
among the four components ar -nodeled using six linear springs, with two springs connecting each
sabot petal to the penetrator see Figure 1). The contact points for each spring are lucatel on
the longitudinal axes of the appropriate bodies, at axial positions roughly corresponding to the
locations of the front bore rider and rear obturator.

The model begins with the state of the projectile immediately before it exits the gun tube.
At this stage, the sabot is represented as a solid annular body surrounding the penetrator and
connected to it by the linear springs. The initial compression of each spring is determined by the
location of the projectile axis with respect to the tube center. The "Little Rascal" simulation is
used to provide the initial position and orientation of the projectile.

The Kietzman model assumes that the launch package is ejected from the gun tube instanta-
neously, i.e., the radial constraints on both bore-riding surfaces are removed simultaneously. Once
this occurs, the petals are no longer connected to one another, and each petal is affected olily by
interaction with the penetrator. Thus, the effect of any side forces acting between sabot petals is
neglected.

Another limitation of this model is the treatment of the sabot compressibility. While the
overall volumes of the actual petals compress, the model assumes that all the compression effects
can be described by a spring placed between a rigid body petal and a rigid body penetrator. This
implies that all of the energy of sabot compression is tiansformed into kinetic energy of the petal
and penetrator, rather than into other effects, such as deformation or vibration of the petal itself.

The mechanics of the simulation are centered about the temporal integration of equations
defining Newton's second law

Z F1, - (1)

- F m. (2)

f", 7./Z (3)

L.u!lr's equations of motion

+ al. . (4)

>A\ I ?l (l>i, + (l':., -1. )&•,. (4;)
(Xr(

----- 2_
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and the orientation of each body in space

4,i = (w. sin Oi + wz, cos O;) secOi (7)

Oi = WIN cos Oi - w', sin Oi (8)

= wr., + (w+ sin Oi - -w• cos i) tan Oi (9)

for each of the four bodies considered in the simulation. The parameters 0, 0, and € represent Euler
angles describing the rotation of a point from the inertial coerdinate system into the non-inertial
body fixed systems employed within the simulation and are chosen as a "3-2-1" system.

To simplify the integration process, multiple coordinate systems are used. The majority of
the computations and the reporting of results is done in an inertial system. For convenience,
the current version of the model employs the same coordinate system as the Little Rascal model.
Four separate body--fixed coordinate systems have also been defined to simplify the computation of
angular velocities. Each of these coordinate systems is centered at the body center of gravity (c.g.).

For the integration process, the system of equations is reformulated into a system of 48 first
order differential equations, 12 equations describing the motion of each of the 4 bodies. The model
uses the IMSL subroutine DIVPRK7 , which employs fifth and sixth order Runge-Kutta-Verner
methods to solve the initia) value problem. In its current configuration, a complete run for the
model requires a few minutes time on a VAX8600 operating in a multi-user environment. Since

thcre are no external forces acting upon the system, checks for the conservation oF linear momentum,
.ngular momentum, and total energy are performed at each time step to ensure the correctness of
the integration process.

APPLICATION OF THE SABOT DECOMPRESSION MODEL

A series of computations was performed for an XM866 fin stabilized, discarding sabot training
practice (TPFSDS-T) round fired from the 120mm M256 main gun of an M1A1 tank. Three cases
were examined, each representing one of the three, gun tubes discussed in the original paper by Lyon
et al. Results from the "Little Rascai" in-bore projectile dynamics model were used to provide initial
conditions. For the simulation, the flight body mass was 2.73 kg, the total launch package mass
was 5.43 kg and the c.g. was 0.216 raeter from the projectile base. These values differ somewhat
with those used in the eirlier paper but more closely represent measured values.

in both the ni-bore dynamics and sabot decompression models, the interaction between each
sabot and the penetrator is assumed to take place at a siingle contact point rather than spread
over a circular arc. Thus, the compression of the individual springs will vary as the initial roll
angie is modified, chldnging the magnitude and direction of the net forces ;nitially acting upon the
penetrator and affecting projectile tiajectories once the sabots are decompressed. This apparently
artificial variaton of force is, to some degree, mirrored in reality. Lyon8 has shown that the force-
displacement relationship at the forward ana rear bore riders of real sabots depends on the roll
orientation c-' the sabot, . location of the interfaces between p tals.

Based upon the simulation results, the complete decompression process, from the point that
the front bore rider exits the gun until the sabot attains its initial undeformed state, requires
approximately 0.5 ms for a 120min zaboted training round. Some variation in this figure does
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occur because of differing initiai sabot deformation brought about by differing in-bore trajectories,
gun-tube bore straightness profiles and initial roll orientation, does occur. The sabots should be
fully decompressed when the projectile is approximately 0.8 meter downrange.

Sabot decompression has a negligible effect upon the axial penetrator velocity component (u).
It does' however, have a measurable impact upon both transverse components. For example, the
vertical velocity component for an XM866 round launched from gun #104 varies between 0.71 m/s
and 0.95 m/s. This differs substantially from the initial muzzle value of 0.58 rn/s, that was used in
earlier simulations. In the horizontal direction, the velocity varies between -0.65 m/s and -1.0 m/s
compared with a value of -0.76 m/s at the muzzle.

Figure 2 displays the trajectories of rounds launched from the three gun tubes used in the
earlier paper of Lyon et al. For purposes of comparison, the experimentally measured values at
a point 1.8 meters downrange have also been included. It should be noted, however, that at the
1.8 meter downrange position, sabot discard disturbances may already be having some effect upon
projectile mot on. Also, in the experimental measurements, a muzzle bore telescope was used to
orient the gun n the ringe coordinate system. The telescope has mounting feet approximately 70
mm and 301 mm uprange from the muzzle when the unit is fully seated in the gun tube. The local
slope of each gun tube at those points was used to rotate the simulation results into a coordinate
system consistent with the measurements. This convention will be used in the further comparisons
of simulation and experimental results.

Frjrn the figure, it is apparent that the decompression process adds not only a bias but also
a ;toiab!i~y £3 the projectile trajectory. The introduction of a iarge variability is especially true
in the ca&;c, of guns 84 and 85 which, as noted by Lyon et al., contain significant bore curvatures.
The large curvature results in major in-bore accelerations of the launch package, with subsequent
deforma'&on of the sabot petals. By lumping all the compressibilty of each babot petal along a single
axis (reprez'-nted by t'qe spring), there is a tendency for the simulation to , ihance the influence
of initial rolV orientation. Although differences exist between trajectories determined by simulation
and those re)orted fro.-n experiments, the simulations do tend to follow the trends seen in the test
results, sugg,'sting that it captures many of the essential elements of the actual physical processes.

Projectile angular rates are also affected by the decompression process. Figure 3 depicts the
rates predicted by the simulation, together with the rates determined from measurement. Here, the
agreement between simulation and reality is far less encouraging, suggesting that a more detailed
model is required.

PROJECTTLE RELEASE MODELING

One c" the principal assumptions in the original sabot decompression model was that one
cou)d allow both the front and rear bore-riding surfaces of 2 he launch package to be Simultaneously
released fiom the consti'aints of the gun tube. This was based upon the presumption that the
d&compression process would be relatively long compared with the elapsed time between passagc
of the two bore-riding surfaces by the muzzle. Unforiunately, this is not truely the case. For the
cases currently being examined, decompression requires Approximately 500 microseconds while th-
rear bore rider passes the muzzle roughly 90 microseconds after the front bore rider. Thus for a
appreciable por-tion of the decompression process, the front of each sabot, petal is free to move in
space, while the rear portion iV still constrained and driven by the m3tion of ':I, gun.
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Deaver modified the original model by dividing the sabet decornpression into a two-stage
process. The initial phase begins as the front bore-riding surface reaches the muzzle and lasts untiý
the rear obturator reaches the muzzle. During this stage, the front spriiig between each sabotIelement and the ptnetrator is permitted to decompress and the front portion of eacih sabct is
permitted to interact only with the penetrator. At the same time the rear portion of the launch
package is treated as a single solid body, constrained to follow the motion of the gun tube. Given the
relative masses of gun tube and launch package, it is assumed that the gun motion will be determined
primarily by its vibrational characteristics and that the solutions obtained by the lumped parameter
gun dynamics models, which do not treaý the reiease process, remain valid. During the second phase
of the model, both front and rear bore-riding surfaces are free of the gun, and the model proceeds
according to the original formulation of Kietzman.

SFigures 4and5depict theprojectile trajectory adangular motionaftersabotdecompression,
as obtained using the modified version of the model. Comparison with Figures 2 and 3 indicates
that whiie introduction of sequential release of the front and rear bore-riding surfaces has increased
the variability of linear and angular motion with roll orientation, it has not drastically altered
projectile behavior. Thus, some other aspect of i;he model must be responsible for its inability to
reproduce the angular rate of the projectile.

SABOT DISCARD MODEL

The AVCO sabot discard code describes the flight dynamics of the sabots and projectile and
calculates the forces and moments acting on the projectile. The flight dynamics are affected by
sabot interactions with the projectile. If the forces and moments are distributed asymmetrically
around the projectile, the penetrator flight path will be disturbed. Three types of interactions are
considered in the code. First is the contact or mechanical interaction that occurs as the sabot pivots
off the projectile. Second is the aerodynamic interaction caused by pressure variations because of
the sabot shock waves impinging on the projectile. Third. is aerodynamic interaction caused by the
sabots as they lift off and temporarily shield the fins from the oncoming flow causing an uneven
pressure distribution across the control surfaces.

The code requires a number oi parameters to make the necessary calculations. These include
the geometry of the sabot, the initial position of the sabot segments with respect to the penetrator,
the aerodynamic coefficients for the bodies and their inertial properties.

The version of the code used in the earlier paper by Lyon et al assumed that penetrator
and sabot initially behavei as a single rigid body which could possess only a pitching motion.
This should approximate the expected behavior of an inelastic, saboted round, subject to in-bore

balloting motion, as it exits the muzzle. For those simulations, the projectile pitch rate was providedI by the gun dynamics codes Rascal and SHOGUN9 .

The curient version of the discard model permits each of the individuai sabot, petals to have
both a linear and angular velocity with respect to the penetrator. Thus, the sabot and penetrator
can acc as elastic bodies within the gun, storing energy through compression of the sabot petals
and ultimately causing rnotion of the petals with respect to the penetratoi as taýc en.'.-gy is released
when the round leaves the tube.

While the sabot. petals can have indepe-ndent linear velocities and rates at the outset of the
integra ion process, it is assumed that the position and oriciitation of each petal with respect to the
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penetrator are identical to those found before the round was launched. Strictly speaking, there is
an improper matching of conditions between the sabot decompression code and the discard model.
However, given the small magnitudes of the angles and offsets between the penetrator and sabot
elements given by the decompression code, the error introduced was presumed to be small.

Both versions of the program yield two output parameters that arc used to compute the total
piojectile jump: &, the angular rate of the projectile, and a, the c.g. trajectory of the projectile.
The parameters are computed by integrating the forces and moments applied to the projectile.
Results obtained through the application of the code are discussed in the foilowing section.

COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

lb evaluate the ability of the model to accurately predict target impact and the magnitude
of the intermediate disturbances acting upon the projectile, compariscns were made with earlier
experimental data for XM866 projectiles fired from an MIAI tank. In its current configuration, the
sabot discard code is limited to the treatment of cases for which the initial angular motion of the
penetrator is a pure pitching motion. Thus, only two computations were performed for each of the
three gun tubes considered in the investigation: one case in which the projectile was pitching up
and another in which it was pitching down. For each gun tube these two situations occur for roll
orientations that are approximately, though not exactly, 180' apart.

Figure 6 presents a comparison of the target impacts predicted by the current version of the
simulation suite with the results of the earlier paper and the centers of impacts obtained from
test firings XM866 projectiles from those gun tubes'. Two featurej become immediately apparent.
First is an increased sp.cmg between impact locations as a function of gun tube. For example,
the impacts for rounds launched from gun #85 have moved over 0.5 mil toward the left, somewhat
closer to the center of impacts from firing exercises. Second is the large variation of impact point
for projectiles launched from the same gun tube but with differing initial roli orientation. This is
particularly noticeable for the projectiles fired from gun tube #84.

To determine which of the simulation program modifications has provided the more significant
contribution to the observed chang,: in projectile impact location, the simulation was run with the
sabot decompression program (simultaneous release), but with the older version of the sabot diccard
code, which only permits a uniform initial pitchipg motion for both the penetrator and sabot petals.
The results of this computation for projectiles fired from gun #84 is shown in Fiure 7. At least
for this case, it can be clearly seen that the a tdition of The sabot decompression code minimally
altered the trajedtory of the projectile. This suggests titat the introduction of asymmetrical initial
condition3 for the discard code had the greatest mrnpact. The initiai conditions are, however, the
result of the decompression code, albeit indirectly. Additionally, the sabot decompression r.rocess
contributes substantially to the angular projectile MoLIon (though discrepancies between computed
and measured values exist). Thus, it is difficult to 5ay which model extension has made the greater
contribution to the changes in the predicted impact location.

Finally, while the impact locations predicied by the suiiulation have mo,,ed ÷oard the impacts
measured during test firings, significanl differences between the two va.ucs still exist, implying that
the current model still does not fully capture the physics of thc lauich proess
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CONCLUDING REMARKS

This paper has discussed an extension of the suite of models being used at tle U.S. Army
Research Latoratory to quantitatively describe the launch dynamics of large caliber ammunition

Sfor diiect fire weapons. The extension has considered the process by which sabot petals, deformed
by in-bore balloting motion, decompress once the constraints of the gun tube are released, causing
the relative motion between each of the petals and the flight body. It has also used an improved
version of the AVCO sabot discard code which permits the initial state of the projectile to include
the relative motion of the penetrator and sabot petals. While the results obtained by using this
improved version ol the model show somewhat better agreement with experiment than the previously
reported model, room for further improvement exists.
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LIST OF SYMBOLS

F force
M moment
m mass
u,v,w x,y & z velocity components
X,Y,Z coordinates in the inertial coordinate system
x,y,z coordinates in the body-fixed coordinate system
a projectile pitch angle
ik, O, Euler angles
w angular velocity

I

Figure 1. Geometry of projectile used for sabot decompression model
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A CONSISTENT METHOD FOR DETERMINING GUN-TUBE STRAIGHTNESS ON THE M256 120MM GUN

Dr. Stephen Wilkerson
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Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005-5066

INTRODUCTION

When a gun system is fired, typically th~e aiming point and muzzle pointing direction do not coincide. The aim point is
located as to compensate for gravity, aerodynamic drag, and some estimate for the tftec.s of cross winds 1 ]. Under ideal
conditions, each time the weapon is fired the projectile would impact in tlic exact same location. However, every aspect
affecting the flight path of the projectile is not fully understood and therefor not comsaed for. The ten "jump" is used
to classify things thar arm not prperly balanced for by the weapons cetrol systings. Such motions as intrduce into the
parpjsctile, due to $ravity.oop, beaojectile initial s heating s otdintms evind of the gun-tube, and (theons which
are possibly inroduced by a non-straight gun-tube, are at present not considered. Since bullets are forced to follow a gun-
tube's center line, which ca also be affected by rmml heating conditions. grvity.droop, mount vibrations (the tank may
be moving) etc., it is felt that epresenting this important attribte of the system accurately will be critical to any numerical
simulation of the gun and mojectile's dynamic response to the firing cycle. For years analysts have estimated the gun's
centerline pro(file from measurements taken daring manufacwing at Watervliet Arsenal aid subsequent meastrements taken
ovxasoialiy at Aberdeen Provning Ground Combat Systems Test Activity (CSTA). These measurements are routinely included
in numerical simulations of the gun and projectile's dynamic behavior[2a3' 41. This paper examines how these measurements
are taken and how best to incorporate the data into a numeri"a simulation of the weapon systems performarce. The paper
also makes specific recommendations regarding these measurements and how they might be changed or better quantified for
use with numerical formulations of gun dynamics.

BACKGROUND

Watervliet Arsenal im New York has designed and maintains equipment to measure the variations of the gun-tube's

centerline profile accuratlyýS]. Basically, the measuring device consists of a laser which is positioned just foard of the
forcing cone and a photo sensor which is adachtd to a plhuger and pushed down the gun-tube, from the muzzle end, by a
mechanical device. Initially, the plunger is inserted just into the muzzle and a straight line of sight is estblished between the
las device and the plunger. Then as the plunger is mushed down the gun-tube toward the laser, variations from the
established straight line of sight are measturd to produce a profile i., the vertical and horizontal plares. A typical prtfile in
the vertical direction is shown for gun-tube M065 in Figure 1. A number of impotnit issues regarding the calibration of the
instiument have been and continue to be addressed by Watervlie*51. This will be discu in more detsil lkdt on.

On the other hand, the method currently employed at USACSTA is based on an alignment teleacoe which had
subsequently been used at Watervliet Arsenal. The older method employed at CSTA typically requires more owxao skill
and is not as accurate as the method being employed at WatervlietJ 61 Nonetheless, effortsproposaLs are uiderway to improve
both techniques 151 . In a compatibility test ber, en the CSTA method and Waavliet's more robust equipament, a mean
discareancy of a1"oximasely 0.07mm was observed. However, the.maximum discrepancy observed was 0.25mm. It is pointed
out by Weddlet~l, these discrepancies are too large, particularly when two successive measreuments were conducted on the
same tube using tie same CSTA equipment and produced a mean discreparcy of 0.02mm and a maximum of 0.L6mm. In
as much as the maximum disrepancy between the two methods is nearly of the same magnitude as the. &tual displacem-rts
being measured, this is of some concern whent tryig to icorporzae this as a parameter in a finite element simulation of the
system. It is understood Aat these neasuremcnts are adequate in assuring that reasonable tolerances have been achieved during
manufmcturing. Nonetile.i, they may need additional safegu'ixis when hooking closely at tube-to-tube variations with regard
to jump.
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Typical Vertical Profile From 120mm Gun-Tube
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Figure 1. Watervliet measurement of gun-tube 5065.

When developing a finite element model of the gun-tube and projectile, it is desirable to include the influence of the gun-
tube's profile and gravity-droop in the model. Since the gun-tube's gravity droop and actual profile are dependent on how
the tibe is suppwrted as well as any additional weights that are attached to it, and since the measurement conditions are not
identical to the firing conditions, this is not always a simple procedure. In the past, two basic techniques have been employed
to incorporate this information in dynamic models of thde system. For example, Rabern and LewisrT, and Rabern[21 used a
linear combination of a calculated gun-droop and the measured profiles and included them directly in their model. On the
other hand, Hopkins141 used the meaured profile to calculate interferences between the projectile and gun-tube from the
measured profile alone. Similarly, Erline et al. 1 ued the profiles alone to estimate a curve representing the forcing function;
typically, that curve estimate is of sec-nd order. All thrle methods have their merit and use the measured profile in a
straightforward way. In this report, a somewhat i'-depth investigation was tudertaken into how the measurements were being
gathered, possible sources of error, and how best to incorporate the measurements into a finite element model. In particular,
"this study consideres the two gun-tubes that were used in the balanced breech test1 81 . They were gun-tubes 5064 and 5065.

METHODOLOGY

Initially, only the measurements taken at CSTA, on tubes 5064 and 5065, were available. USACSTA measurements on
those two tubes consisted of a single-pass test. SubsequenUy, the measued profiles taken at Watervliet Arsenal wew obtained.
The measurements at Watemvliet typically measure the verticqa profide on the initial pass and then rotated the gun-tube 180
degrees and repeated the measurement. Therefore, for that case, the Watervliet data consisted of two measurements in the
vertical plane. This is imnportant in that using the Watervlict data allowed a direct comparison with the CSTA measurements
for each tube, thereby giving an estimation of error between the two measuring techniques. Furthermore, Watervliet's mejiod,
being redundant, gave more information, which was used for better estimates of the gun-tube's actual profile. In this paper,
two methods are developed: the first can be used when only one pass data is available while the other incorporates the
information from both tesws and calculates an actual estimated profile. In both cases described here, the data from Watervliet
is used. After checking Howd's1 l5 examination of Watervliet's methods and then reviewing Weddle's1 61 methodology, it
became clear that WatervIliet's data was more consisicnt and complete for u.e purposes described herein.
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For the frst technique, method 1, Watervliet's data gave a second measstement from which to check the estimated profile.
Consequently, method 1, which uses only the data from a single pass, designated y(O), is checked with the second pass,
designated y(180). Conversely, method 2, which !inearly combines the data frc;,n both passes for an estimated profile, verifies
the estimate via the original data. This will become more evident as the methods are presented. The math involved in reducing
the measured profiles is elementary, but nonetheless important in producing an accurate finite element representation of the
gun-tube model. For example, the profile used in the finite element modei should have the same profile as the experiment
under identical test conditions. This is a simple thing to show. An illustrative example is given here. if a gun tube's finite
element model is supported at the same locations and then gravity-droop is added into the. finite element model, the tube will
have a particular profile with respect to the supports (see Figure 2). Then if a straight line is established between the muzzle
and forcing cone, (the approximate locations of the laser and plunger used in the test), then the profile as seen from that
straight line should have the same shape as the measured profile in the test. What is important tL note here is that the tests
conducted at Waervliet are done on the gun-tube alone based on the German Methodfgl. This method supports the tube at
405mm and 18'S3mm fror the chamber end of the tube. These support locations were picked to simulate where the tube is
supported in the actual recoil mechanism. Therefore, the finite element model and -.xperimert should both have used these
boundary conditions. Nonetheless, it is understood that the profile measured at Watervliet on the gun-tube alone may not have
the same shape as when that particular tube is mounted in a tank.
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I ~ ~Figure 2. Technique for calculhting gun-tube profile in e. pernmen,~ auld fronm fmnitt element modc.el.

I ~ ~~The presentations of the t . clth,-xls focus on thc vert-ical •.r~poocr:•t oi,:.. V'his was done because the horiiontal data
can be applied direct'y and is no, affected by gravity T'herefore, •!me neel to soarate the actual profile and gun-droop, caused
by gravity, does not exist in th...t plane. The reason for wan ang these two compnlXfents to be' separatedl in the ver-tica•€l plane
is to allow for geometzy and b, undiry condition changes, of an actual firing test c(Vt•iguratiofn, in the model. Foi example,
when~ an MI256 is fired in a t~rik, theie is a breech, piston, cradle assembly, a front armored shroudt attached to the cradle,

a bore sight, and thermal shuwnol:s all ailached to (in one manncr or another) or influencing the vertical profile of the gun-tub~e.
By using the com~biation ol the measured profile andl an a~ssciated finite element model, it is possible to find a close estmnate

I ~ ~of the actual path that the projectile must fo;llow down the gun-tube. J ,is will hexxone clear a.,. the ,spcifcffs of the rnet'iod~s
used here aic examined in detail.
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METHOD # 1

Single Data Set

The initial step in method I is to assemble a finite element model of the 120emm M256 gun-tube alone and simulate the
expervieiital measurements taken at Watervliet with the identical boundary and geometric properties. Since a gun-tube is
si-nilar to a long piece of pipe, a beam element model of the gun-tube's geometry is sufficient to accurately caiculate
displacements in the tube tinder specified loads"]. For this partictlar model, 106 elements with varying geometric properties
to aLcount fo, the tatr.ed section and changes in inner and outer diameters of the gun-tube are used. Figure 3 shows a half-
plane view of the gun-tube outline used in the model. Figure 4 shows an exaggerated displacement profile, from the finite
element calculation, of the grn-tube's deflection under its own weight. The figure also indicates the location of the supports
at 405mm and 1853mm. Slight variations of an inch or two in the support location made almost no difference in the calculated
displacements of the gun-tube's droop due to gravity. hids means that if the test configuration had slight variations in the
support positions, it should not have a noticeable effect. In order to relate the test configuration to the finite element
calculations, two common points are required. The logical choice would be the supports, which for this case would also
establish a commoi horizontal plane. However, the measurements taken at Watervliet are of the gun tube section that the
bullet must follow and do not inciude the propellant chamber section near the first support. As can bx seen in Figure 4, the
experimental measurements do not go as far aft as the first mount. To account for this small disciepancy, this technique uses
a corrctio' factor which is equal in magnitude to the displacements caused by gravity-droop, in that same range, as calculated
in• the finite element model for gravity.droop alone. As can he seen in the figure, the correction is small in comparisor with
the particular deformed profile being examined. As it turned out though, the addition of a correction factor was not necessary.
Therefore, assuming that the support was at the same location as the laser device was sufficient to assure accuracy in both
methods being presented. Just the same, method 1 includes a coirection facktr while method 2 does not. Figure 4 indicates
the approximation line of sight that is used in the experiment to measure the tube's profile. If, for example, the tube's
manufacturing was "perfect," (i.e., no bending of the gun-tube was done and there were no manufacturing irre.gularities;
therefore only gravity-droop would exist.) then the profile measured would look as if it were being viewed from this straight
line. However, this is not the case. In fact, due to extensive cold working of manufactured tubes, the actual gun-tube which
has residuai stresses in its material at different locations has a better profile than what would be observed in an un-worked
"perfect" gun-tube. Gun-tube 5064's profile, as measured at Watervliet, is shown in Figure 5. Now it is understood that the
aictual profile measured is a linear combination of the gun-tube's actual profile in a gravity-free environment plus the
displacements as imposed by gravity:

-l " _- YA( + Ygi1)

where yM is the measured displacements, YA is the actual curvature of the tube independent of gravity, y. is the curvature
as inw•cduced by gravity, and the index i represents i=1,2,3,...,n where n=number of data points. Watervliet measures yM twice
and uses the data to calculates YA" The first measurement is taken, giving y(0); and then by rotating the gun-tube 180 degrees
and re-measuring the profile, giving y(180), Watervliet cmn assure that these tolerances are adhered to during the
manufacturing process while getting a reasonable estimate of y,. For this study, YA is the only parameter of importance for
th", finite elkment model because y. can be obtained with a high degree of accuracy with the finite element model. Once a
gofx; esi-inime of YA is obildined from the experiments, then using the displacements for gravity found in the finite element
calcolation with the same s',pports, the results from the experiment can be duplicated. Therefore, the same finite element
model, as asszmbled wi'th the YA prrofile as part of its shape, can then be re-supported in a M256 cradle with the breech,
re'oil-mxc'hanissm, bore sight, bore-evacuator, the,-mai shrouds, etm; and gravity can be added back into the model to find the
actual shdp, of the gun-tube inside the tank. In suammary, the firite element mode! will incorporate any additional droop as
itroductd into the systemn by weights attache-d on the tube and have a realistic or accurate estmate of the gun-tube's actual
profle.

In o•':r to directly comwpatre the futite element .and measured profile, two common reference points which establish a
horizonw,', plzne must be established An obvious choice is the two support points. These points are already used in the finite
element taJiculanion. However. as mentioned betore, the experimental measurements are not taken at the first support point
at 405irr)o, rather, the experimental inwasurements start from approximately 6(Y0mm or 198mm in front of the first supiort.
Since thv gun curvature due to gravity in that first 198rmm is of ax order of :,agnitude less than the measured change from
one da., pont to the next, :t would not be unre-asonable to neglect this short span. Neglecting a correction factr for the
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Figure 5. Measured tube profile from Watervliet with correction factor ;ar offset in support location.

differen-ce in upport locations made no noticeable difference in the results. Nonetheless, a correction factor was added in
accordance with the displacement changes observed in the unite element model and is shown in Fig=re 5. T"en Figue 6
shows a straight line segment which can be drawn through the two support points. Now by rotating the straight line back to
the horizontal along with the associated measurements taken at Watervliet (see Figure 7), both measurements ana calculation
have two commor reference points. Recalling equation 1, whete y1,, is represented by the rotated curve given in Figure 7,
and yg is given in Figure 4, YA can be obtained by subtractinZ yg from the YM which has been rotated, at each data poinL f
Sincthe finite element model and experimenml data did not have a one-'o-cne data point correspondence, linear interpolation
routines were used to establish a correlation between associated points. The actual profile YA is given in Figure 8. If only one
pass data in available, then it is felt that this method would give a reasonibi rmprsentation of the gun-tube profile in a finite
element model. Now ,be displacements in Figure 8 cam; be applied directly to the finite element model's construction. Then
if the finite element nodel is supported as in the test and gravity is applied in fhe modei, th. gun tube's profile will be
idendcal to the original measurements taken. However, 1 the model is asse;mNed into the cradle, with all the attachments in
the actual gun system (i.e., breech etc.), and gravity is re-applied to the model, the gun-tube's profile should closely resemble U
the actual profile for that system. If a second set of data is available, y(O) & y(180), Method 2 should always be used. For
this case, a stcond set of data was available from Watzrvliet, and that information can now be used to check or get an
estimate of the scatter and error in this method.

If YA, 'U given in Figure 8, is the actual gim profile independent of gravity and if that curve is rotated 180 degrees and
gravity is reintroduced, the caculate curvature for that case should be identical to the second measurement made at
Waxervliet for y(L80,. Figure 9 Fhows a comparison of (-YA + Y.) to the second measurements taken at y(180). As can be
seen, there is reao•oably gotxd agreement in magnitudes and shape of the two profiles except along the range from 50 to
90 6chbe2 from khe breeic end of the gun-tube. In this area, measurements varied by more tkin 10%, which was considered
unacceptable. i1erefore, method 2 was adapted. Some speculations on we source of this error will be discussed at length after I
metlxho 2 is prsented.
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METHOD #2

Redurpiant Data Set

I Method I concentrates on a consisLeut procedure when only one meawarement is available. However, this is rarely the
case inasmuch as Watervliet routinely measures a gun-tube's profile in the vertical plane and then rotates the tube 180 degrees
and repeaq the measurements. Furthermore, Watervliet keeps a data base on the gun-ttibes that have been manufactured there
so that this data can be obtained for a 120mm gun-tube. For this case, equation I can be written as:

YMjO)-YAitygi (2)

or

3- YM( 18 0 )=-YA +yg (3)

where YM( 0 ) denotes the first measurements taken and YM(1 8 0 ) represents the measurements taken after the tub<. is rotated
180 degrees. Subtracting one from the other yields:

YM,(O)-YMi (180)

2YAi

where yA is routinely included in the Watervliet data set.

Figure 10 shows a plot of YA, gun-tute 5064 from equation 4. Once' again, to establish a horizontal plane, the two
supports in the test are connected via a straight line, and the line and associated curve are rotated to the horizontal. This
pro•eduAe is depicted graphically in Figure 11. The similarity betwen the new curve and the curve that was estimated using

I method 1 is noticeable. Now if the profile shown in Figure 11 is assumed to be the gun-tube's actual profile indepladent of
gravity, then gravity can be added to the curve and compared with the measured profile. Similarly, the pi-ofile could be rotated
180 degrees, gravity could be added in, and the resulting profile could be compared to the measurements taken for that

II condition. Once again, profiles in the calculation are estimated using the same procedure as in the experiment. rhat is, a
straight line is drawn between where the laser and plunger would be in the gun tube, and deviations frtn dtht line are used
to find the gun-tube's estimated p,-ofile. By including both data sets in detrmining the gun-tube's actual profile, the resulting
..urve with gravity should more closely duplicate the measurements. (This technique can be thought of as an averaging or
smoothing of dfe experimental results.) Figure 12 shows a comparison between the estimated profiles used in the finite
element approximation os compared with the actual measurements. As can be ;een, there still exists some error, between 60
to 90 inches frum tne breech end of the tube, as was observed using method 1. However, these errors have been substantially
reduced.

* DISCUSSION

Notwithstanding, erroa, exist and are a source of concern in the context of being able to qualify them. If, for instance,
the errors are in the methods described here, then perhaps a higher order technique could be developed. On the other hand,

I if the measurement technique has a -± 10% deviation, this woulg be sufficient to account for a majority of the discrepancies
observed in method 2; then perhaps more iobist testing could be done. One possibility for imploving the experimental data
would be to make additional measurements. Additicmnd profiles could be linearly combined, as was done in method 2, to

II produce a better profile. This could be accoml4ished by rotating the gun-tube only 90 degrees after the initial vertical
measurement. Then YA would be obtained directly in the horizontal plane and could be compared to the linear combination
of terms given by equation 4. Additionally, if one additional pass was taken, let's say at -90 degrees, a reasonable estimation
of ei-ror or the boundaries of the error co.Od be estimated using both of the 90 degree off-vertical raeasurements.
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I ~Figure 12. Comparison between experimental and calculated profiles at y (0) and y (180).

Another source of concern is how the measuring dcvice might be affecting the measuremeitts. The plunger head, whichI weighs 18 pounds, has to be supported by the gun-tube. A quick finite element calculation reveals that an 18-pound load at
the muzzle will deflect the muzzle approximately four thousandths of an inch, Additionally, the chain that drives the device
weighs afair amount, andit was pointed out tous by Water-vliet personnel d=tthe forces on the chain and plunger asit isI pushed down the tube were sufficient to detlect the muzzle in both the vertical and horizontal planes.

It would be beneficial, in terms of quantifying the -mechanical error associated with gun-tube profile measurements, to
conduct an additional series of measurements during the routine profile examinations at least once. First, one could record

i x-y measurements at 90-degree interv^als instead of 180 as already mentioned. This would give four redundant pieces of data
by which to quantify possible scatter in the measurement techniques. Secondly, a small apparatus could be built which would
record and control typical mechanical displacements caused by the measuring apparatus[111.

CONCLUSIONS

An accurate estimate of the gun-tube's profile can be made for use in finite element dynamic simulations, using meawared
profiles and simple numerical techniques. The methods employed rely on obtaining an accurate estimate of the gun-tube's
profile in a gravity-free environment. It was shown that using experimental measurements and numerical calcuanions ofI gravity-droop provided accurat gun-tube profiles which compared favorably with actual observed measurements. flue error
associated with the methods presented were in the order of 10 percent when compared with the maximum observed
displacements. However, they were not as good when compared with the actual magnitude of the measurement being taken
at a particular location along the gun-tube (see Figure 12).

The source of the errors observed was examined in terms of the measurement techniques used io find them. Specific
recommendations were made with regards to improving or quantifying sources of error which may be occurring from the
measurement techniques. It is equally important to note that the measurements that are being taken are sufficient for the
purposes of quantifying and assuring the manufacturing quality of each 120mm gun-tube.
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However, the pu'pose of this paper was to determine how best to use the experimental data for an accurate estimate of
a particular gnri-tube profile for analysis purposes which, in this case, warranted closer examination of the measuring
techniques. In summary, the miethods presented make use of the experimental data to estimate a gun-tube's profile which can
then be incorporated into a dynamic simulation of that same gun-Lube mounted in a tank. It is further stipulated that the
estimated profile, coupled with a finite element calculation, accounts for varying boundary conditions, and will yield consistent
estimations of the actual gun-tube's profile during firing tests. Similarly, it is understood that thermal effects for a given test
need to be accounted tfr as welll12 1. It is farther recommended that the Watervliet measurements, which have proven to be
more reliable, be used whenever possible ia determining a particular gun-tube's profile. Finally, it was shown that by using
a linear combination of the two measurements made at Watervliet (a form of smoothing the data) more consistent estimates
of the tube's profile could be obtained than when using only a single measurement.
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1BACKGROUND

In recent years, great strides have been made regarding isolation of he dominant loads that cause
beam-type vibrations in tank cannons during ballistic operatior [11-41. A mo e subtle load type is due to
the characteristic bore profile of the gun tube itself. While cur;ature- and i tertia-induce,. `oads due to
gravity droop are known to have little effect on gun motions [4], a similar cl Aim in regard to center line
profile produced by other conditions (manufacturing, thermal flexure, etc.) i annot be rnade. Very little
controlled testing [5] has been conducted to establish the severity of this co idition. This lack of data was
the driving force behind *he development and conduction of the tests and t ie sirulaticn modelling
reported herein.

Tests were conducted using two 60-mm gun tubes 63 calibers long. One of the tubes possessed a
great deati of in-plane curvature, while the second tube was relatively straig at. In the test, the tubes were
isolated from all known dominant loads h-y using braided cables for suppo, t and a centered breech. For
both tubes, the primary plane of curvature was incrementally varied w-iti respect to gravity and a number
of rounds were fired from each orientation.

Benet Laboratories' Uniform Segments Gun Vibration mo'iel [6,71 was used to conduct the
simulations. The mathematical relationships regarding load functic ns for beam vibrations and the
statistical aspects of curvature estimates were addressed and incorporated in the modelling. Both test data
and modelling results confirmed that the profile of the bore and its orientation with respect to gravity has
an impact upon the magnitude and characteistic of muzzle motio-i throughout the shot.

TEST SETUP AND FIRING SCHEDULE

The test consisted of firing 2.25 kilogram (kg) slug projectiles 00 millimeters (rum) long through
the two 60.rmm gun tubes, while the motion of the tubes' ouwer diameter (OD) in two orthogonal
directions at two axial stations near the muzzle was recorded. Both propellant gas pressure and projectile
in-bore travel were also recorded. The guns, which have a length of 63 calibers, were suspended by
braided cables (stiffness of 260 newton/mm) and allowed to recoil freeh, during projectile acceleration.
External buffers mounted to the stand decelerated recoil after the projectile had cleared the bore. The
OD of the initial 12.5 calibers of tube length is 140 nun. A tapered section 6.25 calibers long reduces this
OD to 75 mm for the last 4425 calibers. An overall view of the test setu~p is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1. Test Setup.

Two tubes were manufactured for this test. The bore profile of the fi.-st tube (Serial #2) had a
significant in-plane bow about 0.635-mm total indicator reading (TIR). The second tube (Serial #3) was
much straighter Profile variations in both directions did not exceed (1072-nun TIR. The top vertical
center fine (TV CL) for each gun was established as the plane of maximum cutvatlure. This position is
referred to as the !2 o'clock position with all reported o'clock rotations as viewed from the breech. T~he
static condition of th..; txorL profiles is shown iti Figure 2.

To da~ermine transverse motions and expansion of the 0OD at the muzzle, six eddy probes were
mounted in , ylindtic~al carrier that slips over the muzzle of the gun. Two axial locations at 2.5 and 5.0I calibers from the muzzle were selected for motion monitoring. Three gages were used at each location:
two of them monitor hocizontal movement, whereas the third monitors vertical movement of the tube's
outer surface. TherelfOre, both expansion~ of the tube and motion of the bore's center line are included in
the data. Appropriate zalculations must be made to extract tube movement. With El through E6 as tne

eddy probt: responses, the equLtions for center line motion and 0!) expansion are:

FLXP,, (f4 + F5 )/'- 0OD expansion at 2.5 calibersI lXP5, (112 + E3)!' CID) expansion at 5.0 caliber,1
lIff, ,, (F5 - f)loraiontal motion at 2.5 calibers

!IRZ,, (1-3 11"2),12 Hlor;.ontal motion at 5.0 calibersIVRT,, (El - XPj) Vertical motion a, 6 inches
VRT, (1.6 - EXP,,) Vertical motion at 12 inches
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Figure 2. 60-mm Test Guns: Comparison of Bore Profiles.

Figure 3 contains the raw data for ove particular eddy probe signal and its assumed response after
filtering with a 1000-Hertz low..pass filter.

To locate the projectile with respect to the muzzle, a radar emitting and receiving unit located
along the side of the gun directs its beam at a foil-lined foam sacrificial target ihat is 8.5 calibers in front
of the muzzle. The emitted wave is retlected from this target towards the face of the projectile travelling
1hrough !he bore. As the projectile accelerates, the frequencies of the returning waves are recorded.
These frequencies vary in direct proportion to the projectile's velocity. By performing Fast Fourier
Transforms (FFT) at disc:rete time intervals aud plouing the results as a function of time, a response
proportional to the projectile velocity can be reproduced. "hot results for a particular round are indicated
as a watiefall plot in Figure 4. The dominant frequeacies at each time interval when multiplied by the
appropriate scale factor (1 cm/sec per Herti.) yield the project;le' •eed. 'Tbis informtion is then
integrated to locate the projectile with respect to tbe mu1zle.

The basic parameter of thc test was th-, effect of curvatare on muzzle motion. Since gravity
produces additional curvature, oriý-nlatiun of the static profile with respect to gravity was a test parameter
leadirng :to the schedifle of rounds shown in Table 1.
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60two TEST DATA BOUND SZ3 EDDY PROBE 84 DATA1 66 1 RAW & FILTERED OUTPUFlT VOLTAGE ~ TINE

FILTERED

I ~TIME (millIi-second*)

Figure 3. Round #23: Raw Voltage Eddy #4 Probe.

60mm FIRING TEST: ESTIMATE of
PROJECTILE VELOCITY

175 (WATERFALL PLOT) r

10 W -7PLOT SEC TIlONE D 0 90%

50 NORMAUZEU) VALUES

1 2 3 ., 6 7 I 1 4 if

Round #2 ~TIMEW (milli-sees)Vcoi.

Figur 4. ound#23:Watcrfall Plot PIrojcctilVeoity
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As shown in the table, this portion of the test wvas conducted over many months. This was due to
the amount of time needed for a precision setup before each shot andi the subsequent data reduction. A.
number of additional rounds were fired to establish consistency of the ballistic response and integrity of
the recorded data. Apprc~xinmtely 128,000 data points were generated for each shot.

Table 1. Firing Scheddle for 60-inm Tubes #2 and #3

Round Number Date Tube Number Profile Orientation

22 10-04-90 2 12:00
23 10-10-90

24 10412-90 2 09:00
25 10-16-90

26 10-18-90 2 06:00
27 10-23-90

28 10-25-90 2 03:00
29 10-26-90~

30 01-08-90 3 12:00
31 01-14-90

32 02-42-91 3 09:00
33 02-20-90

ý402-26-91 31 06:00
35 02-ý8-9 I

__ 36 I 03-05-91 I3 03:00
3,7 1 03-12-91 1 _______________

DETAILS OF SIMULATION MODEL

T'he simulation package chosen for this analk 'Ysis was Henct L~aboratories'G(in Vibration Model
(Uniform Segments Method). .3asicallW. it is at modal avalvsis tech~nique in which the gun-bcari is
segmented into a number of uniform cross section,,. The Luley-tiernoulli beami equation for at free-free
boundary condition is applicd to each segment. Actoss segment bo~undaries continuity of displacement,
slope, momnent, and shear are invoked. '11 , - ults in a set of simultaneCous equations relating the
geometry and material properties to the dsplacemen! coefficients and miode shape frequencies. The total
numnber of equatiofSis Is our timres the number of unifirr scgrnmnt% -':osen. '[his system of equations Is
set up in matrix lormi anid used for continuing analysts. Svtting the determinant to zero and solving the
fesulting alicýLhr~.ic equations yiclds the mode shapte frequencies. By solving the linear systemn at each
frequetnc , calculated, the miode shape coefficients are foorad. StandJiid numerical techniques are used for
thiese. calcuIatLions and, lor the timle- stepping integral ions thal f oll. ýW.

Hi hee arc thiee are;as of contcrnl in devek ping, a ?un inodcl for use' ,w th v * Iic .iforni Segments
NMethod (IASM). T he 'Irs! re~ uires that the mo dal pat aam'tcr, of thle Model accvra.te lv represent the
mnohdl paratnetvics (4 the C OXnponen I. Seomdlv. since boxre, curvait it is the main driving function in this
vxerc ise, anl *ccur ate, funtctional r epit-sentaticrn of it is Iinqwra tivc I lie third regards n urerical
convbergence when using, me oat anial 'ysisIcchniq ues or vibta lion nm de lim g. A [nnilit;1Uni number of mode
shapes, must he !selected hý establish rnode I coivet gc nec before a us t. lable :alcif latiionscan be made. In
ihlis sctlion, Ilhe above thIree O)nccrnI Aee a'0dFCe-Sed.
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Establishment of Modal Parameters

To model a gun-beam ur.dergoing forced vibration using the USM, an accurate representation of
the natural frequencies and mode shapes of the hare tube are required. Control of these modal
parameters is accomplished by segment definition. This entails the selection of the boundary locations,
normalized .veight, and bending resistance of each segment such that d'e free vibration frequencies and
mode shapes of the entire model accurately mimic the component. The geometry of the tube and its
USM representation are shown in Figure 5.

i 60mm TEST GUN TUBE
COMPARISON of FREQUENCY ESTIMATES

-I

5.40N DIAM 3.00" DIAM
4.250 DIAM

USM MODEL: -3 SGFNIT

COMPARISON OF LE ._6._ ENDlNG ,0J,...F_._(HEB_]Z

FEM 26.3 80.1 176.0 311.5 469.8 623.6

USM 26.4 83.1 187.4 329.5 478.2 656.4

Figure 5. 60-mm Guns: Geometric Comparisons.

In the abse,"2e of experimental results, a finite element method (ABAQUS) was used to provide a
comparative set of nowlal parameters. The ABAQUS model employed a total of 72 prismatic beam
Selements contaiaing two nodes (total degrees of freedom (dof) was 144), whereas the USM model has
three segments that were chosen such that total beam weight was preserved. The first six natural bending
"frequencies are shown in Figure 6. Frequencies match very well with at most a 5.3 percent difference in
the third mode.

Sensitivi!y of Functional Fit of Bore Profile

3 IThe primary loads applied during the 60-mm test, which are to be modelled in this investigation,
are proportional !o bore curvature, which is a function of the second spatial derivative of the profile.
Since bore curvature is to be derived from the measured profile by a numerical differencing technique, a
precise functional representation is .equired for accurate modelling of the related loads. A module is
available in the USM software whereby gravity droop, which is determined by standard equations of
mechanics, may be added to any additional initial straightness deviatioi. The user has the cption of
selectins, the type of functional fit to represent the profile. The choices are a set of cubic splineI polynomials between each pair of data points or an Nth order polynomial (up to N= 10) based upon a
least sqliare:; fit of the dat..
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60mm TEST GUN TUBE
COMPARISON of MODE SHAPES

USM vs FEM MODELLING

_ , \'
~~N urn teP Dom kcm 2

*V Mrn a " vu n- -1

... .... 1 i

L V

Figure 6. 60-mm Guns: Mode Shape Comparisons.

To indicate the sensitivity cf curvature, a modelling experiment was performed in which four
different polynomial functions (orders 2,4,6,8) were used to define the static profile of tube #2 oriented in
the 6 o'clock position. The result of this exercise is shown in Figure 7, where the transverse vibration of
the muzzle in the vertical direction is shown as a function of projectile position in-bore. The four plots
represent the response to the four different profile functions. As indicated, the displacement is locally
sensitive to the polynomial order, however, the overall shape is not. Since a high level of accuracy is I
needecý :o estimate muzzle motions during projectile approach, it is imperative that the bore profile from
which curvature is derived be represented as accurately as possible.

Since the static profile is based upn:a measurements containing systematic errors, a statistical
method 181 to evaluate the goodness of fit i:; used to test competing polynomials used io represent bore
profiles. Basically, a statistic called chi-squared is calculated at each measurement point. Its value; is the
square of the deviation betwe-n the measured and estimated value divided by the square of the
measurement error in the dependent variable. AU calculations are summed and compared to the dof,
which is the 2umber of test points minu.s the order of estimating polynomial. If both the summation and
the dof are approximately equal, then the fit is good. If the dof is much greater thaa the summation, then
the fit is too restrictive, and -ice versa when the dof is much less than the summation.
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60mm TEST GUN TUBE #2
COMPARISON of DISPLACEMENT vs PROFILE
VARIOUS FUNCTIONAL LEAST SQAEFITS

DISPLACEMENT.AT MUZZLE (INCHES) X 10 3

10- 2nd ORDER POLY

4th ORDER POLY

* 0

* --10 -

I ______8th ORDER POLY -

10075 -50 -25 0 25
PROJECTILEE LOCATION FROM MUZZLE (INS)

Figure 7. Dynamic Response to Profile Order.

For the given accuracy of the inspection data and the statistical approach used to estimate the
validity of a fit, a fourth order polynomial proved to be the best for each tube in both vertical and
horizontal directions. Quadratic curvature will result wben these functions are twice iiferentiated, thus3 ~yielding a spatially varying driving function for projectile/tuFbe interactive loads.

COMPARISON OF TESTING AND MODELLING RESULTS

I A series of computer runs were made to simulate the test conditions. Due to the consistency of
ballistic pressure and projectile trave! realized during the test, a common ballistic driving load was used for
all runs. This removed the burden of establishing the ballistic driving loads from the indwidual testI records.

Four of the nine tesident load functions were used. T-hey were the curvatuxe-dependent loads.
(i.e-, projectile path and pr~tssure curvature), the support reaction load, and the breech inertia load. The
recoil inertia load was not included due to the wature of the sujý':xrt s-stern. Unlike a conventionally
mounted cannon that recoils over a fixed slide surf ace, the reaction provided by the perdulum-type cable
support does not drive the~ gun in the same manner. With this support, Lhe entire gun recoiis as a tzi~d

body without exciting aay of the transverse. modes.
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Tra_ Vlotions at the Muzzle

airing the initial phase of -he simulations, it was determined that the response level due to the
projectile path load dominated all others. The results heuristically establish the effect upon nmuzzle motion
of 'f-ed mass projectile travelling along a curved path in a ballistically typical fashion. To this end the
dynamic results (both model and test) are presented along with the main scaling factor--the spat.ally
varying bore curvature. This function scales directly in magnitude and inverseiy Li direction the product of
the projectile weight and the square of the speed. This is a point load that travels with the projectile. In
the remainder of this section, comparisons between, the modelling and test results are discussed. Each of
the figures that follow contain the curvature and displacement results for diametrically opposing bore
pr-)filc orientations for a given gun tube. The graphs on the left present the currvure function along the
axial coordinate of the tube, whereas the graphs on the right present the muzzle displacement results for
both the test data and model.

Tabe: #2, Direction: Vertical; Profie Orientation: 12 & 6 O'Clock

Results for these conditions are found in Figure 8. In the vertical plane there are two
contributions to bore curvature. The first is a result of gravity dioup, wihic i-, tmLs oarticular gun tube
contributes approximately -21 micro-inches'. Added to this is the static curvature, which for gun tube #2
in this plane varies monotonically from 0 at 'he breech end to 50 micro-inches"' at the muzzle. The
combined effect at the 12 o'clock orientation is shown on the upper left graph, and the effect for the 6
o'clock orientation is shown on the lower left graph in Figure 10. The displacement responses are shown
on the right.

At the 12 o'clock position, the predominant motion iF downward for the in-bore duration of
projectile travel. When the projectile reaches the muzzle, however, this response rate increases rapidly,
and upcoa exit, vertical motion nearly stops. In the 6 o'clock position, the plane of curvature is reversed, as
is the response, as the data indicates. By comparing the records at 12 o'clock with 6 o'clock, significant
differences in vertical response are noted. Much greater vertical motion is shown at the 6 o'clock
orientation than at 12 o'clock. At 6 o'clock the static profile is additive with gravity droop, thus presenting
a path of greater curvature.

Fok" both orientations, the model tracks the test results quite well. At 12 o'clock the mu7.le
moves in a consistently negative direction achieving a value of -0.005 inch at exit. At 6 o'clock a sharp
negative change in displacement occurs at a projectile location of -40 inches. Ibis trend continues
achieving a value of -0.013 inch at a projectile loi ation of -15 inches. Fioom this point, displacement
quickly reverses and moves in a positive direction as the projectile passes. A timing shift of approximately
10 inches is indicated between the test data in the 6.00 orientation. This is likely due to the experimental
uncertainty in locating the projectile with respect to the muzzle. At best a tolerance band of ± 10 inches
for projectile location has been estimated.
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60mm COMPARISON of TEST and ANALYSISTUBE #2 CURVATURE and MUZZLE DISPLACEMENT
DIRECTION: VERTICAL; ORIENTATION: 12:00 & 6:00

80FEQR AM (1lMH X IQDe IRE 4]NT"XIo"3

I 4 I , , ,

0fi ftIie 011BITIU W

eQP a~m•tw• (lOjt~ X ire / p•4x lOS

I5 162I

ID
4•!,

i •LA) LOCARM• Fr4M KMJZ. INCtl MM MO molt MMl. P4

Figure 8. Gun #2: Muzzle Displacement Vertical Direction 12 and 6 O'Clock.

Tube: #2; Direction: Vertical; Profile Orientation: 3 & 9 O'Clock

Results for these conditions are found in Figure 9. When the TVCL is orientated in this manner,
the total vertical curvature follows a parabolic path mirrored about the droop value of -21 micro-inches'.
At 3 o'clock, the curvature function is concave downward and vice versa at the 9 o'clock orientation. Data
"indicates a steady downward motion as the projectile approaches and maintains this displacement after
exit. In comparison, the responses for the model are more similar at these orientaLions mainly due to the
lower overall curvature along the bore, but as before, they track the test data quite well. A response shift
of about 20 inches is noticeable in the data at the 3 o'clock orientation. The shift is much less at 9
o'clock.

I
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60mm COMPARISON of TEST and ANALYSIS
TUBE #2 CURVATURE and MUZZLE DISPLACEMENT
DIRECTION: VERTICAL; ORIENTATION: 3:00 & 9:00

SO• '2R.J•E (tRC6• X ic"a DIXBI, A: OEtRHX I" 3

75Dl
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.25- 4
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Figure 9. Gun #2: Muzzle Displacement Vertical Direction 3 and 9 O'Clock.

Tube: #2; Direction: Horizontal; Profile Orientation: 12 & 6 O'Clock

Results for these conditions are found in Figure 10. In this plane the curvature function lacks the
droop component. The shape is still parabolic. However, it is shifted much closer to the axis. The overall
effect of this shift is to preseut a scaling factor of lower magnitude that reverses in direction during
projectile excursion. The responses of the model and the data are much lower relative to any of the
previous conditions. At the. 12 c'clock orientation, the muzzle moves slightly to the right during pro(iectiie
approach, then reverses direction and moves left at exit and beyond. The. data response shows a similor
tendency, although if is somewhat masked by noise. At the 6 o'clock orientation, both data and mnodel
responses appear to be mirror images of those at the 12 o'clock orientation. The data, however, shows a
20-inch timing shift between each shot which, if both were shifted, would produce responses that are moe
consistent.
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60mm COMPARISONI , TFST atl' ANALYSIT,TUBE #2 CURVATURE *ad MUMfLE NS)PLACEMENTDIRECTION: HORrZONTA. ,,RlENTATION: 12:00 & 6:00I
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Figure 10. Gun #2: Muzzle Displacoment HcIrizoutal Directim 12 and 6 O'Clock.

Tube: #2; Direction: Horizontal; P•iqfi1e Opie.tation: 3 & 9 CO.'Clcwk-

Results for these conditions are found in 1ýigure 11. I'ft: cuii.,ature functior presented a! these
orientations begins at a zero value at the bree.h, tmonotonically increases to +50 nticro-inches' at the 3
o'clock orientation, and decreases to -50 micro-inches' at 9 o'clock. Due to the characteristic of this
function, the model is driven in a consisk-nt direction %ith an increasing scale fact" ars the speed of the
projectile increases and approaches the muzzec. A, significant disturbance is indicatedt at projectile
apiproach and passage. Model responses at the two Ocientuitttons •re again mirror ima~ges, of each other.
Data responses show similar tendencies with a tinmivg shit& quitt ,.,cident at ,hJi 3 o':loc,- ,onýen)iatýoin.
Greater disturbance values in the data are indicated at the ý) oc.iod; ofientai on.

6I
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60imm COMPARISON of TEST and ANALYSIS
TUBE #2 CURVATURE and MUZZLE DISPLACEMENT

DIRECTION: HORIZONTAL; ORIENCTATION: 3-00 & 9:00
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Figure 11. Gun #2: Muzzle Displacemaent Horizontal Direction 3 and 9 O'Clock.

!\•.z hDirecton: Vertical. IProfile Orientation: 12 & 6 O'Clock

Results for these conditious are found in Figure 12. The static curvatm e func':ion for tube #3 is
quite different trom tube #2. As previously shown, veýy little profile deviation cxists for tube #3 in either
directioa, therefore, its static curvature function is orders of magnitude less than tube #2. Less than 1
micro-inch" deviation exists over the entire length of tube #3 in either direction. In the vertical direction,
therefore, gravity droop dominates ovtrall curvature. With a value of -21 nicro-inchcs-', the difference
from 12 to C o'ckick is very siight. Shov,-to-shot repeatability in the data at a given orientation is
demonstrated. Moreover, the uýspons, does not change dramatically as the orientation is changed.
B3asicahlv, hel mnuiJe rises shghtly aw initiatior, of projectile travel, then falls as the projectile approaches.
At pass gle the miotion reverses itself and movos upward. fbe differences in model responses are also
lýight. V'c:ry little ýhAange in respx,',nst: snape can bh observed when the two orientatioos are compartd.
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60mm COMPARISON of TEST and ANALYSIS
r~JBF #3 CURVATURE and MUZZLE DISPLACEMENT
DiAECTION: VERTICAL; ORIENTATION: 12:00 A 6:00
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60amm COMPARISON of TEST and ANALYSIS
TUBE #3 CURVATURE and MUZZLE DISPLACEMENT
DIRECTION: VERTh•AIA ORiENTATION: 3:00 & 9:00
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Figure 13. Gnu #3: Muz~zle Displacement Vertical Direction 3 and 9 O'Clock.

Tube: #3; Bireetion: Horizontal; Poflie Orientation: 12 & 6 O'Clock

Results for these condit'o • ie found in Figure 14 In the horizo~ntil direction at these
orientations, a curvature, value ot 0 miacro-inch-' at 12 o'clock and -1.7 mircr,)-inch' at 6 o'clock is
indicated. "laese values are nearly tv,'• orders of magnitude less than the droop value in the vertical
direction. Tlhe model and data reslponses are very slight but comparable.
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eomrn COMPARISON of TEST mod ANALYSIS
TUBE #3 CURVATURE and MUZZLE DISPLACEMENT

DIRECTION: HORIZO14TAL; ORIENTATION: 12:00 & 6:00
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Figire 14. Gun #3: Muzzle Displacement Horizontal Direction 12 and 6 O'Clock.

Tule: #3; Direction: Horizontal- Profile Orientation: 3 & 9 O'Clock

Results for these conditions are found in Figure 15. In the horizontAd direction at these
orientations, a curvature value of -0.3 micro-inch" at 3 o'clock and +0.3 rnfcru inch' at 9 o'clock is
indicated. These values are even less than those at 12 and 6 o'clock. The mo,.!,'l ..tnd 61ta resTnses are
again very slight.

I
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60mm COMPARISON of at' aind ANALYSIS
TUBE #3 CURVATURE and MUZZLE DISPLACEMENT

DIRECTION: HORIZONTAL; ORIENTATION: 3:00 & 9:00
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Figre 15. Gun #3: Muzzle Displacement Horizontal Direction 3 and 9 O'Clock.

Point Values at Exit

A succinct method of data reporting, which highlights the overall dependency of profile courvature
and orientation (., muzzle motions and exit conditions, is shown in Figures 16 and 17. lu these figares,
point values at projectile exit for experimental data and modelling results for muzzle displacements and
exit ventors are contained within elliptical envelopes in which the bo)undaries enclose the values reported
at the four TVCL mientations.

Displacement results are reported in Figure 16. Tht- area enclosed by the ellipses indicates the
amount of sensitivity the gun has upon orientation of its bo)re curvature. As seen, the data envelope for
tube #2 is rather large compared to its counterpart for tube #3. Tlhe enckisure for trbe #2 is roughly
0.007 inch horizontal by 0.006 inch vertical, whereas for tube #3 the boundaries are 0.003 inch by 0.004
inch, respectively. This iwdicates that tube #2 is moie sensitive to orientation of its bore profile than tube
#3. Modelling results shuw the same trend because the enclosed area for wube #2 is about 0.003 inch in
both directions and for tube #3 it is about 0.001 inch. However, when the test and model are compa:ed,
this sunsitivitv is not as pronounced. The model's area for tube *2 is about on(!-third as large and
com[,lctr •ly cnrlo,,cd within the data for tube #2. For tukv: #3, 'he ratio is less.
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EXIT CONDIONS for 60mm TEST and MODEL
MUZZLE DISPLACEMENI ENVELOPES

GUN T.IBE #2

I S............. •.....,..,....?..

:4

MODEL REIAJLTS TEST RESULTS

I X tbSPL t"i-L

GUN TUBE #3
1o

M.)OEL RES*LLTS ThST RESULTS

-10 4- - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10

IHORMAL WL P&W

Figure 16. Point values @ Exit: MuzzJe Displacements.

The exit vector is a calculated number. Its value is the sum of the muzzle's slope and transverse
velocity divided by the projectile velocity at exit. It is essentially a measure of the initial direction that the
tube imparts upon an exiting projei.tile. For the data, it is essentially a second order calculation in that
-neither the velocity nor the slope are measured directly. Velocity is deiived by differentiating
displacement, and slope is estimated as the secant angle between the two reporting stations near the
muJe. In the model this value is calculated direc!ly from the muzzle motions.

The data and modelling results for this parameter are shown in Fi~ure 17. The data indicatts that
the response for tube #2 is biased in the vertical direction. The vertical length is 0.75 milliradians (mr)
and the horizontal is 0.5 mr. ."or tube #3, the enclosur e is nearly circular with a diameter of 0.6 mr. TheIsensitivity between a curved and straight profile is not well established for the test results. The enclosed
area for tube #2 is slightly greater than for tube #3 and roughly centered at the same location. For the
miodel, the results show that tube #2 should have much greater sensitivity than tube #3, as indicated by
the respective enclosed areas. The center of each enclosure is at the samn, location, however, the radii fof
tube #2 is much greater than for tube #3.

I
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EXIT CON DITONS for 60mm TEST and MODEL
M-U=ýc EXIT VECTOR ENVELOPES

GUN TUBE C2

TEST - MOOEIRJ&JLT

.1.5 -1.0 -05 0.0 0.5 tO 1.0 5'
UMt41& WCTCRt -a
GUN TUBE #5

MODEL AtES.A-TS

-0Z 0. 5 1 C

F~igure 17. Point values @c Exit: ExAit Vector.

RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

There were two reasons for cotiidicting the test and simulation modelling reported herein. The
first was to determine if the ma.gnitude and orientatiotn of the static curvature of a gun influences motions
at the muzzle during projectile acceleration. fbe second was to verify a computer simulation model
developed a: Benet LatKratorics.

In rýýgard to the formizr, the data clearly demonstrates the existene of a relatioi';hip between txore
profile and the kinemnatic state of tht, nuzzle during, projectilec acceleration in the absence t.f all other
known loads.. Moreover, the niagnitudk and orientation of the spatlallycizn'ed bore c-,nter Inc alter53 the
pointing angle of teiuzcat prjctl extietyifuncinig the accuracy of' the shot. lI he mnu;ýie of

a relatively straight tube is much 'quieter' than that whik.h is no t iraighl.

'lilt moldel tracked the test results, but it is quite st.,iiitlve lo the analv'tica I ipreseniation of the
profile. In order to achieve this level of simnilarity, great caire mtast he taken In bo~th profile measurement
and its reprsewntalionr in the simulaions. Ilo this end, a statiStical approach based upoa) the numnber of
data po~ints and the precision of their measutement wa..; used to deterr.;ne the 'best functional fit. Since
it is the second derivative that affects the response and riot the act oai , roflic, onec may appi eciate the care
exercised in this irea.
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As a result of conducting this test, a great deal of experimental information row exists regarding
not only gun dynamics but ballistics in general. Specific to gun dynamics, information regarding the
kinematic response of the muzzle end is such that detailed predictions inherent to most computer models
can be compared with actual data. This link has beer, sorely lacking in previous tests conducted on
production weapons in a field environment where 'background noise' often infiltrated test parameters and
corrupted results. The data generated from this test should be well suited for comparison with the
predictive gun dynamics computer model developed at Benet. Both ballistic and dynamic consistenky
existed among similarly conditioned shots. This leads one to place a great deal of faith upon the test data

* and its use for model verification.

The rewards are immense in regard to analytically predicting shot accuracy. The first regards
sustaining crew survival. For exampic, ii a tank application, the probability of firing a second shot after a
first round miss is very small. Most likely the return fire will defea: the attacking tank. In artillery
applications, a first round kill is not as important, however, efficiency of operation and preservation of
ammunition would certainly benefit if the initial shots of a firing mission were more accurate. The second
benefit involves the concept of 'fleet zero' currently being studied for tank weapons. The knowledge of a
tube's dynamic characteristics and its impact upon accuracy without the use of live firing would most
definitely preserve ammunition. The results reported herein establish the woi th of Benet Laboratories'
Gun Vibration Model and its predictive capabilities in regard to modelling gun motion as a function of the
magnitude and orientation of the bore's profile.
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THERMAL DISTORTION DUE TO WALL THICKNESS VARIATIONIm AND UNEVEN COOLING IN AN M256 120-MM GUN BARREL

"Mark L. Buridy*, Nathan Gerber and James W. Bradley

Aerodynamics Branch, Propulsicn and Flight• Division
U.S. Army Research Laboratory

Aberdeen Proving Ground, MD 21005

I1. hINTRODUCTION

High temperature propellant gas transfers heat to the barrel on every
shot. If one side of the barrel has a slightly thicker wall than the other side,
then the firing heat input will cause a greater change in temperature on the
thin-walled side. This will produce a cross-barrel temperature difference.,
CBTD, which will create a non-uniform thermal expansion, and thereby' bend
the barrel away from the high temperata,'e side.

Gerber and Bundy [1] computed the effect of wall thickness variation on
CBTD in the 120 mm M256 gun, Their numerical model uses as input: the
propellant temperature for a given 120-mm round type (e.g., DM13, M829,
etc.), obtained from the NOVA code [2]; and the convection coefficient, obtained
from the Veritay code [3,41, which utilizes the meihod of Stratfor.I and Beavers
15]. The CBTD model wii' compute a non-zero temperature difirer,,ce access
the barrel at any point wbere the wall thickness is not uniform (a symmetric
chrome layer is assumed).

When the firing heat input reaches the c' er wall of the barrel, it will
begin to transfer heat to the surrounding air. ace heated air rises in the
earth's gravitational field, the hot air rising past the top of the barrel will
remove less heat than the ambient temperature air moving past !he bottom.IE And thus, a positive top-minus-bottom CBTI) is established. Bundy [6] has
recorded (plotted) CBTDs versus above-ambient barrel temperature at several

* locations along the bore. In addition, he has formulated a thermoelastic model
, that predicts barrel bend for any specified distribution of CBDTs along the

barrel.

. mWe will use the above two models, and reference data, to predict barrel
bend due to CBDT.h caused by wall thickness varia'ion and uneven cooling for
"five rounds (DM!1 13 kinetic energy penetrators) fired through a particular barrelI (serial nunber 4251). We will compute the total muzzle angle change due to
the combined CBITD cffccts after each shot and compare the predictions with
measurements.
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2. INPUT DATA:

A representative plot of the propellant gas temperature, Tg, and
convection coefficient, hg, for the DM13 round at two locations, z=2.85 m and
z=4.45 m from the breech, is shown in Figures 1 and 2, respectively.
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Figure 1, _Propellant Gas Temperature versus Time, at z=2.85 m and
z=4.4'5 in fr~omthe Breech. Computed from the NOVA code
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Figure 2. Pxeoifran, Gas Convection Coefficient, at z=2.85 m and

z=4.45 in from the Breech. CComputed from the Veritay Code
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It is standard procedure at the time of manufacture to measure the inner
and outer barrel radii at four positions around the bore (every 90 degrees), at

_ numerous axial locations. Thus, wall thickness variation can be determined
from these measurements. We will model wall thickness variation at a point
along the bore axis by assuming that a plane, normal to the bore axis, will
intersect the inner and outer walls of the barrel in two circles. The inner circle
will have a radius R1 and the outer circle will have a radius R.. Where there is
wall thickness variation, the two circles will not be concentric. Viewed from the
breech, we can describe the outer circle as displaced a distance £ at an angle (p
relative to the origin and gunner's right of the inner circle, see Figure 3.

I A listing of R, , RO, F, and (p for the M256 gun barrel, serial number 4251
(manufactured in 1987), is given in Table 1. Since the barrel is relatively thickH and the L's are relatively small over that portion of the tube which lies within
the recoil cradle (roughly the first two meters-i from the breech), we have
assumed, a priori, that the majority ot the thermal distortion due to wall
thickness variation will originate from the region outside the cradle. Therefore,
we have only specified values in Table 1 for R1 , R, , F, and (p over that portion of
the barrel which extends beyond the recoil cradle.

SThe maximum value of E for serial number 4251 is 0.13 mm, which

corresponds to a maximum wall thickness variation of 2e = 0.26 mm. TheI maximum acceptable wall thickness variation for any M256 barrels is 1.5 mm
(outside the chamber), which is almost six times larger than that of serial
number 4251. Nevertheless, it is typical of barrels produced in recent years to
have their maximum wall thickness variation several times smaller than the
maximum allowed.

Table 1. Geometry for M256 Gun Barrel, Serial Number 4251

I Distance. z, R, (umn) R,, (mm) r (mm) (p (deg)
from Breech

5.24 60 77.1 0.080 -128
5.09 60 77.2 0.075 -79I 5.02 60 80.9 0.065 -90
4.45 60 82.7 0.100 -108
3.95 60 85.4 0.056 -63

I 3.45 60 109.1 0.027 - 158
2.85 60 109.1 0.125 +81

I 2.35 60 103.0 0.130 +61

I
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3. CBTD COMPUTATIONS

3.1 Wall Thickness Variation

Given the wall thickness variation described in Table 1, the model of
Gerber and Bundy is used to calculate top-minus-bottom and left-minus-right
CBDTs that result from propellant gas heating of the asymmetric barrel. For
example, Figure 4 plots the CBTD history at the z=5.02 m location. From Table
1 and Figure 3, we can deduce that the bottom oe the barrel is thicker than the

top at z=5.02 m from the breech (p = -900); thils, we would expect the top-
minus-bottom temperature difference to be positive, as predicted in Figure 4.
Also, since the origins of the inner and outer wall radii are both aligned in the
vertical plane at z=5.02 m, there should be no wall thickn~ess variation, and
hence no CBTD, in the horizontal plane, which is also shown to be the case in
Figure 4.

For later comparison with experiment, we will tabulatc the CBTD roughly
one minute after firing each of the five rounds. These values are listed in Table
2, with the left-minus-right temperature difference denoted CBTDx, and top-
minus-bottom temperature difference denoted CBTDy.

Table 2. Predicted CBTDs in the Horizontal and Vertical Planes Due to
Wall Thickness Variation

Distance, z, CBTDx One Minute After Firing CBTDy One Minute After
from Breech Round Number (0C) Firing Round Number (0 C)

(M)
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

5.24 -. 07 -. 13 -. 16 -. 18 -19 +.10 +.16 +.21 +.23 +.25
5.09 +.03 +.04 +.05 +.06 +.06 +.11 +.19 +.24 +.27 +.29
5.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 +.07 +.11 +.15 +.17 +.19
4.45 -. 02 -. 04 -. 05 -. 06 -. 07 +.08 +.13 +.17 +.19 +.21
3.95 +.01 +.03 +.03 +.04 +.04 +.03 +.05 +.07 +.08 +.08

3.45 -. 01 -. 01 -. 01 -. 01 -. 02 0.00 0.00 +.01 +.01 +.01
2.85 0.00 +.01 +.01 +.01 +.01 -. 03 -. 05 -. 07 -. 08 -. 09
2.35 +.02 +.03 +.04 +.05 +.06 -. 04 -. 06 -. 07 -. 09 -. 10

3.2 Uneven Cooling

To estimate the top-minus-bottom CBTD due to uneven cooling one
minute after firing at each of the locations in Table 1, we must first find the
average above-ambient barrel temperature at each of these locations and times.
This data can be obtained, and is displayed in Table 3, from the same Gerber
and Bundy model used to predict the CBTDs due to wall-thickness variation.

As aforementioned, Bundy [6] has measured and plotted the CBTDs in
the vertical plane due to uneven cooling as a function of the average above-
ambient M256 barrel temperature. Using this reference data, we can estimate
the CBFDs associated with the temperatures in Table 3. Since the data in
Bundy is not given at the saone locations as Table 3, we must use interpolation
and extrapolation to determine the CBTD values listed here.
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I Figure 3. Transverse Cross Section of a Gun Barrel of Non-uniform
Thickness. Viewed from the Breech
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Figure 4. Predicted CBTDs in the Horizontal (Azimuthal) and Vertical
(Elevation) Plane D~ue to Wall Thickness Variation at z=5.02 in

from the Breech.jfrom Gerber and Bundy code
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Table 3. Predicted CBTDs in the Vertical Plane Due to Uneven Cooling

Distance, z, Average Above-Ambient Barrel CBTDy One Minute After
from Breech Temperature One Minute After Firing Round Number (0C)

(m) Firing Round Number (OC)
1_-- - `1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5

5.24 14 28 40 52 64 +1.8 +3.4 +4.6 +6.0 +7.2
5.09 14 28 40 52 64 +1.5 +2.8 +3.8 +4.1 +6.0
5.02 12 22 33 43 52 +1.4 +2.6 +3.5 +3.7 +5.4
4.45 10 18 2.6 34 42 +.30 +.40 +.55 +.75 +.90
3.95 8 15 22 29 35 +.25 +.35 +.50 +.65 +.75

3.45 3 7 10 13 16 +.16 +.25 +.35 +.45 +.53
2.85 4 7 11 14 18 +.04 +.08 +.10 +.13 +.16
2.35 15 9 13 117 21 0.00 0.00 +.01 +.01 +.02

4. BARREL BEND

The predicted barrel bend will be determined using the model deocribed
in Bundy [6]. This model computes the barrel bend of an M256 cannon due to
uneven thermal expansion associated with a given set of CBTD input values. It
is based on thermoelastic theory [7], which is applicable for small bends, such
as the case here. The model assumes the barrel is supported at 0.36 m and
1.52 m from the breech, which is approximately the region where the barrel is
upheld in the M256 recoil cradle. The change in elastic modulus with
temperature at each CBTD location can be included in the barrel bend
calculations, however, Bundy has shown that for tank gun firings this has an
insignificant effect.

We will first compute thermal distortion due to wall thickness variation
alone. In particular, Figure 5 shows the predicted change in horizontal and
vertical muzzle angle due to the CBTD pairs (CBTDx and CBTDy) given in Table
2. In general the muzzle angle is predicted to move down and to the gunner's
right. However, the angular changes are extremely small. For comparison, we
next plot, Figure 6, the predicted change in muzzle angle due to uneven
cooling, from the CBTDy values in Table 3. It can be seen that the effect of
unevren cooling dwarfs that of uneven wall thickness (for this particular barrel,
under these firing conditions).
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Figure 5. Predicted Muzzle Angle Change Due to Wall Thickness
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Tlie experimentally observed change in muzzle pointing angle at the
times corresponding to Figure 6 are shown in Figure 7.i (Note, to corTect for
movement in the recoil cradle after firing each round, we have subtracted the
angular change in the recoil cradle from the actual muzzle angle change for
each measurement shown in Figure 7.) There is general agreement in the
downward trend, most predictions in the vertical plane are within the
experimental error of the measurements. However, in the horizontal plane the
predicted movement to the gunner's right is much smaller than the measured
movement to the right, nevertheless, the predictions are still within the
measurement error of the instruments.

"0.1
* Measurement
0 Theory

error bars
-" 0.0 start /

2

>T

"• *-0.1

-0.2.
-01 0.0 0.1 0.2

Horizonitl/Azimuthal Plane (mils)

Figure 7. Predicted and Measured Muzzle Angle Chang- e One Minlte
after Firing each of Five DM 13 Rounds (OIe Every Two
Minutes) Through an M256 Barrel, Serial Num ber 4251

Data was taken from a hi ing test done in November. 1991. APG, MD. Five DM 13 rounds
were fired through M256 barrel, seiial numbei 425 1 at a rate of roughly one round every two
minutes.
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I
5. SUMMARY

In theory, we have shown that thermal distortion of the gun barrel due to
wall thickness variation in a typical M256 gun barrel is almost an order of'
magnitude smaller than the measured thermal distortion.

Thermal distortion due to uneven cooling -ccounts for most of the
measured muzzle angle droop in our test case. However, for this particular
barrel we observed changes in the horizontal muzzle angle which could not be
accounted for in our analysis.

In view of our findings that wall thickness variation has a small effect on
distortion, it seems unlikely that our a priori decision to neglect the wall
thickness effect from that portion of the ban-el which lies within the recoil
mount would explain the noted differences.

There is, however, a third mechanism related to gun barrel manufacture,
viz., variation in the chrome thickness, that could account for some of theI differences between theory and experiment. Future work will add the
contribution of chrome thickness variation to the predicted thermal distortionI of Figure 7, in hopes of improving the agreement.
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ABSTRACT

Following a discussion on the need to measure the curvature
of gun barrels are given the derivations of the unit tangent and
normal vectors; and the definitions of the binormal vector, and
the curvature and torsion of a space curve. Formulas for
curvature and torsion and the tangent, normal, and binormal
vectors are given in terms of cartesian coordinate derivatives.
The derivatives in these formulas must be evaluated numerically
using measurements of the deviation from straightness of the
barrel centerlines. Various methods for obtaining derivative
formulas 'e.g. Taylor's series, and differentlat ng interpolating
polynomials derived by finite difference and least squares
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I INTRODUCTION

It is well known that in the manufacture of gun barrels -
from initial forging to final machining-residual stresses are
created in the workpiece such that upon subsequent material
removal the developing barrel becomes crooked. Indeed, some of
the residual stresses are deliberately introduced in
straightening operations that occur between machining operations.
The object is, of course, to produce a gun barrel that is asstraight as possible or at most has a small amount of beneficial
curvature as would, for example, counteract gravity effects

(droop). And the reason for wanting a straight gun barrel is
accuracy; for even if the point of aim of a crooked barrel were
known, the disturbance of the barrel caused by the foves of
projectile traveling in a crooked bore would make the point ofaim of the barrel at projectile exit essentially probabilistic.

I Nevertheless., as much as we desire to make barrels that are
straight, practical limitations in the manufacturing process
preclude full attainment of that goal. This raises two
questions: (1) how do we specify what is an acceptable gun
barrel from the standpoint of straightness, and (2) given that
the barrels we make are not perfectly straight, how may we use
measurements of the deviation from straightness of individual gun
barrel bores to predict the most probable point of aim of that
gun barrel at projectile exit.

I Obviously, the answers to the above questions would have to
be based on a rigorous analysis of the firing dynamics of gun
barrels which in turn would require a rigorous description of the
geometrical staLe of the gun barrel as defined by the bore
centerline. Such a description will, for every point on the
curve of the centerline, consist of values for the curvature
(K) , and torsion (T) of the curve; and the components of the
vectors comprising the tangent, principal normal, and binorinal
vector triad (?, g and B, respectively). In the following
section an introduction to the theory of space curves is given.
The section following that contains the formulas for the above
desired quantities in terms of derivatives of the centerline
curve with the detailed mathematical derivations omitted. For
the interested reader the details are available f--om the author.
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FIGURE 1. Position Vectors for Points on a Curve in Space

A point in space, say P, can be described with the respect
the origin of a coordinate system by a position vector, R~, as
shown in figure 1. In the figure i., 3, and W are unit vectors
in the direction of the x, y, and z axes respectively. Also
shown is the position vector k +,&Ak to the point Q. If the
vector difference between points P and Q is divided by the length
of the curve from P to Q, As, we have

AR Ax - AY- AZ-
As~ As +AT- Es As

which in the limit as As - 0 becomes

dR = dx sy- + dz- (2)

dsds ds3 dsk

Since it is apparent tlhat -LR -j e and Af

ds

is a unit vector, say T, tangent to the curve at point P.
Taking the sCaiar product of T' with itself gives therefore

(dx) (d) 2  
(s) 2 = 1 , or ds = V~d-x2 * (dy)2+ (dz-)' (3)
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Taking the derivative of the tangent vector with respect to
curve length gives formally

dT d ( dff) d'; dYj. 2z. (4)
ds ds d~S) d 2  ds2  d52

I
Ncw since T is a vector of constant (unit) length its

derivative can have no component parallel to T so that it must
be normal to T and point in the direction of change of T. This
• is expressed asd-LT=x _ where N is a unit vector called the

ds
principal normal which points in the direction of change of T
and x is a scalar multiplier called the curvature and is tite
rate of change in direction of T with respect to distance alonm

the curve. Taking the scalar product of -f with itself gives
ds

* therefore

(_±2)__ dy%. (dZ2 d F~2X)2+(d2yV( )

ds 2  l ds2 dS2  OdS2 ds2) --,-2ds2

I If we were to construct a circle of radius p through the
points P and Q of figure 1 and designate the central angle
between radial lines to P and Q as AO, then the length of the1 AO
included arc would be given as As = pAe, or - . And, asp As

-As d-is - s ths ds p

and p is called the radius of curvature.

A third unit vector, called the binormal vector, which is
perpendicular to both the tangent and principal normal vectors is
defined by B - T x N The unit vector triad thus defined is
shown in figure 2.

II
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RECTIFYING PL.XNE

NORMAL PLANE OSCULATINC PLANE

OSCULATING CIRCLE

Figure 2. The unit vector triad on a curve.

In the figure the circle of radius p labeled the osculating
circle is so named because it is just tangent to (kisses) the
curve. The plane defined by the tangent and principal normal
vectors is called the osculating plane because it contains the
osculating circle. Also shown is the rectifying plane defined by
the binormal and tangent vectors which is so named because, when
viewed in the perspective of the plane, the curve is rectified or
seen in its full length. Finally there is the normal plane
defined by the principal normal and binormal vectors and so named
because it is normal, or perpendicular, to the curve.

Taking the derivative of the binormal vector with respect to
curve length provides a useful relationship as follows:

dfi~d ddT2 d
d. - d (Tx x + ds x N= Tx
ds ds ds 2S ds

d2
(Since the vectors 2 and N are parallel, their vector product

is zero.) The definition of the vector product gives d9

parpendicular to T and, since B is a vector of constant (unit)

magnitude, -i must also be perpendicular to B. Therefore we
ds

must conclude that -9 is parallel to 14 so we can say
ds
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The scalar miuitiplier c is called the torsion of the curve
and is a measure of the rate of "twist" of the curve. A negative
sign is attached to the multiplier so tnat positive torsion is
indicated with positive rotation of 9 in -the right handed sense.

Lastly, the derivative of the principal normal with respect
-* to distance along the curve is

dik d - ) - - ,IT b~
ds ds ds, ds (7)

=, K(§ X R - -ZN T)- X -V WA

Equations (6) and (7) are known as the Frenet-Serret
formulas after the French mathematicians who independently
discovered them about one hundred and fifty years ago.

The relationship between K and - can be found by taking the

scalar product of N and -q:

ds

)V - _ = -ý R -or

dd sJ2 2 + dxd dCy (8)
Y' ds 2  ds2 ds 2  ds ds

K2 ds d

SI K2d ds2 ds3

Substitution of (2) into the scalar triple product (8) and
performing the indicated vector multiplication gives a formula
which can be expressed in determinant form as

1 2 87
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dx-y dz
ds ds ds

d 2x d 2y d 2z
ds 2  ds 2  ds 2  (9)

d 3x d 3y d 3 z
ds 3  ds 3  d

K2

Curvature. Torsion; and the Components of the TanQent, Principal
Normal, and Binormal Vectors in Parametric Form.

For purposes of expressing these quantities in terms of
measurable variables it will be more convenient to express x, y,
and z in terms of a parameter that is directly determinable.
This parameter could be one that is totally independent, say t
(not necessarily time), or what is best for our purposes, x.
That is we shall say that y=f(x) and z=g(x). Without showing the
somewhat lengthy mathematical operations required to obtain them,
the formulas for curvature and torsion are

7 dz d2z+ ( } (10)

r 2 + (_I)2]3

dx2dxxi-23 dV 4 ( -da yY
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For a curve that lies in a plane, say z = constant,
dz d2Z d 3z=0 so that T =0 and we get the familiar formuladx dx2 dX3I

: i d 2 Y

dx2 
(12)

+ -dy)213/2 "

And the formulas for the tangent, principal normal, and
binormal vectors are respectively

+ dy-+ dz
T= dx d2 (13)

* [i+ ()2 + (4)2]1T/1

1 d2Y)+(Az)( d~zJ

(d CJX dzX2~r dx z C•y 2

I [+ (.LZ)2] ( 9~y) _( d) (dji) y(._)} (14

d C.. 2x dZ dX x(4

I {[,.+ (.dy)2] (_12 ) ) (Ay 2) (8

1 ftY Z d 2Y)2 + ( dZ_ + (&y)2J[(1% d)]

and

dydz dz d 2Z 1 d 2Z + d-
C- ccj2  d X~2 dX

) 2 2½(15)[(dy d2z dz d2y" 2Z)2 +j~ dx( ~j 2)
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EVALUATING THE FORMULAS

As equations (10), (11) and (13) - (15) show, the problem
comes down to evaluating first and second order derivatives (and
third order for equation (11)) of y and z with respect to x.
This must be accomplished numerically by substituting
measurements of barrel deviation from straightness into
derivative formulas. One such measurement could be that of the
offset of the barrel centerline from an established straight
reference line at specified intervals along its length, much as
is done now in final acceptance inspection. Substitution of
measurements taken in orthogonal directions representing the x
and y coordinates then allows evaluation of the equation.

Another measurement could be that of the slope (first
derivative) of the barrel centerline relative to the horizontal
or some other reference slope. Evaluation of the formulas would
then be accomplished by substitution directly for the first
derivatives and into first and second order derivatives,
respectively. Again, the measurements would be taken at
intervals along the barrel and in orthogonal planes. This method
of evaluating the formulas not only has the obvious advantage of
reducing numerical error through calculating fewer derivatives,
but the measurements themselves would probably be more precise.

In any case it will be desired to obtain derivatives having
some limit on their error if not the most precise possible.
These derivatives require some care in computing as numerical
differentiation can be considered an unstable process that may
lead to large errors. The reasons for this should become
apparent in the sections to follow where the methods for
obtaining the derivative formulas are outlined and e result of a
theory for determining the required precision and spacing of the
measurements is presented.

OBTAINING DERIVATIVE FORMULAS

One method of obtaining derivative formulas for the function
of x, f(x), is to write the Taylor series expansion for f(x)
about the point of interest, x0, as

f (x0+h) = f(x.) +hf 1(x./I÷ h-• fl(x 0) + h f111(Xo) + (16a)

or
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f(xo-h) =f(x0 ) -hf'(xo) +2-L2f"(xc) --.- f(x 0 )+, (16b)
23!

Rearrangement of these equations gives

f (x0 +h) -f (Xo) -h f,,"(x") 2.Lf,'(x")

hh 2! 3!f

and

I fX) f(Xo) -f (x°-h)+--h f,, (X°)h__L f! , X"-° (17

By truncating these equations after the first term the first
approximations to the first derivative at x = xo are obtained as

f(x 0 +h) -f (xo) _ fl-fo (18a)
f(xo) - h h=1

and

f'X f (xo) -f (xo,-h) _.fo-f--, (18b)

h h

where the fi represent the function values at x = xo + ih. Now,
since the derivative formulas (18a, b) are the result of
truncating equations (17a, b) there has been introduced what is
called truncation error. It can be shown that this truncation

error is

iE7,=±h-ýf/i (19)

2

SI where •=•(x) is an unknown function of x evaluated on the
interval. The error in this case is said to be of order h, O(h).
Formulas (18a, b) are the simplest examples of what are called
forward and backward difference formulas, respectively. If the
average of these two formulas is taken the result is
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f' (20)
2h

whic.h is the simplest example of ;,hzt are called central
difference formulas. Adding equation (17b) to equation (17a) and
solving for f'(x 0 ) gives formula (20) as well with the truncation
error

_.2
ET 6 _~• (21)

being determined from the first truncation term as before. It is
obvious that, since the truncation error for formula (20) is
0(h 2 ) as compared to O(h) for formulas (18a, b), for small enough
values of h, formula (20) will be the more precise. In general
central difference formulas give better results than forward or
backward difference formulas and will be the only type considered
hereinafter. One more example of this method of formula
derivation is provided by subtrz-..ing equation (17b) from
equation (17a) to give

f (xo) - f-1-2f 3.+ (22)
h 2

which has error 0(h),

Although the method of the preceding paragraph could be used
to obtain derivatives of higher order than two, as above, and
formulas with more points than three, as above also, it is more
efficient to use interpolating formulas and take their
derivatives. It should be noted that interpolating polynomials
are meant to interpolate between the value of tabular points and
in that way represent the underlying but unknown function. Even
though they may do that well, that does not mean that their
derivatives will accurately approximate the derivatives of the
function. More will be said about the control of error in the
section to follow.

In any case it is convenient to normalize the variables
according to
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i S(23)
hI

where h is the tabular or measurement interval and s is the
interpolating function variable. Differentiating (23) gives

*dsd (Xx-x) _ :L (24)ld *dxL h h"

Applying the chain rule for derivatives gives first

df-dfds -Sl df (25)I ~dx ds dx, h ds

-iand then

d 2 f 1 d&f ds_ I d 2f (26)
dx 2 h ds 2 dx h2 ds 2

I and so on. The observation to be made here is that continuing in
the above manner would produce the general result

i fd(x)=fd(xo+sh)= IFd(S) (27)
hd

where d is the order of the derivative.

I iWithout presenting the laborious details, some formulas
obtained by differentiating Stirling's central difference
interpolation formula (the average of Newton's foiward and
backward difference interpolation formulas) and setting s = o
are :

fl(x0 )- f-12-F-1+8f,-f (28)
12hI
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f"(x 0 ) =-f- 2 +16f-r-30fo+16fi-f2  (29)
12h

2

f'(x 0 ) - -f_ 3+14f_2 -85f_1 +85f1 -14f 2 + f33
120h

and

= 3 f-32 f 2 +55- 1 -55 f 1 + 32 f 2 -3f 3  (31)
40hh3

The formulas above are just a few of a very large number of
formulas that are obtainable not only from Stirling's but other
differencing schemes as well as the method of least squares using
orthogonal polynomials, and even by substituting formulas back
into themselves or other formulas. What is significant is that
it is possible to estimate the value of a derivative of a
function with a weighted average of the values of the function at
equally space intervals away from the point of interest divided
by the interval spacing raised to the order of the derivative.
(The observant reader will note the apparent rules of symmetry
and summation for the coefficients of the function values in the
formulas). In the next section the important question of what
the interval spacing should be will be addressed.

ERRORS AND INTERVALS

As in any calculation one should be concerned with errors
when calculating derivatives numerically-indeed, especiall7
concerned when calculating derivatives numerically. The reason
for this is as follows. Recalling that what was called
truncation error was, in absolute magnitude, on the order of the
measurement or tabulation interval, h, raised to some power, it
would seem that by simply making h smaller the error could be
made as small as one wished. But as h is made smal)er the values
-=f the f. in the formulas get closer. If carried far enough,
making h smaller would make the differences between the fn as
small as the error in measurement and cause them to be "lost in
the noise." Clearly there is more than one kind of error that
must be considered and a balance struck in regard to the size of
h in order to minimize total error.
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To get a start at this the following kinds of errors will be
recognized:

Truncation Errors arise from limiting the number of terms in a
series or polynomial used to approximate the function of interest
and increase in size as the number of terms is diminished.

Discretization Errors derive from the size of the measurement
or tabulation interval used and increase in size as the size of
the interval is increased.

i Round-off Errors accumulate from the use of irrational numbers
of necessarily finite length and increase in size with the number
of ithematical operations performed with the numbers.

Input Errors are the result of limitations on the precision of
the input data such as would occur in physical measurements and
increase in size with the number of mathematical operations
performed with the data.

The above listed kinds of errors are not entirely unrelated.
For instance, truncation and discretization errors are related by
the fact that the measurement or tabluation interval is equal to
the overall interval over which the measurements or tabulations
are made divided by the degree of the approximating polynomial
which collccates at the measurement or tabulation points. The
choice between the terms truncation and discretization is mainly
one of viewpoint based on how the derivative formulas are derived
and thus how the error arises. Since the term truncatiorn error
has already been introduced, it will be used in what follows.
Round-off and input errors, on the other hand, are both examples
of what could be called resolution error; however, since the
effect of measurement errors is the issue here, the term input
error will be used here.

*Whatever terms are used for these kinds of error it is the
total error that is of interest in the end. B), definition it can3 be said that

Total error = Calculated value Exact value

I= (Calculated value Formula value) (32)

+ jFormula value - Exact value)

i And, recognizing the meaning of the terms in parentheses,
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Total error = Input error + Truncation error. (33)

Alternatively, dividing through by Exact value gives

Total error _ Input error + Formula value (34)= +___ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ - 1. ( 4

Exact value Exact value Exact value

From the foregoing discussion one would be led to believe
that there is some optimum value of h which would result in
minimum total error; indeed, at least in theory, setting the
derivative of equation (33) equal to zero would result in an
expression for optimum h. In practi -s, however, it is not
possible to obtain expressions for input error and truncation
error that are definite enough to permit that. In an effort to
get around this difficulty the author has recently utilized
equation (34) taking into account the probabilistic nature of the
input error.

Only a brief outline of the theory and results will be given
here as follows: Since Input error/Exact value is a random
variable, Total error/Exact value is also a random variable. The
expected value of (Total error/Exact value) squared can easily be
shown to be

E[X 2] = E[Y2 ] +C2  (35)

where E[Y 2 ] is the expected value of (Input error/Exact value)
squared and C2 is (Formula value/Exact Value - 1) squared.
Evaluating the latter term can be accomplished by considering the
data over the interval of interest to represent the values of a
cyclic function which meets the Dirichlet conditions and has a
period equal in length to that of the interval, thus allowing the
assumed underlying function to be expressed as a Fourier series.
Based ox. this it would seem reasonable to take a sine (or cosine)
function as representative, in a sense, of the function whose
derivative is required.
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The result of analyzing error in this way can be shown
graphically as in Figure 3 where for different values of
(E[X2]))' 2 (percent expected error) are plotted values of the
ratio measurement precision to wave amplitude (le,/al) versus theI ratio measurement interval to wavelength (h/L). A plot such as
this can be used to compare different derivative formulas as well
as support the best measurement interval to use based on some
knowledge of the underlying function such as would be obtained
from Fourier analysis.

I 0.0, _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

i 0.05

0.04~

0,03

0.02

0.01 11

1.02 0.04 0.D6 0.C0 0,10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.1S 3.20

Figure 3. Measurement Precision vs. Measurement Interval for
Various Expected Errors

I
I
I
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I STABILITY ANALYSIS AND CONTROL OF A ROTARY FLEXIBLE BEAM

M.F. Golnaraghi and G.R. Heppler
ConStruct Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering
University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3G1

ABSTRACT

This paper addresses the stability analysis and control of a two degree of freedom flexible rotary beam with a
flexible joint. The beam has been modelled as a lumped mass system with flexibility in two planes represented by torsional
springs. The nonlinear equations of the system are coupled and contain gyroscopic terms. It is shown that the system can
exhibit both divergence and flutter instabilities as the rotatiorl speed and/or the beam and joint stiffnesses vary. It is
demonstrated that the stabilization of the system is possible by adjusting the joint flexibility, viz position feedback.
Furthermore, addition of damping to the joint through velocity feedback, c.ould remove the oscillations in one direction and
significantly reduce the vibrations in the other, once the join, stiffness is properly tuned (at internal resonance).
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STABWLITY ANALYSIS AND CONTROL OF A ROTARY FLEXIBLE BEAM

M.F. Golnaraghi and GR. Heppler
ConStruct Group, Department of Mechanical Engineering

University of Waterloo
Waterloo, Ontario N2L 3GI

INTRODUCTION

Gyroscopic systems have been the subject of numercus studies [1-41. One of the most important properties of the
gyroscopic systems is that they can display static instabilities (divergence) and dynamic instabilities (flntter) [11]. Application
of gyroscopic systems can be encountered in helicopter rotors and robotic systems where the above mentioned instabilities
can be detrimental. In this paper, a simple model which retains tie fundamental features and behaviour of these type of
systems is studied. As a first step, a rotational lumped mass rigid body model with flexibility in two directions is
considered. The effects of flexibility and the rotor angular speed on the stability of the system are presented. Furthermore,
a simple control strategy, based on feedback control theory and internal resonance [5,6], is proposed to stabilire the system
and to regulate the oscillations in both directions. The control torque in this method is applid in only one plane. The goal
of this research is to extend these preliminary results to the above menfion-d physical syswins.

MATHEMATICAL MODEL

The lumped mass system of concern is a simple model of a flexible joint/ flexible beam rotary system, as shown
in Figure 1. The XYZ coordinate frame is stationary and the x,y,z frame rotates with the rigid link, 14. with a constant
angular velocity C1 about the Z axis. Masses M. and M2 represent the masses of links I, and 12, respectively (and any
additional payload and counterweignt elements). The generalized variables 01 and 02 are measured relative to the x,y,z
reference frame. The stiffness coefficients K, and K2 fepresent flexibility in x and z directions. The control torque T is
ap,.lied, at ,he joint, in the direction along the y axis. Ibis ttrque is used to attain any static equilibrium configui-ation
defined by 01=01,f and 02--0. Furthermore, it can be used to adjust the torsionzl flexibility in the y direcxtion (i.e. K1).

EQUATIONS OF MOTION

The equations of motion of the system in nondimensional form are:

a, , a1 b126211 0 C120j] f61
[a21 a22l + [21 12 2  +

2( 

1

S[ 01 d 2]} 1 e22] 2f + [1]2
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a, a 1 v a + ) (os 2e1 Cos 2 oJ + sin 2o1

+ (_ose 1  sinO1  sin 62) a, a 1 =a 2

3 =(M'.~ +i)cosO 1 sine1 (I+ cose 2

b 12 = M-12(M1 + 1) ~cs6 o 2
2 s2)

we + 1 ) rosz f31 s j sin0g + OS0

C12= -. kf + 1) (CO ICos 2 sinR2 2+co8)

f;KMC - i.) cosol sin6 2

ON m(M~ t,2 + ) (2 + cos0 1 ) sino 1 coisol

I i1) coso 1 sinO2

K2 2

I *2(M.se'f2 + I) Cos f0 sinG 0 (Q- 2 (I f; M sin 0, c0 2

11- u9r (1sG to C S in

fI21 O- OO
2I1 1 i0
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where,

M2 12 '4

g1= M K 1=K 1 :
Ki

Mi K2
Il Ki

The control torque T which forces the system to any desired angle 01=01,f and 02--0 is defined as:

T = 61re + (MI;2 + 1) COSOref sin f - e () fl (2)

- gji1- ';M) coseIre-

Note that to simplify the aalysis from this point on , ft, *4* and g° = 1.

STABILITY ANALYSIS

Upon setting 01 , 61 , 62 , 02 equal to zero in (1), vie obtain the following equations for the system equilibria:

el 1e1 +f11 = T,3

e2202 + f2l = 0 .

The solution to (3) must be obtained numerically because of the complexity involved in the equations. It is clear that the
elpiilibrium points obtained from (3) are functions of M*, K*,Q * and T. These parameters can directly influence the number
and the valve of the system equilibria. As an example consider the system when 01 ,p=3w/20 is selected as the operating
position. The number of equilibria can vary as fl is increased. Figure 2 shows that the system can possess between three
to five fixed points as £1" varies from 0.1 to 1.2 for 02--0, M*=5 and K*=l.5. Note that (01=01,f, 02---0) is always an
equilibrium point. Furthermore, depending on system parameters, other equilibria could exist when 02*0, but they are not
shown here.

To determine the local stability of the equations of motion (1) about the equilibrium values, the equations are
lInearized. The eigenvalues of the resulting system determine the stability. The linearized system for 01=01,,f=0°1, 02--0
when. 0<0(k,,,r2 may be written in the form:
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I a2 ,_ ++ -b12 0 62]

C22J [02J

I
or,

A6 + 80± + CO 0 (5)

The elements of the matrices are as follows:

1a,, (I + -j
Sa22 -(I + M •:j; cos220 1

b21 -- (3 cosO° + 1: + Mu (31,2 cos1° - )) sin0

S= g sin0 1 + D2i2 cos0e . L.2(sin I0o Coso0o

_. Ms(m2.2h2(sin0• _ O 0 + 12.2 0-1j "soo + 1; sine go-2 1• I
0)01

2 2, CoS0 1 CoSO°- +'f2 ' cos 1 + K"

I
We note that the A and C are. the mass and stiffness matrices and are diagonal: B is the gyroscopic matrix and is skew

I �symmetric.

To discuss stability properties, we assume a solution to this linear system of the formI -V] (v6)
[8 = lvii (()

12 [12a

Substituting these equations into (4), we obtain

C[ l - X2 a1 1  bl2 ix i2v1] 0 (7)

I -bl 2 ix C22 - X2a 22  J e2 (7)
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For nontrivial solutions we set the determinant of the matrix of coefficients in (7) equal to zero and obtain the characteristic
equation

A( 2= ala22,4 - (allC22 + a22Cl - b122) X2 + c1 1 c 22 = 0 (8)

where X2=co. The possible solutions and the corresponding stability types where y, P > 0 are shown below.

Roots Solution Stability Typ

1. X1,2 v e±iYt Stable

X3,4 -v e±iPI

2. X 1,2 v eUiP)t Flutter instability

X3, 4 -- yi3 V (-i )

3. V%1,2 v e±iYt Divergence instability

X3.4 v e+At

4. X1.2 Pi v e+Tt Divergence instability

1%3.4 +i3 v e

The root locus of the system, representing the values of X in (8) when M*=5, K*=1.5 and Q-2 is varied from 0.1 to 1.5, is
shown in Figure 3. As LI-2 increases, the roots of (8) go from divergence instability to stable, flutter, and back to stable
regions. The system is stable when all the roots are real. The system undergoes divergence instability when one or both roots
are imaginary. The boundaries of the divergence regions satisfy a, a22=0. The flutter instability boundaries are obtained from
aA(o))rdcoo=0, inside which the roots are complex conjugate The regions of stability for the system for M-=4 and M =5,
are shown in Figure 4. As shown, the system with larger mass has a larger flutter region in the first quadrant of the K*-f 2

parameter space (realistic motion can only occur in the first quadrant).

To verify the linear stability analysis, the nonlinear equations (1) were simulated numerically when M*=5, K*=1.5
and fC-2 is increased from 0.04 to 1.44 (Figures 5-7). The phase portraits of 0, and 02 motions correspond to a divergence
solution in Figure 5, where Q*2=0.04. Figure 6 depicts a stable solution at 0*2=0.25, whiie Figure 7 shows a flutter
insiability at "2*2= 1.44. In all the above cases, the behaviour of the nonlinear system confirms the linear stability results.

CONTROL EXAMPLES

The most important observation from the previous section, particularly upon considering Figure 4, is that adjusting
the stiffness ratio, K*, may stabilize or destabilize the system depending on the value of g.2. This task is achieved
(physically) by changing the joint flexibility in (1), or by using position feedback control (i.e. KP(0 1 d-01) added to the
torque equation).

Once me system is stabilized, the oscillations could be red'uced using a velocity feedback controller. Thus, the
torque equation (2, is modified to illistrate the addition of the feedback controller as follows:

T- 0 1re/ + fl" M,;2 + 1) CoSoref sinOlre!4  -22(1 2M-) sin0iref
(9)

-(g - f;M ) COSeir1 re - KO1
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where K, is the velocity feedback gain.

An example of the controlled system for ln=l, M'=0.1, K*=I.5, and K,=2.5 is shown in Figure 8. Note that the
controller is activated after 50 nondimensional time units. The initial condition was set at 0---0.4 and 02=0. Although the
reference position 01 ,f= 0.4712 is reached, the 02 has oscillatory behaviour, and ringijg in the 0, respc -,, is the result
of these oscillationls. The exponential reduction of the amplitude of 02 suggests that damping can be transferred from one
mode to another. Adjusting the stiffness ratio to K"=2.0 (Figure 9), the system is forced into the state of internal irtsonance,
where energy transfer between 0, and 02 is significantly enhanced [5,6]. At this value of K*, the oscillations in 02 motion
are reduced significantly through the damping in 0 . Upon increasing the mass ratio M*, the number of equilibria increase
which make control an extremely hard task. At M =4, for 92-0.7, the system is at internal resonance when KX=I.0. The
controller can be used to completely eliminate both 01 and 02 oscillations when K,=2.5, as shown in Figure 10. However,
the response settles at a point different than ne desired operating value, which reflects the controller limitation.

I CONCLUSIONS

For the system shown in Figure 1, the divergence and flutter boundaries were obtained from the linearized equations
(4). The equations of motion were linearized about a desired operating point . It has been demonstrated that the nature of
the static and dynamic instabilities (divergence and flutter) depend on the nondimensional system parameters, particularly
the mass ratio, stiffness ratio, and the angular velocity. Stabilization of the system was possible by adjusting the stiffness
ratio. The oscillations were completely eliminated in one mode and significantly reduced in the other, once the stiffness ratio
was tuned so that the system was at the state of internal resonance, and damping was added through a control torque applied
in one direction. The control approach was proven successful for small mass ratios.
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Figure 1. A lumped mass beam with flexibility bi two directions.
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Figure 2. The system equilibria when 02=0, M*=5 and K*=1-5: a) 0*---0.1, b) nA= L.2.
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Figure 3. The root locus for M*=5, K°=1.5 and *'° varying from 0.1 to 1.5.
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Figure 4. The regions of stability; in K*-' 2"2 parameter space; a) M*=4, b) M=5.
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Figure 6. Response of (I) at M*=5, K*=1.5 and fn 2=0.25.
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Figure 7. Phase p(-r-aits of the respoe.se of (1) when M*=5, K*= 1.5 and ln*"2= 1.44.
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Figure 8. Time response of the system for f2"=1, M'--O.I, K*=1.5 and K,=2.5, when the velocity feed4,ck is activated
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Abstract

Robust control design for stabilizing nonlinear uncertain systems is investigated. Four issues are covered in the paper.
First, existing and most recent research results in the area of nonlinear robust control design. are summarized. Second,
properties and features of nonlinear robust control are exposed through simple examples. To show thie potential that
robust control theory can be applied to weapons systems, a electrical-mechaan ical system, flexible-joint roLot, is used
as a prototype to proceed the design. Finally, the current research *opics in theory and applications of ihonlinear
robust control are outlined.

1 Introduction

Robust control theory addresses the problem of designing an implementable control to stabilize a dynamical systemn
in which uncertainties are nonlinear and large but boinded, while meeting the design requireineits. A system under
study is described either by state space model

i = f(x, t) + Af(z, t) + g(x, u, t), (1)

or by input-output model

A.(s, i)'I4 + AAp (s, t)][y(t)] = k,(t)Bp(s, t)[1 + ABp(s, t)][u(t) + d(y, t)]. (2)

In equation (1), x E W:", u E Rm, f(x, t) is known, A f(-) contains large ua!,nown dynamics but bounded by known
function, and g(.) is known or partially known. In equation (2), Ap(., .), Bp(., .) are unknown, monic time-varying
diffe,-:r.ial operators, d(y,t) is the lumped nonlinear uncertainty, AAp(., .) and ABp(.,.) represent additive and
multiplicative unmodelled dyramics, respectively. The analytical method used in nonlinear robust control is the
direct method of Lyapunov.

A nonlinear uncertain system is a system which is both nonlinear and uncertain. The importance of controlling
a nonlinear uncertain system rests on the fact that an uncertain model reflects the imperfect knowledge of most
physical systems of-any consequence. The uncertainties in the system model can be variations of system parameters,
modelling or model reduction errors, unknown dynamics, disturbances, etc. Based on minimum aprior information
on the uncertainties, one can bound the uncertainties in magnitude by a known function of system states and time. A
successful robust control should be designed such that it requires at most the bounding function of the uncertainties.
Incorporating uncertainty into control design is in most cases the only way to improve stability and performance. It
is the purpose of this paper to present the main results and features of nonlinear robust control.

The paper is organized as follows. In section two, design steps of robust control using Lyapunov approach are
explained using an intuitive argument. Counterexarnple is given to show that not all uncertain systems are stabil;zable.
Features arid shortcomings of existing results on stabilizable uncertain systems are reviewed. In second three, .3everal
exampies will be used to show that nonlinear robust control is superior to other existing control techniques. This is
because nonlinear robust control can deal with nonlinear and fast varying uncertainties. In section four, two class
of systems will be used to illustrate applicahility of noalineaw robust control to weapon systems. The first class
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is represented by general second-order vector nonlinear differential equation which subsumes mnovst rigid mechanical
systems. As the second class, control oi flexible systems is briefly discussed. T'o overcome the shortcomings of existing
results, several n-% research directions are proposed in section five with summary of approaches and preliminary
results.

2 Overview of Nonlinear Rebust Control
The robust control problem is the problem of designing an implementable control to stabilize a dvyiamical system and
to meet thE design requirements while the dynamics system has large but bounded unce.'tainties.

Of the different analysis and design approaches, direct method of Lyapunov is of central importance, first because
tievarying or nonlinear uncertaint~ies can be easily bounded in the tirne dornain, and second be-ause timne-varying

and nonlinear systems can also be treated by this method. This paper focuses on the problem of robust control design
of nonlinear uncertain systems by the direct method of Lyapunov.

The robust control problem has been widely studied over the last fifteen years, and many important robust
control schemes have been proposed. There are mainly three classes of robust controllers: linear high-gain control,
variable structure control [61], and nin.-max controller [19] a,; its derivatives [9, 4, 1J. The high-gain approach
guarantees in many cases only local stability and usually cause actuator saturation, and can be viewed as special
cases of general nonlinear robust contro~s. A variable structure control is inherently discontinuous and chattering.
Along thc line of min-max controller, robust, control and stability analysis are done using Lyapunov functions, an
early review can be found in [10]. %-_,bust control we design here is based on Lvapunov technique and, although the
resulting controllers c.re ccntinuous, they will be categorically of main-max controllers. This choice is made to generatesmooth robust controls guaranteeir.g global srability.

The design cf a, robt'st control tynically involves three steps. First, the nominal system, that is, the system
without uncertainties, is stabilized or is assumed to be stable. Moreover, a Lyapunov function for the nominal system
can either be found or is assumed to 6e known. Second, the uncertainties are bounded by a known function. T'hird,
a control is then designed based on the Lyapunov function of the nominal system and the hounding function of the
Liuncertainties. The ideal result would be that the control can staoilize the uncertain system as a whole as long as the
bounding function of tCe uncertainties is available, 4.'nd that the stability result satisfies the design requirements.The main results- in stabili7ation of nonlinear uncertain systems will be reiewed in this section. The review will
be proceeded in two. parts: state space method anid input-output method.

2.1 State Space Approach
Most existing resuts on cortrolling nonlinear uncertain systems are in terms of state space model. The uncertain
system i5 usually assum.ed to be described by

x = f(X, t) + .f'(c, t) + B(x, f)[ý(x, t) 4 uJ x(to) m: ro, (3)

where t E R is time, x(t) E 9?' is the state, 1(t) E R"" is the control, ý(x, t) is the "mnt, ched" uizcertainties [9],and '(x, t) is the "unmatched" uncertainties. For sirnplic.ty, uncert)intfies thmt are a function of the coirtrol are not
included in the following discussion. Botl! •'(t,-,) and ý(x, t are assumed to be bounded in magnitude usually in
their Euclideam' norm denoted by I T j- The corresponding ;ysuern without urcertaintv, called the nominal system, is
described by

X = f(X,•t) H(x, t),U X(1) .... XO, (4)
i'Vfere P.) : R .... W- I".' and 131') x : .. x R-V"` ar' knovin Moreover i.he so oalled uncontrolled, nomiinal
system of :sys*.o'y (3) is defined by

,: '(r!;, I) ;(Tn,) 2: :c ,', (5)
Vui un• -tain s~ytem does not ,ave wo be, affine in cont'••i. That is. an uncert:ain syste.m can be in the form (1),

which is more gnneral than (3), xr 0lemrt'.t !'v elernent,

ý •, =: f,(X-, t ) -ý ._, L (X, t). X(1, u ý t),

where X U (- - W J1(", !f(, t) iS l-'.1own, ,ýf( ) cO:P taits narge uirilown dynamincs but bounded by known function, and
(-) s Lo nwn or partially known. l"For vste•r '3), we h1, ve Af(.r,t) = 1'(Xt1 4 and Y(XI ,tt) =-- B(1,t)u,

or ,implicity, we shall u.. the miiodei (3) ut 111"s rtiowled o .
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System (3) is assumed to satisfy the following assum' ptions.
Assumption 1: The uncertain function ý(.) is bounded ii. Euclidean norm by a known function; namely, there is a
known T!r:n-negative function p(.) such that

I ,•(x, t)Il p(x, t) Ik'(x, t)l < p'(x, t) V(x, t) E R' X .

A, sumption 2: The known functions f(.), B(.), and p(.) as well as the unknown function ý(-) are Caratheodory,
and f(0, t) =: 0 for all t c• R?. Moreover, given a compact set E C R' and a compact interval [a, b] C R, there exist
non-negative Lebesgue inegrable functions mir(.), i = 1,2, such that for all (x,t)E Rn x [a, b]

i I f(x, t)l I I SrnI(t), IlB(x,t)llp(x,t) <5 772(t).

Assumption 3& The uncontrolled, nominal system i = f(x,t) is uniformly asymptotically stable in the large.
More specifically, there is a Lyapunov function V(x, t) for system (5), specified as follows. There is a C' function
1V() . W x R • R+, continuous, stri tly increasing, scalar functions i(') R+ -- R+, i = 1, 2, and a continuous,
positive definite, scalar functions 73(') : F+ ' R4, which satisfy

-,(0) = 0, i = 1,2, 3 lim 7j(s) - )oo, j = 1,2

such that for all (x, t) E R' R
--• "yi•(llxtl) < V(x, t) < 72(l1xl1),
__ OV(x, t;

-- _ - -) + VTVV(x,t)f(X,t) _ -'_r(I1XD).

This Lyapvnov function will be used to develop state feedback controls.
It is worth noting that Assumption 2 is made to guarantee the existence of a classical solution for system (3)

under any control that is nonsingular and bounded by p(.). It is also worth noting that Assumption 3 is equivalent
to the assumption that the nominal system (4) is uniformly asymptotically stabilizable.

It would be ideal if one would find a robustly stabilizing control under the above general assumptions. Unfor-
tunately, not all uncertain systerns in the form of (3) are stabilizable. For example, consider the system

il = X2 + A,(x1 , ,r2), z 2 = U,

in which the uncertainty is bounded as IAI(xI, X2 )I •+ IX11 + Jx 21. One can easily see that the system is not stabilizable
since the additive uncertainty ,(xl, x,2) could be -Z2 + x1. Similarly, an uncertain system may not be stabilizable
either if there is a large multiplicative uncertainty, which can be seen from the system

x = x + [11- A2(X)]u,

where IA 2(X)i <. 1, Robust contro) theory is to identify the class of all stabilizable uncertain systems and to provide
stabilizing control guaranteeing desired performance. Therefore, the main issue is what is the minimum structural
i•quirement on the system or uncertainties under which a stabilizing control can be found. The other important issues
are the. search of Lyapunov function for nonlinear system and the performance. The following synopsis is proceeded
around the issnes.

2.1.1 Structural Requirements on Uncertainties

Most robu•qt control schemes are concerned with systems for which the uncertainties are "matched", that is, the
unccrtain..c(s watisfy the matching condztions (MCs), or equivalently, ý'(x, ) = 0 in (3). The MCs were originally
introduced in [1,9, 9] based on the following intuitive observation: Taking derivative of V(x, t) along the trajectory of
system (3) yields

8t + V, V(x1t)f(x,t) + TTV(x,t)r'(X,t)
+ iBX, t)at TZ 1

+ V T V(x, t)B(x , t)[,(x, t) + it]
3• -3((t•1) + VTV(X, t)g'(, t) + VT V(X, t)B(X, t)[d(, t) + U], (6)
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where the last step follows from Assumption 3. If the MCs are satisfied, we have

V(X, t) - 73(IlXII) + V, V(, t)B(x, t)[V(x, t) + u] (7)

in 'which all uncertainties can be reached directly by the control input, and robust controllers can be found in [19, 9].
Without the MCs, since the number of inputs is usually less than the number of state variables, the so-called null set

Tv( ,t)B(x, t) = 0 is nontrivial, and, on the null set, the derivative of Lyapunov function is

V(X, 0 + VTV(c, t)0(X, 0). (8)

It is obvious that no stability can be concluded if the bounding function of the un-matched uncertainty ý'(x, t) is
larger than 7Y(@

The concept of matching conditions is introduced basically for mathematical convenience and therefore not
necessary. In fact, most physical systems do not satisfy the restriction. Therefore, conditions much less restrictive
than the matching conditions must be developed for both mathematical and practical considerations. This relaxation
is the crucial step in order to make nonlinear robust control a viable mean.

There has been some work to loosen this restriction for linear, -uncertain systems, that is, uncertainties are the
entries in the matrices of linear state space model and are bounded by constant. For example, stability margin against
unmatched uncertainties was studied in [28, 29]. Later, the Riccati approach [33, 53] was introduced. The uncertain

system under consideration is linear and the control is of linear form. In the control synthesis, the bound of the
uncertainties does not enter explicitly into the control scheme but instead appears implicitly in an associated Riccati
equation for solution of the feedback control gain. Also available are structural conditions on uncertainties that are
less restrictive than the matching ccnditions, such as 'I - th step matching conditions [21]' and 'generalized matching

conditions [59]' and 'quadratic stabilizability [62].' These results are however inherently limited to linear uncertain
systems.

In much of the literature on nonlinear, uncertain systems, for instance [8, 6, 5, 2], the problem of uncertainties
not satisfying the matching conditions is treated by dividing the uncertainties into two parts, the matched uncertainties
and unmiatched, or mismatched, uncertainties, as shown in (3). The control applied is the same one that would be
applied if there were no unmatched uncertainties. Consequently the norm of the unmatched portion of the uncertain

term iz required to be smaller than a threshold value determined by the control law, namely, by (8)

II v7 V(x, t)ý'(x, t)Ii < 73(1(x11) V(x, t) E N (9)

This merely says that as long as the unmatched uncertainties are reasonably small the system will remain stable under
the proposed control law. The case where the norm of the unmatched uncertainties exceeds the threshold is common
in engineering applications but has not been addressed.

The problem of loosening the matching conditions or the size restriction (9) is the major topic in the research

of the author. The approach taken is to investigate whether there exists a class of uncertain systems whose nominal
system possess certain properties which allow the class of uncertain systems to be stabilized for all possible bounded
uncertainties. This idea is different from that in the existing literature. That is, the properties of the nominal system

are exploited in order to remove unnecessary assumptions about the uncertainties. The followings are primary results
on loosening the matching conditions achieved recently by the author.

Composition of Lyapunov F'unctions: A new approach of designing robust control is proposed [44]. The methodI uses the property that the Lyapunov function is not unique for a stable or stabilizable system and reveals that
there is a class of uncertain dynamic systems which can be asymptotically stabilized under the proposed control
law. The class of systems can be defined as follows. First, the nominal system must have two Lyapunov functions
such that the intersection of the null sets of the two Lyapunov functions contains at most the equilibrium point.

A composite Lyapunov function can then be defined, consisting of these two Lyapunov functions, defined on
disjoint subsets whose union is the whole space. Second, th:ere are no possible trajectories that exhibit aberrant
intensive chattering, where the meaning of intensive chattering is quantified.

Convergence Rate: A general control law and a set of conditions on the uncertainties in a uncertain dynamic system
are proposed in [45] to guarantee the stability of the uncertain system. The development is carried out without
the matching conditions. It is also shown that an uncertain system can always be sta )ilized under the proposed

control law if its nominal system can be stabilized with an arbitrarily large converg. ce rate. The conditions
for a linear nominal system to be stabilizable with arbitrarily large convergence rate art ltiscussed. In addition,
previous results based on the matching conditions are shown to be special cases of the new results.
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Systems with Cascaded Structure: Many engineering systems consist of subsystems that are, serially connected.
For these systems, high-gain controller [34] and nonlinear robust controller [42] are available provided that the
matching conditions are satisfied not at the system level but at the level of subsystems.

Feedback Linearization Method: Feedback linearization technique has been integrated in [43] into robust control
theory in order to design robust control for uncertain nonlinear systems. The overall system do not have to be
feedback linearizable or to satisfy the matching conditions.

Equivalently Matched Uncertainties: It is shown in [37] that uncertainties not satisfying MCs can always be sta-
bilized as long as they are equivalently matched. Or loosely speaking, the unmatched uncertainty 7'V(., t)$(x, t)
in (6) is in the range of the input space VTV(x,t)B(x,t)u so that the derivative of Lyapunov function can be
written in the same form as (7). This approach requires judicious choice of Lyapunov fu'Lctions.

Generalized Matching Conditions: The generalized matching conditions (GMCs). was recently introduced [35]
under which nonlinear uncertain systems are stabilizable. The GMCs are defined based on (1) as Afi(x,t) =
Afi(xi," ., xi,,t) and gi(x,u,t) = gi(x,x,•+ 1 ,t), with x,+, = u, satisfying without loss of any generality the
relation: there exist known continuous, positive definite functions ai and non-negative functions pi such that

xi+lgi(XX+' ?~4 , ) 1i(I1Xi+ill)(1 + ýO Xu. t)) V(i, X, u, t).

Globally stabilizing robust controller can be designed under GMCs using the recursive procedure in [35]. The
procedure is conceptually the same as but mathematically more complicated than thie back-stepping procedure
[23].

The above results represent significant progress in loosening size or structural restrictions on the uncertain-
ties. Especially, the three approaches, GMCs, equivalently matched uncertainties, and feedback linearization, form
a powerful set of tools to solve many control problems in engineering such as large-scale power systems, rigid-body
robots, and other rigid electrical-mechanical systems. A new idea beyond GMC on further relaxation of the matching
conditions in the state space will be discussed in section five. Another powerful method that does not require the
matching conditions is robust control design using input-output model, which is the subject of section 2.2.

2.1.2 S irch of Lyapunov Functions

As made by Assumption 3, Lyapunov function for designing robust control must be assumed to be known. However, for
nonlinear systems, finding a Lyapunov function is itself a challenging problem. Several approaches recently proposed
by the author provide answers to the problem, which includes GMCs [35], feedback linearization method [43], and
systems with cascaded structure [42]. For example, under GMCs, the structure of nominal systems is almost known
and Lyapunov function can always be chosen as quadratic functions. If feedback linearization method is applicable,
the nominal systems after nonlinear transformation is in Brunowsky canonical form, and the search for Lyapunov
function becomes trivial.

2.1.3 Stability Results

It is well known that, if theý bounding functions on the uncertainties are known and if system (5) is asymptotically
stable in the large, there are a variety of feedback control laws, yielding v-rious types of stability for system (3).

Among existing feedback control laws, the two primary ones are the minmax control [19, 20] and the saturation-
type control [9]. If ý'(x, t) = 0 in (3), the minmax control, that makes system (3) asymptotically stable in the large,
is given by -pJ" )V~ t) N_- f, =: x (10)

- f{u(x,t) E V I} V(x,t) E N

where a(x,t) ! BT(r,t) 7 V(x,t)p(x,t) and N = {(x,t) : cx(x,t) = 0).
Although the above min-max control achieves asymptotic stability for system (3), the contcol is computationally

poorly behaved when hall is very small. Moreover, the minmax control is discontinuous and consequently does not
satisfy the usual concept of a solution.
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It was subsequently noted that the choice of control law on the set N, where a(x, t) = 0, is essentially arbitrary,
and that a proper choice could make the control continuous [9]. Corless and Leitmann [9] proposed the following
continuous state feedback control law, which is a modification of the Lyapunov min-max control law.

u(x,)= -p(x, t) -- " if fla(x, t)l1> (11)

-PX tpx)2.L, if 11 a (X,t) II :ýC
where c > 0 is given. It is easy to show that, if '(x,t) = 0, under the control (11),

V(x, t) S -y3(llxjl) + 2e V(x, t) E W" x W, (12)

where c is chosen small enough to make Vý(x, t) negative definite outside a sufficient small neighborhood around the
Sorigin.

Since 13(0) = 0, this Lyapunov function does not give global asymptctic stability-but rather stability of UUB.
Several other control laws, equivalent to the min-max control and the saturation-type control have subsequentlybeen proposed [4, 1]. These saturation-type controls are continuous and therefore guarantee the existence of aclassical solution. Instead of asymptotic stability, saturation-type controls render system (3) UUB. Recently, modified

design procedures are proposed by the author to generate uniformly continuous robust controllers [39, 41, 38]. These
continuous controls guarantee exponential or asymptotic stability as long as the nominal system has the corresponding
property.

2.2 Input-Output, Approach
Input-output control is desired in many applications since it requires far less information than state-feedback control.
For known linear time invariant (LTI) systems, there are several input-output desigr approaches: classical design based
on transfer functions; state observation together with numerous state-feedback control methods [32]. For unknown
LTI systems, there are mainly two methods: adaptive control [30] and linear robust control such as H' and H 2

[16, 15], which design methodologies have been studied exteisively in the past two decades. Although they are
popular, widely used, and have many outstanding features, both methods are limited for systems that are slow time-
varying and contain only soft nonlinearities (that is, nonlinearities satisfying global Lipchitzian condition). That is,
these approaches are not applicable to systems with nonlinear uncertainties, fast time-varying parameters, significant
unmodelled dynamics, large and varying time delays, etc. New control design methodology has to be developed for
the listed problems.

Recently, a pioneer work on nonlinear robust control design based on I/O model was proposed by the author, in
which the design technique is somewhat analogous to but much more powerful than adaptive control. A system under
consideration is represerted by (2), in which only the following information are assumed to be knowi): bounds on time-
varying parameters, upper bound on system order and relative degree, and bounding functilue on the uncertainties
and unmodelled dynamics. Robust input-output control (Model Reference Robust Contiol, cr MRRC) is designed by
a four-step systematic procedure using a straightforward Lyapunov argument for stability analysis. More specifically,
a nominal control is first designed under the assumed perfect knowledge of the system; a nonlinear .obust control
problem is then formulated with aid of the unknown, nominal control; state space model is built using filtered version
of input and output signials; and finally nonlinear robust cortrol guaranteeing global stability is generated usirg a
systematic design procedure. As shown in [47], a basic setup of the riew control scheme is propcsed to solve tracking
problem for any unkn-)wn minimum-phase, linear SISO systems. In [46], synthesis procedure is provided for unknown
systems with arbitrarily fast-varying parameters. In [36], nonlinear robust control is designed for time-invariant
systems with nonlinear uncertainties and unmodelled dynamics that are arbitrarily large, unstable, and of infinite
dimension.

Due to space limitation, it is impossible to discuss here the details of the I/O robust control design procedure
for different classes of systems. Instead, the main ideas will be exposed through the examples and applications in the
next two sections. Complete analysis can be found in the references cited for interested readers

3 Characteristics of Nonlinear Robust Control

In the previous sections, extensive discussions are made on design methodologies, applicability, stability and perfor-
mance results of e•xisting and most recent nonlinear robust controls. In this subsection we choose to expose the basic
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feature of nonlinear robust controls through simple examples. The examples not only show thecoretical approach to
be used but also provide intuitive explanation of how and how well robust control works.
Example 1: First-order SISO system:

C = ac + u + d(e, t), (13)
where we assume without loss of generality that a = -0.1, since any unstabie part of the nominal system can be
included in d(e, t). The function d is a continuous uncertainty satisfying Id(e, t)l • 1 + e 2 - p(e). There are two
important points about uncertain systems that need to be emphasized before we proceed. First, the uncertain system
may riot have any equilibrium point, or if an equilibrium point exists it may not be known. Thus, stability must
be discussed with respect to the c'quilibrium point of the uncontrolled nominal system, that is, the system with the
disturbance set to zero. Second, the uncertainty is bounded pointwise by a bounding function, and hence there is no
limitation on how, or how fast, the uncertainty varies within the bound. The fact that the rate of variation of the
disturbance can be arbitrarily large makes it clear any explicil adaptation or learning law will be inadequate.

We will use Lyapunov's direct method to determine the stability of the system. We note that the proof of
stability will yield a robust control design. Letting V(e) = 0.5e', we have

V = ee

Z; ae 2 +e(u+d)

* ae2 + eu + le!. Id
* + + leII. p(e).

By introducing the known function p in the last step, we obtain a known form from which an explicit robust controi
can be designed. It is also clear that we should choose u so that, in the limit, the term ue exactly cancels the term
lei . p(e).

Because we want a continuous robust control, we choose

- _ep(e)
U lelp(e) + Cexp(-3t)

where f, j3 > 0 are design parameters. Substituting the control into V yields

V < 2aV + cexp( -#t).

The details of how this inequality is obtained and the property of V are given explicitly in the proof of robustness for
the general case which follows this example.

Solving the above differential inequality shows that V or equivalently lei converges to zero exponentially. The
convergence rate can be adjusted by changing la! and c. Note that u is continuous at, any finite instant of time and
is uniformly bounded since e is uriforridy bounded and since Jul _< p(e). Therefore, there is a classical solution for e.
Since e is continuous and uniformly bounded, t is uniformly continuous. it follows from the system dynamics (13)
that, for any 6 > 0,

~.t+6
lir-m +(u + d)dr = 0,

r-OC it

which imolies that u tends to -d(e, t) almost everywhere in the limit. To gain some intuition as to why the proposed
robust control guarantees exponentially asymptotic stability, first note that the ratio

ep(e)

kelp(e) + cexp(--,3t)

is always in the interval [-1, 1]. It is also important to note that the state e and the exponential term tend to zero
simultaneously. Thus the ratio can in general stay well inside [--1,1] as tini goes to infinity. The control u is thein
simply this ratio times p. This ratio has the potential of converging in the limit to the time-varying ratio d(e, t)/p(e).
That is, over time, the control can actually correlate p and an arbitrary but continuous time varying uncertainty, so
that as time goes to infinity the ratio identifies a scaled version of the uncertainty. In other words the control will, as
time evolves, implicitly learn any smootL, time-varying function.
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Figure 1: Simulation results of Example 1

Figure 1 shows the simulation using SIMNONO in which the control parameters are c = 1, /3 = 0.1, and the

"d"= 0.5 sin t + e cos 2t + 0.5e 2 cos t.

The horizontal time axis is marked in terms of seconds. C

Example 2: A second-order LTV system:

y + a,(t)y + a2(t)y = tý + b1 (t)u,

i where ai(t), a 2(), bt(t) > 0 are time-varying parameters. The plant output y is required to tracking the output of
the reference model

Pm + 2yn =,

where r is any given bounded and continuous reference input. Note that the reference model is strictly proper.
As will be shown later, a(s) = I should be chosen for this system. It follows from the discussion in [46] that thefollowing control is a peifect nominal tracking control (i.e., limt.,o(ym - y) = 0)

IWI = -w,+09u

W2 = -w2+0;Y
J u'(t) = r(t)-+Ooy+wi+W2 ,

where 0* are given by

0O (t) = 1 -- 6(t), 0O (t) = n I(t) - 3 02'(1) = a2 (t) - 2 - 0; (t) - O; (t).

Since perfect knowlege of system parameters ;s not available, we can not let u =7 u'(t). However, since u*(t) is the
perfect control, we can rewrite

u (u - 0OY - vo1 - aw2 ) + 9 *Y + w1 4 W2,

which implies that

y + 2y = u + r(t) - u*(t).

I Define the error signal e(t) = y,(t) -- y(t) yields

e + 2e = --u + u(t).

It is noted tha., u*(t) can be viewed as a bounded uncertainty since 0* can be easily bounded using the bounds on the
system parameters. The uncertainty u'(t) satisfies the cfatching conditions [19]. So, robust control can be designed
to compensator for u'(t), as shown in Example 1. 0
Example ?: Second order LTV system with relative degree two:

S+ "I (t)M + 2(tY = u,
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where ai(t) and a 2(t) are time-varying parameters. The plant output y is required to tracking, the output of the
reference model

Ym + 3Ym + 2 ym r.

As shown in [46], the following control ensures perfect nominal tracking control under perfect knowledge, i.e.,
limte.(ym, - y) = 0.

Wi = -w±+O7u
Zbl = -W2 + 02*,

u*(t) = r(t)+O~y+wj+u,2,

where 0! are given by

O(t) = a(t) -- 3, 0;(t) = -54 +a,(t) + 61 (t) + a 2 (t) -0()al(t),

O2(t) = a 2(t) + a2 (t) - 0•(t)a 2 (t) - 0;(t) --;(t) - 2.

Due to the lack of perfect knowlege, we can not let u = u'(t). However, since u*(4) is the perfect contiol, the system
can be rewritten as

i++3y+2y= u+r(t)- u*(t),

or
+ 3e + 2e = -u + u*(t). (14)

It is noted that u*(t) can again be viewed as a bounded uncertainty.
Unlike Example 1, robust control can not be designed directly unless state feedback is available. This is because,

although the uncertainty is matched [19], the reference model as vell as (14) is not strictly proper. That is, a robust
control designed using standard robust control theory will require measurement not only y but also ý, which violates
the objective of I/O robust control. To get around this problem, let

1
-- U
s+ 1.5

which yields

e'+3e+2e = - -l.5u+u*(t)
u = -1.5U+u.

The above system can be viewed as two cascaded, strictly proper subsystems. Since the subsystems are strictly proper,
output robust control can be designed for each one of them, and cascaded connection can be used to generate the
overall control u(t) in a similar fashion as those in [42, 43, 35]. The treat-off is that the uncertainty u*(t) is now not
matched but satisfies the generalized matching conditions [35].

As shown in [42, 43, 35], the loss of matching conditions for uncertainty imp)lies that, asymptotic stability or
expoenential .stability can not be achieved in general. An intuitive explanaton is the following. The intermediate
control variable -i could be designed in a similar form as explained in Example i to compensate any continuous u*(t).
There is no limitation on the uncertainty u*(t) except its size bounding function 111uy't)III. However, inside the given
size bounding function, the uncertainty may vary continuous but arbitrarily fast, this implies that robust control U has
the capability to change arbitrarily fast as well in order to match up with the, change in the uncertaintN Therefore,
the time derivative of ii can not be hounded apriori. Thus. to achieve exponential stability for plant of high rclative
degree, the control v may be excessively large since a = U + 1.5U. Because of this reasmn, exponential stability t, r
plant of relative degree greater than one will not pursued in this paper. The control obje,7tive for these systems is to
make the tracking error arbitraiil y small to achieve any given accuracy requirement. 0
Exaiuple 4: Minimum phase system with unmodelled dynamics: ("p(s)[1 - .(;(s)] where lii,_. AG(s) i -1,

k pG,( =- bBpo0 1(;v~) = 11'A(s) s + av.,

and ap, and b, 0 are unknown parameters with b.,0 > 0.
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I

Figure 2: Simulation results of Example 4

H ~For this systerr, there are only two known information. First,

~' {1 AG(s) I < Ca~e0 'it

f+AG(s)Jl
for some unknown constant CAG.- Second, the lumped uncertainty ~(,t) is bounded by

Choose the desired reference model to be

|~ +.

I--

It is easy to check that +(s) G.(- G s) is SPR.
A stabilizing control can be designed using the MRRC approach. A specific choice in [36] is

I - PI((e,tY, U) 0 e+-2
U = V1 ,yt) .

ICwhere Uhdes, 
,r u, t)r + to Ue

I1(y, r, u, t) = k ., r2 (t) + y2 (t) + P2 (Y t) + e-" 1 * Y2 (t))

(C > 0 is a constant, p 1(e, y, u, t) = e(t)g1 (y U, u and kg > 0 is a scalar gaii.

The simulation was done using SIMNON9c with the following choices:

Plant: Gp(s) = A1, AG(s) =-;-•-. Reference signal: r(t) = sin 2t.

Lumped uncertainty: c(y,t) = 0.25cost + 0.5cosy -+ ysin 2t + e-' [y2 sin(y - t)].

Initial conditions: zero. Parameters in the controller: k9 = 5.0, 1 = 0.3.

Simulation results are shown in Figure 2. We note that the tracking error can be made smaller by choosing a smaller
value for the design parameter I.
Example 5: Consider the plant described by Gp(s)[1 + AG(s)] where

I) p,(s) =

ap, and bvo are unknown parameters with bpo > 0, and the uncertainty AG(s) has relative degree no less than -1.
Two known information are assumcd for this system. It is assumed that the lumped uncertainty C(y,t) be

bounded by

I 0(, t)] < 1 + y2 Y"2f p(y, t)
About unmodelled dynamics, it is assumed that p' > 0.1

The same reference model and MRRC as those in Example 4 are used. The simulations were done using

SIMNON® with the following choices
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N(q,q) = + G(q) + Fd(1)4 + F,3 ('I) 4 Td.

where q represents n x I vector of generalized coordinates, u is n x I vector of generalized force inputs, M(q) is an n x n

inertia matrix, Vt(q, 4) is an n x n matrix of centripetal aad Coriolis terms, G(q) is an n x I vector of gravity terms,
Fd(t) and F,(q) are diagonal matrices of dynamic and static friction terms, and Td is an vi x 1 vector of any unknown
but bounded disturbances. N(q, e1) provides a consolidated notation for the nonlinear effects and disturbances. If

necessary, dynamics of elecrical subsystems can be included as well. It is apparent, that system (15) fits naturally
into the setup of nonlinear robust control, especially the generalized matching conditions.

In many cases, a weapon systcnm contains riot only rigid mechanical parts but also flexible parts, for example,
helicopter blades made of composite materials. This class of systems is usually referred as flexible systems. From
Hamilton's principle, dynamics of a flexible system are governed by partial differential equation (trDE). For instance,

the motion of a planar and homogeneous flexible beam is described by a forth-order linear PDE with four boundary
cenditions [3]. For complicated systems, PDE is in geneýral nonlinear and difficult to derive. The main differences
between control of rigid systems and control of flexible systems are: (1) control objective can not be achieved directly

but rather thiough oscillatory propagation, which is re&tect,,d mathematically by the fact that control inputs do not
appear the PDE but rather entei through i'.s boundary conditions; (2) any model of a flexible system is of infinite
dimension, contains significant nonlinearity, and is only known approximately. Thesf rhvracterieti.-.- makes flexible

I system a robust control problem.
Since control problem of PDE is not solvable in general and since almost all control results are based on

ordinary differential equaticns (ODEs), one has no apprccimate the dynamics oi flexibie systems by ODEs. The
popular approach for n,odelling flexible systems using ODEs is to use finitely truncated modal expansions. That is,

first define the assumed modes and then use Lagrange formulation to yield a high-order complicated nonlinear ODEs.
Another approach is to model a flexible system as an infinite dimensional systems subject to significant nonlinearities'
The ODE models from both techniques will obviously contain large uncertainties, which raakes nonlinear robust,

control be the natural candidate for this control problem.
To apply robust control, both methods of approximation need to be studied. The first approximation approach

yields a ncnlinear state space model in which uncertainties may not satisfy the generalized matching conditions, which

requires new research as proposed in section five. Thfe second method provides a linear input-output model which is
time-varying (and implicitly state-dependent), contains nonlinear uncertainties and unmodelled dynamics of infinite
order, and is also non-minimum phase. The non-rminimurn phase feature of flexible systems has been shown in [26]

for an Euler-Bernoulli beam. This rpresc-rts the class of systems tackled by the newly proposed MRRC method.
In a word, the nonlinear robust control schemes are very much applicable to weapon systems that contain both

flexible subsystems and rigid subsystems

I 4.2 Robust Control Design for Flexible-Joint Robots

Control design for robot manipulators with joint flexibility has attracted much attention from control researchers in
rcce,:t years The main reason i- that, as shown by experimental study in [58], joint flexibility must he taken into

account in both modelling and control design in order to achieve high tracking performance Common sources ot joint
flexibility are g-ear elasticity (for example, harmonic drives), shaft windup, eic. Most researchers have adopted the
model , flexible joint robots presented in [54j.

Several methods, such as feedback linearization, observer design, adaptive control, singular perturbation, and
robust control, have been investigated to design effective control for flexible joint robots. A list of references on these
results can be found in the survey paper [56], we sh,1l only brief synopsis of tho most recent developments and provide

comparison of different approaches. In feedback linearization method [54, 25], control is designed based on feedback
linearization transforrmation which requires t h1 knowledge of the dynamics and acceleration and jerk measurements.
Under the assumption that joint flexibility is "small", there are two time scales in system dynamics, and a control can
be designed using singular per url.at.io, technique Adaptive version of this slow/fast control was studied in [17, 18].

The resulting control is intuitively simple since it usually contains two parts: a control for rigid body and a corrective
ro, trol, however, tlh., control does not guarantee glibatl stabilit The most rocent adaptive control scherie proposed
In ý,271 guararntees global stability under tle standard assumplnion that dynamics can be fully parameterized. On the
front f robust ,7cnttrd design, Ioa1 stabdiy wits shown [34) which ran b,ý viewed as extension of robust control rtsults
for rigiJ robot.:, [46, 501. Lalz:r. a robust control guaranteeing global Stahi lit:' was presented in 113], this fill state
fedback rotuwst contrel design is an application of tle result in [ (I2] and an extension of the robust control law [12] for
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rigid robots. Hybrid control, or combined robust and adaptive control, of flexible joint robots has also been studied
[49, 14].

So far all existing control laws for elastic robots require full state feedback. 'There are some results [31, 601 on
designing state observer for flexible joint robots, but. no result has been reported on the subject. of how to close the
control loop, that is, how to design a control based on the estimates of t.,t states. Since the separation principle does
not hold in general for nonlinear systems, it appears unlikely ýhat full state feedback control can be changed to an
estimate-based control to guarantee global stability.

In this section we use flexible joint manipulators as eample to design input-output robust control. The control
objective is to design a robust control which guarantees global stability and good tracking performance but requires
only feedback of link position and velocity. The proposed control design is not. only more attractive in practice since
it requires less feedback information, but also allows the presence of significant but bounded nonlinear uncertainties
including fast time varying parameters, modelling errors, load change, and unknown flexibility.

Dynamics of a robot with flexible joints are described by the following nonlinear differential equations:

0 = M(ql)qi + N(qi,q'i) + K(qi -- q2) (15)

Jq2 = K(q1 - q2 )- Dq2 +r+P(q:,,i) (16)

'(ql, 41) = I'm(qI,41),1 + G(qi) + Fd4t + H(qI,,1)
II(ql, 41) 7-- F,,(ýjIt) + Td,

where qi and q2 represent n x 1 vectors of joint angles and motor angles, respectively, r is n x 1 the control vector
of motor output torques, M(ql) ;s an n x n inertia matrix(symmetric and positive definite) for the rigid links, K is a
diagonal matrix representing the joint stiffness. in(ql, 41) is an n x n matrix of centripetal and Coriolis terms, G(ql)
is an n x 1 vector of gravity terms, Fd is an n x n diagonal matrix of dynamic friction coefficients, H(qI, 41) includes
static friction F,(q1 ) and any unknown but bounded disturbances. It is worth noting that Td is in general a anknown
nonlinear functional of qI, q'i. In equation (16), J is a diagonal matrix of actuator inertias reflected to the link side
of the gears, D is also a diagonal matrix of torsional damping coefficients, P(qli, 1) denotes any possible nonlinearity
whose bounding function depends only on qI, and 41.

Let q1 characterize the desired, smooth trajectory that the robot should track. The assumption of q' being
smooth implies that qd and its derivatives up to the forth order are conti ,aous and bounded functions of time.

The followings are the important properties of robot dynamics.

P.1 It 1.,as been shown in [11] that the inertia matrix satisfies

mI < M(ql) -,(qi)I, Vq, ,nxl

whc-e it is assumed that rn arid Tn-(ql) be known. Note that "l(qi) is a non-negative function and reduces to a
constant for robots with only revolute joints.

P.2 It has been shown in I111 that V,,(qi, 41) is a function at most of first order in q, and qI. Therefore,

,1 1, 'M ( q l, 6 ) 11 <ý (3 , -4 0 111 llx = p x )

where I fl denotes Euchiemn normr, =, is the output vec t or defined by T =1 [ ,T T ]T, and e1 is &m n x

vector repiesenting the trajectory error, i.e. ei = q, -- q1

rl'he robust control design prcposed requires only tnc following assumptionm:

A. 1 Unktown functionals in dynamics equi ions ( f) and (16) include dynamic and static frictioii, bounded distur-
bances, et,:. It is assuniea thai they be bounded by known functions as

IG(qI) 4 Fd"qI + F ('i)II < 33 + /3411XiII = P.(.

.< p,(x it), IlP(q, 41)1 f; P4(pIr , flM (qi) 1 < ^ 1(aI)-

A.2 The feedback nformratiort for control design are only the measurements 4fjoint positiun and veiocity, i.e., (,
and q1  I he l:,sition and velocity deformations q2 - q, and q, - 41 are unknown, but initial deform ttions are
boundoed, that i-,

f!X2(tO) --- x,(to)ll < pc , or l'X0(tn)l P7

for some constant pc, or ro7, where x9 is thc iMtenial state defined by x2 q,, q-2
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A.3 If the parameters K, J, and D are unknown, it is assumed that their vaiue are limited within compact sets as

0<K-K <K O<J<0 < J, O<D<D<D,

In addition, if they are time-varying, their derivatives up to third order are bounded.

We can rewrite system dynamics (16) into the following state space representation:

I i2 = A 2 x 2 + B2[7 + Kq1 + P(qi, 1)], q2 = C2 X2  (17)

where A [2 0 [l B 2 = [fiC, 0 X 2  =[q '2 T'
A2~ ~ = _J-:iK .- J-]D I I 2 -: IO ,I ?=[I0, z2 •02

Note that the matrix A2 is stabie, which is always physically guaranteed. it follows from (17) that

I q2 (t) = C 2 eA2' X2(0) + 7-' + C 2ea2t * B.IKqj + C2 eAet * B 2 P(q1 , q1), (18)

where * denotes the convolution operation and 7' = C eA2 t * B2 7.

To make the analysis easier to understand, let us proceed the I/O robust contrl design for two different cases.I In the next subsection, we shall first study the simple case that the parameters K, J, and D are known. The general
case that the parameters K, J, and D are unknown will be investigated in the subsequent subsection.

I 4.2.1 Shimpified I/O Control

In this section, I/O robust control dtzigr is studied fo- the case jhat J Z J, = K o, and D = Do or some nominal3 value matrices Jo, K,. and Do. With the knowledge of A2 . and 32o where

A0[ 0, , 0J D

I the transition matrix e.A*2. can be calculated. Consequently, the intermediate variable
'= 1 J=J,D=D,=Ko = C2eA, * B2 r

is available in control design. in stead of calculating directly c-A,, off--ine, one car• use the following augmented system
to generate 7Q-3" -= .A2 oz + B'. rB ' =: (z, (19)

where z is the augmented stat. of appropriate order. More so)ecifically, letting

,~7 7, T:

yieids

ro7"-= Zi

I1 Z? (20)
,2 -J 11R, , 7

- -o2 '- LDoZ,' - I•:r I' I

It is worth noding here that, although matrices in (17) are known, q2 or X2 can not K, caliutlated (11e to the uncertainty
P(qj, 7)).

ISubstituting solution 118) and (21) into (15) yields the error system:

A I x 1 4 BL(AA r ,

= Axj + (A -- r,, q (22)
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where Kp > 0 is gain matrices chosen by the designer, I[ ] , _ r
A, = -4= I I , B1 =A 1 0 0 ' -M -1(q1)Kp 0 J _ - Io ý I

AA K-'M(q1 )if, + KjlN(qi, (1) - C2 eA2°tx 2 (0) - C2eA•° * B.2 P(q. ,

and
AA' = AA 4+ K0'Kpei - C 2 eA2*° * B2 oKAql.

Input-output robust control design as well as corresponding sability and tracking performance will be investi-
gated in terms of error system (22) and augmented system (19) The analysis is done using Lyapunov's direct method.

To apply the Lyapunov techuique, let us choose Lyapunov fonctioll candidate to be

v=:q+•, y,= Pa-1, I2•z..

where u is the vector to be chosen later, c, > 0 is a constant scalar, and I
1 [ KCP + a 2M(q,) aM(qz) 1

P 2 aM(q;) M(q-) J

It follows trom the definition 

-"

I T 1 + )Tfq)ei *2

V = Ke, + ei + (ae++ 6) + ý-;11. - U112

that V is a positive definite function with respect to xi and z -- U.
The following lemma illustrates the property of the derivative of sub-Lyapunov function V (xl) along wvury

trajectory of system (22).

Lenuma [511 Consider system (15) and (16) under Properties P.1 and P.2 and Assunptwons A.1 and A.2. Assume
in addition biat the matrices K, D, and J be constant and known. Then, the sub--Lyapunor ,t ction Vi(xi) satisfies
the following inequality: I

Vi(i) ___ -•.lle,,i 2 + lIW(xl)lli(xl) -ew (W)Ko(ro - - Kjýe 1 + G2fAt*, mlt,1), (_4, |

where Aj,,() and Amax(') represent the operation of takinq the minimum and maritimr etenvaiues, respectively,i

A 1 j~, (K,), w(xi) cv (cI 1 ,

e.(ri) = ii'(q,)IIq~II + p1(Xl)'il¢i. + p2(zi) + )3(z1) + llw(Xr)IIPS(-i ) + amqr)I16. 11

+±Ii1,K, C,,eA2 I I I . ,7 + K
1B 2 i~p,,ýxi(s))ds.

Remark: 'lhe bounding function pl(x 1 ) does not depend on internal state x, and oply requiiefi an t..imate (ox
bound) on the iritiaJ condition of x,.

"Upon "having Lerma, we can proceed inpit-ouuput robust con-ro! design The proposed /O controller is

generat,-d by the followin). recursive mapping:

Ui Ull -1-1-12 -iK'iq)wx) ,2 o* 0 JxqI
.U ttt•) q1 + KA 0 Kpe1 -. KO 1Fi(q1),(x,)

-112 ,1 1 r1(x1,t),y (x .t)V " , ,

,(x , t;!,+" + ei1- i)

U2 11 1 , .. + (

./. •+ o,' (ti -- ),)z,• + 'Do - _

('-7,-- )..... 477 ..... .. ) .•7 ga x ,t ,'25)
(U '•''g'•' It"" -4 t3 '
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where cj > 0I and vj 0, 1 J, 2,3, are -.onstants, thp ccnstar.,ts zvj are choren such that the, first order partial
derivatives of u1 with respect to their variables are we~l-defined, H deaotes a known bounding function on the
magnitude of the argument, and

11j ,1111, i t p 2 (X 1 0 (U~ 1 - ).q2(Y' t

93Xli iflul21, P3(z , t) =(U2 -Z2)g 3 (Xl, t).IThe recursive mapping basically involves finding bounding fu'Actions of litil and KIU' for obtaining u12 and
respectively. The terms litI and 1u2j can be bounded by first developing bounds for the lirst-order partial derivat~iv-s
of U, with respect to its variables, and then by determining the bounds for thc fitst-order time derivatives of its
variables using dynamxic eciuations (19) and (22). The bounding functions are usually obtaineci by takfng EuclideaiA
norm. There are, several ways to guarantee differentiability of ul and U2 . The easiest way is to use some usei -defined

norm such as Iiyll, V Ii1IP + c for some c > 0. It is wcrih mnentioaing here that i,, viill cormxan i, which in turn

depends on X2. However, the bounding function on lzieI wili only kdepeni on -I and 7,' since X2 can be boundied using
(18) with -r' = r,,.

We are now in a position to state the following theorem on control (25) which, requires only input-output
measurements and is for now robust with respect to any bounded uncertainties except the parameter variation of J,

Dana K.
Theorem: [51] Consider system (13) ayrd (16,) under Properties P.1 and P.2 and Assun~ptions A.1 and A.2. Assume
in addition that the ma,,rices K, D, and J toe constant and known. If I/0 robuisi controller 7 ts chosen to be theI outconie of the mnapping procedure (P5), then the trajectory tracking erro-~ x, (both e and ý) is globally and uniformly
ullmnd3lely h;ounded. That is, as time approaches infinity, the inagnitude of the tracking error characterized by Vj(e, 6)
becovies no larger t'ian the design paramneter t* where

3 ~FiITr1herniere, the robust control r- is contzraious and qloballý, uniformnly boundcd.

4.2 2 General, 1/0 Conutrol

in .,his section, iriput-output control design is proceeded without knowledge of matrices J, D, and K. When these
matrices are not kniown, the intermediate variable ~r' defined in 018) can not be calculated. However, it is noted that,I if a nominal augmentcd system similar to t(19) can be obtained by defining -T' properly, most of the analysis in the
previous sectAion follows. Therefore, we shall focus on how to generate from (17) an eqoation similar to (19) which
depends only on r'.xnnnal %-dues.3 Corms'der the .ýollowiaý linear timre-varying ;ystem:

F(st)y = v +d, (26)

where y, v and d are coluirin vectors of n dimension, y is the output, v is the corresponding input, d is disturbance.I (s, t) is th~e s,->- 'alled time- varying differential opermv.r dlefined by

F(s, JS- ,2 + DFr + K.

Nhat is, system (26) can be rewritten in terms of differential eqluation as

+~, *~ +~ A'j/ry v + d.

'vI re details or' tzrai-vdaryng dlff-ccc,1-ial operator can be found 'ii [r7. 22].
Thli prohkm~r to be ýýt'idied is tinder what, inpoi. the closed-loop system becomes

20 JO 'Jy + d1 , (27)
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where J0 , D,, and Ko are constant matrices represents any choice of nominal values of J, D, K respectively, r is any
reference input, d' is the equivalent disturbance, and differential operator Fo(s) is given by

Fo(s) = Jos" + Dos + K,.

Let us introduce the following auxiliary signals:

Th = -- 27 + Giv, (28)

ij; = -- 72 + G 2y, (29)

where ri and 772 are n-th order column vectors, initial conditions of rn1 and rq2 are assumed without loss of any
generality to be zero and G,1 and G 2 are n-th order diagonal matrices.

The input v is selected as

v = G 3y + r + r/1 + •77, (30)

where G3 is also an n-th order diagonal matrix. Utilizing differential operator, we can rewrite the input v as

v z= G3 y+ r+ (s+ 1)-'[Glv + G2 y],

or

v = (sI + I - Gi)-1{[(s + 1)G3 + G2]y+ (s + 1)r}.

Substituting the above equation into (26) yields

[(sI + I - G,)(Js2 + Ds + K) - (s + 1)G3 - G 2]y = (s + 1)r + (sI + I - G 1 )d.

It then follows that the closed loop system is given by (27) with

d' =- (s + 1)-(sI + I - Gi)d

iff the following identity holds:

[(sI + I -- Gi)(1s + Ds + K) - (s+ 1)G3 - G2] = (s + 1)(J1s2 + Dos + KO)JT'J. (31)

Since all matrices are diagonal, the above equality can be rewritten as
Ji

[(s + 1 - Gl)(Jis2 + Dis + K1 ) - (s + 1)G3i - G2N] = (s + 1)(J0 is 2 + Dais + F.oi) •i

where subscript i denotes the i-th element on the diagonal. It is easy to verify that the above equality holds if G1 ,
G 2 , and G 3 are chosen such that

D- Ji D, i=l -- 2-
Jr Ji 4i

D0  K0  D0 j
G3 i = Di+Ki+(1- Gi)Dj-37-2Ji- 2D0 -°',

Joi J• Ji oi
d 3j. D 1  K0 1 +D0  K.

= • .. "Ko (32)
G~i = Ki + (1 - Gii)Ki - G3i - " -(1 + )Jli 0o1 + Do9 Ji - 0 i (2

dt3 OJoi Joi

Solution (32) guarantees identity (31) which in turn guarantees that the closed-loop system is internally stable. The
above relations will be used to determine known bounds on G 1 , G 2 , and Cj. These bounds are required in designing
robust control.

It should be emphasized here that the introduction of differential operators implies zero initial conditions. It
is noted that systems given by (17) and (26) arn both uniformly asymptotically stable. Consequently, non-zero
initial conditions ccntribute only exponentially decaying terms with which a similar Lyapunov stability proof can be
proceeded to yield the same stability results.
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Now, reconsider dynamic equation (16) by rewriting as

Jq 2 + D(2 + Kq2 = r + Kqj + P(qj,,41)3= [Gaq2 4- + 771 + 1721 + [Kql + P(q,, (tK) - G "q2 -- 71- 7721

= v + d,

where ý and 772 are given by (28) and (29) with r = 7 and y = q2, and Gi are given by the solh ion (32). It follows
from the discussion from (26) to (32) that dynamics (16) becomes

4"2 + JO', + J--J Iq" = + (33)

where
e' *t 7,e-t 

-T-( 
3

q= Jq 2 , * =e-,r, (2= , C3 = e-4, 1 2T[
IP'(q 1, 4 1, i)=(s + 1)-'(sI + I - Gi)[Kql + P(qi, 41) - G3q2 - 171 - 172].

Hence, the solution for q2 is given by
I r-lC^•eAýo.Im• -) ,, j-1 BC2o'(l eA.,_) (34)

q2(t) = J_,C 2e ,v,, + J 7" - JC 2 eAt * B2 J.P'(q, 4,
wherew h r , ( O [ T ( .t o ) J ( t o ) " T j , ]CT t j tOx =0 qq(o) 2o TJ(to) + q•(to)J(to)

and T-0' is defined by

I, = [ :Z2]
70 = C 2 z'

' = A 20 zi + B 20 JOr, (3b)

which is similar to (19). Thus, the results obtained in the previous subsection can be duplicated here and therefore
-- omitted.

5 Current and Future Research

i The current and future research is divided into three parts: loosening the existing restrictions on uncertainties (mainly
the GMCs), strengthening existing stability results by studying performance indices under robust control, and im-
proving the nonlinear I/O control method so that it becomes applicable to more classes systems, especially generalI non-minimum phase systems.

There have been several preliminary results along these directions. First, for systems without GMCs, we propose
a new design procedure in which several interlacings are performed in each recursion. The intuition is that interlacing
allows one to deal with the uncertainties not satisfying GMCs. The procedure has been proven to work for systems
such as those with Afi(X,t) = Afi(Xi+ 2 ,. . ., Z,,, t). It became apparent in the preliminary study that the procedure
can be used not only for control design but also for identifying the class of stabilizable systems. Second, using
performance index to quantify the transient performance of nonlinear robust control has been studied in [40]. Third,
it has been shown in [52] that MRRC is applicable to nonminimum phase systems provided that nonminimum phase
zeros are due to sufficiently small unmodelled dynamics.
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Design of Robust Structural Controllet's for Gun-Turret Systems
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Abstract:

Improvements in robust performance of gun-turret system mounted on helicopters, can significandy
enhance Ihe mission capabilities of light attack helicopters. A sigiificant research effort has been directed
toward the design and implementation of controllers which can guarantee the stability and performance.
Some of the specific gun-turret problems are impulse loads neai the first flexible mode of the system, time-
varying friction in the recoil slider, lack of barrel tip position sensors, presence of non-linear elements, and !ack
of proper mathematical models of the gun-turret systems. One of the major sources of fire control error is dce
to the excitation of several structural modes by gun firing. Designmng controllers for such system whose
mathematical model is subject to uncertainties is an interesting and challenging problem.

To design active controllers for flexible gun systems, a mathematical representation of the system is
needed. We have derived mathematical models of gun-turret systems by analytical methods and model
validation is accomplished by using structural identification methods. In order to accomplish simplicity in the

controller implementation, we have derived reduced order models by using optimal projection nmethods.

To account for uncertainties in the structural models and to accomplish good closed loop system
performance and sensor noise suppression properties, we have developed robust control d'esign
methodologies for gun-turret systems. The reduced order models are utilized in the design of robust
controllers. We have utilized a modified linear quadratic Gaussian with loop transfer recovery (IQG/LTR)
robust control design methodology for accommodating the limited control force provided 5y the actuators.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Improvements in robust performance of Gun-Turret System mounted on helicopters, can significantly
enhance the mission capabilities of light attack helicopters. Designing a controller for such a system whose
mathematicai model is subject to uncertainties is an interesting and challenging problem. The uncertainties in
the model may arise due to unmodeled dynamics, firing disturbances, helicopter motion, linearization of
nonlinear elements, train rate sensor noise etc. A control s.,ategy which can guarantee stability and provide
satisfactory performance in the presence of model uncertainties is called a robust controller. Among the
various design methods for robust controllers, the linear quadratic Gaussian with loop transfer recovery
(L.QG/LTR) design procedure [1], has many advantages. This methodology will result in control systems with
excellent stability robustness, command following, disturbance rejection and sensor noise suppression
properties. A significant research effort has been directed toward the design and implementation of robust
controllers for turret-gun system.

One of the important problems in the control of a Gun-Turret system is to approximate a high-order,
complex mathematical model of the system with a low-order, simpler model. The resulting reduced order
models are useful for designing and implementing robust controllers for a Gun-Turret System. This
methodology will provide simplicity of implementation and reduction in hardware requirements.

The Gun-Turrei 3ystem contains nonlinear elements, such as gear trains, servo valves, hydraulic
motors etc. In this system, the firing disturbances excite the structural modes. Integrated Systems Inc. (ISI)
has developed a detailed nonlinear model and identified various parameters of the r.odel [2]. A linear
qL'adratic Gaussian with loop transfer recovery (LQG/LTFH) controller is designed for the gun system using
linearized models. We encountered the convergence/numerical integration problems in the simulation of this
controller along with the non-linear plant. It is also noticed that there is a large spread of eigenvalues of the
linear model [3]. For the convergence of the control algorithms and their easy implementation, controllers are
designed using reduced order models.

Optimal projection theory was developed by Bernstein and Hyland [4] to design low-order fixed
compensators for multivariable systems. The optimal projection method was later extended to model
reduction [5], parameter robust control [6,7T, H2/Hoo method for model reduction [8] and various other control
problems. Tho salient feature of the optimal projection theory is that it widl provide a common mathematical
framework for designing low order controllers with multiple performance criterion.

The optimal projection method methodology has been employed to derive a reduced order model
and a lower order controller for the Gun-TJurret System. The results are compared with balance-truncation [9],
modal method [10] and Routh Approximation methods [11].
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Hyland an Bernstein [4] have presented a technique for model reduction by minimizing the steady
state error between the outputs of the original system ard reduced order mode. A detailed description of this
procedure along with a proposed numerical solution algorithm is presented in this report.

In order to accommodate the limited control force of the actuators, we have modified the robust
contorl design methodology.

III. BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE GUN-TURRET SYSTEM

The gun-turret system (Fig.1) under investigation consists of a medium caliber chain gun mounted to
a turret capable of slewing ±120 degrees in azimuth and +15 to -60 degrees in elevation. The impulse-like
disturbance due to firing is sinusoidai in nature and near the natural frequency of the system. In addition, the
firing disturbances produce structural deformations which are unobservable at the sensors.

The current gun-turret system is controlled by an analog controller which resides in the turret control
box (TCB). The TCB receives mne gun reference commands from the fire control computer (FCC). The FCC is
responsible for compensatir j for the helicopters rigid body motion and the addition of the lead angle

SI prediction.

The gun is mounted within a cradle using a brass slide mechanism that allows for recoil movement.
Recoil adapters are mounter' between the recoiling mass of the gun and the cradle to dampen the recoil force.
The cradle and gun assemblies are attached to a fork using two trunnion pins. One trunnion pin has a resolverI] built into it. this resolver providf s the elevation pointing error to the TCB. The elevation axis positioning is
accomplished through the use Dt a servo-valve controlled, double-acting hydraulic cylinder. A pressure
transducer measures the pessi 'e differential across the cylinder and provides this to the TCB.

ie fork is held i, pl; ce by the azimuth housing. The azimuth axis positioning is accomplished
tV rough the use of a rotary hydaulic motor and a gearbox. A train rate sensor measures the azimuth angular
velocity and a resolver p ovide ; the pointing error. The azimuth housing is mounted to the helicopter hull.

A detailed iocel of he turret-gun system was developed by Shah and Kosut [31. The nonlinear
simulation model i -lu(- s thti effects of hydraulic servo-valve nonlinearities, backlash in the drive train and
freeplay in the foi,, crz. lle .nd barrel attachme it points [2]. Preliminary testi ig has shown that besides
geometry depenc. nt irertiai variations, very littre coupling exists between the axes. Hence, independent
models were de'7iopc i for the elevation and azimuth axe•s. The rest of this eport will deal with only the
azimuth axis, hoivtver, the 1'esults can easily be applied to elevation.

Ill. MODEL REDUCTION TECHNIQUE USING OPTIMAL PROJECTION

* A Method
Hylan, and Bernstein [5] have presented a technique for model reduction by minimizing the steady

state error be ween the outputs of the original system and reduced order model, 1 he necessary conditions
for optimality will result in two modified Lyapunov equations which determine the structure of the reduced
order model. These Lyapunov equations are coupled by a projection parameter whose rank is equal to the
order of the reduced model. A detailed description of the procedure is presented in this section. The
p,incipal ref, rences for thiis section are Hyland and Bernstein [51 and Ngo[12]. A reduced order model for
gun-turret s,- ern is derived by using optimal projection equations and a critical comparison is made between
other reduced order models.
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SStatement of Problem:

For an nt"I orde " stable, controllable and observable system

5� .*= Ax + Bu (1)

y = Cx (2)

where u is white noise with spectral density V>O, find a nmth order reduced model

= A,,x,. + Bu (3)

S,= x (4)

by minhinzi-g the model reduction error criterion

J(ALB, C, im4(y y,)T R(y- y) (5)

whera R is symmetric, positive definite matrix.

original system

xAx ±Bu Y
y Cx

reduced order modd + (Y-Yr)

Xm=AmXm+Bmu Ym

y = Cmxm

Fig. 2. Representation of Original and Reduced Order Models.

Consider the augmented system

X 0A,, X,,.FB.

The model reduction criterion J can be written as

J = rn tr[Q()j (7)

I CTRC _CT c
where - C7RCm l()

-dTR C ý,RC
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If A is stable, then Q(t) has limiting solution, limr (I) = ( satisfying equation

+ QA- T + 0 (10)

wh,?re = 3T = 81T Bv,,1 (11)[B7 v" B•VwJ (1T1

Now the problem is transformed into minimizing

J(Am,B,c,) B = tr (12)

subject to a constraint

A• + ý'.:.- f = 0 (13)

The constrained minimization problem can be solved by introducing the Lagrange multiplier (P and

modifying the performance index as

L =t4QNR±+(AQ6+QýA +Vf),P] (14)

The necessary conditions for optimality are:

(i) -L =A+ P +PA A' PA + O (15)

(ii) ý + r+f= (16)

dP
(iii) dL- = 2=.---A~ = 0 (17)

The results of model reduction technique based on optimal projection method are summarized in the
following theorem [5]:

T-hrQn

SLppose (Am,BmCm) solves the optimal model-reduction problem. Then there exist nonnegative

definite matrices P, Q such that, for some factorization of QP = GTAf, the matrices Am,Bm and Cm a~e
given by
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A J AG T ,(18)

B, -r'B 119)

C. CG T  125)

and such that with T GTr, the following conditions are satisfied:

1 A QAT + BVBT -r-LBVBTrz =0 (21)

A T P+rPA+A+C TRC-rrCTrRCr =C (22)

rank(Q) = rank(P) =rank(p) =nm (23)

where TL = -r

The rninimum model reduction cost is given by

J,, = trf(Q, -_Q)CTRC] or (24)
•=t[BVBT(-i3 (25)

SB I-hie Roprtef Pro-Ection Parameter T

The projection parameter, -t plays an important role in the model reduction procedure. The properties
of prjection parameter are discussed below:

(i) In general, t is an obliqiie projection and not necessarf!y an orthogonal projection since ;t may not be
symmetric.

(ii) Projection parameter, T is an idempotent matrix, since

(iii) The matrix c satisfies the following identities:

.O = ý = OfT T(27)

PT = P = T-P (28)

(iv) Eigen\ alues and eigenvectors of r.

The eigenvalues of -t are either 1 or 0.
(v) There exists an invertible matrix ( e R n×fl such that
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[0 ' ~ t K , A E R"x" is a diagonal nxatrI5:. (29)

1 " D 0 (30 )

In oicier to find roduced order models, we naed to solve a coupled Liapunov type eq~uations.
Essentialij, two distinct approauhes htl~e been develoived for solving the optima! projection equations: (1)
itarative procedure balanriing [9] u~ing o'r romponent cost analysis 0313 and (2) hornotopic continuation
rnethod [14]. In this paper itetative procedure is de&,ribed.

Re.,alI thaithme objective is tZo determine QPand rl such that the following conditions are satisfied-

AQ+QA T +RBVBT - TBVBT1-I = 0 (31)

A T P +PA + CRC -,I{C "R&C = 0 (32)

rank(Qp rank(P =rank(QP) :.rM(33)

For the ;ake of simnplicity, it is assumed that V - J ,.

Ngo [12' has develcped a numerical proc(-dure for solving Eqt.,ations (31) and (32) by utilizing,
bz~anced realization of the original !-yatem. He has also ,ihown the similarities between optimal projection
equations and controllebilitv observability Grrmmians of ba~ariced realizations. Let the oriqinal systemn be
represented by

.i = Ax +Bu (34)

y= Cx (35)

This reoresentation will be transformed imno an internally balanced representation with

Xb = TX(36)

A procedure for determining similarity transformation, T, is given in the reference [15].

Then internally balanced realization is givc-- by

'ix A,-Ab J+I 5 Bu (37)

Y C bXb (38.)

wher-e A~b =TAT-, lbb= TP, Qb= CT- (39)

The controllability and observability Grammians of internally balanced realization Y. = = ) sati-fy the.
following equatimos:

Ab ±+ A[ + Bb Bt, = 0) (40)
AT + -4, 4-Cfc= (41)
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Now ihe optima! projection equations for model reduction can be written as

,Q + QA+k BBT -b -b "Atl' 0 (42)

.PAý [- [ - C . = 0 (43)

Equations (4!) and (41) can be written as

AP.. T-A°-<LB "'°+o , 0 1221 (44)

20 1=0

LAb'P ±,-t -b 10ch cb~r±O + A12.21 j 0 (45)

The similarity between Equations (44), (45) and (42), (43) gives a procedure for the selection of initial guess

* for Q, P and 'r• in the numerical soLution of optimal projection equations.

Numerical Algorithm

Stcp 1: Determine the balancer r, eon (Ab, Bb, Cb) and I from the generai state variable
represen~tation (A, B, C) of the odginai system.

Let Y diag(cr, . (46)

with 0'-2 _> Cr (47)

3 where a's are Hankel Singular values

Select The order of the reduced model, nm, such that

>>cr > , (48)

then L = diag(a,. J, (49)

Y2 = diag(u," ± . ) (50)

Step 2: Choose the ýnitial values of 'rt and T" as

1 •YIl (51)

then

'To =(m 04o 0k=[') Q (52)

Step 3:3 Let I_•, I, -,r ,  Jor i = O,... (53)
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Solve the following equations for Qd.1 and P

AbQ-l + Q.BA[' +Bb' b - B BTri =0 (54)
ABPi+,l + Pi+,Ab + -brb -- licbCbCrl = 'D) (55)

for i= 0,1,2,...

Step 4: For a given value of i, the solutions of (1'26) and (127), Qi+1 and •÷1 may have the rank
greater than nm. One of the requirements of optimal projection is that

rank Q = rank P =, (56)

To reduce the rank of Qi÷1 and f÷, find the singular value decomposition, such that

iQ+, = i v 'ý 
(57)

P I ýIi+l •i+ (58)
^p÷ =Urr' 1-• v/ (58)

Partition Qi+1 and Pi÷ as

The rank of + and Il is reduced by defining

A q r
" " i+ , :' "i+1 

(60)

-Uip • PT
+= 

(60)

where 1 0[ 01 ••01 ; j+I=[' •1 (62)

Step 5: Update the value of the projection parameter

Step 6: Define the error

7z- -7+- -Z

- P Q and e2 = 111 (64)

and e = max (el , e2)
If e is less than a prespecified value go to Step 7, otherwise go to Step 3
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Step 7: Decompose (QP ) as

I 0o (65)

Then (66)1 0 0

IF =[I,. 0]4P and G =[ 0](D-T (67)

The reduced order model matrices are given by

A. = -FAbG T  (68)

B,m =FBb ... (69)

C. = CbG (70)

I Ngo[12] has developed a program code in Matrixx to solve the optimal projaction equations.

IV. DERIVATION OF REDUCED ORDER MODELS FOR
GUN TERRET SYSTEM

A 1 2 th order linear state variable model of the Gun-Turret system is derived from a nonlinear
representation by using analyzing system features of Matrixx Software. The input and output variables are
azimuth current and train rate respectively. The reduced order models are derived by using balance-
truncation, optimal projection methods. For the sake of comparison purposes the eigenvalues and zeros of
original system and reduced order models are given in Table 1 and Table 2 respectively. From Table 2 it can
be noticed that the non-minimum phase zeros are introduced in the reduced order models.

Table 1. Comoan son of EigenvalueTs

Original System Balance-Truncation Optimal Projection
-1.7134D-03 +0.0000D+00j -1.7134D-02 +.0000D+00j -1.7134D-02 +0.00000D+00j
-5.3756D+00 +5.2045D+01j -5.3828D+00 +5.2046D+Olj -5.3828D+00 +5.2,W46D+01j
-5.3756D+00 -5.2045D+01j -5.3828D+00 -5.2046D+01j -5.3828D+00 -5.2046D+01j
-2.0265D+01 -0.3794D+02j -2.0733D+01 +1.3771 D+02j -2.0737D+01 + 1.3770D+02j
-2.0265D+01 -1.3794D+02i -2.0733D+01 +1.3771 D+02j -2.0737D+01 -1 3770D+02j
-1.9819D+01 +2.9484D+02j -1.9985D+01 +2.9457D+02j -1.9986D+01 +2.9456D+02j
-1.9819D+01 --2.9484D+02j -1.9985D+01 -2.9457D+02j -1.9986D+01 -2 .94 56D+02j
-9.4526D+02 +0.0000D+001
-1.5732D+03 +4.5507D+03jI -1.5732D+03 -4.5507D+03j
-1.2223D+02 +6 .3 9 79 D+03 j
_ _ . .2223D+02 -6.3979D+03j

II
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Table 2. Comparison of Transmission Zeros

Original Syst:m Balance-Truncation Optimal Projection
-1.6245D+01 +1.7280D+02j -6.5481 D+02 +8.7498D+02j -6.5544D+02 +8.7524D+02j-1.6245D+01 -1.7280D+02j -6.5481 D+02 -8.7498D+02j -6.5544D+02 -8.7524D+02j
-3.3961D+0 -3.3051D+01 +8 .7-52D+01j -1.3464D+01 +1.7352D+02j
-3.3961D+00 -8.2848D+01j -1.6459D+01 -1.7352D+02j -1.6464D+01 -1.7352D+02j

-3.3051D+01 +8.2825D+01j -3.3052D+01 +8.2825D+l0j

-3.3051D+01 -8.2825D+01j -3.3052D+01 -8.2825D+01j

V. DESIGN OF ROBUST CONTROLLERS

Among the various mehtods available for design of robust controllers, the linear quadratic Gaussian
with loop transfer recover (LQG/LTR) design procedure has many advantages. This methodology seeks to
define a compensator so that the stability robustness and performance specifications ara met to the extent
possible. Initially we have designed a robust controller without restricting the control effort of the actuators.
Since the control effort produced by the actuators do not meet the LQG/LTR controller needs, we have
designed a modified L.QG/LTR controller, which speeds up the loop transfer recover process. The
quickening of the loop transfer recovery process can be shown using an expression, Eo(s), defined as the
error between the desired loop shape and the actual loop shape at the output of the plant.

Eo(s) for nominal LQG/LTR structure is given by

Eo(s) = [I + CcIKI ][I + N(s)]-' N(s) (71)

where N(s) = C(sI- A + BK, )' K1  (72)

The error expression Eo(s) for modified structure is

E,,(s) = N(s) = C(sI- A+ BKC)-'K., (73)

Note that perfect recover is obtained when Eo(s)=0. Using this modified structure, we have designed robust
controllers for full and reduced order systems. The plant output controller effort needed in each case is
shown in figures (3 and 4).

3.5-

3 ,

I Scandard LQG/LTR - Solid
2.5[ Modified LQG/LTR - ý)ash

2]

1.5 "

0.5 /

0

-0.5 -o--I

0 0.2 04 0.6 0.8 1 1.2 1.4 16 1.8 2

Timc (W)

Figure 3a. Plant Output of Original System
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I 3.5

Stxadard LQG/LTR - Solid
2.5 Modified LQC../LTR - Dash

I2

05 ...... .......
It

0.5 1 2 2.' 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

I Figure 3b. "lant )utput o! R, ýdL.-Pd f.i :r Models

5 0 - .. . . . .. ...... ...

I0
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0 0.2 u.4 0.6 0.8 1.2 14 1.6 1.8
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Fiqw'5 4a. Controller Lffort of Origmal System
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10 -- -

-10i Standard LQG/LTR - Solid

Modified LQG/LTR- Dash

K /-20~

-30;

0 0.5 1 1.5 2 2.5 3 3.5 4 4.5 5

Time (see)

Figure 4b. Controller Effort of Reduced Order Model

V1. CONCLUSIONS

The optimal projection and balance-truncate methodologies have been employed in the derivation of
reduced order models for the gun-turret system. ;n general, the optimal projection theory provides a cummon
mathematical framework for designing low order controllers with multiple performance criterion. A critical
comparison of the reduced order models reveal that the results no optimal projection reduced order models
are similar to balance-truncate models. We have developed a numerical algorithm for solving the optimal
projection equations.

The robust controllers were designed for the gun-turret system by using both original and reduced
order models. The reduced order models have introduced nonminimal phase zeros in the models. The
presence of nonminimal phase zeros introduced complexities in the design of controllers. In order to minimize
the control effort needed, we have developed a modified LQG/LTR algorithm for designing robust controllers.
A comparison of controller effort has been indicated for full order and reduced order controllers. We intend to
implement these controllers on test beds at ARDEC.
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Il Abstract

In this paper we consider vibration suppression in flexible structures using active
control. The design of active control systems for structures has been a topic of
investigation for more than a decade. One of the common threads linking previous

__ research in this area is the assumption that the control system will have relatively few
sensors and actuators. This assumption was necessary, considering the actuation and
sensing technology available in the past. The last decade, however, has seen the
development of the next generation of actuators and sensors. This instrumentation
consists of low power, miniaturized devices that can be incorporated directly into the
mmaterial of bhe structure. Coupled with advancements in digital electronics, we canI imagine dense arrays of sensors and actuators for structural control. In this paper we
investigate the possible impact these arrays would have on control system design. In
particular we note that these arrays provide a direct spatial measurement of the
structure. We present a framework that takes into acco,.Mt this novel capability of the

I actuator/sensor arrays. Application to the active suppression of acoustic radiation is
discussed.
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1. INT11ODUCTION

The suppression of vibration in flexible sti .ctures using active feedback control
has received a great deal of attention in the last aacade. Current research has focused
on the instrumentation required to implement these control laws, particularly, through
the use of embedded sensors and/or actuators - so-called Smart Structures. In this
paper we discuss the impact this new generation of actuators and sensors will have on
the design and implementation of control algoridims for the suppression of acoustic
radiation from flexible structures.

Recently there has emerged a new class of sensors for structures which respond
over a significant gauge length; we call these sensors distributed-effect sensors. The
most well known sensor of this type is piezoelectric laminate PVDF film. Another
sensors in this class are modal domain optical fiber sensors [1]. In their simplest
configuration, the use of modal domain optical fiber sensors in a control loop for
vibration suppression of a cantilevered beam has recently been demonstrated [2].

In some cases, distributed-effect sensors have a unique capability in that they can
be fabricated to locally alter their sensitivity to the measurand. Because these sensors
have a scalar output, we see that a multidimensional signal in space and time has been
reduced to a scalar function of time. Thus, these sensors act as a spaLialfilter. This
spatial filter is defined by the spatial variation of the sensitivity of the sensor; this
function of space is called the weghting function. By various choices of the weighting
function, these sensors can be configured to measure a wide variety of structural
parameters which can not be measured directly with point sensors.

Spatial filtering has been demonstrated using PVDF film. The distributed
actuation can be described in terms of boundary forces and moments [3], in terms of
modes [4] or wave number filters [5]. To achieve this weighting function, PVDF film is
cut into the required shape. Several ways in which modal domain optical fiber seisors
may be configured as spatial filters have been suggested [6,71.

In this pviper we investigate. the use of spatial sensors and actuators for control of
flexible structures. These actuators and sensors inherently include spatial information
about the structure. Therefore, it is convenient to place this discussion within the
framework of structural acoustics. When a vibrating structure immersed in a fluid the
struct,.,e will radiate acoustic power. Only part of the vibrations contribute to the far
field acoustic power. Therefore, the control system should sense the shape that is
:adiating acoustic power and suppress this shape while leaving the rest of the
vibrations alone. Spatial fi'ters are ideally suited for this application [8-101. In this
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I paper we use this application as a motivation for the investigation into spatial sensing
and actuation.

In addition to the development of distributed-effect sensors. the last decade has
seen the development of miniaturized actuators and sensors. Combined with recent
advances in electronics including miniaturized power converters [11], we can supposeI that these small sensors and actuators could be configured as actuator or sensor array.
When these arrays become dense (as measured with respect to the structural
dynamics), these arrays are an approximation to a distributed actuator or sensor. If

i these arrays are linked using a digital communication network, then output of tho'
sensors, say, can be combined into weighted sum. These weightings on the sensor
outputs form the weighting function for a spatial filter. We assume a similar
configuration for the actuator array. In this paper we assume that these actuator and
sensor arrays can be approximated by distributed actuators and spatial filters for
sensors.

The focus of this paper is the selection of the actuator and sensors for
improvement of the control system performance. For simplicity, we assume that the
controller is a LMS algorithm. This type of controller is widely used for the suppression
of acoustic radiation.

in Section 2 we discuss tne models of the structure and instrumentation. Section
I S we briefly review the framework for determining the structural shape that radiate.

Section 4 describes the model of the control system; the LMS controller. Section 5
explains the relationship between the actuator and sensor weighting functions and the
performance of the control system. Section 6 has the conclusions.

I 2. STRUCTURAL MODEL AND INSTRUMENTATION

Here we consider a lightly fluid loaded, baffled, uniform clamped-clamped beam3 acted on by a point force disturbance as shown in Figure 2.1.,

I I yult)
Sdistrac

for lanc e u~) I y(t)force ] Actuator Sensor

I d(t) = AdcOs ((eldt. + Od)

i Figure 2,1. Inst~rumented Clamped-Clamped Beam.

This beam is modeled with an Euler-Bernoulli model

I I1
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w~z t) a2w(Z' t)

EI a4 w(z!'t) -- PA= 8(z - zu)u(t) + 8(z- zd)d(t),
E z °z2 (2.1)

aw (0, t) bw (L,t)
w(0, t) =w(L,t) = 0, = = 0,

where t > 0 is the time variable, z, 0 _<z < L is the space variable, and w(z,t) is the
displacement of the beam. We assume that a disturbance force enters into the structure
as a point force at zd. The beam is also instrumented with a point force actuator, u(t),
located at zu . The coordinate system is shown in Figure 2.2.

L. L
[•" •z w(z,t) i

d(t) u(t)
Figure 2.2. Coordinate system of the Instrumented

Clamped-Clamped Beam.

The parameters for this beam are given in Table 2.1.

TABLE 2.1. BEAM PARAMETERS
Young's Modulus E 2.04 x 10'1 Pa

Mass Density PA 0.491 kg/m
1ength Lb 1.0 m
Width hb 0.125 m

Thickness ta, 0.5 mm

The displacement of the beam can be approximated by a finite number (nr) of the
modes, Vk(z), and the modal amplitudes, ill,(t), as

nrw(z' t) = I Vk (z)Tlk (t) (2.2)

k=1

where w(z,t) is the displacement, 'yk(z) is the kth mode shape and ilk(t) is the kth modal
amplitude. This approximation leads to a reduced order model

i(t) + Di(t)O + tŽ2 (t) = HCu(t) _+ Hdd(t), (2.3)

y(t) = Crj(t)

where
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'I(t)=[TI_(t), Tl(t), ., lnr(t). (2.4)

-i In (2.3)

Hd= hdl, .-., h ] (2.5)

H is the vector of modal influence coefficients for the disturbance force . The vector of
modal influences for the control input, He, is determined similarly. The natural
frequencies are contained in

12 =diag 2, D=diag{2k)k}, i=(2,.o n(2 .6)

Hi and 1% proportional damping was added to the model (2.3) via the damping matrix D

in (2.3). The second equation in (2.3) models the sensors on the beam.

In this paper we consider sinusoidal disturbance forces of the form

d(t) = Ad cos(cadt +)d) (2.7)

where Od is a random variable uniformly distributed between - x and x. The signal d(t)H I is then a wide sense stationary harmonic process. To remove an arbitrary scale
constant friom the problem, we set Ad = 0. After the system has reached steady state, all
of the modal amplitudes will be harmonic. These modal amplitudes can be computedH from the transfer function

where (s) = Is21 + Ds + 12 ]-lHdd(S) = Q(s)Hdd(s) 
(2.8)

I Q(s) = diag(Qi (s)) = diag((s 2 + 2•iacs + 2- 1 (2.9)

I The modai amplitude of the kth mode as computed from (2.8) is

where iIk (t) 
Tldk oS(Wdt + ed + Od) 

(2.10)

H T =!iQk (JOd)l!hdkl." qklhdl, and,S~(2.11)

OHk ZQk (J.d)) if hdk > 0

H/-Qk (jd5) + n if h& < 0
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Here hdk is the kth element of the vector of modal influence coefficiente Hd and

Qk (s)ij0d =[ 2 1 _ IQk (jOd)lexp(zQk (jOd))" (2.12)

When the beam has reached steady state, the displacements of the beam are given by
nr

Wd (z, t) = ' Vk (z)rlj co"(cOdt + (d + (). (2.13)
k=1

In this paper we are concerned with sensors that respond over a significant
gauge length. Let the spatial variable, z, belong to the domain rb. Let r. Q rb such that
r. is an open set that contains more than one elei ient of fb.
Definition: A signal, m(z,t), is called a distributed signal if it depends on time, t, and

the spatial variable, z, which belongs to r., z e Fr.

Here we are concerned with sensors that can be modeled as
y(t) = Jr g(zm(z,t)dz. (2.14)

Definition: If the function g(z) is given by g(z) = 8(z - zo), we say that the sensor is a
Ssensor. If g(z) is not an impulse function, then we say the sensor is a d h

e sensor.

In some cases a distributed-effect sensor can be physically altered in a controlled
way such that the function g(z) can be selected independently of the sensor. In that
case, (2.14) can be interpreted as filtering the distributed signal m(z,t) according to g(z)
to produce the scalar signal y(t).

Definition: If the function g(z) in (2.14) can be chosen independently of the sensor,
then g(z) is called a weighting function.

Definition: Any device with an input of the distributed signal m(z,t) and an output of
the scalar signal y(t) which can be modeled as in (2.14) where g(z) is a weighting
function is called a Mbi4 LflYter.

For simplicity, let the domain of the distributed-effect sensor, F., be defined on the
entire spatial domain of the structure, rb =(z 1 0 < z Q L}. We assume that the. distributed
signal to be measured is the strain at the surface of the beam. This strain can be
expressed as
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I e(z, t) = hb •XK (z)41j (t) (215)
j=1

where hb is the distance from the neutral axis. Let the weighting function of the
distributed-effect sensor be

g(z)= 'gk" (z). (2.16)-- • Ik=1

Then the sensor output is given by

y(t) = g(z)e(z, t)dz = hb gkV (z)] k (z)k(t)]dz
---I (2.17)

n:C krik (t) = C1i(t).
k=1

So we see that choosing the weights of the weighting function is the same as specifying
I the output matrix for the beam model.

-I 3. ACOUSTIC RADIATED POWER

In this section we review the framework for relating the vibrations in the beam to
* the far field radiated acoustic power [12-13]. Wher, a structure is excited by the

disturbance signal, d(t), in (2.7) the velocity of each point on the structure is given by

n.
vd (Z, t) = Y W'k (z)-rdk COS(Cdt + 0d + Odk) (3.1)

k=1

Certain combinations of these vibrational modes in (3.1) generate far field pressure
waves in the surrounding fluid medium. The total radiated power from the beam can

I be determined as follows. Define the vector

V1 cosOdl
SVd = (3.2)

Vnr CJOS(dnrj

I where the components of Vd are defined in (3.2). Then the expected value of t.1e total far
field nadiated power is

U [IVTM(u~d)Vd. (3.3)I-d
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Remark: From this analysis we see that for sinusoidal disturbances the far field
radiated accustic power is determnined by the vector Vd in (3.2). The vector Vd contains
information abeut the relative phase relationship between the modes in the nambers
cos(Odk).

Next we examine the structure of the quadratic form (3.3). The matrix M(Od) is

symmetric and positive deionite so that its singular value decomposition is given by

M(Od) = SEST (3.4)

where

[ 1  1* (35)
S=[sm s2 ""sN], and Z= ' ,(l>•_...__.(a2 Žn >0. 3S

In (3.51) all of the vectors, si, are orthonormal.

The decomposition of the matrix M(COd) in (3.4) lends insight into which
structural modes contribute to the far field acoustic power. For a given vector of modal
velocity amplitudes, Vdo, the total radiated power is given by

N 2
S- VToM(o,)Vdo = V oSZSTVdo = I(V o (3.6)

i=l1

From (3.6) we see that the contributions of the various velocity vectors to the far field
acoustic power can be decomposed into principle directions, si. These directions are
rank ordered according to the attached singular value, aio The maximum power that
can be radiated per unit excitation is given by VdO = sj, (because of the orthonormality of
the vectors, si) and the minimum is given by VdO - SN.

Erample. Suppose that the beam described in Section 2.1 is excited by a sinusoidal
disturbance with freqaency (Od = 95.4 rad/sec. For this excitation, the matrix M(cOd) in
(3.4) is

M(95.4) 0 0.007 I x 10-2. (3.7)
[ 2.4 0 1.05

This matrix has singular value,,

I=diag[0.064 7.4x1i05 2.7xl0J-] (3.8)
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SI with corresponding singular vectors

I[0.9161 [01 F 0.401- 139
0 , 0

* 0.401 [0l [-0.9161

Suppose that the beam is driven with a sinusoidal source such that

I1 Vdm. (z, t) = V1(z)(0.916)cos(95.4t) + if 3 (z)(0.401) cos(95.4t), (3.10)

I For this excitation frequency, the acoustic power radiated by the structure ir

HI = a 1 = 0.0654. (3.11)

-1 The spatial distribution of the peak amplitude of the signal in (3.10) is shown in Figure

I ,• -0.2

I 1-04

I -0.6

-0.8 9
0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

z
Figure 3.1. Maximun Radiator.

I 1'o compute the total radiated acoustic power, the velocity profile is required. This
velocity profile can be calculated from the vector of modal displacements by scaling TId by
cod. The expression for the total radiated power becomes

U 11 = (C02),TM(o). (3.12)
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4. THE LMS CONTROL ALGOR'•HM

For a beaam driven by a sinu,,-id,-l dist,,urbance at a known frequency, the LMS
algorithm has been proposed as a controller for the suppression of acoustic radiation
[1.4]. The LMS controller is sho%,n schematically in Fig-ure 4.1 for the beam.

disturbaLnce ,oto i
.force ......-- oT SAltgaoritx

d(t) = Adcos (wdt + 0,,)

Figure 4. 1. The LMS Controller.

The LMS algorithm can be thought of as contaihing a transient response and a
steady state sinusoidal response. During the transient the controller locks on to the
phase of the disturbance signal. Then in steady state operation the controller works to
zero the sensor output. It; is with the steady state operation that we are concerned.

Given the steady state disturbance

d (t) =- COS(•odt ,,t' (4-1)

the output signal at the sensor is

Yds(t)-. Ads Cos((Ot + 0(dj. (4.2)

The LMS controller assumes that the control fbrce is of the fibrnm

u(t) =A . c •:os(wdt -::-o •(iC). (4.3)

We call A, the gonAr.Jr g.•j and 0c the :,•.,•LpL••,. ThI controller selects the

parameters A, and 0, based on the sensor' output. If the ditAurba'ce force is rot
present, the response of the beam to the control forcR (4.3) at tho output o, t.he sensor is

y (t) = AL cos((")dt +O (44)
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I When both input forces are present, the sensor output is

!y(t) = A& COS(C~dt + d) + A,, cos(codt + Oc,). (4.5)

I The controller chooses the amplitude, Ac, and phase, Oc, of the control input signal such

that the sensor output signal (4.5) is driven to zero; 1 i.e. y(t) -4 0. When the LMS
controller is operational the sensor output signal is driven to zero. If the sensor is aI displacement point sensor, then that point of the beam is pinned to zero displacement.
The change in total radiated acoustic power is then computed from the beam velocity
distributions for the controlled and umcontrolled sysu,'m.

With this controller there is no freedom to choose the control gains (for steady
state operation). All of the "control design" is in the sc-lecticn of the sensor and actuatorIm locations. To describe the relationship of the sensor and actuator to the total radiated
acoustic power we develop an internal description of the LMS controller.

The state equations of the controlled system are

( t ) + Dfj(t) + iAi2(t) = HdAd cos(codt + 0 d ) + HA, cos(oWdt + O0). (4.6)

I i The vector of modal displacement amplitudes due to the disturbance force is
-11dlCOS~dl

Ild(t) = Cs((dt + 6d) = Ild COS(W0dt •ds)- (4.7)

I O .
The vector of modal amplitudes associated with the control force has a similar form.

: I The corresponding sensor output signal iEs

y(t) = C(ld(t) +AcTc(M))3 = CTId COS((odt 4 0&) + CAcij, COS(O)dt + )" (4.8)
I It follows that

C rjd - ceTlc = C[n1d - Acil ] -7 0 
(4.9)

I which essentially nulls tae output of the sensor. From (4.9) the control gain is

A= CTId (4.10)

1 1 Technically, a small residual vibration remains due to •etady b.ate operating conditions. For ouw
purpo&es here, we set this amplitude to zero.I 359
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After the controlled system has reached steady state, the residual vibration left in
the beam is given by

Ir (t) = (Td - AcTic )cos((o)at + Od) (4.11)

= ArlIr COS(COidt + (dc )

We call tht rector in (4.i) the reidual vector of modal displacement amplitudes. The
radiated acoustic power from the controlled system is the _ridua1 radiated acoustic
power.

Now the total radiated acoustic power of the uncontrolled beam is

TIu = (cOd) T1dM(c0d)TId, (4.12)

and the total radiated acoustic power of the controlled beam is

HI = (0Od) 2 T TM(d)Tr. (4.13)

Examp a,!- Consider the beam in Section 2. Suppose that a disturbance force with a
frequenc), = ! .4 rad/s is located at Zd = 0.36. If the actuator is located at zc = 0.45
and t str , c, i,ige , located at z4 = 0.75 m. The vector of amplitude displacements for
the c(,tr , a, •s

[-11461
i -L34x 10 5 . (4.14)

From (4 10) tht conu -d gain is Ac = 0.5272. The residual vector of modal displacements
is

-3.80]
-.. ..2.40 x 10- 5 . (4.15)

"The uncoritrohpd c, )t'.- ! adiated acousti, p ýwer is 4.83 x 10-6 W, while the total acoustic
power for the c4 1 iu oled system is 7.96 c 0'W. The displacement amplitudes for the
controlled and u , ontrulled system are -hown in Figure 4.2.
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=10-5

I 6• /

I /0//,--

I -2 0 .2 .

o . 0.4 0.6 0.81
"3! Figure 4.2. Controlled and Uncontrolled Radiating Shapes.z

I 5. GEOMETRIC INTERPRETATION OF RADIATED .ACOUSTIC POWER

Let Rnlr be the vector space with a basis determined by the modal displacements

I m. This vector space is shown in Figure 5.1 for R2 .

IUncontrollel Radiated '11l2 1d Disturbance
Acoustic PowerI

10-Minimun rT Iatedri

Sacoustic vower S~Maximum rdae
acoustic power..

:I Rpd TI1

•__•• ot~al Radiated Power

K Figure 5.1. Geometric Representation of the LMS Controller.

I In the vector space Rnr we identify the set, RPd,

RPd h1E R'• lT1= Ofd0, •= (cd)2 IoMo)Tld0, •d0• = 1} (5.1)
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called the set of normalized total radiated 1, jwer. Each element of this set is the total
radiated power for the corresponding modal displacement amplitudes for IlTIdO I= 1.

This set is an ellipse whose principle axes are the principle directions, si, of the matrix

M(&d) in (5.1) scaled by the eigenvaiue a?. The set RPd is identified in Figure 5.1.

For a given disturbance, d(t), the vector of modal displacement amplitudes is
given by TId, and the corresponding vector of modal velocities is Codrid. The total radiated
power for this excitation is

d= d = (=d T id d ( X(ri)'s)2a (5.2)
i=l

From (5.2) we see that the contributions of the various velocity vectors to the far field
acoustic power can be decomposed into principle directious, Si. So we see that the
quadratic expression for the total radiated power is as the intersection of the set RPd

and the vector rld.

Similarly, the actuator axd disturbance location can be described geometrically.
If the disturbance, say, is located at z = zd then from (2.5) the vector of modal influence
coefficients is

Hd = [hdl ".. hdnr]T" (5.3)

This vector is shown in Figure 5.2 where we have assumed that the components of the
vector are positive.

1d2 12

~I hd Iq2 cos Od 71d

ha-2 -- - Hd

7idi hdl
I IhdI I qlcos 0dI

Figure 5 2. Geometric Description of the Vector of Modal Amplitudes
for the Sinusoidal Disturbance.

When computing the total far field radiated acoustic power, we are interested in
the vector of modal displacements ccrresponding to the disturbance d(t). This vector is
related to the vector of modal influence coefficients through the beam dynamics. From
(2.11)the vector of niodal displacements is

3 6
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I [ Jhd11q1 cosEdl1
71d =:•(5.4)

I Llhdnfr qnr coSOnr J

I Tqhis vector, (5.4) is shown in Figure 5.2.

Geometrically, the radiated acoustic power can be determined by intersecting the
I vector of displacement amplitudes, l1d, with the set of total radiated power, RPd. This

intersection is shown in Figure 5.1. Note that this vector is fixed once the structure and
the frequency of the disturbance have been specified. Also note that not all vectors in R2

I stand in a one-to-one relationship with possible vectors of modal displacement
amplitudes.

As with the disturbance force, the object of interest is the vector of modal

displacements, 71,, due to the action of the control force. The steady state vibrations due
to the control force are described by the location of the actuator and the (disturbance)I frequency of the control force. The construction of this vector is exactly the same as the
construction of disturbance vector of miodal displacements. The vector ii, is shown in
Figure 5.3.

o12 t R d CT

N[C]is othognalto te vetorCw. Thseto pcsaeshw n idem..Sic h

Im \ IC

I otFigure 5.3. Decomposition of the Vectors of Modal Displacementrs
Along the Range Space of CT.

The sensor ol the beam is modeled as the output matrix C in the model of the

I system ii (2.3). In the space Rfr the output matrIx, C, is a map C:Rf5r -+ R. This map
is characterized by the nulpace of C, N[C]. Since N[C I- = R[CT, the range space of CT,
N[C] is orthogonal to the vector CT. These two spaces are shown in Figure 5.3. Since theI output matrix C is determined by the type and location of the sensor, geometrically the
sensor is represented by the vector CT.

The controlled beams vectors of displacement amplitudes satisfy'
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Geometrically, the calculation of the control gain can be broken into two stepso First, the
vector of modal displacements for the dizturbance, ild, is decomposed in terms of tL, two
subspaces

Td= rtdm + Il, Tlý e R[CT], T1dn e II (5.6)
11c~~~~~~ ~ = •m+lc,7cmERC1 ~neN[C]

shown in Figure 5.3. The same projection is applied to the control vector of modal
displacement amplitudes, ilc. Second, the same vector multiplied by the control gain,
Acilc,as shown in Figure 5.3. Then the two vectors Tld and AtTic, lr = Ad~ld - Atic, are
added component-wise. We have

0 =C 0. - AcClc = C[la + 71]- AcC[1 + nc] (5.7)

= C't- AcCilm = C[ic -Ac¶1.].

Their sum, the residual vector of modal amplitudes, is shown in Figure 5.4.

A nCT

AcTlen 71d

Figure 5.4. Decomposition of the Disturbance and Control
Vectors of Modal Displacements.

The total radiated power of the uncontrolled system is determined from the
intersection of the vector of modal displacements corresponding the disturbance with
the set of total radiated power as shown in Figure 5.5.

3&1
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In 2Radiated Power

11dr = Tidn - Ac-in id No Control

IaRadiated Power
Wit!. Control

Total' Radiated Power

Figure 5.5. Radiated Acoustic Power for the Uncontrolled
and Controlled Beam.

The total radiated power for the controlled system is found from the intersection of the
residual vector of modal displacements with the set of total radiated power.

From the discussion above, it is clear that the LMS controller doesn't directlyI m incorporate any measure of the radiated acoustic power. A reduction of power is
realized if the total acoustic power corresponding to the residual power is less than the
acoustic power that is radiated by the uncontrolled beam. The LMS controller drives to
zero the linear combination of modeshapes C[•d (t) - Acil (t)]. As a result of this action

- the sum of modes corresponding to the residual vector of displacement amplitudes may
increase or decrease. hence, the total radiated power of the controlled system must be

i evaluated on a case by case basis.

Remarks. In this discussion about we assumed perfect knowledge of the structureI m and truly distributed actuators and sensors. In practice errors will be present. These
errors can be modeled as a perturbation to the desired shape of the sensor. Then the
effects of these errors on the control system performance can be determined using the

I results in [6,15].

The problem formulation discussed in this psper is based on a modal model of
the structure. These results, however, can be extended to finite element models with
only minor modifications.

I 6. CONCLUSIONS

iIn this paper we have considered the use of distributed-effect actuator and sensor
a-rays for the vibration suppression in flexible structures. We have formulated the
control problem in such a way that spatial information can be incorporated directly into
the control system design. Using this fornulation we have shown how to place the
actuator and sensors for optimum control system performance. This theory was
applied to the suppression of acoustic radiation fom a vibrating structure.

I
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Development of a Hybrid Distributed-Lumped Parameter Open loop

Model of Elevation Axis for a Gun System.

H D. K. Dholiwar.
DRA, Fighting Vehicles & Systems Sector
Chobham Lane, Chertsey
Surrey KT16 0EEo UK

II ITRODUCTION

To satisfy the demands of speed and precision modern control systems
have to influence or compensate for the dynamics of flexiblestructi,: •es.

The development of effective control systems for flexible structures| are attracting considerable attention as these systems are nowprevalent in a wide variety of products and industrial applications.

Typica. examples are disk drives in consumer electronics, satellite
structures in the aerospace industry, robot arms in manufacturing
applica: ions, and gun systems in ground based weapons such as MainBattle Tanks.

I In Main Battle Tank gun systems the flexing and the movement of the
barrel in its mounting, under the influence of the gunners demand and
due to terrain-.induced disturbances, causes significant loss of gun
accuracy and a low hit 'robability when firing on the move or tracking
moving targets.

It has been suggested that by directly measuring the muzzle motion and
incorporating it in Fire Control Systems significant improvements in
accuracy can be achieved. Firstly, by correcting for errors due to
droop, barrel Dend and misalignments and secondly, by control?.ing or
compensating for structural deformations using predictive control
methods [1].

To enable engineers to develop effective control systems, improved
computer simulations of the weapon system are required which
incorporate the effects of structural flexibility more accurately.
Distributed parameter modelling, using the Finite Element ModellingI Ci1M) technique is primarily used for analyzing mode shapes, natural
frequencies and stress-strain relationships in structural and
mechanical components. In lumped parameter models the effects of
striuctural dynamics are either ignored or approximated using several
mass-spring element-s. The models aie then tuned by matching with
measured results in the frequency domain. This 3eads to arbitrary
selection of lunped parameters and the models are only valid at theI measured locations. These models can not be uzsd . with ronfidence,
to predict the motion at points remote from the measured locations.

The work described in this paper is a study into the developmont ofhybrid disl.ribuLtd-lumped paicLaeter oude±. This approach linkstogether the dynamics of the structure, modelled using FEM techniques,
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with lumped parameter models of the actuator and other servo
components. The simulation thus incorporates the effects of
flexibility while still retaining the simplicity of the lumped
parameter approach. For this initial study the openloop linear model
of the elevation axis of a gun system is ccnsi.dered.

The simulation is developed using modules which represent system
components such as amplifier, motor and gearbox. These modules are
then linked together using measurable quantities such as volts, amps,
torques, displacement etc. The modules themselves are constructed
using primitive blocks which are assembled using hierarchical
facilities provided in the MATRIX- simulation package. The simulation
can be easily modified to include improved component models and permits
structural models with varying number of elements to be incorporated.

THEORY

The elevation axis illustrated in Figure 1, consists of several
electro-mechanical components - motor, gearbox and gun. These
components, together with the servo amplifier and the primary feedback
transducer (rate gyro) constitute the openloop elevation model. The
equations in the subsequent subsections describe the behaviour of each
component and collectively they form the hybrid model.

GUN AA;INEL

-- j OLE

EL,*VA~IO~ •Iv~lIx fLEVATION *0TC"

Figure 1 Main componEnts of elevation axis servo system
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Distributed Parameter Model

The gun, which is shown in Figure 2, consists of 3 rrain components.
These are the breech, cradle and barrel.

In the FEM technique the structure is divided into discrete elements
which are then assembled together at the node points to represent the
system. The following assumptions are used in modelling the gun

Im a) The breech is modelled as a single element which has a
rectangular cross section.

b) The bearing clearances in the cradle which support the
barrel are small and neglected.

c) The cradle and the barrel within it are modelled as a
single compound element which is cylindrical.

d) The cradle and breech are held together in close contact
by the recoil mechanism until firing takes place.

e) The barrel is divided into several cylindrical sections which
have constant cross-sectional area. Average values are used for
tapered sections.

". TURRT UZZLE REFERENCE SYSTEMI
-•• FUME EXTRACTOR

FRONT BEARING

"NEAR BEARING ELEVATION RACY -'

- AND PINION-_I
Figure 2 Details of gun system

I
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thl th2 fhO
( ( thi. thib

-vv v2

vldot, thldot,etc. are the rates

Figure 3 Finite element representation of the T'in system

The representation in Figure 3 is used to model the system as with this
arrangement it is easier to decouple the pitch and heave motions of thehull. The pitch and heave motions and the torque from the elevationservo system act through the pivot located at the front end of the
cradle.

The mass and stiffness properties for the Bernoulli-Euler element are
derived by considering mode shapes [2].

156 221 54 -13L,

2 2

[M]pALe 22Le 4Le 13L. -3Lý (1)
[ "420 54 13L, 156 -22Le

-13L, -3L' -22L. 4L2

12 6L , -12 6Lej
22

6k Le 4L, -6Leý 2LI
Le -12 -6L. 12 -6L)

&L2.T, 6~L 4 LJ2

A =Area
E =Young's modulus
I =Moment of Inertia (cross-sectional area)
L,:eiement length
p = density
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When these elements have been assembled the following ecraation of

motion results.

V)+ IF] (+ [k I-fo} (3)

F =Damping matrix
Fo=Forcing function
K =Stiffness matrix
M :-:Mass matrix
x =displacement

The damping matrix F can be obtained using similar techniques as those
used to derive the stiffness and mass matrices, however as damping in
structures is primarily determined by friction in joints, bearings,
surface covering etc. it is advanitageous to define damping for thestructure as a whole. A commonly used procedure for deriving dampingis called Rayleigh damping [2].

m [F] -a 0 7IMI +a, [K] (4)

U The variables a0 and a, can be selected by choosing ý for two modes.

C7 i (. - I_.-daco) (5)

The main disadvantage with procedure is that damping can not be
selected for each mode individually. By transformring equation 3 into
a set of uncoupled equations damping can be selected for each modeL3].

x- 4% q, M - V M 0, K 4-(KVI (6)I
[MI {q} + [F] {1 + [K] 1q4 - V {Fo}, F - diag {2 r Wr M) (7)

(D =modal matrix3 q = Principle coordinates

The value of ( is selected for each mode and the resulting damp.,ng
marntrix transformed back to physical coordinates using the t ra-'spose and
rverse of modal matrix.

The equations of mouicn are represented in state space form and linked3 with models of the serrvc system.

- Ax( t) + Bu(t) (8)
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y - Cx(t) + Du(t) (9)

A = Coefficient matrix
B = Driving matrix
C = Output matrix
D = Transmission matrix
u = input vector
x = state vector
y = output vector

The MATRIX, window with the state space model is shown in Figure 4.
The co-ordinates vldot, thldot, etc, describe the rates at element
boundaries and vl, thl, etc the displacements.

Lumped Parameter Models

The electro-mechanical servo components considered in this section are
modelled using the lumped parameter technique.

Gayro

The gyro, which is located on the cradle, measures the absolute angular
rate of the gun and the pitch motion of the hull. The gyro is modelled
as a damped second order system which has the following transfer
function

SnKg (10)
s+2C&.) nS+W )n

Kgy= Gyro gain
S = Laplace transform
ý = Damping ratio
a) = Natural frequency

Servomot or

The servomotors used in control systems are usually DC machines which
may have separately excited field or permanent magnet stators. A
schiezmatic diagram of the motor [5], with the associated variables, is
shown in Figure 5

The voltage cquation for the armature is given by

V - RiL d--• + V ()
Vj-Ri ± ,,-L (1

hwhe-e Vb is the voltage generated when a coi•ducto moves th(ough a
ield. According t,., Faxaday's Law, the voltagce inducedI in a conductin';

loop rotating in. a magnetic flux is given by equation 12.

Where ?, represTents the flu.L linkage In tble ci. 'i> eo
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Figure 5 Schematic of DC Motor

v- d_..X (12)
dt

change of . is proportional to the magnetic flux in the air gap
and the angular velocity c0(t)

m Vb-K 4) w (t) ( 13 )

Now, if we assume constant field voltage or current and ignoring
second order effects, the above equation simplifies to

(14)
Vb (t) -K, W (t)

where K, is the motor voltage constant. The torque generated in
the armature with field flux which remains constant is given by

Tg'Kr ia (15)

Kt is called the torque constant of the motor.

The torque generated by the motor is equal to the torque required to
overcome the motor inertia, the frictional and external load torques.
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d 2  dm (16)i T'-Tr + TL + J.--' + F.--6

Tf consists of all other losses.

Servo amplifier

Servo amplifiers used in gun control systems are usually switching
amplifiers whose output power is controlled by varying the on-off time
ratio, pulse-width, oF the output. The switching frequency of these
amplifiers can be as high as 100 kHz[6]. Because of the high switching
rates accurate models of the amplifiers require very small integrationI step lengths, which results in long simulation run times. To overcome
this difficulty switching amplifiers in control simulations are often
modelled as equivalent linear amplifiers.

Servo amplifiers use a combination of current and voltage feedback for
stable operation. In many applications the current feedback is
dominant and the amplifier is modelled as a gain which converts i low
input voltage to a current output. When this representation of the
amplifier is used, the motor model simplifies to a constant term which
produces motor torque. After accounting for torques due to friction,
external loading and acceleration, the output can be integrated to givea transfer function between input voltage and speed. The block diagram
in figure 6 shows the simplified amplifiier and motor model.

-IGearbox

The gearbox model used in this simulation consists of two gears. The
total gearbox stiffness is lumped at the output shaft and in the
nonlinear model the backlash in the gearbox is lumped between the two
gears. Figure 7 shows the block diagram of the complete system.

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The results from the simulation, which does not- represent any specific
gun system, are presented in the frequency domain. The Bode diagrams,
with normalised frequency, show the openloop response of the system3 with voltage input at the amplifie:. and the output at the gyro.

The effects of varying the system parameters such as barrel stiffness,
breech mass, gearbox stiffness and system damnpign are investigated.

I Figure 8 shows the effects on the response when the stiffness of the
gun is changed. The stiffness may change due to length, moment of
inertia, or because of changes in t:he Young's modulus; which may
occur in barrels made from composite materials. As the stiffness is
increased the resonant frequencies associated with the gun also
increase. The resonance at normnalised frequency of 0.2 which is
associated with the gearbox and motor inertia remains unchanged. In
figure 9 the effects changing gearbox stiffness are shown.

'fhe breech and muzzle masses mdy change to account for improvements in
design or to accornmrodate sensor systems, such muzzle mirrors. Figure
10 shows the variations in the system response when the breech mass is
changed. Breech mass mainly effects the frequencies beyond the gearbox
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Figure 6 Block diagram of a simplified DC motor and amplifier

resonance although some modification is noted at frequency of 0.0G1.

Figure 11 shows the response of the system along the barrel. Figure
lla,b,c show the response at the breech, fume extractor and muzzle
respectively, For ease of comparison the rate at each location is
measured using the same gyro model.

The effects of changing the damping in the gun structure are presented
in figure 12. Figure 12a shows the undamped system while 12b and c
show the effects of increasing the damping. Again the resonance
associated with the gearbox and motor remains unaffected.

CONCLUS IONS

The results of this study indicate z-hat:

a) The hrybrid technique used to simulate the elevation axis of a gun
system is a valid technique which links together Finite Element
Model of the gun with lumped parameter models of the servo
components.

b) Using the hybrid technique flexible components which have
changing cross-sections, such as the barrel, can be modelled by
specifying the dimensions of each element. This eliminates the
need for guesswcrk and gross assumptions. Some tuning is required
to allow for irregular mass distribution at the cradle. The
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I Figure 7 Block diagram of the systemL

U accuracy of the model can be improved by using several elemlents

to model the cradle but. this would further increase the
i complexity of the model.

c) The simulation also provides the response of the gun at a numrber
of locations. The motion of muzzle is of particular interest for

fut'ore work on muzzle reference systems and for predicting

accuracy when firing on th•e move.

-= 1d) The modular nature of the simulation allows easy modification of| the simulation so that different or improved component models can
be readily incorporated. The validation of the component models
is also simplified as the input and outputs are measurable

' B quantities such as speed and voltages.

e) The greater accelerations at higher frequencies may excite
nonlinearit ies which will cause discrepancies between the

rmeasured and the predicted results. At these frequencie•, theIsimrplifications regarding the bearing clearances and the
recuperator may b• incorrect. Transient responses from the

i vehicle and nonlinear models are required to confirm this

I ~ conclus ion.
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Abstract
In this paper, active control of flexi),e structures, e.g., weapon systems, using feedback and feedforwird
conipensation is considered. Specificafly, dynamic feedback des3ign utilizing signals from the accelerometer
mnounted on the structure is discussed. Furthermore, utilizat*io~i of adaptive input ?recornpensators hai con-
junction with nonlinear controllers for flexible, structures is proposed. Tht flexible poiiiting systcn1 considered
here is the test-bed at the Army Research Development Engineering Center (ARDEC) at Picatinny Arsenal,
which is a -zcaled-down repiresentation of real-life targetting systems. Thýc approaches advocated he'-e are
based on Youla's parametrization of stabilizing controllers, Wiener- Hupt' design, feedback linear~zation and
input preshaping. The rcsults on the ARDEC setup indicate a s~grjfice,.., improvemrent in performance with
the Weiner-Hopf design. Results on thtE. adaptive feedback and feedforward scheme are presented for the
flexible arm at CRRL.
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I 1 Introduction

-I Raid retargetting of pointing systems in the face of external disturbances poses generic control problems
[1-7]. The problems arise mainly due to the flexible nature of the pointing system. Excitation of the
structural modes grossly affects the pointing accuracy' of these systems. The structural frequencies of these
stups are clustered in the low frequency range and are well within the control bandwidth. Thus, it becomes
"imperative to consider control designs based on models which take these flexural effects into account.

AP advanced weapon tracki-g testbed (AWTB) has been developed at the Army Research Development
Engineering Center (ARDEC) at Picatinny Aisenal. This setup will be described in more detail later in
this paper. The AWTBi mimics the behavior of real-life targetting systems, e.g., helicopter and gun-turret

* systems, etc. In this paper, our efforts and results on control design for AWTB at ARDEC are presented.
We have also developed several experimental setups on flexible structures at the Control/Robotics Research
Laboratory (CRRL) which exhib;t similar dynamics and control issues. Several control schemes for flexible
pointing -ystems are being tried at CRRL. Th~se include the trajectory synthesis approach [7] and utilization
of piezocerainics for vibration damping [8], to name a few. Other ongoing approaches for flexible targetting
systenms will be discussed in this paper.

The noncullocated nature of the sensors and actuators complicates the problem of controller synthesis for
these structures as the input/state map is not externally feedback linearizable. Furthermore, the distributed

parameter nature of the dynamics is an additional complication as it results in an infinite dimensional system.
A finite dimensional %aodel which Agnoies the high frequency modes is reasonable to consider due to the
actuator/sensoi bandwidth limits. However, control and ob.-.ervation spillover need to be considered.

An important consideration in gun-pointing applications is that significant parameter variations may
exist, for example, varying environmental conditi(,n)s or different barrel configurations. Such variations may
be modeled as a disturbance; however, considerable performance degradation may result for unmodeled
parameter variations. Most approaches for disturbance reduction result in a high-gain feedback. For flexibleI gun-pointing systems, due to the non-iminimum phase nature of the system, high-gain feedback is not
possible and/or desirable. A better approach to handling such plant uncertainties is using adaptive (self-
tuning) control schemes. These involve on-line system identification and contr-l, yielding a closed-loopI system with reduced sensitivity and iinproved performance over non-adapti- c- algorithms.
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InI this lpal)(r, two) different control designs incorporating feedforward and feedback compensation for
vibriation mippression and pointinig p)urposes are propos'ed. The first scheme is lbasedl orr a two-stage control
de~sign. 'Fie inner-loop control performs the base slew, whereas the outer-loop is dlesigned to mainItainl
agood pointinig accuracy at the tip. The feed back for the tip pointing 'iccuracyv is ob~tained fromn thle

accelerometer mounted at the tip). The outer-loop control is at dynamnic compensation dlerivedi from Youla's
parameterization of stabilizing controllers [9] and frequelicv shaping techniques [.101. (Contro! designs are-
b)asedl oti two and. three-miode modlels of the ANATB.

The second approach utilizes a nonlinear control scheme with an adaptive feedforward comnpensation.
The feedforward controller basically preshapes the reference. trajectory for the inner-loop nonilinear control
which is based on feedback Linearization) of the rigid-bod - motion of thle system. It has becr shown in [11]
that the feedback linearizing control reduces the effect of geometric configtiration on the. frequencies. Thus.
the preshaping scheme applied in conjunction with this inner-loop nonliuieai z:ontrol is more effective for
different slew configurations as compared to a linear, Independent joint inner-loop PD control. Hloweve'r. III
case of significant parameter variations, for instance, for different barrel configurations, an adaptive scheme
needs to be implemented. A self-tuning frequency domain adantation mechanism is invoked to adljust the
nonlinear controller and the input preshaper to parameter changes. Here, the estimation and control can be
carried out simultaneously without the need for any test-slews to generate estimates unliEke most adaptive
control schemes. Results are presented for the advocated control design implemented on the experimental
setup at the Control/ Robotics Research Laboratory (CRRL).

2 Description and Modelling of the Flexible Pointing Test-bed at
AR.DEC

The testbed at ARDEC is designed to simujate real-life targetting systems viz., hielicopter and gun-turret
systems. The main body of the setup consists of an aluminum disk, appended to which is a replaceable
plate which simulates a barrel. The system is actuated by a direct drive brusnless DC motor withI a variable

compliance torque transmission. Figure I shows a Picture of the setup.

- ttlc t.*Jý

AX ,Wýfe tl a(Crel ~rO,iueie;Z is (iiio' #,it at tilt' tip of tlie harrd,. I'll( anutilar p¶>ýitilri (A the turret 11)(00,

mpat ý ,llre(1 lis!ylfp .!fi ol)TIC rcleýkir~ ith I (.9'ýn Thi~~err eIu e anigular volocitv itru~ i
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is obtained by differentiating the encoder output. Other accessoies are mounted on tIhe setup to emulate
practicai conditions (e.g., disturban~es, variable compliance, backlash, etc.) as closely as pC)ssible. Thfest,
n-clude a xariable backlash mechanism, four slide motors for base- iotionl disturbances, i variable friction

r1nerhanism, awl( a solenoild firing equipment to generate periodic and impulsive type disturbances due to
g. 'I '1ev cowplhat e of the tornue, transniissiol unit is : .0,--: . Tracking and pointing performance of

-t'e barre) cai t)e Keajued using a laser-based system mounted on the setup.

Modelling

The modelling of the test-bed has 'bcen done o( simlar xme5 to modelling procedures for flex-ible multi-
body systems. A lumped model for the turreT. acouatoiý has been ol;',ined taking into account all the
associated inertias, viz. inertias of the disk and the coupling assembly, and friction e'ects. The paramneers

for different components ont the set-up were obtained in technical reports [12,131.' A careful modelling of the
turret actuator was done through frequency response analysis. The following table lists the turret actuator
parameters obtained from our experiments on the motor.

SParam eters of Turret Actuator

JF 0,tor+ toa+C1..+- ec. 0.0023 hKg --

Jdisk+solenoid 0.08556 Kg -iIBq f 0.9•2 , -m

The baý-rel is modelled as a flexible beam with the following parameters.

Barrel Parameters

Length 0.83 m11
Thickness 7 i01!

Mass/Length 0.17736-

El 2.21857 N - n

The dynainics of the system are obtained using the extended Hamilton principle.In general, for a weapon
poitiuting system, the barrel exhibits flexibility adong both the azimuth and elevation motions. Hiowever, for
the setup c((, si(lered here, the barrel flexibility is only in omi&' dirc toin and can b)e r(epre(sented b.\ the flexure

variable (k. Another flexiblh )pointing test-bed with flextireý along hoth i azimuth a;nd elevationl IIotlonl> I S

urrentlY being bImilt, 'he flexu re variable (t can be approximated bY a finite d-imenIional rel)resentatiOn

Ignoring the high re(It1,c\'y Inudes a." follh'Xws:

,(1, t) :: -,],t ¢ ~ ) i
I Jz-- I

'h( )s';:Ilt thli fr:t , ,' eII,'Iirti Is IIode,- iape. ), f'7, as til (o) lulete st O)f o fultl( >, the kHi('ti( 'n1d

pIttl)1'tial 'Io',gy toril,, are dis(r(,tiid* I il t erms 4 ti thegenerLhize(d ()(orldinatt' vector X\' - I foloI

atll(d

I V 1 'A. 'C

I
-I.. .. .I I II I II _ " '....... .. ..
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Here 0 andI 71 are the rigidl body and flexure variables respectiveiy. Using tnese expressions for- kinetic and]
potential energies and following the Euler-Lagrangian formulation, we obtain the lumped representatioa of
the systen, including the actuator dynamics

MXý + DXý + K X = P" X, X)+ B V,, (2)

where /V1, A', 7,F, and B are the. inertia, stiffness, damping, vector of non-l-ineari ties due to Coriolis and
centripetal forces, and input m-atrix respectively.

Model Validation

A precise validation of the model is done by comparing the frequency response obtained fromn the simiu-
lation model of the set-up with the experimental frequency response shown in Figure 2. A two-mock model
of the system is considered here. FFT analysis of the accelerometer data of the open-loop system shows
the first two vibrational modes at 4.18 and 22.6 Hz. respectively and the -. ode due to joint flexibility at
9. 17 Hz. The frequenc. response of the simulated model is given in Figure :3. From the figures, we see that
the experimental and analytical frequency responses match quite closely thus validating the accuracy of the
model.

20

20

30

'AD.

0~ 2 i L~ 2 14 ý 15 to 0 22 2", 26 29

Frequentcy (HZ)

Figure 2: Frequency response of the experimental set-up.

3 Controller Designs and( Experimental Results

Rapid rcef arget tlnit' and ex tern al distu ri.)aICIceS result InI the excitationi of 1:,e vilbrat i( ma] modesle( f the
>t ricturc %Nh~ch affects the pImInting, of the b~arrel tip1) A ~conitroller decsigni which iiialiritns aI good poitinllg
acm iirac. oli l, rapid slowing and iii face, of ex\ternal-. disturbanices P, hezio- miite essenltial. IDiffererit ctflt trol

desigiis using structure nIIInII1teml ;mdIr Ati ct nati s are, being coiisimlerft for tilteepeena test bd V~

A R I) F.

:3.1 Friction Corrnpeiisat 10o1

It wasý tdImsvr,,pd that sticthml playved an Hill ortant role III the perfori,.iance ()t the turret, initottr. It Pitw,

illpe)(rt dilt to idelltifxý anld compen)'1sate icr this, imionhiiearitY D.lifferent technique:- for fric~tl)incollestoi

ciar be uitilized. 0114,possbleo apprToach is to( fee(I na~rrow pulLe signal., to thet hIotoý It ltero) slwedt instantls.

Itoe sgnl a111d Inaeiiitile '11 thle pullse o~r'll.'>to tHW Ilililu Oltageý rIMOIireml to tUTI l the iinntol' III
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Figure 3: Frequency response of the simulated model.

that direction. Another approach which has proven quite effective is to incorporate a velocity feedback loop
around the motor. This has the effect of stiffening up the motor and hence help in overcoming friction.

I 3.2 Dynamic Compensation Based on Youla's Parameterizaticrn

A two-stage control design is considered in this paper. The inner-loop controller is a joint based controller
for tracking a desired slew trajectory. The PD gains for the inner loop %,ere chosen to be -4.0 and -0.5
respectively. With this choice of the PD gains, a reascnably good performance at the joimi. is achieved. A step
slew maneuver of 0.5 radians is completed in 0.6 seconds with a critically damped joint response. However,
significant vibrations are noticed at the barrel tip resulting in poor pointirng accuracy. To damp out the
barrel vibrations, an outer-loop controller is designed. The controller designed hero is a dynamic compensator
based on the linear system model with the PD control in the inner-loop. The feedback utilized here is from
the accelerometer mounted at the tip of the barrel. The design is based on Youla's parameterization ofI stabilizing controllers [9]. To increase the bandwidth for tracking, a prefiltef (C, was placed ov the command
signal. The two degree of freedom linear controller is depicted in Figure 4. (',, is deL;igned for stabilization

and could aiso be use(l for decoupling [14].

P

* r7~ ~ - -aYF -TI~- -W

i ! .........

Vi.urvr .1 'T'v,( de,,ree, of fr,.edom co(nItrol Atrictu r,'.

] hJ ctw it ratll.-fer h hiictioi! of tOw test bed retailniig i,,, vibratimiial inmi)e of the barrel, from ii1put
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actuator voltage to the end-point acceleration under the PD control is given by:

ace(s) s2fnl2(s -2 _)-,(s " • 2,• (3)Vi,ý (s) (sl 4-. 2(•.w• + -1)(s2 + 2(,w.s + ,a)n1,= + (2(ii + w)

where subscripts a and c correspond to the modes corresponding to the actuator and the compliance respec-
tively. Note that the plant is nomninimum phase. Hence, high gain feedback schemes cannot be utilized for
vibration coinpensatior, and disturbance rejection. A two mode model of the flexible barrel is considered for
the dynamic compensator design.

The parameters of the transfer function under the PD control corresponding to 3 are given by: a, = 58.48,
a2 = 192.35, (a = 1.2, w, = 75.67, C' = 0.73, L,. = 4.16, (1 = 0.037, w, = 26.68, (2 = 0.0054, wl = 142.02.
The vibrational modes are lightly damped (with damping ratios below 10%). A dynamic compensator is
now desigped to increase the damping of the first mode to 40% as well as maintaining the stability of the
second mode. For this purpose, the controller must roll-off sufficiently fast so that the second mode is not
excited. The following controller transfer function was obtained:

17.1233(s2 + 22s + 146)

GC") =: s2 + 80s + 2500

The effect of the above compensator on the system modes is shown by the root-locus plot of Figure 5.

5 a IW -30, Alt -t 0 so Ito 15, W0 a

ReaI ISI

Figure 5: Root-locus plot using the dynamic compensator.

Experiments were conducted to study the barrel tip performance using the above controller. The solid

plot in Figure 6 shows end-point response of the compensated system for a 0.5 radian sle'w maneuver. The
respoiise is compared with the ca~se w'tere enly a "D control is utilized ýrefer to dotted plot, in Figure 6). T'he
plots show an improvement in tip-perforwance for the case where the dytamnic compensator is utilized as
comnpared with the PID control only. Utilizing the dwiiaiic compensator, tl!o, end-poinit vibrations using the
dynamic compensator are damped out in ) .3 seconds fer a 0.6 second, 0.5 radian slew maneuver, whereas the
vil'rations are sustained for about 8 seconds for the same slew Wider th, •','D conitrol. Tlw joint behaviour
using dvynamniC coMpensation is shown iII Figure 7. The slight oscillations at the joint compensatc- for
vibrations at the tip.
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I _______I
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IFigure 6: Tip performance with and without dynamic compensation for a 0.5 radian slew.

I ____ ___ ___

S. ..i . .r ----r -... ... . .... .

I igure 7: JoTnt tiajectory undei dynamic compensatio• .

I3.3 Adaptive Nonlinear Feeaback and Feedforward Compensation

As was mentioned before, an important consider tiou in gun-pointing applications is that significant paramn-
eter variations may exist, for example, varying environinental conditions or differen~t barrel configurations.I For robustness to such variations,, an adaptive scheme utilizing a nonlinear feedback and feedforward control
is Proposed next. Trhe dynamics of a fi !xible gun-pointing system with azimuth and elevation mnotions isI similar to that of a flexible two-link arm. T~ie e~xp.?rinmental results presented here are for the adaptive
schemie implemented on the two-link flexible arni at CRRL.

I
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parameter model and performing an asymptotic expansion. 'rhe small parameters ar' , = Y TheE, ",

choice of these parameters signifies that as the barrel becomes shorter or as the bending stiffness becomres
larger, the perturbation parameter becomes smaller. In turn, this corresponds to the fact that as this
paiaameter vanishes the barrel behaves as if it were rigid. It was shown [15] that. the flexure variable was of
order (. Furthermore, analytical representation of flexural variables can be obtained through the asymptotic
expansion approach. The 0(1) linearizing control turns out to be identical to the computed-torque controller
for a rigid gun-pointing system, since as c - 0, the barrel behaves as if it were rigid. Tht rigid-body dynamics

Mr_ + 'DrO = F,(O, ) + B, V,,,

can be linearized using the following control law

BrVn, = M,2 + PDr_ - Fr(0, 0)

where the entries vi of v are given by

S= -K(oi - Ore)- Kd(0 -
9

iref) + Oref

Since this control eliminates the nonlinearities in the 0(1) dynamics, the performance is expected to be
better as compared to the case of a linear rigid body controller. Furthermore, cancellation of some of the
nonlinearities would reduce the configuration dependence of the barrel frequencies. Also, the nonlinear
control results in smaller and smoother actuator torques. These facts have been discussed in detail in ['1]
for multi-link flexible arms, and are extended in the sequel for application of the adaptive input preshaping
scheme. However, application of the non-linear control would still result in significant vibrations induced
at the end-point of the barrel. For further suppression of tip-vibrations, the input preshaping technique
is employed. Implementation of the input preshaping scheme, requires an estimate of the vibrational fre-
quencies. To this effect, the tip acceleration signal is utilized. This measurement can be easily obtained
by mounting an accelerometer at the tip of the barrel or considering the frequency content of the turret
position or velocity signals.

3.3.2 Input P reshaping

The input preshaping scheme adjusts th- input command to the manipulator so that vibrations are elim-
inated. This is achieved by convolving impulses with the reference signa,. [16]. Implementation of the
input preshaping scheme, requires an estimate oi" the vibratioutal frequencies of the system for which the tip
acceleration signal is utilized. The details on the input preshaping scheme are given in [16,17,11].

The important assumptions upon which the input preshaping scheme is based on are that the system be
linear and time-inva-riant. These assumptions do not hold for a multi-axis flexilble pointing system as a result

of which the input-preshaping schemin would not be as effective in vibration suppression tor such systems.
How.-ver, since the aforementioned nonlinear control alleviates the effects of Fomne of the nonlinearities
resulting in a clo.sc to linear systein. the input preshaping scheme has been shwmn to be effective. The
results for flexible-iinh wanipuiatcrs are presented in [11).

3.3.3 Adaptive Control for Pararn-ter Vari-tions

To increase robustness of the iM, tut preshaping and nonlin,:1 control to paanameter and frequ-n(y variation.•.
a self-tuning regulator is utilized no identify the modal fre-que;iies and tt" variable parameter' on•*linf' to
adjjust both I the in ncr loop nonlinear control and the timing of ittipuls-, for in put preshaping ( Figure ,4).
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Duffms & Fiter

Figure 8: Block diagram for implementation of the adaptive nonlinear control and preshaping.

I The input signal u(n) and output y(n) are accumulated into buff~er memrories to form N-poiint data
blocks. These blocks are then transformed by N-point Fast Fourier Transforms (FFTs) to their equivalent

3frequency transformed blocks U, Y at the kit time instant. A simple yet; effective represent tion for transfer
* function identification is the so called- Empirical Transfer Function Estimate (E TFE) [18]. A non-recursive

updatirg scheme fo.- te transfer furncfion in the frequency 'ornain, at a given time k, is utilized in theI mananer Hd~k) = Yj(k)/Uli(k) , H N-ik) :-H,*(k) , fo;- i E~ fO < -6 2 M Uj(k) 54 0}, where i corresponds
to i'l' bin in the frequency domain, and Ii2'(k) i's the complex conjuga~te of Hi~k).

A recursive implementation of this idea is possible via the Tire.-varying Transfer Function EstiiniationI(TTFE) mnc hod [.-' This is basically an extension of the ETFE by perfo-rning a Recursive Least Squares
on the frequency bias. TIhe TTFE technique can he used to reduce the variance of the estimated freque(..c~v
response. The adjacent frequency bins Ii!(k). H,(k) are cor;- ' .,ed throughi the relation

F~+A)modIN s' 1 \

= (i-a ,)nioIN ~
-j(-A)modiV

which indi~ ates that the estimiate Hi(k) is related to all the~ adjacent frequencies within a modulus A, with
a corresponding weight ; or the frequency point .

Th( cri ' cal iarf-rniation for cortrol purposes soiught by frequency dcniein methods is the location of
peles and 7-cces c-f the assumed linear slowly tirri-vtaryiný traprufer functio.n. These locatiorIc; correspondI to the peaks and the valleys of the estimated miatnitude 7esiponse. Due to the lightlyv damnied na lire of
the ilexible-struct tres, these l0oatOns are easil) recogniizable with the 'rTFE technique, even with lowA
signa]-to-nolse ra~kis. For the case of large signal-to~noise ratios., howevef, the sim-pler non-reckdrsive I`TFE

technique is quite effective, as has been shown in the ensuing experimlental results.
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3.3.4 ExperirnenttJ Results'

As was stated before, a flexible gun-pointing, system with azimuth and elevation motions exhibits similar
dynanlics to a two-link flexible arm. The expcr;Jental results pres--nted her;e are for the flexible two-link
arm at CRRL. The variable paramleter All this case, is the !1ayload at the tip

The advantages of the 0(0) feedback ",:earizirg control over the linear PD cororol were discussed 1T,

d( tail in [11). It was shown that the enu..poinl. performaiuc~e tunder the 0(1) feedback finearizing conitrol
is significantly better than that usinig an independent joint PID control. sinzce the ,o-nlinearitlus in the
0( 1) dynamics are eliminated in ths case of the nonlinear control. The aonIlinea-:r control also offh-s other
advantages over the linear, independent joint P'D Control in t<'ras oif smnoler zand smoother actuaýtor toiq(ues
and reduced configuration dep-ndence of mnodal freq7iencies. The following tables list the modal vibrationl
frequencies. for different configura~tkios of thle arm locked under thiese controlAs, thus validating tne re--uced
configuration dependence of vibraticnal frequl-ncies m.,der the nonlinear control as compared to tbue line.c.r,
independent joint PD Control. Due to these advantages of the nionlinear control, thle ensuing, a~dapti-e
preshaping technique is applied with- the 0(l) lir.?arizing control in the inner-looip.

________ Table II _ ____

___ Independent Joint PD Control
Conifigurationi (degrees) Mode I (HzJ Mlode II (hz-)T

(0,0) 0.852 8. 73 1
(0,30) 0.826 8.549
(0,45) 0.792 8.265
(0,60) __ 0.762 8.08C-

___ (0,90) 0.731 7.896 __

Table Ill _____

0(0) Linearizing Control ___

Configuration (degrees) Mode I (Hz.)- Mod..- Ii1 (Hz.)
("),0) ___ 0.788 8A404

(0,30) 0.786 9.388
___ (0,45) 1 0.783 1 8.362

(0,60)ý- 0.780 8.320
(0,90) 4 0.776 -- 8.284

The modal frequencies of vibration under the 0(1) feedback linearizing control were estimated for dif-
fere-itt payloads. The estimates of vibrational modes were obtained using the ETFE algorithm since the
sign,-! to noise ratio of the data wa-s quite nigh and distint-t peaks were obtained corresponding to the
lightly d niped vibratiorial modes. The data for system idlentificaticn was sampled at 250 Hz, while the
control loop was eýxecuted at 1Mh-Iz. Radix-2 diecim~ation in frequency (I)IF) 2048 point FFT algorithmis
werf. tinpieniiented for estimation. The F'FT routhies were written in assemibler for faster oxecution. The
TMS,320C'30 DSP board was utilized for FFT computiatiotis. with a '486 based PC as thle host for control
loop comiputations. The architecture anid special instruction set of the I)SP ot-ovide efficic-nt atd optiiiz.eo
implleinentation of the FFT routines. The. table of twiddle-factors (siines/cosinies) for Fri. computations-
wVas pn'epared and stored separately in DRI.)It and unked with the 11-f routines, LO PTON'Vi(ie aste.,r executioni
Speed-. Ie eXecution timie, fol each set of 2048 point FFT c~omputations was 1.2 insec. Since the F I
computations were (lone in parallel with the execution of the coritrol-ioen, on the host '48"), the' 6imw fo)
PUT vonlipotatioris was not a critical fac tor governing the samnpling time. 'i lit. crucial factors gnovermnng th~e
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accuracy of the frequency estimates are the sampling time of data ,nd the number 'N',of points of FFT.
For small frequency quantization error, the sampling frequency must bo smaller and 'N' must be as large
as possible. It was found that a sampling rate of 250Hz and 2048 points of FFT gave reasonably precise
estimates so as to delineate the variation of vibrational frequency with payload. Figure 9 shows typical plots
fo-," the FFTs computed on the accelerometer data for the no payload and 100 gin. payload case. Similar

* 1plots were obtained for other sets of payloads.

6M r- ---* 65000-.

4000-

•3000-4

S~~100 g..m pbylod
-- 20001-i . . .. ýý,,t d

Frequency (Hz)

r igure 9: FFT plots obtained from the accelerometer data for the arm locked in (60,60) degree configurationI under the 0(1) linearizing control for rnp=0 (solid plot); 100 gm. (dashed plot).

The frequencies of the vibrational modes are next correlated with the variable parameters; in this case
the variable payload. A foarth order polynomial relation between the payioad and vibrational modes was
obtaiiied. The detalis on correlation of the first and second vibrational modes with payload are given inI [20]. Figures 10 and 11 show the variation of the second and first modes with payload.

140.

T' 80 - _ _ _

9.4 7-5 /.a 7.9 8 ,1 .2 U &4

Setd Mc& (QU)

Figure 10: Payload estimation hased on the second vibra:'ona] mode.

An accurate estimation of payload plays a significant role in the performance of the 0( 1) feed back
linearing control scheme. The performance of the feedback linearizing contrcu.l can deteriorate if it i~s designedI Ibased on incorrect payload estimates. Exp)eriments were cond(ucted to st udy tfe performan ce of the nonliniar
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Figure 11: Variation of first vibrational mode with payload.

control for different payload estimates. The plots in Figure 12 indicate an improvement in the end-effector
performance when the controUer was obtained using the correct payload estimate generated online. The
solid plot in the figure shows the end-point response under the 0(1) linearizing control for a (0-60,0-60)
degree] slew with a 100 gin. payload attached, whereas the control is generated using an estimate of 0 gin.
An adaptive estimation of this payload results in an improved end-point response as shown by the dashed
plot in Figure 12.

10

_5 

" Without paylo a• wtin
SW i P a , y l a d • tim a s

2

-1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Tme (w•ds

Figure 12: Tip vibrations under 0(1) linearizing control with and without payload estimate (m, =100gm).

Next, a two pulse preshaping controlier obtained from the adaptive estimation of the first mode and
payload, was applied to the two-link arm for the (0-60,0-60) degree slew under the 0(1) linearizing control.
Although the experimental plots show two vibrational modes, only the dominant first mode is targeted
using the preshaper. A 30 gin. payload was applied in this case. The plots in Figure 13 show the results
in sequence with and without preshaping. Next, a 100 gin. payload was attached to the tip. The result of
applying the adaptive preshaper for this case is shown by the last plot in Figure 13. The plots validate the
fact that an adaptive preshaper can effectively improve the end-point performnance for varying payloads.

T' he notation ( - .) implies (
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Figure 13: Ad.•ptive preshaping for different payloads.

"44 Conclusion

In this paper, control of flexible weapor, pointing systems using feedback and feedforward schemes is consid-S ered. Experimental results using dynamic feedback from the accelerometer mounted at the tip indicate that
superior performance and robustness properties can be attained u~ing such a compensa~tion. Adaptive input

Sprecompensationi and nonlinear feedback for robustness enhanicement is discussed. The initial experimentalI effort at CRRL using this scheme shows that significant improvement on tip pointing performance aloxkgw~ith
robustness to parameter variation can be achieved. This effort is on going at ARDEC.
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When a tank fires its main weapon system, a complex chain of dynamic events begins. The pojectil. is accelerated down
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complicated chain of events is to develop straightforward nurmerica. mrodels. As a first step in assuring the accuracy of these
models, verification of fe assumptions, such as geometry and bodndary conditions, must be cxamined.

This paper discusses ao experimental modal survey of the MIAI main weapon !ystem. Both horizontal and vertical
components are examined to find the actuai frequcincies and mode shapes of the system. A simple numerical model is
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OBJECTIVE

The primary puipose of this modal test was to proviek, experimental verification for a finite element (FE) model of the
MIAl tank M256 main gun The FE model is being developed for the gun accuracy improvenent program. Major vertical
and horizontal rigid body and bending modes of the main gun will be obtained from experimental modal analysis (EMA).
The realism of the FE boundary conditions (between the main gun and its supporting structures) may be enhanced by
comparison to the EMA model. The secondary objectives of this experiment included measuring the nonlinearity of the gun
modal responses and determining, if any, th,- effect- of the hydraulic gun elevation mechanism on the gun dynamics.

TEST SETUP

All of the heat shields on the gun were removed and the accelcrometers were attached directly to the gun tube. The
accelerometer locations were situated in two lines, 900 apart. This positioning permits one set of vertical data and one set
of horizontal measurements to be obtained. In order to resolve the fifth bending mode, 15 locations, 10 inches apart, were
chosen from the muzzle to the king nut. Only four locations, due to inaccessibility, were measurd within the turret. Table 1
and Figure 1 detail the placement of the measurement locations. The chosen excitation locations were at the muzzle (location
200) and in the king-nut area (location lI X)). Both vertical and horizontal excitation was utilized. The excitation source was
a 50-lb electiodynamic shaker. To ens, ,miform energy distribution over the frequency range of interest, a controlled true
random signal was utilized as the excita, a signal.

SIGNAL PROCESSING

A 16-channel Gemrad 2515 spectrum analyzer was utilized to acquire the measurements. Since more than 16 measurement
chan-,ls were utilized, 2 runs were required for each configuration. Frequency response functions (FRFs) and coherence
functions were retained in the final data set. In addition, several auto spectra were also retained to evaluate the excitation
signal. The FRFs were collected with the following parameters:

Maximum Freo'uency 640 Hz
Frame Size 2560) Frequency
Frequency 0.25 Hz
Number of 50
Window Type Harning

MRFs collected to assess nonlinearity of the structure utilized a higher frequency resolution in order to detect small
frouency shifts.

FINITE ELEMENT MODEL. DESCRIPTION

The M256 120-ram gun system consists of a number of important parts which contribute to the systemns dynamic
characteristics. Figure 2 is a cut-a-way, three-dimcn,.ional view showing sonie of the pais in the cradle assembly area. This
figure, as well as the model, do not consider the n.antelet or irunnion mount.s. This is discussed in the com:i:usion section
of this paper. The objective of this first FE m(del, namcly, a beani clement representation of the system, was to make a
simple, easily modified, numerical model of the M256 grin-recoil system. ThCn this simple model will be. used as a learning
tool for more sophisticated FE moxlels in the future. The complicated st of boundary conditions in the system is first
examined with the simphsuý rn(xlcl. That niodel is then comipred with exp×eriments and improved based on observed
discrepancies. Model attributes are incrementally changed until a ati.sfactory numeiical representation of the M256's dynamic
charactenr.ucs is made. The clharacteristics (realistic georlietric and bNouary conditiots) of the simple modtel are then
incorporated into more sophistcated anld robust FET modl.s which arc not s, quickly modified or analyzed.
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Table 1. Measurement Location Dimension

K__Lcaton No. [ Distance Fromp Muzzle Description of GaugeLoatn j
1 .05 @Muzzle

2 10. Oil Gun Tube

3 20. On Gun Tube

430. On Gun Tube

5- 40. On Gun Tube
6 50. On Gun Tube

7 60. On Gun Tube

8 70. On Gun Tube

9 80. Oin Gun Trube

10 90. On Gun Tube

11 100. On Gun Tube

12 110. On Gun Tube

13 120. On Gun Tube

14 130. On Gun Tube

15 135. On Gun Tube

16 1180. On Cradle

17 2083' On RF of Gun Tube

18 218. O)n Breech

19 218. Onl Breech

2() (l)1 Enl9ev. Mechanism

21 19) 1n ()it ev. Mechanismn

After exanining the niechanical drawings of the sysiemi and then examining Its &s.q4wiaxed parts, as well as its assenbly
and disassembly, a simplified model of the M25b consisting of what Is believe d to be critical complpmeiits was de-veloped.
The critical cominpowriLs were combined Into nine Individual parts. f)hese nine essential parts are highlighted in Figure 2.
Additionally, Figure 3 shows a computer aide'd decsigil/c Cni pu Lei aioled manufiacture (CAD1/CA NI) drawing of the sirmplified
parts which are going to be included in the ILL ;odel. I-or Ilcthe ý1 bea i dItIenmod IIIX, eak.h cd the parts is represented using
concentri cylindrical beami elements wath assoiaiaed ;), prtices to. the pieILcs NhOs Ii in Figure 3. H owever, the adapted
be-ar-ing, king nut, and thrust nut were, InclIuided in the beam eleinemil 1110ode I Of the J)t StOti. '11'w piston waLs assumed to be
rigiolly attacherd, aN was the hrecch, to th-' gunu tube at the kontalý t point,'. Simntilarly, the ciatile ,0ih i suplxrfts the structure,
Was mod0(l6d, at first, with rigi'd contAct IsiltL% where tli, pis reSted Onl the cradle's surfaces (WilkersoAn et a]. 1991).
Initially, it was uiidcrsutic thait this would tv insult L.iciit let' ii liio~oll the ickoil Nsici~n's ri 'lion., Nonetheless, It was

assuiiied that this 'Yould Ix. \iit11lciii for 111fitcidwig the I ý(c ý .ikl tiexur.l fretqitieth cs and iisini!d od shapes
COrr"ct~ly D)ne(to cle.-rances hewtLhe pis1ton Ul.Iiitf eifll i :III( Cill S\ steiti th.1t 'Ats not) the casex In lpirticnkir, the c~onltx
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> /XI

i Figure 3. CAD/CAM Simplification of M256, Critical Components.

points, where the piston slides inside the cradle, required more flexibility than te •igid connections allowed, Subsequently,
i the rigid connections wcre replaced by gap elem-ents. These gap elements gave j,-. system more flexibility and better

S~approximated the actual systems dynamic characteristics. (Note: gap elements are simulated with regard to the vertical modal
analysis as spring-dashpots, but act as gap elements allowing the system to recoil.) The final model conasisted of the gun tube,

i ~ breech, piston, and cradle assembly. The cradzle was simply supported at the .same location as the trunniovs. The elevating
mechanism was approximated irn the model as a spring-dashpot which attached between the cradle assembly and a rigid

al mount.

I ~ In order to check the FE model's geometric properties, it was a~ssembled incrementally, First, the model of just the gun

tube was compared with some exxpenmental iesults of the free-free vibration.1 frequencies of that part (Roweka,np 1987/).
This was a good initial check of the modele's ruost knfxsrtant part, namely, the gun tube. Afterwards, the breech, piston, and

I cradle assembles were incltvJed in the m•×iel. Results comparing experimental ficquenc.;es to the numerical model's
predictions are given in Table 2 and Figure 4 for the gun tube aloiic. A comparison of the experimental and numerical model
for the assembicd M256's f'rcuncricis and m(Alc shapes are given in the results section of ti~s paper.
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Table 2. Gun Tube .dy - Free-Free

Bcamn Model 3-D Model
Experimental "T-

Mode Shape Results Freq. - Error Freq. Error

1 37.5 36.4 3.0 35.6 5.3

2 106.3 106 1 0.2 104.5 1.75

3 211.3 214.4 1.5 210.6 0.34

4 337.0 394.3 3.6 336.5 0.15

5 482.5 510.3 5.8 488.6 1

JAIC CMA .13V C 414ga~qA~P, usj~ 7.43i4d
A, It0p FS 1

N-3 ONA IN SCHllt• HCT os[$.54IP. IRRI• IG. 'm Im u(O.lH~

164.3 . 33 ,.5 482.5

37.3

U4TSR2Z

OVERAL.L RRS
5. 3134E.63

i3MA-oi1 .16.7
13 20; 21

1. 3l"1-13 ....
Fill (HZ) (Lem) ;GN )ee

Sra

Figure 4. Frequency Response Function for Gun.1Iube n Free-Free Mode.

RESULTS

The natural fLrequencies found in the exxerirue•'nijl analysis for vertical and horizontal flexural comporienLs are summarizet!
in 'lables 3 and 4. Table 3 also summarizes the numerical predictiois frum the inodcl in the vertical direction. No numerical
predictions have been made for the horizontal flexural components The mode indicator functwns for frequency ran.es
0 -2(X) liz and 2(X)-,M0 Hz are given in Figures 5 and 6 for the vcrtical and Figurcs 7 and 8 for ihe h rizonal, respectvely
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Table 3. Vertical Modal Parameters

I Magnitude Frequency
Mode Flexral Damping % in Driving E Error
Label Mode of Critical Point, FRF Exp.M Cae.

1- 2.724 11.24 11.6 10.5 11

2 1 1.096 20.02 30.27 31.4 3.8

3 2 4.074 4.78 79.5 85.7 7.8

4 3 1.127 4.37 182. 178.9 1.7

5 4 1.143 4.66 276. 287.9 4.0

6 4 2.355 11.9 376. 366. 2.8

75 2.392 1 37 495. 455. 8.8

Table 4. Horizontal Modal Parameters

Mode Damping % Magnitude in Frequency

Label of Critical Driving Point FRF (Hz)

1 1L33 25.65 16.57

2 2.17 2.36 40.85

3 4.74 k 4.96 73.8

4 2.33 w 1.88 134.6

5 2.49 2.56 170.5

6 4.69 1.70 240.0

7 3.91 925 332.4

8 .512 1.24 342.0

9  2.53 3.2 4  479.4

3 A small nornlinearity study wai. performed on the M256 cannon. This study was performed in only the vertical
configuration with the excitation force at the king nut. Data was collected at six excitation levels (I lb, 4 lb, 6.2 lb, 8 lb,
10 lb, 12.5 lb) from 0 Hz to 320 l!z at seven locations. T[he first two modes were quite linear. Modes 3 (80 Hz) ano 4
(182 Hz) manifested some interesting effects (Figure 9). Both of these modes showed two lower amplittdv peaks preceding
the frequeicy from which the modal parameters were extracted. In the nonlinearity study, these 'nitial peaks showed a 'arge
variation in amplitude and frequency compared to the third (primary) peak. This observation is a good tndiator that !he
system can exhibit nonlinear behavior, particularly in certain trequency :anges. No 'utempt was made to simulate this
behavior with the numerical model. Further, it is very likely that the two peaks ob'erved Ime primarily the result of boiindawy
conditions (intuaaces between t•be and piston, or piston and cra'de) w1d not the dyramic properties of the N256 tailbe iLstlf.
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Figure 5. Mode indicator function for vertical frequencies oui to 200 Hz.
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Figure 7. Mode indicator function for horizontal frequencies out to 200 Hz.
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Figure 9. Nonlinear study, mode indicator function for 0 to 320 Hz.

Figures 10-16 show the numerical and experimental mode shapes for each of the first seven major frequencies obtained.
As can be seen in the figures, the early mode shapes (i.e.. rigid body mode and the first two flexural frequencies) compare
with the numerical predictions quite well. However, due to insufficient accessibility in the cradle region of the M156, the
shapes of flexural modes 3-5 are not completely resolved in the experiment. Consequently, the actual assumed shape is
pencilUd into the experimental figures based on the estimations made by the numerical model.

CONCLUSIONS

The confidence in the accuracy of the modal parameters for the first five modes of the vertical configuration and the first
four modes of the horizontal configuration is high. There is significantly less confidence in the accuracy of the damping and
frequency values for the higher order modes. In the vertical configuration, several modes appear in the mode indicator
function and frequency response functions which were not extracted in the modal analysis. These modes have mode shapes
which are extremely similar to mode shapes which were extracted. It is believed that these extraneous modes result from
complex boundary conditions and are not present in the dynamics of the rtbe itself, but only the system as a whole (tube.
plus its supporting structure).

The current FE model shows reasonable agreement with the experimental results. However, the experimental mode shapes
foi flexural modes 4 and 5 must be resolved to determine if the numerical predictons are correct and to verify that there are
multiple flexural mode 4 shapes. This can only be done by increasing the number of sensors on the gun tube inside of the
cradle. This could have been accomplished by altaching the sensors to the inside of the gun tube; however, it was not thought
of at the time of the test.

There was also a fair amount of difficulty in numerically predicting both the first rigid body mode and the firs; flexural
mode. Both modes arm dependent on the spring constant used to simulate the elevating mechanism. A stiffer spring constant
makes it easier to duplicate the rigid body frequency while making the first flexural mode too stiff. Therefore, it was
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

6I

I
I
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Figure 10. Comparison of numerical and experimental vertical mode shapes (rigid body mode)
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Figure II. Comparison of numerical and experimental vcrtical mode slwpes (first flexural mode).
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Figure 12. Compu'ison of numerical ano cxixvrimrneal vcrncil mode shaKpc. (secoid flcxur;ý mcxe).
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
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Figure 13. Comparison of numerical and exlxvriicnwia vcrfi(;aI rnod sh-ipes (th:Od flexural mode).
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EXPERTMENTAL RESULTS
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I iq ure 15. Compf;r'.v:; o! rnmerical and cxpeo'rimemntal vcýLical mod.. sh•p•s ([outh flcxural mode ?).
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speculated that the trunnions were exhibiting some resistance to rotaton and a iotational spring was added at that location,
which improved both predictions.

Finally, some of the parts Lhat were not originaily represented in the model need to be included. These part. include the
thermal shrouds, bore sight, mantelet, and trunnion, mounts. Future models will incorporate these parts and hopefully beuer
represent the whole system.
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Abstract

In engineeiing problems, we often requiie a quick rough estimate of the solution
-t the prelirr-unary stage, which may later be refined as the design or investigation
progresses. The mnitiresolution properties of waivelets suggest that is possible to obtain
an initial coarse description of the solution with little computational effort and then
successively refine the solution in regionE of interest with a minimum of extra effort.
The problem of successive refinement is one of the main drawbacks of the finite element

I method.
This paper dermonst-ates how a hiera•chy of solutions to a PDE can be obtained by

using Mallat's multiresoltition transform [1] in conjunction with the wavelet-Galezkin
method. This approach provides a rational means to trade off accuracy for solution
speed. In contrast to the example of Beylkin et. al. [2, 31, where the discrete wavelet
transform is applied to the matrix differential operator A., we decompose the inverse

I of the differential operator matrix. We note that the structure of the inverse matrix is
particularly suitable for developing hierarchical solutions.
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1 Introduction

Wavelets are a family of orthonormal functions which are characterized by the translation
and dilation of a single function O'(x). This family of functions, denoted by v,,,.k(x) and
give--i by

O.,,k(x) = 2T2,(2' x - k); ik E Z

is a, basis for the space of square integrable functions L2(R) i.e.

f(X) = E.FZk d,,k O.,,k(X) c L 2(R)

Wavelets are derived from scaling functions i.e. functions which satisfy the recursion

O(X) = Ek ak 0(2a,- k) (1)

ill which a finite number of the filter coefficients ak are nonzero. / ay L2 (R) function f(x)
may be approximated at resolution m by

P,(f)(T) = Ek c.,k Cm,k(X) k c Z

where, using Daubechies notation [4], Pf represents the projection of the function f onto
"he space of scaling functions at resobltion in.

0,,t.,(x) = 2"€(2mx -- k); k ( Z

n a scaling functior basis for the scale rn approximalioy of LI"(R), The set of approximations
:,,(f)(x) constitumes a multiresolution representation )f the function f(x) [I].

I- two dimensions, the space of squa- , intel'rable functions is L2(f') and aiiy function
,(x, y) which Les in this space may be exprcssed in teinms of th. orthonormal basis

O,,k (X) 0.,,1 (Y); I, i, I f Z

Thi.• is ,,-iply the tensor product of the oae dimensional bases in the two coordinate direc-
fions, x and y. f(:, y) may be represcnted at resolution in, by

X~f~, Y) =kL EA -1 t m,k,i Om ~ k..r Om (Y) /

1,120
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I iFigure 1: Daubechies D6 scaling function

This work details how a hierarchy of wavelet solutions tu partial differential equa-
tions may be developed usiiag wavelet bases. In order to demonstrate the wavelet-Galerkin
technique, wc consider Poisson's equation in two dimensions i.e.

uXz + UV f

where u = u(x, y). f = f(x, y). We limit ourselves to the solution of the problem on a periodic
domain (the enforcement of boundary conditions on the periodic solution is discussed iu [51.)
We then consider how Mallat's r.ultiresolution trantform [1] may be used iv conjunction

with the wavelet-Calerkin technique to trade off accuracy for solution speed in a rational
manner.

2 Wavelet-Galerkin Solution of Poisson's Equation

The wavelet-Galerkin method [6, 7, 8, 9, 10] entails representing the solution u aud the
right hand side f as expansions of scaling functions at a particular scale m. The values3 of the scaling function, 0, may be calculated using the recursion in equation (') (see e.g.
[11]), Orthogonal compactly supported scaling functions, such as those belonging to the
D&ubechies family of wavelets [4], are found to be particularly suitable for the solution of
partial differential equations. Figure 1 depicts the Daubechies 6 coefficient scaling function.

The wavelet-Galerkin solution of the Poissod equation is slightly more complicated than
a (onveutional finite difference solution, since the solution procedure involves transformationsUI
to and from wavelet space. Consider the Poisson equation

I u•. + 11 - f (2)
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The wavelet-Galerkin approximation to the solutioi, 'i(a: y) at scale in is

u(X'y 0 k~ = '' k 272q(2-x - k)21L(2"-y - 1) kjl e Z (3)I

where c•k are the wavelet coefficients of i. The transformation from wavelet space to physical
space ýor vice versa) can be easily acconiplished using the FFT if the wavelet expansion is
expressed as a discrete convolution. To do this make the substitutions

X 2'x
7" =2,,

to create a function of X and Y:

U(X, Y) = 2(XY) = YXI C"(X '- 1) C = ki ()

Discretizing U(X, Y) at integer values of X and Y leads to a discrete periodic convolution

U,,j = >k'j Ck,j Oi-k€j-1 = =1,• c,-k,j_1 O¢

where Ok = O(K). This may be written in matrix form as

U = ,e T (5)

.Where i,, is a size n circulant matrix of scaling function values. Equation (5) may be
rewritten as

u= T) .T

It is easy to see that this is a onc-dimensional convolution of the first column of P,, with
each column of c, foilowc - by a transposition of the rows and columns of the result, followed
by a one-dimensional convolution of the first column Gf '%,. with each column of this result,
followed by another transposition of the rows and columns of the result. The one-dimensional
convolutionm are efficiently and exactly comDpted using the FFT.

Similar relationships to equations (4) and (5) exist for the iight hand side function, f
ie

F(X Y) f(x,y) = y g ý, q(X -- k)O(Y - 1) (6)

p = D"., g 4 T (7)

where g is the matrix of wavclet coefficients of F(X, Y).

The differential equation in wavelet space may row be formulated by substituting
equations (4) and (6) into equation (2). This leads to a system of equations of the form

Z_ýCk,q Qp,-k + Nz_ C'p, 2q 2 p-;- 9P.1

where
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I Q.-k = f 0"(y -- k)0(y -j)dy

are tbe connection coefficients described by Latto et al [7]. In matrix form. this becomes

R,,c + cR - (8)

where R., is a size n circulant matrix of connection coefficients. The system of equations (8)may be decoup!ed by taking the two-dimensional FFT:

t' I I _

hIý C + C A,, - . g (9)

where A, are diagonal and :) denotes the two-dimensional FFT. It then follows that

K ,- c (10)

where

2Qo Q, ... QN-2 ... _-N ... Q- 1
Q, 0 0 0

R I• --2 0 0 . ... ... 0
K j 0 0 ... 0 ... ... ... 0I=

0 0 ... ... ... 0I|
S12-N 0 ... ... ... 0 .. ° 0

-1  0 ... 0 . 0 ... 0

Conibining equation (10) with the twa-dimensioual FFTs of equations (5) aud (7) gives

[:I U=~ F/

Tak-ing the inverse two dimensional Fourier transform yields the soiution U.

SCorvergence of the Wavelet-Gakerkin Method

The wavele.-Galerkin rnethod a., des.r-b~d o.Love compares ex.iemely favourably with a five
pc..in' finite Uifferevc.e sohut~on. The f0olowing are soeip results for a tsiý problern.

Figure 2 shovs the dek av of th- rnax,rium residuai error with increasing saxnple size n.
ThI- figure ck. arly iu E'critf:s tne highl rate f coavergence Ihat is obtained with the wavelet
rxw'tL ,•d.S*• ,Fig.urn: 3 indicate:, teivk-.,eiatien of computation time, in seconds, with increIsing sanpie

I si-,e. ihe wavelet somuticu takes slightly longer tLiar the finite difference sclutior. ,wlag to
the need to trar's(sorm the saiiple fýior ph,,s~cai space into wavelt space and back again.
T 1T;~ oei h.-ad Iwcoi ý-es less s)iý,,ificant. as t ýie sample, ;4z( incr0eases.
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Figure 2: Decay in error of dlO wavelet and finite difference solutions with increasing sample
size
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Figure 3: Variation of computation times with increasing sample size
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Figure 4: A 256 x 256 greyscale image

4 The Fast Wavelet Transform and PDEs

One of the attractive features of wavelets is their inultiresolution property, which is their abil-
ity to represent a function at different levels of resolution. The wavelet-Galerkin approach,
while being a competitive solution procedure for PDEs, does not exploit the multiresoiution
properties of wavelets.

The multiresolution decomposition of a vector of data may be accomplished in O(N)
II operations using the fast wavelet transform or FWT [12]. Figures 4 and 5 illustrate how the

two-dimensional FWT may be applied to an image to produce an "averaged" low resolution
picture and several detail components. A similar operation may be carried out on matrix
operators. Beylkin, Coifman and Rokhlin [2, 3] have described in detail how matrix differen-
tial operators may be transformed into sparse matrices using the FWT. This sparsification
facilitates the rapid evaluation of derivatives numerically. Amo~mg the examples given in their
work are the construction of the non-standard form of the operators D = '- and D" ,,2"
The elements of these wavelet transformed matrix differential operators are self-.similar at

I all scales.

In our experiments we have futher noticed that it may be advantageous to apply tbe
FWT to the inverse of a matrix differential operator. The application (,f tile FWVT to an
inverse matrix differential operator also gi ves rise to self-similar behaviour at differeut scales.
As an example we consider the standard foriA ot the inverse matrix differential operator.
(D2 + 1W) Figure 6(a) shows the 64 x 64 inverse matrix differc•ntial operator, (D' + 1)-
for the Dauhechies DC wavelet systmn [4] a, .scale 7:m 6. Fiure 6(b) shows a siM.glei stage
wavelet d'ecomposition of the invewse operator into components at scal' it) 5, giving a low

1 i425
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Figure 5: A single stage decomposition of the image in the previous figure

frequency block in the upper left hand corner and three high frequency blocks. Figures 6(c)
and (d) show further stages of decomposition of the low frequency block.

It is apparent from these results that the sparsification of the inverse matrix differential
operator by the. FWT occurs in a much more orderly way than if the matrix differential
operator itself were decomposed. The low frequency block of the wavelet transformed in1ver"se
matrix differential operator contributes most significantly to the solution and from Figure 6
it is easy to see that the operator may be compressed without performing any thresholding
operations. Furthermore, the high frequency blocks (which, although small, are non-zero)
provide us with the information necessary to get to a finer level of resolution.

An important observation is that the discrete wavelet transform preserves the circulant
structure of the original inverse matrix differential operator i.e. b)0th the low frequency block
and the high frequency blocks are circulant in n;-'tuie. This means that the FFT can still
be uised to evaluate the solution in O(NlogN) operations, where N is now the size of the
reduced p)roblem,.

5 Conclusions

The wavelet-Ga-lerkin approach Is an efficient technique for: the ninimprical solution of PDEi
whichl has a very high1 rate of conve,.rgenice, esp~ecially for high ordIer Daiibechies wavelets.
The at tra~ tivcness of the wavelet- Galerkin approach is further enhanced b~y tho fact that

£F

the inuigfires:uit ion properties of wavelets provide a rational wai to trade off acfiurecy for
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Figure 6: (a) The inverse differential operator (D 2 + 1)-' (b) First level of decomposition
(c) Second level of decomposition (d) Third level of decomposition
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ABSTRACT:

In some recent experimenial studies, we observed that energy can be transferred from
high-frequency to low-frequency modes in structures with weak nonlinearities. In these experiments,
a structure was subjected to a simple-harmonic, low-amplitude excitation. The frequency of the
excitation was near one of the high natural frequencies; yet after a very long time the contribution
of the first rnode to the multi-frequency response was larger than the contribution of the
high4requency mode that was directly excited. Subsequently, we developed analytical models to
explain the interactions betweei widely spaced modes of structures and used them to determine
conditions under which energy can be transferred from high-frequency to low-frequency modes, as
observed in the experiments.
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1. Introduction
Nonlinear modal interactions h3ve been the subject of a great dea& of recent research. It has

been found that, in weakly-nonlinear systems where there exists a special relationship between two
or more natural frequencies of the linear modes and an excitation frequency, the long-time responses
can contain significant contributions in many modes of vibration il-5]. The presence of significant
responses in more than one mode increases the number of modal equations that must be treated and
this generally serves to complicate the dynamics the system. More importantly, modal interactions
can !ead to dangerously large respornses in modes that are predicted by l;near analysis to have
insignifcant response amplitudes.

Most of the research on modal interactions focuses on autoparametric resonances in systems
where the linear natural frequencies w, arE commensurate or nearly commensurate. The types of
possible internal resonances depend on the degree of the nonlinearity. When the nonlinearity is
cubic, to the first approximation, internal resonances may occur if (),, W,,,,

Wo.n3a)W, wz I ± 2,. ±+ a), 1, or I ± (1), ± 04 ± Go! If quadratic nonlinearities are added,
additional resonances may occur if a),•2co,, or ),z.o,, + ao,,. These autoparametric resonances have
been success(uliy treated with perturbation methods [1-27). There also exists a large body of
experimental results which are in good general agreement with the perturbation results
[1,2,5,11,12,19,22,28-37]. Autoparametric resonan ps may provide a coupling or an energy exchange
between a system's modes. Consequently, excitation of a high-frequency mode may produce a
large-amplitude response in a low-frequency mode involved with it in an autoparameiric resonance.

In externally excited multi-degree-of-freedom systerns, combination resonances may occur in
response to a single-harmonic external excitation of frequency Q. The type of combination resonance
that can be excited depends on the degree of the nonlinearity, the number of modes involved, and
Q2. For a cubic nonlinearity, to the first approximation, combination resonances may occur if
Q, = I ± (tm ± - )A 1/2, Uz I ± 2,, ,+ a±k, ,or Q(z- I ± a_),, ± W, ± ca,. If quadratic nonlinearities are added,
additional combination resonances may occur if .z I ± cWr, ± cO, 1. Thus, a high-frequency excitation
may produce large-amplitude responses in low-frequency modes that are involved in the combination
resonance. Dugundji and Mukhopadhyay [38] conducted experiments on a cantilever beam subjected
to external base excitation at a frequency close to the sum of the natural frequencies of the first
torsional and first bending modes, which are approximately in the ratio of 18 to one. They found that
the high-frequency excitation can produce a large-amplitude response in the low-frequency (first
bending) mode.

In parametrically excited systems, modal interactions can occur when the excitation frequency
is near the sum or difference of two or more Inear natural frequencies. These so-called combination
resonances have been studied extensively in the literature [1,2,5,39]. Again, these combination
resonances can lead to interactions between high- and low-frequency modes.

Often, when thin response of a system bec;omes chaotic, low-frequency modes can be excited.
Haddow and Hasan [40] conductf.-.d an experiment by parametrically exciting a cantilever beam near
twice the natural frequency of its fourth mode. They found that, as the excitation ftequency was
decreased, a planar periodic response consisting essentially of thle fourth mode losi stability, giving
way to a nonp!anar chaotic moltion. They observeJ that as a result the energy seemed to cascade
down through the modes, ,"sulting eventually in a low-frequency steady-state response. Burton arid
Kolowith [41] conduc,,til an e'per iment similar to that of Haddow and Hasan. In certain regions of the
parameter space, they obsc.:,. •('e chaotic motions where the first seven in-plane bending modes as
well as the first lor. Jonal meo., were present in the response. Cusunmano arid Moon [421 condticled
arn experiment with an oxternaiy exci!ed cantilever beam. They observed a cascading of energy to
low-freque(-cy :omponents it, t he response assoc ialt0d with chaotic non-planar motions.

Iwo recent stud ifs suggest thaf another (yp, of intteracti.)n may occur hlt weei hi.h-floequerurcy
and I',w-freq(uenicJ y modes. In the first study, we [43] cond. cled experiments on v a Is..•raamtrically
oxcied cantilever. We found that into'ractio is occur betwee•t two hioi-tre(qujewcy modes 8.,tnd tLaý firAi
mode.. The presý,ncf, of the first node is ac(ompanied by slow modulatKio of th,: arn•liludos andI
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phases of tho higher-frequoency modes with the frequency of the modruation being equal to that of the
"first mode. Our results indicate that the mechanism for *he excitatýion of the tirst mode• is neither a
classical internal resonance nor an external or parametric combination resonance involving the first
mode. Rather, it seems thal slow modulation of the high-:requency modes allows for We energy to
be transferred to the first mode.

In the second study, we [44] conducted experimnents on an externally excited, circular
cross-section, ccntiP'-iter rod. Because of the axial symmetry, one-to-one autoparametric resonances
occur at each nati';r frequency of the rod and the mode in the plane of the excitation interacts with
the out-of-plane rnooe at the same natural frequency, resulting in non-pianar whirling motions. In
addition, it is found ýd-.t when the rod is excited near thc natuiral frequency of its third or any higher
mode, a ;arge fiist-nicde response occurs. Moreover, the degree of the coupling between the first
mode and the higher nodes is qualitative!y observed to increase as we drivw progressively higher
modes. As in the fir,,' experiment, the appearance of the first mode is accompanied by modulation
of the amplitudes and phases of the high-frequency mod- s.

The interaction beit.wen high- and low-frequ.ncy modes observed experimentally is of great
practical importance. In many engineering systfms, high-frequency excitations can be caused by
rotating maý.hinery. Thruugri Mhis mechanism, energy from high-frequency sources can be
trans'erred to low-frequency modes of supportinig structures or foundations, resulting in harmful
iarge oscillations. Moreover, some prelim;ha:7 re3-slts indicate that the use of conventional methods
for decreasin9 moda! ihieractions, such as increasing the dissipation or decreasing the forcing
amplkude, may have undesirable effects. In the next section, we present a summary of our
experimentr.

2. Experiments on a Pat ametrically Excited Cantilever Beam
A schematic of the experi-nertal setup for a base excitation along the axis of the beam is shown

,n Figure 1. The test spe'imen is a vertically mounted carbon steel cantilever beam of dimensions
33.56' x 0.75" x 0.032". The oeam was clamped to a 250 lb modal shaker with a custom table and

ispenzion to allow base excititloi of the be.am. We note that the beam is slightly bent in the static
.;orfiguraticn. The first four ratural frequencies of the beam are 0.65 Hz, 5.65 Hz, 16.19 Hz, and 31.91
Hz, ,especii-ely.

"The base motion was monito,-ed with an accelerometer. A digital voltmeter was used to measureI the root-mean-square (rns) value of the acceleration. A measure of the response was obtained from
two s!train gapes: one located at x/L - 0.06 and the oiher located at x/L = 0.25, where x is the
"lostance along the undetormed beam measured from the base and L is the length of the beam.

The acce~erometer and strain-gage spectra were monitored as the excitation frequency was
varied. Also, the autocorrelation function R,, and the oointwise dimension were examined for
selecteJ rnot;ons. For the spectral analyses, we used 1280 lines of resolution in a 40 Hz baseband.
A flat top window was usen c",ring periodic excitations, and a Hanning window with thirty overlap
averages was used during random excitations. The two strain-gage sig.1als were plotted against
each othe; on the digital oscilloccope, thereby producing a pseddo-phase plane. To obtain a
Poincar6 section [45) we used the excitation frequency as the clock frequency for the oscilloscope.
Due to the manner in which the points are stored ,n the digital scope, the final Poincar6 section
effectively corre-3ponds tc one obtained at one-half of the clock frequency. We used Fourier ,pectra,
pseudo-phase planes, autocorrelation functions, and dimension calculations to analyze the differept
rrmotions.

Toe excitation frequency was chosen to be the control pardrmeter, and the base acceleration was
held constant at 0.85 g rms, where the symbol g stanUs for the acceleration due to gravity. Initially
when the excitation frequency I. was at 33.5 Hz, there was a peak in the response spectrum at the
excitation Trequermy. This peak is due to a primary resonance of the fourth mode. As the excitation
frequency was gradually decreased to 32.31 Hz, the third mode appeared in the response. It was
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excited by a principal parametric resonance. The response spnctrum, shown in Figure 2a, has peaks
at f, and Q/2. The Poincar- sect;on, shown in Figure 2b, is characieristic of a periodic- motion. The
scatter in the points is due to noise. When the excitaion frequency was decreased to 32.298 Hz, the
periodic response consisting of ihe third and fouith modes :os, atabiiity, resulting in a modulated
motion. During this modulated motion, the amplitudes and phases assoclated wiih the third and
fourth modes varied with time. The spectrum of this response is shown in Figure 3a, with the
sidebands around the carrier frequency at Q/2 indicating a midut'aied motion. The sideb3nd spacing
f,, is 0.58 Hz, which is close to the first natural frequency of the beam.

Once the modulated motions set in, the contribution of th-2 first node to the respor,3e became
large. The modulated response is indicative of an energy ,ran!sfjr from the third and fourth mcdes
to the first mode. During the experiments, the presence of the first mode was very apparent visually.
The presence of the first mode in the response leads to a sc3tter;ng of points along a curve in the
corresponding Poincar6 section, as showi ;n Figure 3L. This observatio',i indicates that the response
is not periodic. When the excitation frequency was iunner redticed to 22.289 Hz, the motion appeared
to become chaotic with a large out-of-plane componcnt. The associated spectrum, sihown i.• Figure
4a, has a continuous character in many frequency brndwidths. This cha,-acteristic is a signature of

chaotic motion [45). The Poincard section, displayed in Figure 4b, is typical of ronperioclic motions;
it does not have any obviously discernible structure.

In Figure 5, we show a time record obtained during the transient phase of the motion after t, was
changed form 32.298 H to 32.289 Hz. During the initial phase, the third and fourth modes are
dominant in the response. Subsequently, thcre is a transition from the response composed mainly
of modulated high-frequency (fast-time scale) motion to one dominated by the iow-frequency
(slow-time scale) first mode. In Figure 5, the strain ;s plotted versus time. The displacements
observed during the low-frequency dominated phase of the motion are much larger than those
observed during the high-frequency dominated phase. The change in the time history is striking.

3. Experiments on an Externally Excited Rod

In the second study, we co;'ducted experiments on a slender, circular cross-section, steel,
cantilever rod. The length of the cantilever is 34.5" and the diameter of its cross-section is 0.0625".
The first five linear natural frequencies of the rod, as determined by examination of the frequency
spectra of decaying free oscillations, are shown in Table 1.

Figure 6 is a schematic diagrarn cf the experimental setup. A vertical beam is clamped to a 100-lb
shaker that supplies a simple-harmonic motion at the base so that an external (i.e., transverse to the
axis of the beam) excitation is Pppliet. -lie excitation is monitored by means of an accelerometer
mounted to the shaker head. The mot'on oi the tip of the beam is measured by two linear-array
cameras, one oriented to measure the motion in the plane of the excitation (camera 0) and the other
oriented to measure the mot.an out cf the plane of the excitat-on (camera 1).

The linear-array camera system empioyF a hardware-implemented peak detector to determine
the location of the target in -eAI-fitI,-.. At a specified sampling frequency, it returns two eleven-bit
numbers representing the displa-ement of the t!p of the beam in the in-plane and out-of-plane
directions. This data is acquireo in real-time by a personal computer where it is displayed,
processed, and stored.

We present frequency-response rurves for the fifth in-plane and out-oi-plane modes of the
cantilever beam. Th3 excitation level was held 'onstant at 2.00 g rms arcd the excitation frequer7cyI
was varied in the neighborhood of th-t fifth natural frequenc.y. Changes in the excitation ireqiemicy
were made very gradually and trana.iints ý _)re allowed to die out before the amplitude of the
response w s rezorded The data in ',e plots is a composite of the responses obtained by performing
both forwar-J and backward frequency sweeps In a6dihon, to ensure that even isolated branches of
the frequencyresponse curves were located, w,Ž performed i thid sweep where at incremnmts in the
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excitation frequency, we applied several disturbances to the beam in an effort to find all possible
I long-time responses.

The results of this procedure are shown in Figure 7. Well away from the fifth natural frequency
of 83.105 Hz, the only pcssible ,,sponse is planar and periodic. The response of the bears is strictly
in the plane of the excitation and a visual inspection of the motion indicates that ihe cesponse is
composed almost entirely of the fifth mode. This is confirmed by examination of the responsespectrum which shows only a single peak at the excitation frequency.

As the frequrencv of excitation is swept upward from well below the fifth natural frequency, a jump
occurs from a planar-periodiz to a icn-planar strongly-modulated mution. Harg, visual inspection of
ih h response clearly deiects the modulation of the response of the fifth mode as well as the presence
of a low-lrequency component in the response.

Increasing the excitation frequency further, we oosetve a jump to a non-planar weakly-modulated
wh.rling motion. Again, visual inspection of the i-liotion clearly reveals a large low-frequency
component in the iesponse. lo' this case, however, visual inspection does not detect any modulation
of the fifth mrode. A more deta;1ed discussion of both the weakly- and strongly-modulated motions
follows

The observed weakly-modulated responses contain a ;arge low-frequency component
superimposed on a nearly constant amplitude fifth-mode whirling motion. Typical time traces of
in-plane and out-of-plane responses of this type are shown in Figure Ca. Visual inspection of these
plots does not readily reveal any modulation of either tCie high- or low-frequency components of the
response.

A typical FFT of this type of response is shown ir" Figure 9. The FFT s;,ows two main peaks, one
at the frequency of thM excitation (near the fifth natural frequency) ard the other at the natural
frequency of the first mode. Sidebands around the peak corresponding to the fifth mode indicate that
the response of the fifth mode is modulated. Moreover, the frequency spacing between the fifth-mode

*I peak and itr Jidebands is equal to the first: natural frequency, confirming that the frequency of
madulation of thie fifth-mode respone is equal to the natural frequency of the first mode.

As indicated by the dense set of sidebands clustered around the peak at the first natural
frequency, the response of the first mode is also modulated. Examination of the time-domain data
from which this FFT was computed, shown in Figure 8b, confirms that the amp: iude of the first-mode
response is not constant. The time traces in Figuie 8b contain 170 seconds of data, illustrating the
extremely slow variation of the amplitude of the first mode.

The most obvious feature of the strongly-modulated motions is the modulation of the fifth mode.
A typical time trace of this type of motion is shown in Figure 10a. In contrast to the case of the
weakly-modulated motions of Figure 8, the riodulation of the fifth mode is clearly distinguishable
without the aid of FFT's. It is also apparent from the asymmetry in the envelope of the traces shown
in Figure 10a that there is e significant low-frequency component presmnt in the response.

In Figure 10b a looger time trace of this motion is presented. Here, the scaiing of the time axis
is such that both the ,ow-frequency component present in the response and the envelope of the
fifth-mode respcnse ar i clearly discernible. The erratic character of the evolution of the fifth-mode
response suggests that the fifth mode is chaotically mn-lulated. This assertion can be further
sustained by examination of the FFT of this signal shown in Figure 11 where the narrow-band of
response present in the neighborhood of the fifth nr'tural frequency is characteristic of
chaotically-modulated motions.

Turning our attention to tne low-frequency component presen' in thr; response, we find that there
is a peak at the !irst natural fi-equency of the system and conclude thai the low-frequency component
in thc response is duw to the first mode. As in the case .f the weakly-modulated motions, there
appears a dense set of sioebands clustered about the first-natura! frequency peak, indicating that the
first-mode respo,.se is also modulated.

I
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4. A PAradigm for the Transfer of Energy from High-Frequercy to
Low-Frequency Modes

The results piesented in Sections 2 and 3 show modal interactions occuvring beiween hihti- and
low-frequency modes in a ficxible structure. The mechanism for the interaction appears to be neither
a classical internal r3sonance nor nn external or parametric resonance Involving the low-frsquerncy
modes. Rather, it seems that these interactions can occur whensver there exist modes whose
natural frequencies are much tower than the natural frequencies of the modes being directly driven.

To investigate possible mechanisms for the transfer of energy from high- to low-frequercy
modes, we (46] studied a representative system made up of two coupled oscillators. These
equations are in a form that may be obtained by a two-mode discretization of a continuous system
with cubic nonlinearities or, alternatively, they could model a discrete twn-degree-of-freedom sysem,.
The equations are given by

61 + 2ctpu¶ + t 2ul = - •(4oclu1 + X2 uIu2) (1)

3 2u2 + 2t. 2 62 + U2 = C(O(3 u2 + 0(4 u1 u2 + f cos Lt) (2)

where z, the ratio of the linear natural frequencies of the system, is positive and small. The
high-frequency mode, whose undamped linear natural frequency is nondimensionalized to unity, has
coordinate u2, and the low-frequency mode, whose normalized undamped linear natural frequency is
r, has coordinate ul. The system has linear viscous damping given by the coefficients A, andju2, cubic
nonlinearities with the roefficients a,, and an external forcing function fcos f2t which is applied only
to the high-frequency mode of the system. Of principal interest is whether an excitation applied to
the high-frequency mode near its linear natural frequency can, as observed in the experiments,
generate a large response in the low-frequency mode. To answer this question, we used the method
of averaging to construct an approximation of the solutions of Eqs. (1) and (2).

T'he method of averaging is based on tne assumption that smal; perturbations, such as weak
nonlinearitie6 or light damping, cause slow (low-frequency) variations in the response of a system
[47]. The fast (high-frequency) variations due to the perturbations are assumed to be insignificant.
Essentially, the averaging approximation yields a simplified mathematical rcpresentation of the
dynamics of the system by smoothi.og away these fast variations. Thus, it is of basic -rnportance that
the components which make up the response be correctly classified a.ý either fast or slow.

Neglecting the damping and nonlinearities, ooe can write the solution to Eq. (1) as
u, = A0 cos(rt + 46). In this solution, it is apparent that whereas a, is an 0(l) quantity, u, is O(r) and
U1 is order O(02). This leads us to assume that ul itself is s;owiy varying. Because the natural
frequency of u, is not small, its motion can be treated in the usual way by assuming that iti amplitude
and phase are slowly varying as described below.

To explicitly show that u, is driven near its linear naturil frequency, we set 1 =: 1 .4 ca, where .
is a measure of the closeness of the excitation frequency to the unperturbed natural frequency of u,.
Next, we apply the variation of parameters transformation

u, = a(t) cos(L2t + fl)) (3)

u2 = - ait)L sin(it + fl(t)) (4)

to Eqs. (1) and (2) and obtain

61 4- 2cu 161 + r 2uu1 r 2 (4 ±1u - a.,uja 2 cos 2(i,)t + 3)) (5)

= - rg sin(Qt + fl) (6)
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A t'g cos(K.1 + j).(7)

9 = ad cos(Ut +,06) + ca"~ cos'Ift + fl) 4 a4 Uia CoS(W + ;1)()
+2tL2991 sint(ilt + +f~ ±cos £Ot(8

!(eepirvg only the slowly-varying terms o'i the right-hand sides of Eqs. (5)-(7), we obtain the
averaged ur rnodu~aflon equations

1 ±ý 2Ep.1u- 4- t~& = -l ( 4 alu + -1-imUIa-9 (9)

IP~ 1 r l (10)

C (1 + 1 aU213. a,,2 + (11)

where we have set Q-A Equritiun (9) can be rewritten as a pair of firsi-order equations as

t (u, + 2p1.tv 4- 4c1u.1  2 - t 2u~a )(13)

The fixed-poinit soluUomn (, i the averaged. equation.( represent constant amplitude and phase
motions of the h~gh-frequency mcda accompanied by static. (DC) responses of the low-frequency

* modc. Setting ihe time derivatives in F~qs. (10)-(1X,, equial to zero~ and solving for a and u, in terms
- o! 9, we obtain

U"0 (14)

I or

1, 2

I and
3 2

- a= --- 3a - a4 fi±j-u-- 4y4 (16)

IThe stability of a fixed-poirt scoiution is sludied by examination of the elgenvalues of the
Jacobian mqtr*- of Eqs. 10 0-(l13) evaluated at the fix -W point of interest. If R11 of the eigenvalues have
negat~kve real parts, the fixed point is asymnptotically stable and any mnotion In the neighborhood of this
fixed point Is expected to be al 4~'acted to it. These soli lions are called stable nodes and are denoted
by solid lines in the frequen"cy- response curvers ot Figure 12. If a real eigenvalue become-; posifi'-O,
the fixed point loses slabl;ity and the motion Is expected to diverge from It. These unstable solutions

;ýe allea saddles and are denioted by' dotted lines in, Figure 12.

If instead -- Hopf bifurcation oc..2urs (a complex conjugate pa~r of eigenvelues crossos
tranb/,ersely from the left-half of 'ihe complex p~ane into the right-haif of the 'ýomplex plane), the fixed
point loses stability, but In thils case the motion Is expected to oscillate abouit the fixed point. These
5Iunstatble fixed points (called unstable foci and denoted by dashed lines in Figure 12) are of great
Interest because, in t'heir neighborhood, we expect to find motions whera u, oscillates arid u? is
moduli~ted at the freqiuency of oscillation of u, as observed in the experiments.
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In Figure 12, we present frequency-response curves for a case in which nontrivial solutions for
u, occur. It should be noted that, although we show only the fixed-point solutions co, responding to
pusitive values of u, in Figure 12, there exists a second set of solijions corresponding to negative
values of ui. The trivial solutions are unstable with a positive real eigenvalue in the central region
of the plot. In this region, a nontrivial solution for u, exists. The upper branch of this solution
consists of two reyions of stable nodes joined by a region of unstable foci. Where the stable nodes
exist, the motion will consist of periodic oscillations in u2 and either a positive or negative nonzero
static deflection in ui. Where the unstable foci exist, oscillatory u , motions accompanied by modulated
uz responses will occur.

In Figure 13, we present Hopf bifurcation sets for the values of the Oc, used in Figure 12 and
various values of the damping coefficients. Below these curves, oscillations in u, decay to a constant
value and above them oscillations in u, are sustained. From the curves in Figure 13a, it is apparent
that at any particuar excitation frequency, increasing the damping coefficient p4 of the high-frequency
mode increases the critical forcing amplitude required to generate oscillations in ui. From Figure 13b
however, we see that increasing the damping coefficient u, of the low-frequency mode does not
always increase the value of the critical forcing amplitude. At some excitation amplitudes and
frequencies, increasing pi actually destabilizes the system.

To study the dynamics of the system in the neighborhood of unstable foci, we employed a
fou-th-order Rurnge-Kutta-Fehlberg algorithm and integrated the averaged equations using the same
parameter values as used in Figure 12. As predicted by the stability analysis, oscillatory responses
of u, are founo to occur here. The dynamics of the system are very complicated in these regimes
and various ncnlinear phenomena, such as period-doubling bifurcations culminating in chaos,
symmetry-breaking bifurcations, the existence of multiple attractors, and the merging of attractors
are found.

In Figure 14, we present a sequence of responses obtained for the parameter values used in
Figure 12, f = 2.5, and various values of or. As shown in Figure 12, as ca is decre, '3ed through
a = 0.349, a Hopf bifurcation occurs. In Figure !4a, we plot the motion in the a - ul plane just before
the supercritical Hopf bifurcation occurs. As expected, the long-time -esponse consists of only the
stable fixed point. It should be noted that there exists a second fixed-point solution corresponding
to negative values of u, which is not plotted here.

In Figure 14b, we showv the motion just after the bifurcation. As predicted, the response changes
from the point in the plane shown in Figure 14a to the limit cycle shown in Figure 14b. As a is further
decreased, the size of the limit cycle increases as shown in Figures 14b-e. Decreasing a further, we
obtain the period-doubling bifurcation sequence of Figures 14f-g which culminates in the creation of
he chaotic attractor shown in Figure 14h. It should be noted that only a short sample of the chaotic

attractor is shown. As the motion continues, the trajectory would fill the area outlined roughly by the
portion of the trajectory shown.

For all of the responses shown in Figure 14, there exists a mirror image withl opposite signs of
u, and v, in the left half of the plane. Decreasing a further, the chaotic attractors in the left and right
halves of the a -- u, plane merge into a slngle attractor. That is, the motion does not remain in either
the left or right half of the plane but rather jumps erratically from one to the other. This response is
shown in Figure 15a. As a is further decreased through roughly -0.41, this attractor loses stability.
The motion is no longer attracted to it but rather diverges from it after some time and jumps to
another attractor (depicted in Figure 16a) which, for values of a less than roughly -0.2, coexists with
the attractors discussed thus far.

As shown in Figure 16a this attractor is periodic and symmetric at a - 0.41. As a is decreased,
a symmetry-breaking bifurcation occurs; i ie of the two resulting nonsymmetric attractors is shown
in Figure 16b. As a is further decreased, these attractors undergo a period-doubling bifurcation
sequence leading to chaos as shown in Figure 16c-e. The chaotic attractor in Figure 16e is
nonsymmetric and an attractor with its mirror image also exists. Another decrease in a causes these
attractors to merge, resulting in the symmetric attractor shown in Figure 16f. As G is further
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decreased, a great variety of nonlinear dynamical phenomena are observed until a ieverse HopfI] bifurcation occurs at the end of the unstable branch leading to stable fixed-point solutions.

The analysis of this two-degree-of-freedom system shows interactions between high- and
Iow-frequoncy modes through which an excitation applied to the high-frequency mode results in
large-amplitude responses In the low-frequency mode. The response of the system is similar to that
reported in the two experiments.

5. Concluding Remarks

I The interaction between high- and low-frequency modes observed experimentally and
demonstrated theoretically is of great practical importance. In many engineering systems,
high-frequency excitations can be caused by rotating machinery. Through the mechanism
discovered at VPI&SU, energy from high-frequency sources can be transferred to low-frequency
modes of supporting structures or foundations, resulting in harmful large oscillations. Moreover, the
results obtained in this research indicate that the use of conventional methods for decreasing modal
interactions, such as increasing the dissipation or decreasing the forcing amplitude, may have
undesirable effects.
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Table 1. Th, first five natural frequencies of the test epecimen.

Mode Naturvl Frequencyj (Hz)
1 1.303±0.005
2 9.049±0.005
3 25.564±0.005
4 50.213±o.oo7
5 83.1.05±0.011

Table 2. Experimentally and theoretically determined natural frequencies of the aluminum

cantilever plate.

Mode No. Experiment (Hz) Finite elhment H.)r .
1 9.67 9.23

232.34 30.62

3 58,93 57.22

_ 108.19 103.61

_5 147.9 - 142.25

6 166.1 164.94

7 221.1 212.15
8 8 237.4 [ 225.76

Ec- J l,- IA
Beam 

Ef - f-, ._ e r ]L1 Channel
Strain Osci liscope Signal
Gages Analyzer

Accel. = j _ a • ,-r-
[ ynthesizer Digitai lte

Shaker Shaker
Amp Ier

Figure 1. Experimental setup for the parametrically excited cantilkver beam.
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Figure 5. A time traco of a transient motion.
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H Figure 6. Experimental setup for the externally exclied caitilever rod.
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Figure 12. Frequency-response curves for a, = a3s 1, at = 2, 0o : 3. ,/• 0.25, ut 0.5, and f &2.5.
Solid lines denote stable solutions, doffed lines denote unstable solutions with a positivg
real eigenvalue, and dashed lines denote unstable solutions with a compiex-conjugate pair
of eigenvalues In the right half-plane.
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Figure 14. Numerical simulation of the averaged eiuations for a, - a, 1,al - 2, - 3.
= 0.25, p, = 0.5, f - 2.5, and o (a) 0.350, (b) 0.348, (c) 0.300, (d) 0.200, (e) 0.000, (f)

-0.170, (g) -0.243. and (h) -0.260.

a UI2

-0! 0 05 -05 0 05

Figure 15. Numerical simulation of (a) the averaged equations and (b)-(d) the exact equaticrs for
I -,0j,= 1,cxi= -2, a,,=3. p, 0 .2 5 ,r,=O0.5, t =2.5, and o=- 0.27, and t = (b) 0.01, (c)
0.03, and (d) 0.05.
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Figure 16. Numerical simulation of the averaged equations for a =a 1, = - 2, a.= 3,
1 =0.25,/•- "=0.5, f - 2.5, and a-= (a) -0.41, (b) -1.10, (c) -1.28, (d) -1.31, (e) -1.32, and (f)

-1.36.
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Passive Motion Confinement of Impulses in a System of Coupled Nonlinear Beams

Alexander F. Vakakis (*), and Joseph Bentsman
University of Illinois at Urbana - Champaign

Urbana, Illinois

1. INTRODUCTION

Repetitive structures are common in engineering practise. They consist of a number
of identical substructures coupled by means of resilient elements. Such systems are
commonly used in aerospace and turbomachinery applications: an assembly of helicopter
blades can be regarded as a cyclic system of highly flexible (and hence geometrically
nonlinear) coupled beams; periodically stiffened plates and shells are used for a long time
as parts of aeroplhne fuselages; and continuously shrouded bladed disc assemblies are
essential parts of all turbomachines. In this work, a system consisting of two linearly
coupled isotropic beams will be. considered to model a two-helicopter blade assembly. Due
to the flexibility of the beams, geometric and inertial nonlinearities occur, giving rise to a
variety of nonlinear phenomena, having no counterpart in existing linear or linearized
theories. In particular, for weak interblade coupling and/or strong blade nonlinearities, the
assembly will be shown to possess nonlinear localized modes of vibration. The
implementation of the mode localization properties of this system in the design for passive
motion confinement of external disturbances, is the main objective of this work.

In a number of recent works, the phenomenon of mode localization in "perturbed"
linear periodic systems was investigated [1 -5]. In these references it was shown that the
(extended) normal modes of weakly coupled, symmetric linear systems become localized
when weak perturbations of the periodicity are introduced. Linear mode localization was
detected when the coupling between subsystems was of the order or smaller than the spread
in natural frequencies of the component systems. The phenomenon of mode localization in
discrete periodic oscillators with nonlinear stiffnesses was analytically and numerically
studied in [6-81. This was accomplished using the notion of "nonlinear normal mode," [91,
i.e., of a free motion during which all coordinates of the system oscillate equiperiodically,
reaching their extremum values at the same instant of time. As pointed out in other works
[10-12], although superposition of modal responses is not valid in nonlinear systems,
forced nonlinear steady state motions occur in the neighborhoods of the nonlinear normal
modes (as in linear systems); thus, the examination of nonlinear normal modes provides
valuable insight into the dynamic response of discrete nonlinear oscillators. Recently, the
notion of "nonlinear normal mode" was extended to one-dimensional nonlinear continuous
systems [13,14].

In [81, a discrete cyclic system composed of n identical suhstructu.rcs possessing
grounding nonlinearities of the third degree, and linear coupling stif... i was studied. In
all numerical examples, it was found that, for sufficiently weak coupling between

substructures (of 0(c), Ir1<<I), the 1teriodic system contained a "strongly" localized mode
during only one coordinate vibrated with 0(1) amplitude, the remaining coordinates

oscillating with amplitudes of at least 0(c). Moreover, this "strongly localized" mode was
found to be orbitally stable and thus, physically realizable. Some additional results on
nonlinear normal modes were recently reported in [151, were a nt-w methodology for
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detecting nonlincar normal modes wal; doscribed; this methiod is based on the computation
of invariant manifolds for the motion, and is valid esven for systemrs width (tamping.

Locallized imodes in liersar cycl'ic assemblies of beauls mnodeling large space
reflectors weir. Livestidgated in [4,5 ,161. Linear mode localization in such flexible !;tructuresI occurred only in thie presence i' structural disorders, and the 1,f ,!alized linear mnode,,; were
invesiLigatcd both analytically and numerically. It was shown 0,:t higher flexible m~odes
were more susceptible to localization than lower wi's. or. ','k - the vtrength of the
localization phenomenon was found to depend on t61 position of : e -caupling stiffness. A
receni experiment [17] proved the existence of ccrnain' iiaw ar loci ' ides in a circular
antenna with twelve flexible fibs and a gimballed centra:.-hub, In ak& ý:o Jilrice to existing
theories, the "second bending group" of heantenna (ribs oscillaoing iný dhe -socond flexibleImode) was more effectively local i-xd than the first gi-omp. Mot e.o er, ýt'o rlo.Calization
was observed with increasing modal band. Mode localiz ii in sysLt. of flexible
nonlinear beams was hirst examined in [18]. In that work, a cornfiguration. of two coupled,
geometrically nonlinear beams was investigated. A variety a !ocali:zed modes was
determined. The topology of the localized branches of modes wvas found to be greatly
influenced by an "ihiterrnal resonance" existing between the seecond and 11iird linearized
cantilever modes, and by the position of the coupling stiffntess.

A number of existing workcs in vestigates the spatial confinement ol propagating
disturbances in structures with localized modes. In [19], localization of ýpropagatingI disturbances in one-dimensional disordered coupled oscillators and in beams with
irregularly spaced constraints is studied using ensernble averaging procedures. Analytic and
numerical logarithmic averages for the transmission of disturbances along such systemns
were given. In [20], a wave propagation formulation for studying transmission in
disordeied periodic systems is adopted. Multiplicaxion of randomn transmission matrices is
carried out in order to compute the "localization factors" inside the passbands of the
unperturbed system. An extension of these statistical analyzes was given in 1211, wereI theoretical results on the localization factors were. 'onfirnied by Monte Carlo simulations.
Localization of flexural propagating 'waves along a fluid-loaded plate with an irregular array
of line attachments is presented in [22]. A stm ictural acoustics formulation is adopted in thatIwork,:and localization is studied by means of numericLal simulations. Additional numerical
computations of motion confinemnent of external disturbwnces due to mrode localization wetve
carried out for models of' linear [4,5,231 and nonlinear 181 structures. These works
demonstrated the beneficial effects of the mode local' rationi piheniienon oin the passive
and/or active vibration isolation of" periodic systeyms js is be!cause in a structure with
localized modes the energy induiced from an i'nipudse ir any of its substructures remains
confined ro that substructure and does not "tr~u hroughout trhe remnaining s "ystem.I Motion confinement due to norlinear mode 4ucahnirtlmorn m nqp,,inlively loaded cyclic
systems was demonstrated in IS), wheýe Ohe, ipll~SiVe. !V,ýpvnse uf nonlinear clyclic
system with 50 DOF was nurri ricaliy comnputed uslingua~nt-lmn technique. For
sufficiently weak coupling and nothdsorder, tli, eýngV oftib Impli 1.'L vas :onlf ined to the
point of its application, in contrast to the COVI ? unding livi ar syst,,ir \hdwre the energy
"leaked" to the other componients of the systený Tb ; miotion Lnfinereriin iA the nonline%.*
systemn was attributed to the nionlineiar localized mides, &hchdJnu exist. M the
corre-sponding linear structuue.

The present work irivestigawcs the passive mnedion conlf nemet pmopen ýcs of ai
system, of twc. coupled, geornetri,ýally nonlinear beamvs. hinsct n 2, the math imatinal
model is desctibed and the nonlinear local 2ed, iodes. of the JY.,4em ým:e disci scct. In,
*Sctlofl 3, bot~h b)eamrs are forced to ihrz~ in their first cant l cvce .m ý Ic, ano nwlnt f
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confinement of a general class of induced impulses is proved imnalyticaily .and numerically.
A discussion of the iiaplications of the main findings of this work is givei, in section 4.

2. NONLINEAR LOCALIZED MOOES OF THE UNFORCED SYSTEM

The flexible syster; under considvration is shown in figture 1. The str-ucture consisLs
of two isotropic, linearly elastic teams of identizal material properties and dimensions,
which are coupled by means of a linear stiffness. Assuming no out-of-plane components of
motion, and increased beam flexibility, the nonlinear relation between curvature and
transverse displacement and the longituti;nal inertia of the beani3 give rise to geometric
nonlinearities which can greatly influence the dynamic rýsponsc [24-27]. Asstrning that the

beams are rigidly fixed to a non-moving rigid base, and that weak coupling stiffness K=C.k
existss, where. lk<, a rescaling of the transverse displacemenLs, , vp- El/ 2 vp, leads to
the following governing equations of motion:

1 2

I

1-77 7-7-77"77

Figure 1. The flexible nonlinear assembly under considerawn.

Vptt + :),X VI px I v,)x vp;x Ix + (1/2) vpi, fl Ij Vp 2 dui 11 ds X

- c (kL 4 ;EI, { vp(l/L,t) - vm(/LV,t) } 6(x-4L) + ,

Up(xAt) = 0(c) , p, m= 1,2 , p~m (1.
where vp and up denote the transverse and longitudinal displacemcnits of beam p, and x the
arclength per unit length of the two beams. hi (1), t is the scaled time, defined by
t=:-T( EI/pL 4 ) 1/2, where t represents physical time, E the modulus of elasticity of the
rmaterial of the beams, I the moment of inertia of the cross section of the beams ab, ut a:es
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orthogonal to the plane of their motion, and p the material density per unit iength. In (1),
no shear 'riJ"rmations of the cross-section. nor any rotary inertia effects are taken into
account. T , 7 vxJenhclinar term in the tight-hand-side of (1) is due to the nonlinear
relatiP ri betwe4 ., the euurvature and the transvcrse displacement, and the second nonlinear
term r• )escnts ti' nonlinear soupling effects due to the nonlinear longitudinal inertia of the
beam. .,.e that, ,'tpressions (1) indicate that the longitudinal displacement u(x,t) is of
higher ,rder than the transverse dispiacement v(x,t), and therefore oj much smaller
,nagnimude and importance. In the following analysis, longitudinal motions are neglected.

For small values of E, equations (1) form a set of weakly nonlinear, and weakly
coupled partial differential equations. This set can be discietized by expressing the
transverse displacements ,,p(x,t) in the following series form:

n

Vp(X,t)= I 1 Oa(x) qpm(t) , p=l, 2  (2)U rn= 1

where the functions 4),n(x) are the normalized cantilever eigenfunctions of the inear parts of

(1), orr-sponding to ----O), and qpm(t) new generalized co. ,'dinates. Substituting (2) intoI(1), )ren iltiplhinb by the i-th normalized eigenfunction Oi(x), integrating from x = 0 to x =
1 wiu - 'evt tke 'he spatial variable, and using the orthogonality propertie•: of the linearized
eigeni )s t . following set of ordinary differential equations for qpi(t) is obtained:

n n 11
1{ 1 1 [aihlk qpb qpk qpl+ b ibq

h =1 k=l 1=1

n

+ Yi (qpk - q(p+l)k)) } + Fpi(t) (3)! k= I
where the 1t st s oscript of qpi rcpresents the bears number, p =I, 2 p 3 1, and the
socond subsi 'ipt Jcnotes the order of the liteatized mode-shape. i ,2.n. The various
ternis iýi (3) 'i d -i •d as follows:

a l 00 ()k "0 i x, bi bk = Ji [Jb'j , d•d• dx,

T -F Ok( L) C4  
. p 1(t) Fp(x,t) Oi dx i4)

whet pris,,e .k.ikol x diff1erntiation wiuh re. cct to the argument. Tlie numcrcal values forSsoire f 'cocfL,cv'nr, (40 are provided iM I Ps'•

It"!'h C "e.i,.t 0 the pres.ent v"ork is ) study the r.-sponscf of systems (I) and (3)
due to g•'nr, ý put.• ,e excitations -Pi( , (B 1-clrc analyzing the forced responses, it is of
ints,'req.l o -eN ',, th, n mnlnear nyod h, a i/at io properties ,.f the unlorcctd system,
icoiespondin. w l1i(t 1v 0 fin (3). A deta Ic 4 dynamic I analysis of the unfoiced system was
ca;rie1! out if)l '81 byr! ,1ioying the mCeI, ,)1 muttiplc scales. To this -nd, the responses
qpi in , aw expre-ssed ii O)e form:

(ipi (t .q (ToTi) T I (Tl eJ{k'I() " pi('V 1 ) e tmil{) + ()() (5)

4f 7
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where To = t and T, = et are "fast" and "slow" time-scales [24], Aip(TI) are complex

amplitudes, ()denotes the comple-x con jufate, and coi is the natural frequency of the i-tli
linearized cantilever mode. The comnple amplitudes ir. (5) are computed by substituting (5)
into (4) and eliminating "secular terns" ofthe 0(c) equations, i.e., terms wbich lead to
unbounded and, thus, non-uniformly valid solutions in time [ 18]. At this point, it is o'oted
that a low-order "Internal resonance" exists between the secor~d and third fic Aural cantilever
modes 42(x) and ý3(x), since their corresponding linearized i~atural frequencies are. nearly
integrably related: "~ - 3cfl2. Such a low-order "internial reso~nane" is wvell knzown [24-2 7]
to lead to nonlinear transfer of energy between the associated linearized modes and hence,
is cýxpected to influence the nonlinear mode localization in the flexible system under
consideration. To study the effects of this low-order "internial resonance" one introduces a
"detuning" paramete:-, u, defined as:

(03 =3o2 + eca. (6)
Parameter cr quantifies the closeness of the multiples of the natural frequencies of the
modes participating in the "internal resonance." Truncating expression (2) to three mo..'_s
per blade (n=3), expressing the complex amplitudes as, Api(TI) = (1/2) api(TI) eoicriT),
where api and Op are real amplitudes and phases, suibstituting (5) into (3), and eliminating
"fsecular terms,' the following set of differential equations governing the amplitude- arid
phase-modulations is derived:
(Mode 1) (oi allI' =(1/2),y 1 a21 sln(021 -()I

(01 12 1' =-(1/2) y I allI sin(32 1 -011)
3

col al 1011' =(1/2) ylI (allI - a2l cos(021 -01I))(al 1/8) Y. Tfj II a 2

3

W 1I a2l 0-21' = (1 /2) yI I (G21 - all COS(0lI 1-02 0) 1 21/8) 1. 11 Ik a 2 (71)
k=1 A

(Mode 2) w2 ali= (1!2) i.Q a22 sin(022-0 12) + (E,18) a13 a122 sin(0 13-30 12 +O1 T1 )

o)2 a22= (1/2) rn2 a12 Sin(012-022) + (ý/8) a2:j a2225,i1I(023-30 22+C~jTI)
3

o)~2 a12 012' (1/2) Y22 (a12 - a-22 c~s(0222-012 1) - (a12/8) i1l2j a 2
k'I k

-(/)al a122 c0s(013-30l 2 +0lTl)
3

u~a22 022' = (1/2) Y22 6a22 -a 12 COS(8l2-022)) - (a 22/8) 1 Tl., a"'
k- I A

- ~ )a2 3 il?_2 S cc(0 2 3-302 2 +0 ITI) (71i)
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(Mode 3) co all' = (1/2) Y33 a23 sin(0 2 3-0 13) - (8/8) a12 3 rin(013-3O12+C'lT1)I 0)3 a23' = (1/2) Y33 a1 sin(013-023) - (6/8) a223 sin(023-3022+alT!i)
3

(o3 a13 013' = (1/2) '33 G13- a23 cos(023-G13)) - (a_1/8) 1• 13k a -

~(3 (a~ -k=l 1k

9 - (6/8) a12 3 cos(013-3012+(lT1)

a03 a23 023'= (1/2) Y33 (a23 - a13 cos(013-023)) - (a23/8) 7l3k a 2-
k=l

- (W8) z223 coF(023-3022+a T1) (7iii)
In (7), prime-,s denote differentiation with respect .o the "slow time" T 1. Tbh various
parameters appearing in (7) are defined as:

, r 2% + 0)2) _ 2(:pi + •'2iip + apipi)

I 2 2
r•ii _= 2c,.)? biiii - 3aiiii, Tlpi -=_ 2bjpikn (ýp + .)-2ýpj ,-ip+aii

b2232 (W 2 )2 + b2322 - a2223 - a2232 - a2322. 25 = 2a)2 b3222 - a3222 (8)

"The free nonlinearperiodic solutions of the system are investigated by replacing the angle-
variai les Opi with the new phase-variables 4 1 = 021 - )it, 02 = 022 - 012, 03 = 023 -

013, anL W1 = 013. 30!2 + aT1 , and reducing equations (7) to a set of ten autonomous
ordinary differential equations of first order [ 1 81. The periodic solutions of the system are
then obtained by imposing stationarity conditions on the amplituce- and phase-variables,
i.e., by setting api' = 0, Di' = 0, -and T'P = 0 in the reduced set of equations, and solving

SI the resulting set of stationary algeb,"ic eqt.,,tions. This calculation was performed in 18],
where it was found that, certaia of the periodic solutions of the system are localized.
During .;uch motions (localized normal oscillations), the modal amplitudes of one beam are
much larger in magnitude than the corresponding amplitudes of the other beam, .and thus,
the vibrational energy is spatially confined and nearly restricted to only one of the two
subsystems. In a localized normal oscillation, .he motions of the two beams are

"3 !approximately given by:
S3

vp(x,t) - I api* cos(oit + 0pi*(Ct))+ O()() I ,(, p 4.X, (9)

where api* and Opi*(rt) denote the localized modal amplitudes and a:igles, obtained b'
solving the stationary equations. The stability of the periodic solutions (9) can be studied
by Floquet analysis, i.e., by forming the aLppropriate systenm of linear varlaticnal equations
in termr; of the amplitude and phase modulations and computing the ligenvalues of the
associated Fhoquet matrix [241.

It turns out that there exist two basic classes of localized nonlinear modes in the
system. The first category involves participation of only the first cantilever mode of the iwo
blades, i.e., all* -' 0, a21* * 0, api*= 0, p= 1,2, i=-2,3, and the localized nodes ,are3 depicted in figure 2a. Note that nonlinear localization depends on ihe ratio r--J Il/j i lI-

From definitions (4) and (8) it can he seen that Y 1I is a parameter related to the strength and
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position of xhe coupling stiffness, whereas 11 1 relates to the geometric nonlinearities of the
beam. As r--0, the bifurcating modes become localized, limr-0O{ alI*/a2 !*) =0 or 0, and
the energy of the corresponding free motion is mainly confined to only one of the two
beams (figure 2a). When r increases, the localized branches become non-localized and
eventually coalesce with the antisymmetric mode in a hamiltonian pitchfork bifurcation.
This bifurcation point can be regarded as the point of generation of the nonlinear mode
localization phenomenon. In physical terms, pý,)-ameter r represents the ratio of coupling
over nc~nli~iear forces, and !hus, figure 2a shows that when both beams oscillate in their
first bending raode, nonlinear mode localization :",ccurs only when the coupling.forces are
weak, and/or the beam nonlinearities are strong.

goo
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Figure 2. Nonlinear mode localization for bearns o,,llzating in ka) their first cantilever
rmo•de, and (b) in their second and third cantilever modes.
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The second class of nonlinear localized modes involves participation o6 only the
second and third cantilever modes, i.e., all* -- a2l* = O, apj** 0, p=l,2, i=2,3. In this
case, the "internal resonance" between modes 2 and 3 greatly affects the topology of the
localized branches. For c = I / L = 0.7650 (where I is the coupling position), the branches
of localized modes are depicted in figure 2b, In each of the two diagrams the ratio of the

modal amplitudes (ali*/a2i*), i=2,3 is plotted versus the parzmeter X = (kL 4/EI)/a3223.
Again, it is observed that limX._ 0{ ali*/a 2 i* }=0 or -c, i=2,3, i.e., that as the coupling

decreases and/or the nonlinearity increases nonlinear mode localization occurs. As X
increases, the localized modes become non-localized, until they coalesce with the
symmetric mode in a pitchfork bifurcation. An interesting feature of mode localization in
the presence of internal resonance is its essential dependence on the position of the coupling
stiffness. Indeed, when c=lIL is close to 0.783, the value corresponding to the node of the
second (lower) cantilever mode, a complicated sequence of bifurcations of certain solution
branches takes place [18]. Additionally, it can be shown that high modes are more
susceptible to nonlinear mode localization than lower ones. In figure 3, the values of the
coupling stiffness at the points of generation of the localized mode branches are plotted as
functions of the position of the coupling stiffness. Both categories of localized solutions are
depicted, and it can be seen that localization for modes 2 and 3 is generated at much higher
values of the coupling stiffness than for mode 1. Similar results hold for higher modes. It
is concluded that, if the coupling stiffness is low enough to localize the first cantilever
mode, then it is sufficient to localize all higher modes; this result is in full agreement with
existing theories on mode localization of disordered, linear beam assemblies
(4,5,16,17,231.
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'Ihe results; pre,,ented in this section establish the existence of stable nonlinear
locali1ized modes in the untoiced flexibie assembly of figure 1. These modes were found to
exist only for sufficiently small coupling stiifnesses and/or Jarge nonlinear forces.
Moreover, the nonlinear loc-alization phenomenon bL..comes much more, profound for high-
mode vilwations. In the next sections it will be shown that, due Io nonlinear mode
localization, a spatial confinement of a geaeral class of externa.ly induced transient
impulses results. Thus, it will be proven that the symmetric two-beam nonlinear system
possesses passive motion confinement characteristics, a result with no counterpart in
existing linear theories.

3. IMPULSIVE MOTION CONFINEMENT

Passive confinement of externally induced impulses in a discrete nonlinear cyclic
systern was studied in f 81, by employinL purely numerical techniques. To initiaie the study
of the motion confin.,.ment properties of the nonlinear flexible systemn of figure 1.
excitations of the following form are assumed to be applied to the two beams:

FI(x,t) =(1/e) f;(t) 01i(x) "or 0•5 , < eD, a-nd F1 (x~t) = 0 for t Ž: eD
F2(x,t) = 0< ýt < - (10)

Thus, a general impulsive excitation of duration eD is assumed to act oni beam 1, Avith a
spatial distribution identical to that of the first lineari7eCO Cantilever moo-- Beamn 2 is not
directly excited at this stage. Forcing functions with more general spatial distributions will
be considered in the next sesson. Expressing the displacemetits vp(x,t). p=1,2. in terms of
the linearized camilever modes, the discretized set of forced or-dinary differential equations
(3) is obtained. Taking into account definitions (4) and (10), the forcing terms in equations
(3) assume the form,

(1/c) Fpi(t) = (1/0) J fi(t) Oi2(x) dx 8pl 81, for 0•1 t< ff) , Fj)i(t) =0 for t Žý £1) (11)

where 8is . Kroenecker's symbol. It is therefore concluded that by using the impulse
distributions (10), It is ensured that only the first cantilever mode of bean'. I is directly
excited by the forcing distributions i10). It is of interest to study ;he transfer of the energy
of the impulse from the directly excited mode to the other moeof the svstem; clearly.v
spatial motijon confinement oteexternal impulse is achieved if and only if minimall
amounts Of vibrational energy eventually "le~ak" to the modes oj'tiw unforced beamn 2.

In the previous section, it was found that a low order "Internal resonance" exists
between the second and third cantilever modes-, moreover, the first cantilever mode was
found not to possess any nonlineir coupling with any highet inodt:s !lenco. no cnci-gy
transfer Is expected to occur from the directly excited first mode of twamn 1, to anly other
higher modes of the two beams, and thus, the only possible energy exchange is aiaticipated
to take place only between the 1ti:siL cantilever inodes of the two beamns. This theo-retical
predic~ion will be verified in the foll-Jwing analys-Is. Thie dyniamic,, of the forced sysicni (3)
will now be analyted, by examining the modal responses in two distinct p~hasc,-' "'or the
sake of cimplicity, the analysis is limited to n=3 cantilc-er mnodcs prw beam.

Phi .0<trD During this phase, dhe applied force is non-zcro, and the'

rosponse is asymptotically approximated by introducing tie new time T, defined by' t=r'T.
The range of values of the newv trie vanahle during this phase of the miotion is. 0•T < D-I
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Expressing the time derivatives in (3) in terms of the new variable T, the governing
equations for the modal amplitudes are written as:

(Mode 1)
S3 3 3

d2(qp1 ) / dT2 = k b I -- qpb [qpk qpI]TT + pI(T)8pj }-
3 3 3 3

""£21 2 qpl -C3{ 1 11 albk qpb qpk '2Jpi + I Yik(qpk - q(p+1)k)) pJ' p=l,2 (12)
b=1 k=1 1=1 k=1

with similar expressions holding for the modal displacements q 2 ard qp3, p=l,2, of the
higher modes. Complementing (12), is the set of initial conditions qpi(O)=0,
d(qpi(O))/dT--O, p=l,2, i=1,2,3, since at t=T=O the system is assumed to be at rest. In
equations (12), all depended variables arm functions of T, and the new forcing function is
defined as,

pI(T) - Fll(ET) (13)
The response of system (12) is approximated using regtar perturbation expansions, i.e.,

by expressing tht responses in the form, qpi(T) = 5 m qpi(m)(T) , and substituting in
M= 1

(12). By matching the coefficients of respective powers of c, one determines the various
orders of approximation. Omitting the calculations, and transforming in terms of the
original time variable, the response of the system during this phase Is computed as:

qll(t) = cWE) T1 pi(s) ds dq + O(C3), q II(t) = p(s) ds + 0(i2 )

qij(t) = O(C4), qij(t) = O(E3), otherwise (14'

Hence, the analysis predicts that for 0Q<t<cD (Lhe duration of the impulse), the response of
the system is mainly determined by the impulse itself and not by any structural parameters
(the system "does not have time to oscillate"). Note that, the velocity of the directly excited
mode is of O(I), whereas the response of all unforced modes are ordern; of magnitudes
smaller than that of the directly forced mode. The resulting physical motions of the two
beams are given by:

Vj(x,t) -0(x) qll(t) + O(C3), v2(x,t) 0O(E4), for 0•< t <cD (15)

I 2 During this phase of the motion, the impulse ceases to apply, and,
thus, the system performs free oscillations, with initial conditions determined from (14).
Introducing the time translation t=t-MD, the governing equations (3) are expressed as:

3 3 3
q ('+ o qpi = I Y, [ __~ qpb 1ŽýbI d(w ~O1
+ p4{ •2 [a k q qpk qpj + 2 qpb d2(q pkqpl)/dt2

h= I~ k=1 1=1

+ Yik (qpk - q( p+I)k)) } , p=l,2, i=1,2,3 (16)
Ik=1
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where differentiation is carried out with respect to i, and qpi = qpj(L). From (14), the set of

initial conditions complementing (16) is, qlI(0)=ej- D. pl(s) ds dyl +0(r,3), qill(O)-

JD pl(s) ds +O(e 2 ), qpi(O) = 0(e 4 ), and q~p(O) = 0(e 3), otherwise. Since equations (16)

represent free osc:illations of the system, their solutions can be analytically approximated
by the multiple-scales singular perturbation analysis outlined in section 2. To this end, the
modal responses are expressed according to (5), with time scales To = t and T1 =

Introducing the transformations Api(rl) = (1/2) api(TI) ,0pi(TI), p=i,2, i=1,2,3, the
modulation equations (7) governing the real amplitudes api(TI) and angles Opi(TI) are
obtained. In order to compute the amplitude and phase modulations of the response, one

should solve equations (7), with initial conditions, all(0)=-(./0)l)J0  pl(s) ds, a21(O)=O,

( 1 (0)--_±r/2, 021(0)=O, api(O)=O, otherwise. The resulting physical motions of the beams
are then approximated by:

3

vp(x,t) -2: [api(c(t-eD)) cos(coi(t-eD) + 0pi(e(t-eD)))+O(e)] 4i(x), t >t eD. p = 1, 2 (17)i=l
Considering the structure of equations (7ii) and (7iii), it can 5e mathematically proven that,
if a12(O) = a13(0) = a22(0) = a23(O) = 0, then al2(Tl) = al3(T1) = a22(Tl) = a23(Tl) = 0, V
T1. Therefore, in this case, the modulation equations (7), can be reduced into the set-

ali' = (y/2co) a2l sin(021-811)
a21' = - (y/2 6) all sin(021-()11)

allOi1' = [(3ot/8col) - ($i/4)] all3 + (y/2 c0) all - (y/2 w) a21 cos(021-011)

a21021' = [(30w/8( 1 ) - (03c01/4)] a21 3 + (yi2a0) a21 - (y/2 0) all cos(021-01 l) (18a)
where primes denote differentiation with respect to the "slow time" T1 , and the simplified
notation, cc -= aII 1, 0 =_ b1111, andy -- yll1, is adopted from now on. Hence, it 's proven
that the only possible energy transfer is between the first modes of the two beams, and that
no other energy exchange involving higher modes occurs. In order to investigate the energy
transfer between the modes of beams 1 and 2, one needs to integrate equations (I 8a).

Define at this point the quantity J=y/([(3a/2)-(Iu)w1 )]p), where p=(2(ol)-Ij pI(s) ds;

Parameter J is recogi'ized as the ratio of the coupling over the nonlinear forces. It will be
now show,- that, for J< <1, the response of the system can be analytically approximated.

This is achieved by expressing the amplitudes and angles as, api(l'I)= X Jn'aI(mn)(Ti).
M=4)

0pi(Ti) = JE m OpI0(m)(TI) p=l, 2, and substituting into (I ga). Matching terms
m==

proportional to the swme power of J, leads to the following analytical expressions for the
amplitude modulations:
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a 2p -(J2/p) sin2([(30U/40, 1 ) - (fkO1/2)]p2T 1).4 (186)

a2*(j)= {-Jsin([(3a/4c0) - $Pcol/2)]p2Tl)+ 0(j 2 i J<) (18b
Similar analytical expressions hold for the angles Opl(T1). Solutions (18b) predict that,
when R< <l, the transient impulsive response of the system is mainly confined to the
directly excited blade, since ajl(Tl) >> a 21(Tl). Now, based on the results of section 2,
the condition J<<1 (weak coupling and/or strong nonlinearities) is also recognized as the
conlditon for the existence of localized nonlinear modes in the system. It is therefore
concluded that, when the system pos:-'esses nonlinear localized modes, it also possesses
passive motion confinement properties: when an external impulse acts at one beam of the
system, the disvurbance remains spatially confined to its point of application, and only a
small portion of Ahe injected energy "leaks" to the unforced beam. Moreover, frem (1 8b), it
is predicted that the responses of the forced and unforced beams contain O(J 2) and O(J)-
amplitude modulations respectively. This is consistent with energy conservation

considerations. Indeed, froir (i8b), a direct computation gives, ai 1 2(Ti) + a2 1
2 (TI) = 4p2

+ O(J3 ). Correct to O(E), this relation can be shown to represent conservation of energy of
I the free, undampcd system under consideration [28]. It must be stated that the analytic

approximations (18b) hold only for small values of the quantity J.

I
0.1, I I .

0

--- --- -- --- - - - -

1 -0.1
I .0.2 - - 2 ... .. . .. .. ...- ,- .... .

i • all(Tl)

-0.3..4ji 
1 _

*- •04tH I I i i
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350 400

Slow Time

Figure 4. Single-mode oscillations, amplitude modulations computed by numerically
integrating the reduced set of modulation equations (I8a): (1) --4).0142, (2) J=O).426. (3)
J,--f.0924, ----------------------- J=Jcr=0,07 11.
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As J increases to finite values, i.e., when the coupling increases and/or the
nonlinear forces decrease, one needs to resort to numerical integrations in order to compute
the solutions of system (18a). The numerical integrations verify the theoretical predictions.
The numerically computed amplitude modulations for a=40.44, 03=4.59, F=0.5,

(o12=12.38 (rad/sec) 2 , and p.--O.1 4 21 are depicted in figure 4. For the sake of clarity, only
the "lower" pair ci modulations is shown. The parameter J was varied by changing the
coupling variable 'y. For J<<l, the modal am.plitude of the unforced beam 2 is small,
whereas the directly excited beam undergoes a modulated oscillation close to its initial

amplitude value, al1(0) = -(l/col)jO p I(s) ds = -2p. Hence, for J<<1, passive motion

confinement of the impulse to the directly excited beam is observed. As J increases, the
amplitude a21 of the unforced beam grows, indicating an increased transfer of energy out of
the directly excited beam, or equivalently, a diminishing of the motion confinement capacity
of the system. At a critical value, J=Jcr=p/2, all vibrational energy of the directly excited
beam is eventually transferred to the unforced one. For values of J above the critical value,
energy is continuously transferred between the two beams, and the system does not
possess passive motion confinement properties anymore. To verify the results of the
multiple-scales analysis, an impulsive distributed excitation of magnitude F1 (x,t) = 5 4I(x)

= (1/) F1 1(t) = fo 10 Oi dx, and duration ED=0.1sec was applied to beam 1, and the

structural parameters were assigned the values, E=0.5, a1111=40.44. b 1 1 11=4.59,

y(i-=0.0 2 , co1=3.5! (rrd/sec), J--O.0367<<1; the response was numerically computed by
directly integrating the differential equations of motion (12) with ql2=q13=q22=q23=O, and
assuming zero initiaI conditions at t=0. In figure 5a the responses of the two beams are
shown as functions of time, and in figure 5b, a projection of the phase space of the motion
is depicted. Note that the energy of the injected impulse is mainly confined to the directly
forced beam, according to theoretical predictions. The amplitude of the unforced beam can
be further diminished by decreasing the coupling stiffness and/or increasing the nonlinear
coefficients. For comparison purposes, the theoretically predicted amplitude modulations
(18b) are also presented in figure 5c. Clearly, the asymptotic theory agrees well with the
numerical computations for this low value of J. Note, that in the absence of nonlinearities,
all injected energy is continuously transferred between the forced and unforced beams, in
the well-known "beat phenomenon." Hence, the detected passive motion confinement
phenomenon is solely attributed to the geometric nonlinearities of the system.

Summarizing, the results of this section prove that, for small values of the
parameter J (i.e., for small coupling stiffness and/or large nonlinear forces), impulsive
forces with spatial distributions identical to the first cantilever mode become spatially
confined to the directly excited beani. The only possible energy exchange in this case is
between the first modes of the two beams, land no higher modes are indirectly excited. A/s I
increases, the amount of energy "leaking" to the unforced beam aiso increases, and the
passive motion confinement of the induced disturbance becomes less profound. [or I
greater than a critical value no motion confine-Icnt becomes possible anymroreC.
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Figure 5. Single-mode oscillations, amplitude modulations computed by, (a) direct
integrations of the equati(:,;s of motion, time responses, (b) direct integrations Of the
equations of motion, responses in a projection of the phase space, (c) theoretical results,Ieq.(lgb).
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4. DISCUSSION

In this work it was proved that a geometrically nonlinear and weakly coupled
system of beams can possess passive spatial motion confinement properties. The presented
analysis employed regular and singular perturbation techniques, combined with numerical
integrations of the corresponding modulation equations. For motions of the bearn s in their
first cantilever mode, it was found that spatial motion confinement of the induced
disturbance occurs only when the coupling is sufficiently small and/or the nonlinear effects
large.

Although the analysis presented herein dealt with a configuration of only two
beams, the obtained results can be extended to a more general class of multipie connecttd
flexible systems with or without symmetry. By designing such systems so that their
coupling stiffnesses are small or/and their geometric nonlinearities large, appiied impulses
are ensured not to "spread" through the entire structure, but to remain confined to the
subsystem where they are originally applied. Note that this confinement of vibrational
energy is purely passive, and is solely due to orbitally stable localized nonlinear modes of
the system. The implications of such a dynamical feature are profound. Indeed, a system
whose inherent dynamics lead to motion confinement of external disturbances is much
more amenable to active or passive isolation than a structure possessing "extended"
dynamic modal responses (i.e., motions during which all of its substructures vibrate with
finite amplitudes). Therefore, the ciass of nonlinear systems under consideration in this

=I work are expected to possess enhanced controllabiliy features, since in the planning of
passive or active control algorithms one needs only consider the dynamic response of only
a limited number of substructures instead of the whoie system; however, issues of
performance, "spill-over" and robustness must be addressed in such active designs.
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I APPENDIX: Numerical values oý the coefficients of equations (7).

Usipg the definitions (8) and (4), and taking into account that the linearized cantilever
eigenfunctions are given by:Ii(x) = coshltix - cosfix + N(Wi) [sinhlix - sinxpix] (A- 1)
where N(vi) = (sinN'i - sinh1i) / (cos~i + coshli), and cosvi coshxVi =-1, the various
coefficients in equations (7) assume the following numerical values:

T 11i=-7.69, 7112=1121= 1114.79, T113=T3i P= 15916.4 2, 7122n7-1002 7 1.7 1,

-123--132=75688.97, T33=68!6895.85, 4=-13715.76, 6=-7566.34 (A-2)
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LOCAL AND GLOBAL NONLINEAR DYNAMICS
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ABSTRACT:

Nonlinear flexural vibrations of rectangular plates with uniform stretching and transverse harmonic
excitations are studied. The analysis results for the case when two distinct plate modes have nearly
coincident natural frequencies, are based on the multi-mode approximation of von Karman plate
equations. Local bifurcation analysis of the averaged equations, governing the time evolution of the
response amplitudes of modes in internal resonance, shows that the plate motion can be either in the
directly excited mode, or in a mixed-mode where both the interacting modes participate. The presence
of Hopf bifurcation in the coupled-mode responses leads to amplitude modulated traveling waves as well
as period doubling bifurcations to chaos. A global bifurcation analysis is also initiated which shows the
existence of heteroclinic loops for an integrable limit of transformed and properly scaled averaged
equations. Perturbation of these heteroclinic loops can lead to Smale horseshoes and chaotic behavior
for the plates.
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Local and Global Dyrimics
of Harmonically Excited Rectangular Plates

Seo n1 Chang, Anil K. Bajaj and Patricia Davies
School of Mechanical Engineering, Purdue University,

West Lafayette, Indiana 47907-1288.

I INTRODUCTION AND MODELING THE PLATE DYNAMICS

The nonlinear response of thin, as well as thick, plates has been the subject of extensive studies and
many receuit reviews exist on the subject [1]. Sridhar, Mook and Nayfeh [2,3] used the dynamic
analogue of von Karman equations to study the forced response of thin plates. They analyzed symmetric

I as well as asymmetric vibrations, and traveling waves in a clamped circular plate subjected to harmonic
excitations, when the frequency of excitation is near one of the natural frequencies. Their analysis
showed that for the symmetric responses in the presence of an internal resonance among the first three

I modes, when more than one mode is directly excited, the lower modes can dominate the response even
when the frequency of the excitation is near that of the highest mode. When the response is asymmetric,
they found that in the absence of internal resonance, or when the frequency of excitation is near one of

I the lower frequencies involved in internal resonance, the steady-state response can only have the form of
a standing wave. However, when the frequency of excitation is near the highest frequency involved in
the internal resonance it is possible for a traveling wave component of the highest mode to appear in the

I steady-state response. In a more recent study Hadian and Nayfeh [41 showed that in the case of a
symmetric response, a multi-mode motion loses its stability through a Hopf bifurcation, resulting in
periodically- or chaotically-modulated motions of the plate.

Yang and Sethna [51 studied nonlinear flexural vibrations of nearly square plates subjected to
parametric in-plane excitations. The spatial symmetry of the plate resulted in 1:1 resonance in the

I various m:n and n:m plate modes. For dynamically unstable motions in the region of principal
parametric instability, the asymptotic method of averaging was used to obtain a set of four amplitude
equations governing the evolution of interacting modes. Local bifurcation analysis of the amplitude

I equations showed that the system is capable of extremely complex standing as well as traveling wave
motions including periodic, almost-periodic and chaotic oscillations. These motions were physically
interpreted in terms of rotations of the nodal patterns. A global bifurcation analysis, based on a

I Melnikov type theory for two degree-of-freedom Hamiltonian systems 161, was also undertaken. It
showed the existence of heteroclinic loops which, when they break, lead to Smale horseshoes and
chaotic behavior on an extremely long time scale. Yang and Sethna 171 did a similar analysis of plate
motions subjected to antisymmetric harmonic excitations normal to the midplane of the plates.

Earlier, Yasuda and Toni 181 had also studied the response of square membranes to transverse
harmonic excitations which can lead to a coupled-mode response arising from 1:1 internal resonance.
Following the analytical and experimental work of Yasuda and Asano [91, in which they analytically
predicted, as well as experimentally observed amplitude-modulated motions, Chang et al. 1101
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investigated nonlinear flexural vibrations of rectangular plates with uniform stretching subject toexcitations normal to the midplane. They showed that, when two plate modes are in 1:1 internalresonance, depending on the spatial distribution of the external forces, the plate can undergo harmonic
motions either in one of the two individual modes or in a combination of the two modes. For lowdamping levels, the presence of a Hopf bifurcation in the multi-mode response leads to complicated
amplitude-modulated dynamics including period-doubling bifurcations, chaos, coexistence of multiplechaotic motions, and crisis, whereby the chaotic attractor suddenly disappears and the plate resumes
small amplitude harmonic motions in a single-mode.

The work presented here is part of an ongoing research project undertaken by the authors on thenonlinear dynamical behavior of thin elastic plates. In [101, the authors studied the case of primaryexternal resonance with 1: 1 internal resonance, by using a two-mode approimation to the response of arectangular plate. The von Karman plate equations for a pinned-pinned rectangular piate that alsoaccount for membrane forces, were reduced via the Galerkin prmcedure, to two ,oupled second-ordernonlinear modal equations. The method of averaging [11,12] was then utilized to obtain amplitude
equations, and these amplitude equations were studied both analytically and numericady to determine
steady-state harmonic, almost-periodic and amplitude-modulated chaotic responses.

In the present study, the plate deflection is assumed to be a superposition of MxN distinct linear
modes of the thin plate as follows:

MN MNv(x,y,t) = 1_ 1 W•,,(t) 0(x)W,(,) = Y Y, W,,(t) sin rnrx sin nirv , (1)

where W,,,(t) is the time dependent modal amplitude of the (m,n) spatial mode of oscillation of theplate. Employing the Galerkin method with equation (1) as the solution, the von Karman equations are
transformed into a set of MxN nonlinear ordinary differential equations governing the modal amplitudes
of response as follows:

M PW", + + . m Lnws, JllrWWkJ F,,M,(t), (2)
rjl,k si.l

where cul = (m 2 + K- n) 2+ Dr 4 (m2 _+ vn )2 is the nondimensionzl natural frequency for the (me,n)plate mode, r are the coetticierts for nonlinear terms, and F,,(t) = F,,, cos uur is the
contribution of the transverse excitation, F, to the (ni,n) mode.

Tthe physical phenomena of interest arist when two or more spatial miodes participate in variouskinds of internal and combination resonances, and it can be shown [ 131 that the response, at the lowestorder, is a combination of only the modes in resonance. The particular modes in internal or combinationresonance are determined by the appropriate frequency conditions, the mode numbers (m,n). and theaspect ratio ). As an example we choose to investigate 1:1 internal resonance of two modes specified
by modte numbers (r[,n) and (rs).

We now "ish to study' these equations to find out paramztetr regions where interesting tip[es ofbNhavior are possible. The approach in the local and global bifurcation analysis is to dcnve a set of, socalled, averaged equations Ill 121 and examine the slowly varying amplitude and phase charactenrstics
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I of the response. In the local bifurcation analysis the conditions for steady state (constant amplitude)
solutions are examhied and parameter region boundaries are defined when the nature of the steady stateIsolutions change. In the global bifurcation analysis the characteristics of the averaged equations are
examined directly to determine nature and interaction of possible solutions. The critical elements to be
identified are bhe parameter values for which trajectories joining different saddle points exist. These
parameter regions are the regions for which chaotic solutions are certainly possible.

In order to analyze the averaged equations analytically and to perform global analysis [6], several
transformations must be performed The aim of these transformations is to produce a set of equations

I :hat are solvable. To this end the approach in the global bifurcation is slightly different to that adopted in
the local bifurcation analysis, where equations in the slowly va-ying amplitude and phase [ 1 ,12] are
derived. In the global analysis the final averaged equations are equations in variables that are related to

i the system energy, and hence while the transformati' may seem a little obscure they do result in a
direct examination of the behavior of quantities that aw. physically meaningful.

LOCAL BIFURCATION ANALYSIS

Let Wnm, = R 1 cos (0ot - y,), W" = R 2 cos (ot - y2). Then, by using a variation of constants
procedure and the method of averaging [11,12], and noting that the excitation frequency w is near the
two close natural frequencies (o,,,, and co,, equations (2) result in the following averaged equations for
the amplitudes Ri and the pha.:zs yi [ 13]:

I -Fsin y,+ RR Isin 2 (yA - 2 )

I ___2-

2(o 2wo? 8(o2 8

These equations were studied in [10] for the case when only one mode (the (1,2) mode) is directly
* excited, that is, F 12 ;t 0 and F31 = 0. It was shown that the plate can undergo harmonic motions either in

the directly excited irdiv-dual rnod: or in a coupled-mode, and that stable single-mode and coupled-
mode solations can coexist over a wide range in parameters (the amplitudes and frequency of excitation).

I It was further shown that for low damping levels, the presence of Hopf bifurcations in the coupled-mode
response leads to complicated amplitude-modulated dynamics including period-doubling bifurcations,
chaos, coexistence of muliple chaotic motions, and crisis. These equations were also derived and studied
by Yasuda and Asano in 191 for the case of a rectangular membrane.
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Given a specific value of the aspect ratio K, and the degeneracy of two specific modes, the plate and
the membrane have the same averaged or amplitude equations. The nonlinear coefficients A ,, A 2 and
A 3 depend only on the mode combinations, the Poisson's ratio, and the form of the nonlinearity assumed
(von Karman-type nonlinearities). The values of the rnatural frequencies co,,,, and crs for the degeneracy
of two specific plate modes, are, howcver, different -from those for the membrane.

We should note that the procedure used here in deriving the averaged equations is the method of
harmonic balance along the lines of [9], although it can be easily formalized by introducing a small
parameter and by appropriately scaling the modal amplitudes W,,,, and Wrs, the damping c, and the
external force amplitudes F,,n and Frs. The resulting amplitude equations will be identical to equations
(3), except for the small parameter multiplying the right hand side. Thus, the amplitude equations should
be treated in the sense of a slow time scale. We will use the formal scaling approach in the second part
of this study dealing with global bifurcation analysis.

In a general external loading case, the force amplitudes Fin. and Fr, are not zero. We are here
interested in the situation when only one mode is externally excited and the second mode is driven due to
its norlinear coupling to the excited mode. Two such specific cases arise, that is, F,,. * 0 and F, = 0, or
F,, .. = 0 and Frs 0 . For these cases, due to the similar nature of the equations for (R 1, 'yi) and for (R 2,
y2), the analytical expressions for various steady-state constant solutions of equations (3) turn out to be
identical except for the role of the nonlinear coefficients A 1 and A 3. In view of the possible bifurcations
and stability considerations, however, considerable qualitative as well as quantitative differences in the
overall response can arise in the two cases. We describe these below, where a local bifurcation analysis
of equations (3) is carried out. In fact, it is snown in [10] that the qualitative behavior is strongly
dependent on the nonlinear coefficients, and hence on the mode combinations (m,n) and (r,s), and
rectangular plates with two interacting modes in 1:1 resonance can be classified based on the nonlinear
coefficients.

Steady-State Constant Solutions

As already discussed, we emphasize the cases when only one of the two modes is externally excited.
First, consider the case when F,3 = 0 and Fin * 0. Thus, the (m,n) mode is directly excited by an
external harmonic force. There are two types of steady-state constant solutions. One set of solutions is
characterized by the fact that R2 = 0, that is, the indirectly excited mode is absent. Then the only
response is in the (m,n) mode with R 1 * 0 and this is called the single-mode solution. The other class of
solutions coircsponds to both R I and R2 being nonzero and such motions are called the coupled-mode
response. A similar situation exists when the (r,s) mode is directly excited and F,,., = 0.

From equations (3), the steady-state constant solutions for single-mode motions (R 2 = 0) are
determined by

2 2
C W W0 0-Amn 3-4 I -3 F,,,

_ -*-- sinyj1 = 0, -- 'R +---R, + - cosy, =0, (4)
2 2i) 2wo 8-R 2W

where an overbar indicates the single-mode steady-state solutions. Combining the equations for RI and
Yi results in the following polynomial in R 1:

S8(1 2 161o2c2 + (o)2 -CO 2,,)1 _ 16F ,2

RI + R-I+--4 -R, 0 (5)
3rA 9F2A2 9EA2 2
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I ~Real roots of equation (5), which is identical to those arising in the primary resonant response of the
harmonically excited Duffing equation [ 1I], determine the single-mode steady-state constant solutions.

* Differentiating equation (5) with respect to k, and setting k0)//aR 1 = 0 gives, the saddle-node
bifurcation points [14] or, the points of vertical tangency for single-mode steady-state solutions:

I [RsNS9- - 4 [_2(c 2- ± +_02 ) 2- _)2)2_3C2"02 . (6)

Here the subscript SNS implies the saddle-node bifurcation for single-mode solutions.

The problem of finding steady-state constant solutions for the coupled-mode response
(R j * 0, R 2 * 0) can also be formulated as that of finding the real roots of a polynomial of the 8th order
in R2 , where a hat indicates the coupled-mode steady-state solution. Due to iks complexity, the
polynomial expression in R 2 has been determined by using symbolic algebra programs (e.g. SMP,
MACSYMA), and is not presented here. The corresponding expression for the cGupled-mode steady-E state solution R 1 is given in terms of k 2 by

i24 -A 3 i2 4 40 - -0)A3  )2 4 4_2 _(1'2')1 2 16 c02 C 2

I L=-2 i 2 -2 ,3-2 -3 A2 "

When damping is absent, the equation governing the amplitude R 2 is of the form
I ^k ,,6 -'4 k2

CR 2 +C 2 R 2 +C 3R 2 +C 4R 2 +C5 =0, (8)

I where the coefficients of the polynomial are functions of the parameters A I, A 2 , A 3, co, wm,, o ,Ors, e and
F,in. These expressions for coefficients Ci, i=1,2,3,4,5, are given in the work of Chang et al. [10].

Setting Rk2 = 0 in equation (7), we can obtain the critical points for the onset of coupled-niode
steady-state harmonic response. The condition for the occirrence of pitchfork bifurcation from the
single-mode response is

I 4/IlpF 3eA2 [.-2(0)2_W.02) ±, __-W2 2 3C2)2] (9)

where PF refers to a pitchfork bifurcation [14].

I It is clear from Uiie polynomials (5) and (8) that, given the mode numbers (m,n) and (r,s), and the
aspect ratio K, the number of real solutions of the single-mode and the coupled-mode type depends onI the physical parameters t0 co,n, c, ct, and F,,. While the condition of ic= 1.633 fixes the two natural

frequencies C,,, = w,,s, any small deviations from the precise value of the aspect ratio lead to small
mistuning in the internally resonant modes and thus (co -2 c)2 is an important "internal" mistuning

I parameter. The other frequency parameter is (r02 - ,2,) or (L0 - og) which represens the "external'
mistuning. Numerical values of the natural frequencies w),,,,, and ws, as indicated earlier, depend also on
the bending stiffness D and the Poisson's ratio v. The nonlinear coefficients A,, A 2 , and A 3 , howevei,

I depend only on the Poisson's ratio.

In Figures 1 (a) and 1 (b) are shown the various single-mode and coupled-mode steady-state constant

solutions R I and R 2 as a function of the excitation frequency o). These response curves are for (1,2) anr

(3,1) interacting modes with the damping c---0., and force amplitudes F1 2 = 10.0 and F31 =0.0. This
situation arises when the loading is symmetric about x = 0.5 and is antisymmetric about y = 0.5.
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Figure 1: (a) Constant-amplitude response R, for the (1,2) plate mode, and (b) constant-amplitude
response R 2 , for the (3,1) plate mode F2 1 = 10.0, Fr31 0.0, c = 0.0. (c) Saddle-node and pitchfork
bifurcation sets for single-mode solutions; F 31 = 0.0, c = 0.195. (d) Saddle-node and Hopf bifurcation
sets for coupled-miode solutions, F 31 = 0.0, c = 0.195.
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I Figure 2: (a) Constant amplitude response R 1 , for the (1,2) plate mode, and (b)constant amplitude
response R 2 , for the (3,1) plate mode F12 = 0.0, 31i = 10.0, c = 0(. (c) Saddle-node and pitchfork
bifurcation sets for single-mobe iolutions; F12 = 0.0, c = 0.195. (d) Saddle-node and Hopf bifurcation
sets for coupled-mode solutions; F 12 = 0.0, c = 0.195.
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For all the numerical results presented in this work e = 6 x 10-4, v = 0.3, 02 2 = 02 1 = 35/3, and D = 0.0.
The nonlinear coefficients for the (1,2) and (3,1) modes are A 1 = -326.27, A 2 = -274.79 and
A 3 = -268.32. The frequency axis is divided into 4 intervals, I, 11, 111, and IV, according to the nature of
solutions. Over the interval I, there exists only one single-mode solution. Over the interval II, we have a
stable coupled-mode solution and an unstable single-mode solution. Therefore, in the intervals I and H,
the initial conditions are not critical to determining the final steady-state response. In frequency intervals
Ill and IV, there exists a stable single-mode and a stable coupled-mode solution. In frequency interval
IV, two stable single-mode solutions and a stable coupled-mode solution exist. Thus, in intervals III and
IV, the initial conditions are very important in determining the final steady-state rezsponse reached in any
experiment or numerical simulation. Note also, that for every mixed-mode solution with some y2, there
is another solution with phase angle y2 + ir for the same amplitude R 2. Thus, the response curves really
represent two coupled-mode solutions which are phase shifted by n radians. The points A and C in
Figure 1 are associated with equation (9), that is, the pitchfork bifurcation points, and the point B Is
associated with equation (6), that is, a saddle-node bifurcation point for single-mode solution. The
corresponding frequencies at the points A, B, and C coincide with the boundaries of the intervals.

The single-mode and the coupled-mode harmonic motions of the plate can also be interpreted in
terms of standing and rotating nodal patterns. Clearly, for the single-mode response, the nodal lines are
stationary and the plate vibrates harmonically in the (1,2) mode. When both (1,2) and (3,1) modes are
presei~t in the response, the nodal pattern depends on the phases yi and y2. Orly in the case of 71 =Y'2 or
yi = 3'2 ± n are the nodal patterns stationary. Otherwise, the nodal pattern changes continuously in a
periodic manner, resulting in a traveling wave motion of the plate.

A similar analysis can be performed for the case when F,, , = 0 and F,, * 0. This situation arises
when the transverse forcing is symmetric about both x = 0.5 and y = 0.5. In Figures 2(a) and (b) are
shown the response curves for this case with F 12 = 0 and :31 = 10.0. From the figure, it is seen that
over the intervals I, II, and 111, we have qualitatively the same results Over the interval IV, however,
there exist two solutions: one stable single-mode and one stable coupled-mode, whereas, there are two
stable single-mode solutions and one stable coupled-mode solution for the case with F 12 = 10.0 and
F 31 = 0. This qualitative difference arises because here one of the pitchfork bifurcations from the
single-mode solutions occurs in the lower branch (point C), while in the earlier case both the pitchfork
bifurcations occur only in the upper branch of the single-mode solutions. This is a consequence of the
relative magnitude of the nonlinear coefficients Ai, i=1,2,3, and can be used to classify the various
nonlinear responses of rectangular plates [10]. Further discussion about other qualitative differences
between the responses in the two cases are given below.

Periodic and Chaotic Solutions of Averaged Equations

A numerical study of periodic solutions of the averaged equations has been performed by using direct
time integration as well as using AUTO [151. We present the results for two cases of (i) Fm" * 0,
F, = 0, and (ii) F,, = 0, Fs P• 0. Both cases exhibit qualitativ,1y different behavior as described beiow.
For ease of computation of some of the resulis, a different set of averaged equations, called the Cartesian
form, are used. 'i"hese are derived from equations (3) by using: ui = Ricos yj and vi = Risin yi. This results
in the following set of equations,
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Ut =- u- 2-- v- -v(u2 +v)+ (-vti- 3vIv -2uIU21p2), (10)

=j =-V +-- Fn -o2 U 3•1 + •42 (I2 (0 +- U(U0 +vj)+---(3uIuj+uvA+22vIU2 V 2 ),

" ~C )2 25 3MA 3 U A 2. V2" 42 -"•u2 - • +v2 V u )+ -F(-V 2 ,1 - 3 2vI - 2u2uIV1 ),
2o) 8ow 8o

c Fr3  2 -- 2 3CA 3  eA2 2V2 -"T-V2 + "•-j-" + --- -'2"- --U2 + 8oU2(Ui+V2)+ -(3U 2 Ui +U 2V2 +2V 2 UlVI).

I (i) Finn # 0, Frs =•0, mn--12, rs=_31:
The bifurcations sets for the single-mode and coupled-mode solutions are, for this case, shown in Figures
I 1(c) and (d). These are values of the parameters where a steady-state constant solution loses its stability
or undergoes a change in it. Here SNS and PF refer to saddle-node mid pitchfork bifurcation sets (zero
eigenvalue) for the single-mode solutions. The notation SNC and Hb is used to signify saddle-node andI Hopf sets for the coupled-mode solutions.

3.0

6 S
P,p

Uj

1.0-- - ---

1.0 -T -II

4.10 4.20 0) 4.30

I Figure 3: Response amplitude for the limit cycle solution for ul as a function of the excitation
frequency; F 12 = 10.0, F 31 = 0.0, c = 0.20.I

For sufficiently low F 1 2 , the response of the averaged equations is limited to equilibrium points in
the directly excited (1,2) mode. For higher level of F 12 , however, the (3,1) mode also contributes to the
response. As the excitation F,,. increases further, some of the coupled-mode steady-state constant
solutions lose stability due to a Hopf bifurcation [14] and the averaged system develops periodic
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solutions from the Hopf bifurcation points. These periodic solutions, denoted as P1 solutions,
correspond to amplitude- and phase-modulated motions of the rectangular plate and result in a slow
oscillation of the nodal pattern. In Figure 3, the solutions of the averaged equations (10) for c = 0.20 arm
shown. The P 1 solutions are stable (denoted by solid circles) over the whole frequency interval
connecting the two Hopf points. With a further increase in F12 , these P I solutions become unstable via
period-doubling bifurcations and develop P 2 solutions. At sonic value of F 12, there arises a cascade of
period-doublings leading to chaotic solutions.

Crisis

Isolated Branch

Ch 4.213 4268

Hopf Branch

4.2375 4.2907

Ch..

S. . .. Constant 
Solution

1 4 2 4 8 4 . 9  4 .3 13

Figure 4: Qualitative relationship between the Hopf and the isolated solution branches; F1 2 = 10.0,
F 3 1 = 0.0, C = 0.19.

While numerically investigating the Hopf solution branch, a new periodic solution branch was
discovered. This branch of periodic solutions arises due to a saddle-node bifurcation with periodic
solutions as the primary solution. That is, a stable and an unstable limit cycle arise due to a saddle-node
bifurcation [141 at some low enough damping and the branch exists over a small frequency interval. As
the damping c is reduced, the stable periodic solution branch undergoes a sequence of period-doubling
bifurcations which ultimately lead to chaotic attractors. For c = 0.19, F1 2 = 10.0, the isolated branch
arises at to : 4.238, goes through bifurcations and ultimately terminates at co =-4.291. In Figure 4 is
presented the qualitative relationship between the isolated branch and the branch originating at Hopf
points, w : 4.195 and co: 4.313. Over the frequency intervals (4.2375, 4.248) and (4.289, 4.2907),
stable steady-state solutions are found to exist in both the branches The chaotic solutions in the isolated
branch are found to undergo 'boundary crisis' [16,17], at (o : 4.263 and 4.268. Phase plane plots of this
behavior are shown in Figure 5. 'Boundary crisis' occurs when the chaotic attractor touches the stable
manifold of the saddle-type coupled-mode equilibrium point (denoted by CM) and ceases to exist. Near
the above listed frequencies, the averaged equations exhibit transient chaos where the solution, when
initiated in the neighborhood of the chaotic solution, traces the ghost of the previous attractor for some
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time and is then quickly attracted by the single-mode constant solution (SM).

1 6.0 (a) -6.0- (b)

u2 UU2

C M::'. CM

I
I

1 6-.1.05 -1.0 SM

-I1.5 u 1 6.75 -1.5 U1 6.75

I Figure 5: 'Crisis' in the averaged equations; F1 2 = 10.0, F31 =0.0, c - 0.19. (a) chaotic attractor,
(o = 4.262, (b) transient chaos, co = 4.264.

The fact that an isolated solutions branch exists can also be verified using tools of numerical
bifurcation analysis. AUTO [15] is one of the powerful packages available for bifurcation analysis and
continuation of solutions for ordinary differential equations. It can also compute periodic solution
branches, given approximate starting points, and can help construct 'saddle-node' bifurcation sets in two
parameter space. Numerical results for the continuation of periodic solutions starting at the two Hopf
points are shown, for c = 0.18755, in Figure 6. Four turning points are found in each of the curves
started from the left and the. right Hopf points. These points are identified by numbers 1-4 and 5-8,

I respectively. As the frequency ca is varied the turning points 2,4,6 and 8 correspond to locations where
the isolated branches are created, whereas, the points 1,3,5 and 7 correspond to frequencies where they
merge with other periodic solution branches. Thus, as damping is increased the turning points 1 and 5,H and 3 and 7 collide to form isolated branches. This bubble structure is typical of the transition to chaotic
behavior observed in various dynamical systems [16].

In Figure 7 are shown the saddle-node bifurcation sets for the isolated periodic solution branches
*corresponding to the points 1-8 in Figure 6. For damping c > 0.193, no isolated branch exists and

numerical simulations show that there are chaotic solutions in the Hopf branch. The set now confirms
that at c = 0.19 (corresponding to the qualitative diagram shown in Figure 4), the isolated branch has not
yet merged with the Hopf branch. In fact, the bifurcation sets indicate that on lowering the damping
further, another isolated branch is created which merges with the first isolated branch before the merging
with the Hopf branch takes place. Thus, the cascade of isolated branch creations and mergers is quite
complex.
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Figure 6: Periodic solution branches continued fiom the two Hopf points on the coupled-mode branch;
F 12 =10.0, 1'31  0.0. c= 0. 18755,
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Figure 7: Saddle-node bifurcation sets for the first and second isolated periodic solution branches in
(c-6)) plane, F 12 = 10.0, F 3 1 = -0A0
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Before ciosing this discussion let us point out that, because of the symmetry inherent in the system wvhen
F, = 0, there is another image branch of coupled-mode solutions in which the solutions undergo an
identical evolution as the system parameters aire varied. As is shown in the next section, the responseI exhibited by the averaged equation in the case of F,m, = 0 is quite different from the one presented here,
and these differences are intimately associated with the existence of this twin.

Sii) Fi,, = 0, Fr, :A 0, mn-12, rs--31"
The bifurcation sets for the single-mode and coupled-mode solutions are, for this case, shown in Figures
2(c) and (d). For a fixed damping (c = 0.195), the Hopf unstable region in the coupled-mode branchI arises only when F 31 Ž 4.5. For values of F 3 1 slightly above F 3 1 = 4.5, there are two Hopf points in thesolution branch, the bifurcating limit cycles (P1 solutions) are found to be supercritical and the PII solutions join the two Hopf points. This behavior is very similar to the one observed in case (i) above,
Note rtow that the averaged eqrlations (10) with F.an = 0 enjoy symmetry under the transformation (u 1,
V 1, U2 , v".) --+ (-u 1 , -v 1 , u 2 , v2 ) and thus the coupled-mode solutions exist in pairs or are themselves
syrnmietric about the invariant (u 2 , v 2 ) plane. There are two identical Hopf branches.

-5.0. Homoclinic orbit

I ..-

3.0 4.

I -Homoclinic orbit
U 2

1.0 4.0

I ,-1.0 = " 1II " II ..

3.5 4.0 4.5

Figure 8: Response amplitude u 2 as a function of the excitation frequency; F12 = 0.0, F 31 = 5.5, c =I0.195.
SIFor higher force (F 3 1), the P 1 solution branch, instead of undergoing a period-doubling bifurcation,

as is the behavior in case (i), develops homoclinic orbits and AUTO is unable to continue periodic
solutions beyoAd those points. In Figure 8 are shown the response curves for F 3 1 = 5.5. In the
frequency interval (3.946 - 4.106), no results for periodic solutions are found. A careful direct time.
integration study in this region shows very interesting behavior, as exemplified by the sequence of phase
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5(a) 
(b)

U2 U2

-4.0 1-4.0
-3.0 4.0 -3.0 141 4.0
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-3.0 1 4.0 -3.0 U 1  4.0
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U2 U2
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Figure 9: Phase plots (uI vs. u,2) for the steady-state solutions; F 12 =0.0, F 3 1 =5.5, c = 0.195. (a)
w = 3.19, (b) o = 3.94, (c) ow = 3.95, (d) oL = 3.96, (e) w = 3.9615, (f) o) = 3.962.
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I plots shown in Figure 9. The Hopf bifurcating periodic solution at c( = 3.93 (Figyre 9(a)) deforms
(w = 3.94, Figure 9(b)) and then merges with its symmetric twin to give the periodic solution shown in
Figure 9(c) (w-= 3.95). In between the frequencies with phase plots shown in Figure 9(b) and 9(c), there
is a frequency for which the upper and the lower limit cycles just touch each other at the origin in (u 1,
v 1 ) plane. This is the homoclinic orbit, which is bi-asymptotic to the saddle-type single-mode solution.
This phenomenon of merging of the two limit cycles via a homoclinic orbit is called a glueing

I bifurcation [18]. Further increases in 0) rv.sult -n the phase plots of Figures 9(d) - 9(t), whei'e the single
limit cycle again undergoes a glueing bifurcation and this time unglues (detaches) back to the pair of
limit cycles (Figure 9(f), only one shown).

I At much higher excitation amplitudes, each of the two Hopf branches terminating in a homoclinic
orbit, already shown in Figure 8, deform to develop turning points and period-doubling instabilities. A
representative periodic solution response curve is shown in Figure 10 for F3 1 = 10.0. In the frequency
intervals ever which the P I solutions are unstable, period-doubling cascades arise leading to chaotic
solutions. "'he accompanying graph shows the variation of the period of the limit cycle solution, and it is

I clear that th, period approaches that of a homoclinic orbit about some excitation frequency.
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E Figure 10: The periodic solution branch continued from the left Hopf point; F 12 = 0.0, F 31 = 10.0, C

0.19. (a) amplitude of response, (b) the variation of the period.
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GLOBAL BIFURCATION ANALYSIS

Most results for equations (3), as reported above, are based on local analysis of them near equilibria
and on their direct numerical integration. A completely general nonlinear analysis is at present not
possible and therefore we investigate the possibility of identifying conditions on the system parameters
under which chaotic dynamics can occur. This analysis is based on the identification of homoclinic
and/or heteroclinic orbits in some limiting, as well as intergrable, Hamiltonian case of equations (3), and
then using a generalized Melnikov method on equations (3) treated as a perturbation of the integrable
Hamiltonian system. Through this global analysis [61, the existence of Smale horseshoes, and hence
chaotic motions, can be shown for the plate system. The following development cl:,Sely follows the
work of Feng and Sethna [191.

Consider first a two-mode approximation to the plate equations [ 13] where the modal amplitudes are
governed by:

W.,,n + WM = ,{A 1 W[A7W + A 2 WiJW• -cWmn + F.,,cosvt (11)

WS+ (OrsW~ -y [tA 2Wn + A 3  r,) W,3 -, cW,ý. + Frcos vt

These can be rewritten in state space form as:

aH Pt (12)41 :+ p1

= P ~ ~- cpl = - oLqj + EAqT+ Aqq,- cp1  F,,.,cosvtSb~q

aH
q 2 = Wr,, = + -p = P2

- 2

P22 =Ws' - cp2 =- 2 2 A2q+ + A 3 qj]q 2 - cp 2 + IcosVt,

w H = 1. 2 + 1. 2 2 2(13)wh--re, H = -- PI +p") + -(-W, ql + (,q)(3

- c(AIq 4 -42A2qjqj +a 3 q ) - (F.nqI +Frsq 2)cosvt

We will now intToduce some scalings that %re consistent with the assumption of small motions:
p, = 8"2fij, qj = 8"124,j i=1.2, and c &J, F,,, = 83i., and F 5, = 83121 , , 0 < 8 << 1. The natural
"frequencies are written in a form that suggests a detuning around the excitation frequency v,
Co2 v This yields the following set of equations,

W,,~, ~Y26~1 ,(I g equaions
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"I I H 1 (14)
Iz - H 2- 1 •1'

•" ~ I v •• t - q, + 8 [ea ql,, + , A 1 2 ^ ̂  ^

1 A 2  4i + C1 - ^^I + imcsVt 1
q2 = + - P2

IP2 = - q2 -W&P2 = - v2 q 2 + 8F(A 24! + A 3 q 2 q2 + a 2q 2 - cp2 + FscosVt

where H = H,0 + 8i1, H,(, q) = •-i +P2 + 2v qi +42J (15)

and "I(4,t) = - A +2A20102 A3i

I 2 L + 2 + qt

I Transforming the equations (14) by using thý' canonical transformation:

-= v-' [2i] sin i+vt , = v"' (21'cos i+vt , (16a)

I introducing the scalings: r = St, Ai = eAj, F,, = )Lf1, and F,, = g;`2, time averaging the resulting
equations [ 11,12] and finally transforming from (I ,9i) to new variables (P', Qi) by using,

02 = Q2, 1 I = P), 01 = Q1 - Q2, and 12 = P 2 - P 1 . (16b)

"I yields, for the case of no damping (6=0),

P_ 1 =2-2 A2 f,"I(PI-Pi)sxn2Qj + g.-4t ýfr cos(QI+Q 2 ) (17)P'l =2,v 2

Q I =4V2 t2(2PI-'- 2 )(2+cos2Q1) + 3A- 3(P 2 -P 1) - 3AIPI + 2V(02-01)

, • ] . in (Q I+Q2) .sin Q2

+ f1--%f + f2 ]
4f2 [2
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P2  I-- fv'47 cos(Qi+Q 2 ) +f 2 VP PcosQ],2v

Q"2 --L [ -A P1(2+cos2Q1) + 3A,3 (P1 -P 2 ) - 2vC72 ]

Note that the 'notation stands for a derivative with respect to r, whrreas the indicates a derivative with
respect to t.

Consider now the special case of no forcing, g = 0. This results in P'2 = 0, that is P 2 is a constant,
and the removal of Q2 from the equations for P1 and Q1. Setting P 2 equal to a constant P 20 gives the
following reduced set of equations in P 1 and Q •.

00

_ H2P', - A 2 A 2 PI(P1 -P 20 ) sin 2Q 1  (18)

- ll'= [2P -P- 20)(2+cos2Q1 ) + 3A 3 (P 20 -- P 1) - 3A1 PI + 2v(0 2 -oi)]

where H2 = [ (-3A1 +4A- 2 -3A43)Pi +(-4A 2 +6A 3 )PIP20 -3A 3Ptc (19)

+4v (C2 -01)PI -4va 2 P20 +2A" 2 P2cos ZQI - 2A 2PIP20cos 2Qi).

It can also be shown, by reversing the transformations, that:

P 2 Y-V. 2 +2] + 2 +Pi2i1 - I H(p, )

where Ho(,q), first defined in equation (15), is the total energy for a linear conservative system.

Consider now tie equilbrium points of equations (18), that are defined by the solutions of P; = 0 and
Q, = 0. To also examine the nature of these equilibrium points, the determir.ant of the Jacobian of
equations (18) was evaluated at the equilibrium points (note that tr J = 0 as equations (18) define a
conservative system).

deti =J A 22 12P -I P20 2sif22Q (20)
2V4

2v74 A 2 P 1 PL 20J(cos 2Q I[2A 2 + cos 2Qj 3-3 - MJ.2v I
The four equilibrium points of equatior.s (18) are:
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(i) P =0; cos 2Q 1 = -2 + 3 X3 + 2 F2-O11 (21a)
A 2  X2 P 20

X, 2vL
(i P 1  P20; cosA2Q I --22P 20 (21b)

(iii) Q =O0,n; P1 =-y - P20 + 2v 3 2_+013 (21c)--6,A2 + 3X3 + 3A I --6X2 + 3A73 + 3A I . .

3 (iv) Qi ="7'; P,= (3, 3 -A 2) P20 + -2A--•2 -'•--- - 2-0"1. (21d)
- -2A 2 + 3A3 + 3A1  -2A2 + 3A3 + 3A .

I From these equations we can see that in (i) and (ii) the equilibrium points only exist if cos 2Q 1 has
values between ±1. The determinant is always negative in these cases and so if there are equilibrium

I points they will be saddle points. Note that since P 1. and P2 - P I are positive by definition, then
P 2 > P1. In cases (iii) and (iv) both saddle points and centers are possible, which is determined by the
sign of the determinant. Using these results it is possiblt to define regions for (02 - 0i1)/P20 where onlyI certain types of equilibrium points are possible. These regions are shown graphically in Figure 11.

S°~'2/P20

4 3 2

V I

3(A 2-A 3)/(2v)

(3A I -A 2 )/(2v)

I Figure 11: Regions of (aT2- 1 V)/P 20 that contain the same equilibrium point characteristics, see table 1
for the types of equilibrium points present in euch region.

I For the first equilbrium point (i), we have saddle points if:

I
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X 2 - 3A 3  0Y2 - 3(A 2 -A 3 )

2v P 20  2v

This defines, respectively, the lines labelled 4 and 3 in Figure 11. For the second equilibrium points (ii),
we have saddle points if:

Aý2 - 3A 1  02 -01 3(A 2 - A1 )

2v P 20  2v

This defines, respectively, lines 1 and 3 in Figure 11. From (iii), we have saddle points if:

3(A 2 -A 3 ) a,0 -,1 3(A' 1 - X 2)> >

2v P20 2v

and centers if this inequality is not satisfied. This lso definres, respectively, lines 3 and 2 in Figure 11.
Finally from (iv), we have saddle points if:

02 - 0(1 A-2 - 3A 3  02 - C1 -A72 + 3A- 1-> , or - -P F20 2v P 20  2v

Otherwise the equilibrium points will be centers. These inequalities also define lines 4 and 1,
respectively, in Figure 11. From Figure 11 we can see five clear regions. Within these regions the
number and type of equilibrium points are constant. In table 1 are summarized the results.

Wi ( ii) (iii) (iv)

I X x center saddle
II x saddle center center
III x x saddle center

IV saddle x center center
V x center saddle

Table 1: Types of equilibrium points possible in regions defined in Figure 11.

Using the same values for A 1, A 2 and A 3 that were used in the local bifurcation analysis examples, and
recalling that Ai = eAi, the solution orbits for 01 /P 20 = .006, and o 2/P 2 0 = -.072 (region I), = -.03
(region II), = -.0012 (region IlI), = .03 (region IV), = .072 (region V), were calculated. These are shown
in Figure 12. Note that chaotic behavior is not possible in parameter regions I and V since the
heteroclinic cycles or trajectoiies joining saddle points occur in regions of the phase plane that are not
physically meaningful (recall that 0!_KP 1 <P 23 ).

The next step in the analysis is to use the Melnikov technique for two-degree-of-freedom
autonomous systems [6,191 and to study the way in which the heteroclinic connections, in cases II, 111
and IV above, are destroyed by the introduction of perturbations to the system, that is, when g, 0. For
the case in [191, it was shown that in each of the cases II, HI, and IV, chaotic behavior results when
u = 0. We are pursuing this analysis approach and results will be reported shortly.
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-•gI III IV V

I

SFigure 12: Solution orbits in P, and Q, phase space for cil/P2o -006, and a./P2o = -.072 (1), = -.03
S(H), -.00 12 (111), = .03 (IV), = .0`72 (V).

I ~SUMMARY

I This work '-onsidered the nonlinear vibratory response of a uniformly stretched rectangular plate

pinned to immovable supports at its edges. The plate is harmonically excited near ,nrimary resonance
when two distinct spatial modes are in 1 :! internal resonance. Ile metbod of averaging is used to

S invest:gate the response representing the dynamnics of the tw3 modes in resonance.

Steady-state solutions of the averaged equations are studied in considerable detail. Emphasis is on
Si determining the conditions which lead tc r, coupled-mode response wf-.en onfly one, of the modes in

resonance is externally excited. It is shown that, dependiing on the mode combinations in resonance, as
well as the mode that is excited, qualitatively distinct resp~onsqe diagrams can be obtained. Stable single-

S mode and coupled-mode responses ame found to coexist over a wide frequency intetval. At low damping
levels, the mnixed-raode periodic response undergoes flopf bifurcation to amplitude- and phase-
modulated motions. In one case, these limit cycles in the averaged equations are found to lead to

i period-doubling bifurcations which in turn lead to chaotic nvkmions which represent a chaotic amplitude

and phase modulated response of the plate. At lower levels of damping, a "crisis" can interrupt the
chaotic behavior and the plate can unexpectedly jump to small amplitude single-mode haiumonic motions

i as the frequency of excif ation is varied. In the second case, the phenomenon of glueing bifurcation is
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The screening results for the 120mm M829 APFSDS round fired from one tank
battalion deployed to Southwest Asia from Germany are presented and analyzed
in an effort to explain the deviation from expected accuracy. A background
history of the ammunition prior to the screening is presented as well as a
detailed description of the screening process, measurements of hits on the
screening panels, a statistical analysis of the target impacts, and an exterior
ballistic analysis to determine the loss of muzzle velocity needed to account for
the low hits observed. It was found that a loss of about 170m/s muzzle velocity
was necessary to cause the low hits. A mean point of impact was computed for
the battalion and compared to the Computer Correction Factor for the M829.
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AN ANALYSIS OF THE 120mm M829 SCREENING IN OPERATION DESERT
STORM

Robert E. Dillon, Jr., LTC, USA
Dept. of Civil and Mechanical Engineering

US Military Academy
West Point, New York 10996-1792

INTRODUCTION

During Operation Desert Storm it became necessary to Screen the M1Ai
tanks prior to entering combat. This paper describes the screening process
followed by one battalion and the efforts taken to correct for the unacceptable
accuracy obtained from the fleet Computer Correction Factor (CCF) for the M829
round for this occasion.

During the screening in Saudi Arabia about 20 tanks in the battalion
failed to hit the screening panel. There were 10 other tanks who hit the
screening panel but failed to satisfy the screening criterion [1:A-20]. This was a
drastic change from past gunnery experiences where this battalion had to proof
fire four out of 58 tanks at worst. Now there were 30 out of 58 tanks that failed
to screen. The screening failures were analyzed by the battalion master gunner,
the brigade master gunner, the company commander, the brigade operations
officer, and the battalion commander. Most of the shots were observed to be low.
The mean point of impact of the battalion across the board was likewise
observed to be low.

BACKGROUND

Wet Ammunition

There is some history of poor performance of 120mm training ammunition
used in Germany. This same battalion, while at annual tank gunnery
qualification in Grafenm iehr in March 1988 was issued training ammunition
that had been exposed to the weather for a prolonged period. The soldiers in the
battalion had to chip ice off the casing of their M831 and M865 training rounds
with screwdrivers in order to get them to fit inside the ammunition ready racks.
This all occurred despite published guidance on how to store the 120mm
ammunition. During this gunnery rotation the battalion consistently fired low
on targets beyond 1700 meters range. At the time it was theorized by the
battalion master gunner the water content of the ammunition was to blame for
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the low shots at long range. The battalion also drew water damaged
ammunition in 1989 and some rounds could not be chambered due to excessive
swelling of the cartridge case. The rotation in March 1990 saw mostly new
ammunition issued and no problems were encountered with water soaked
ammunition.

The battalion had finished off cycle gunnery two months prior to
notification of deployment to SWA and had not encountered any mechanical
difficulties with the their fire control systems nor were any problems reported
with the M865 and M831 ammunition. The battalion had just received its MiA1
(Heavy) tanks in July 1990 and all were in excellent mechanical condition. The
battalion had been uploaded since February of 1987 until the fall of 1988 when
the ammunition was placed in subterranean bunkers. During the time the
battalion was up-loaded, the ammunition was subjected to the constant rain and
high humidity of the north German weathe r. To exacerbate this problem, the
environmental cover at the rear of the turret bustle allowed water to leak into
the ammunition compartment. This, along with any scratches or gouges on the
cartridge case, created a condition allowing the ammunition to absorb water.
This was known by PM, TMAS and the ammunition units in Germany[7,8]. In
November 1989, one ammunition surveillance team from PM, TMAS found
ammunition that had been submerged in water, had soft casings, rusty primers
and rusty stub cases. Some turret bustle ammunition compartments had
standing water along with condensation droplets forming on the inside walls [7].
One quality control inspection by an ammunition unit to the battalion studied in
this report showed such findings as: soft cartridge cases, 63% of the ammunition
inspected had corrosion on the base and primer, and 100% with scrapes and
scratches on the combustible cartridge case [8].

The current doctrine, as put forth by the Armor School, states that tanks
will not be zeroed but rather cali'.cated by boresight, then screened using a fleet
CCF for each type of main gun ammunition [l:A-17]. There has been debate in
the armor community for several years on the necessity of zeroing. The AimorI= School maintains that zeroing is good for only a specific occasion and despite the
increase in accuracy for this occasion, the costs [of the ammunition] for zeroing
make this practice "irresponsible" [6]. This argument unfortunately does not
quantify the costs of destroyed tanks and incinerated solders as a result of not
zeroing. The tank manufacturer, however, states that to get the maximum
accuracy firom the tank it must be zeroed [2:2-276]. The manufacturer also
"states that zeroing will only need to be done once and unless the gun tube,
mount, or recoil spring are removed there is no need to re-zero the tank [2:2-76].
To further complicate the issue, FM 17-12-1 does not give any instructions for
screening prior to combat. The only ireferences to screening are made when
referring to a training situation and not combat.

4(5
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As the last of the old M60 tankers leave the army so does the institutional
memory on zeroing. Since the M1 and MIA1 tankers have only screened during
gunnery and few have proof fired their tanks, there is little experience save for
the master gunner in zeroing. When a tank does not pass screen and has to be
proofed, the master gunner usually supervises the crew.

GENERAL APPROACH

A literature search of the Defense Technical Information Center
discovered some problems with accuracy during tests of early production MIA1
tanks [3:1]. However, there was no consistent pattern of low hits mentioned in
the literature.

Reduction of1Raw Firing D-a1

All the tanks in the battalion fired M829 at screening panels placed at
1500 meters. Figure 1 shows the 1500 meter screening panel. Initially, each
tank was boresighted and applied the fleet CCF for the M829 round and
attempted to fire for confirmation. Each hit was measured and the distance
from the center of the panel to the hit was recorded. Figure 2 shows the mean
point of impact (MPI) of the shots fired firom the fleet CCF. Not shown on the
figure are the locations of all the hits nor the 17 shots that missed the target
short, one that missed to the right and three that flew over the target.

At this point we decided to correct for the poor hit distribution observed in
the M829 rounds brought, from Germany. We computed a modified CCF for
those tanks missing the panel or hitting low. Based on the distribution of hits
the modified CCF was LO.13, UO.30. This is in comparison to the published CCF
for the M829 of LO.13, UO.65. Figure 2 shows the MPI ofthose shots fired from
tanks using the modified CCF. As a result of this correction, the MPI was
brought closer to the aim point-

After a closer look at the strike of all the rounds a more precise
computation of the MPI' was computed. From these data a corrected CCF was
found wo be IU-).01, UO.34. This would be the CCF for these rounds fired for this
screening occasion. Compared to our field estimate CCF of 10). 13, UO.30 we
came close to the true mean point of impact for the vertical jump be since we
ignored horizontal jump we were off roughly one :.enth of. omil. Table 1
compa .s the fleet, CC with the modified CCF computed at the range and the
corrected CCF computed in this report, The MPI based on the corrected CCF is
also shown on figure two and the proximity 4f the MPI vith the aim point is

I4
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evident. As an added comment, the crews whose shot hit close to the center
were very comfortable with the screening process. However, those crews whose
shot hit 80 cm from their aim point had considerably less confidence in theirI ability to hit a hostile target even though reference 1 said they were "properly
screened".I

Table 1 Comparison of Fleet with Modified CCFs

I CCF Horizontal (mils) Vertical (mils)
Fleet Left 0.13 Up 0.65

Modified at Range Left 0.13 Up 0.30
(Dillon)

Modified in Report Left 0.01 Up 0.34
(Dillon)

-I

At the firing range, figure 3, our immediate concern was to find the cause
of the poor accuracy of some of the M829 rounds. One source of error we
considered was optical path bending The high temperatures in the desert and
the convex curvature of the range from the firing line to the target area caused
considerable heat striations distorting the image of the targets. If the gunners
were aiming at the apparent center of the target, this could explain the poor
accuracy. We tested this hypothesis by firing some available M865 roands from
tanks that failed the M829 screeaing. All these tanks hit very close to the aim
point with M865. This narrowed our alternatives to two possible causes: 1) the
M829 CCF was not correct, 2) the M829 ammunition was faulty. To narrow our
alternatives down we reasoned that the CCF was for the M829 was correct and
our history of wet rounds gave us some insight into the cause of the low hits.
Based on this experience and after some lengthy discussion at the range we
assumed one or two things were happening. One was some of the M829I ammunition had absorbed enough water to slow the round down to the point
that the lost muzzle veloaity would cause the roiind to hit low. The other was
the lower muzzle velocity would cause the slower round to arrive at the muzzleI late which would cause the projectile to exit the tube with different horizontal
and vertical velocities and displacements due to gun dynamics. We thought this
could have a very large and random effect on dispersion. We were not in a
position to do anything about narrowing down the source oferror(s) but we did
have to come up with a solution and .ast. The time and ammunition constraints
we faced prohibited us from zeroing $'0 tanks. Our modified CCF was our
interim solution. Our modified (.CF allowed all tanks in the battalion to pa',;s
screen except two which had to be zeroed.
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In order to present a possible cause of the low hits by some of the M829
rounds an exterior ballistic analysis was conducted to determine how much
muzzle velocity would have to be lost to cause an M829 round fired from the
fleet CCF to miss a screening panel 1500 meters away. Following the exterior
ballistic analysis an initial interior ballistic analysis was conducted to attempt
to quantify how much muzzle velocity could be lost from a wet casing.

Exterior Ballistic Analysis

An exterior ballistic analysis was conducted on the M829 ammunition in
an effort to determine how much muzzle velocity would have to be lost to miss a
screening panel 1500 meters away. From the size of our panel, the round would
have to pass 0.67 mils below the aim point to miss the panel.

A solution to this can be calculated by modeling the trajectory of the M829
round in two dimensions. The differential equations of motion in the x and y
directions are:

x" = -(I / m)Kdd2 X' (1)

Y" = -,(I/ ri)K 2.1,' -g (2)

where m is the projectile mass, Kd is the ballistic drag coefficient, d is the
projectile body diameter, and g is the acceleration due to gravity. The values for
the drag coefficient were obtained from reference 9 and are a function of the
flight Mach number.

These equations were integrated for several initial conditions of muzzle
velocity to determine how much loss would cause the round to fall 0.67 mils at
1500 meters. Ta'ble 2 shows the results of this. In order for a round to miss the
panel the muzzle velocity would have to be below about 1500 m/s which is a loss
of about 170 m/s at the muzzle. A cursor, interior ballistic analysis was done to
explore the feasibility of the wet ammo theory.
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I
Table 2 Projectile Strike vs Muzzle Velocity

I Muzzle Velocity (m/s) Strike at 1500 m Change in Vmuz
(cm below (m/s)
baseline)

1670 0.0 0.0
1570 -40.5 -100
1500 -100.5 -170

This analysis was done assuming the low hits were a result of low muzzle
velocity only. In actuality, it is presumed the gun dynamics would be different
with a loss of 170 rn/s of muzzle velocity. With this lower velocity and time of
arrival at the muzzle, we theorize the projectile would experience a different
jump due to the lateral and vertical displacement and velocity of the muzzle at
the time of shot ejection. So, in addition to the greater fall from low muzzle
velocity, the projectile would have a different jump due to different gi n
dynamics during launch.

I Interior Ballistic Analysis

In order to study the possibility of wet ammc causing a loss of muzzle
velocity sufficient to cause a round t~o miss the panel, a simple interior ballistic
parametric study was done using IBCODE [4:--]. To establish a baseline from
which to compare, the interior ballistic solution for the M829 was calculated.

Since there was no way of' determining how much water permeation
existed in the rounds already fired we decided to remove the combustible
cartridge case from the initial conditions of the calculation. Although very crude
this allowed us to see how much the cartridge case contributed to the interior
ballistic solution [5:--]. By removing the cartridge case from the input deck an
8.3% loss of muzzle velocity resulted. This corresponds to 137 rn/s in the M829.
If the cartridge case was water soaked, the water would act as an energy sink
and presumably reduce the muzzle velocity even further. As a result of the
interior ballistic analysisjwet arnmo theo' could cause the low shots seen in the
screening.

4
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CONCLUSIONS

The M829 fleet CCF was not acceptable for all tanks during Operation
Desert Storm.

The field modified CCF provided an interim solution for the M829 rounds
during the ground campaign in Operation Desert Storm.

Wet ammunition is suspected as the major cause of poor accuracy with the
fleet CCF.

RECOMMENDATIONS

A more precise analysis of the interior ballistics of the M829 ammunition
be conducted to determine the effect of moisture in the propellant on the
performance of this ammunition.

A full scale firing test be conducted using water soaked ammunition to
provide an insight on the applicability of the fleet CCF for water soaked
ammunition.

A study is recommended to investigate the effect of gun dynamics on the
accuracy of the M829 round with lower than nominal muzzle velocities.
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FIGURES

1500 Meter Screening Panel
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Figure 1. 120mm 1500 meter screening panel.
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Figure 2. Mean Points of Impact.
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ABSTRACT:

The purpose of this study was to explore the effect of dynamic strain waves on tube strength,
specifically to determine whether they are capable of causing permanent radial expansion of the bore. To
accomplish this, previous test firings of three tubes were studied. The first two (the 120-mm TT2 and the
105-mm CM2) were experimental tubes fired in the mid-1980s, and the third (the 120-mm M256) is the
standard main gun for *,he MIA1 Abrams Tank. Inspection reports after test firings indicated that the first
two tubes had undergone permanent radial expansion, despite having static factors of safety of 2.5 and 2.0
respectively. There are no known reports that the third tube experiences permanent bore deformations
due to firing ammunition in current production.

A non-linear, elastic-plastic, dynamic finite element analysis was performed that emulates firing
tests of each of the above tubes. The analysis successfully reproduced the permanent bore dilations
actually experienced by the first two tubes, and it also correctly predicted that the third tube would not fail
in this mariner.

Based on this study, the following conclusions are reached:

* Dynamic strain waves can cause permanent radial expansion of a tube's bore if the combined
von Mises' (dynamic) stress exceeds the static yield strength of the tube material.

SThiis permanent bore deformation can be predicted using the above analytical techniques.

* Static elastic strength pressure curves alone are not a sufficient indicator of a tube's ability to
withstand the effects of firing a given projectile. An analysis such as that described above must
also be pe:formed to confirm that stresses are not dynamically amplified beyond the yield
strength of the material, thereby causing permanLnt bore enlargement.
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PRESENT ASSIGNMENT: Mechanical Engineer, Systems Engineering Branch, Development Engiaeering
Division, Benet Laboratories, ARDEC.

DEGREES HELD: M.S. - Union College, Schenectady, NY;
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DYNAMIC STRAIN WAVES AND PERMANENT BORE ENLARGEMENT

R. Hasenbein and E. Hyland
U.S. Army Armament Research, Development, and Engineering Center

Benet Laboratories
Watervliet, NY 12189-4050

INTRODUCTION

A discussion of dynamic strain waves in large caliber "annon tubes, an extensive analytical
treatment of this phenomenon, and experimental results using a sub-scale firing fixture have previously
been presented by Simkins at the Fifth and Sixth U.S. Army Symposia on Gun Dynamics 11,21. At the
latter symposium, a paper by the author [31 documented the work of several cannon designers, analysts,
and experimentalists, exploring the implications of dynamic strains from the development point of view.
This paper speculated that dynamic strain waves may have the following implications for cannon tubes:

1 0 effect on tube strength (permanent bore deformation);

* effect on tube fatigue life (high strain rate loading, multiple cycles per round fired).

I 0 effect on projecti'e behavior due to local ckearances or constrictions at tube-projectile interfaces;

1 0 effect on adhesion/cohesion of bore coatings such as chromium plating,

* creation of local accelerations in the :ube walls.

As of that date, none of these possible implications had been studied in any detail except for the last one
(i.e., the effect of dynamic strain waves on muzzle reference system collimators).

The purpose of this paper is to further explore the first item on the above list: the effect of
dynamic strain waves on tube strength. The specific question to be answered is this. "Is it possible for
dynamic. straii waves to cause permanenl radial expansion of a tube's bore?"

BACKGROUND: DYNAMIC STRAINS

Beginning in the mid-1980s, the presence of dynamic strain waves in cannon tubes firing highvelocity projectiles was first observed and documented. A short background is provided here in order to
review the terminoiogy that accompanies this phenomenon.

3 Figure 1 is an artist's sketch showing a projectile moving at low velocity down the bore of a
cannon tube. Well ahead of the projectile where there is no significant pressure, the bore has hardly
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dilated at all. Behind the projectile, the bore is pressurized by the propelling charge gases, and the
resulting bore dilation is easily calculated by classical static equations 141. Note that slightly ahead of the
projt•ctile obturator there is a small contraction of the bore, and slightly behind it there is a minor over-
expansiun beyond the calculated dilation; both are due to local wall flexures.

Figure 2 shows a second artist's sketch depicting a projectile moving at a much higher velocity. In
the region well behind the projectile, classical equations can again be used to calculate the static
component of the bore dilation, and of course there is still no significant dilation in the unpressurized
zone well ahead of the projectile. The major difference between Figure 2 and Figure 1 is what happens in
the areas just behind and just ahead of the projectile obturator. The moving pressure front significantly
amplifies the slight bore contraction (fore) and over-expansion (aft) that were present at low projectile
velocities. Note that in this area the strain response has taken on a wavelike nature that (in this case)
builds up as the projectile approaches, then decays after it passes by. This dynamic strain wave travels
down the tube along with the projectile. The frequency and amplitude achieved by this wave at a given
axial location on the tube are the subject of the following paragraph.

Figure 3 shows a representative tangential strain gage trace a specific downbore location on a
tank cannon tube. In this figure, thlw "static strain" has been calculated and labeled; its value at a gi.en
axial position depends primarily on the fellowing factors:

0 material properties of the cannon tube (Young's modulus and Poisson's ratio);

* inside diameter (I.D.) of the cannon tube (i.e., iks caliber);

* wall thickness (or, alternatively, the wall ratio) of the cannon tube;

0 pressure applied at the 1.). (bore) of the cannon tube ai the ýmse of the projectile
by the propelling charge gases.

Also labeled in this figure is the "peak dynamic strait' ;'ts value: t a gtven axial position depends on all of
the above factors and, in addition, the velocity of the projectile k hich is also, of course, the velocity of the
suddenly applied pressure front located at the projectile obturator) and tube material density. The term
"strain amplification" is defined simply as the "peak dynamic strain" divided by the "static strain" at any
given distance from the rear face of the tube (RF[). The frequency of these dynamic strain waves has
previously been observed to be on the order of 15,000 Hertz for large caliber tank guns.

Note that the "projectile passage" label in Figure 3 indicates the approximate time at which the
projectile passes under the strain gage, and "projectile exit" shows when it has left the muzzle.

Dynamic strain amplifications are potentially greatest at any given axial location when the
projectile velocity approaches the so-called "critical velocity" of the cannon tube. For given tube material
properties (usually those of A723 gun steel) and caliber, the "critical velocity" at any axial position is
primarily a function of wall thickness (ref 1).

I if the projectile velocity and tube "critical velocity" are about equal, a resonant condition is
established: therefore, the projectile velocity in this case is also termed "critical." For an undamped
system, amplifications can theoretically become infinite; however, in actual firing tests in which projectile
velocities have been at or near "critical,'" dynamic strain amplifications on the order of 4 to 6 have been
measured.
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* If the projectile velocity is less than "critical," amplifications decrease. If it remains significantly
below "ciitical" (as it usually does for a slower HEAT-T round), amplifications may be on the order of 1.1
or lower. In these cases, the projectile velocities are termed "subcritical."

* If the projectile velocity increases above "critical," amplifications also begin to decrease,
asymptoting down to a value of 2.0 for very high velocities, These projectile velocities are termed"fsupercritical."

Dynamic strain firing tests at Aberdeen Proving Ground have indicated that local longitudinal
dynamic strains in the tube walls are also very high. In fact, it is not uncommon for these to equal or
exceed the tangential dynamic strains in amplitude.I
BACKGROUND: DYNAMIC FINITE ELEMENT ANALYSIS

Reference 3 describes the techniques that have evolved for performing dynamic finite element
analyses (FEA) to predict the dynamic strain response of cannon tubes when fired. These are summarized
below:

I * Performance of a ballistic analysis that emulates the ammunition being fired. Outputs of
interest include:

* projectile in-bore position as a function of time, and

in-bore pressure at the base of the projectile as a function of time (and, therefore,
* projectile location).

0 Preparation of an axisymmetric gridwork for FLA that emulates tht cannon tube in reasonable
detail. Early models included only the last 2000 mm of the muzzle end of the tube in order to reduce
computational time (which was still considerable); however, the current technique models the entire tube
in order to minimize artificial "start-up" oscillations.

0 Execution of an FEA using the ABAQUS non-linear finite element code running in dynamic
mode. Input files include:

* results of the above ballistic analysis,

- the tube gridwork, and

I *elastic properties of the tube material.

Outputs of the analysis may include stresses, strains, and displacements. These are typically presented as a
function of time (at a given axial location on the tube) or as a function of distance from RFI (peak values
only). Stress and strain can be shown either in their orthogonal components (radial, tangential,
longitudinal), or they can be tensorially combined (for insiance, into a von Mises stress).

I As an example, to demonstrate the accuracy of this analytical technique, a previous FEA was
performed that modelled the 120-mm XM25 tube firing the M865 TPCSDS-T cartridge conditioned to
21"C. The upper curve of Figure 4 shows the tangential strains that the FFA predicts %% 1i be experienced
by the tube on its outside diameter (O.D.) as a function of distance from RFI'. T[he lowir curve
represents strains that would have re'ulted if the pressure from the propelling charge gases iad been
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applied statically. In Figure 5, the peak dynamic strain was divided by the static strain at each axial
location, resulting in an amplification curve. Since the FEA of this particular tube/ammunition
combination emulated the conditions of a dynamic strain firing test conducted at Aberdeen Proving
Ground, experimental data are available as a comparison. The asterisks (*) shown in Figure 5 represent
the amplifications actually observed in that test, and it can be seen that these compare very favorably with
the results of the FEA.

BACKGROUND: TUBE STRENGTH

Prior to the mid-1980s, the single-shot strength of a cannon tube was predicated solely on its static
characteristics. For example, ballistic drawings were generated showing the tube's "Elastic Strength
Pressure" (ESP) as a function of distance from RFI. These drawings stated that the ESP "is that pressure
which must not be exceeded at the indicated section without risk of tube failure" by permanent bore
deformation. ESP curves were calculated based on:

* the minimum yield strength allowable for the tube's material;

* its "least material condition" geometry (minimum allowable O.D., maximum
allowable I.D.); and

* the smallest elastic-plastic radius due to autofrettage (if applicable).

The drawing advised that the factor of safety for the tube firing a specific type of ammunition could be
calculated by dividing the ESP by the internal pressure applied by the propelling charge gases at any given
axial location. If the result was greater than 1.0, the implication was that no permanent bore deformation
should be expected.

As previously stated, in the mid-1980s the dynamic strain phenomenon was first observed and
docutiiented. The presence of high strain amplifications created an intuitive suspicion that static factors of
safety may be inadequate in cases when a projectile is fired at high velocity (more specifically, when it
approaches tube critical velocities). As a result, ESP curves were still generated for developmental
cannons, but only for reference and not as part of a ballistic drawing to be included in a formal Technical
Data Package. Moreover, great care was exercised when distributing any ESP curve to be sure that the
recipient understood its limitations. The following caveat was included on most ESP curves prepared by
Benet:

"Pressure and dynamic strains influence stresses at the muzzle end of the tube. Each
ballistic solution will have to be reviewed by Benet Labs to determine muzzle end stress
implications."

The above conservativism, which dynamic strains have imposed on developers when considering
the strength of cannon tubes, seemed to be qualitatively logical and appropriate; to date, however, a
quantitative analysis has not been performed linking dynamic strains to tube strength (specificaily,
permanent bore deformation). The intent of this study and report is to formally make that link.

BACKGROUND: FIRING TESTS OF TWO EXPERIMENTAL TUBES

In 1984 and 1985, two different experimental tubes (described in more detail below) were fired at
Aberdeen Proving Ground, both of which had wall thicknesses near the muzzle that were somewhat
thinner than conventional tubes. At that time, the dynamic strain phenomenon had not yet been
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discovered, so the designers were comforted that the static factor of safely (ESP divided by expected
pressure) was 2.9 or greater. After firings were completed, the tubes were inspected, and it was discovered
that the bores of both had undergone a permanent radial expansion in the region near the muzzle. The
origin of these failures was not understood at the lime the tests were performed; however, duiing the
following years as Simkins identified and explained the nature of the dynamic strain phenomenon being
observed during test firings of the 120-mm XM25 tube (ref 1), a suspicion arose that the Iwo failures
previously cncountered were in some way related, The data were therefore stored safely for a later time
when more advanced analytical techniques might become available, and the era of conservativism with
regard to ESP curves began.

Since that time, several new capabilities have evolved:

0 The ABAQUS non-linear finite element computer code came into widespread use within Benet
and became recognized as an important design tool.

* Analytical FEA techniques (described above) were developed that utilized the attributes of
ABAQUS. These successfully emulated the dynamic strain waves, both qualitatively and
quantitatively, and it was found that they could be applied to a variety of specific
tube/amm- mit ion combinations.

* Computational speed dramatically increased with the acquisition of the Convex ('220 mini-
supercomputer at Benet.

All of the above have combined to make it possible to perform "large-scale, non-linear, dynamic" FEA of
an entire cannon tube, emulating firing of ammunition. In this study, these canabilities have been
extended to also include the term "elastic-plastic" in the above descriptor list, thus allowing the prediction
of possible plastic deformations and residual stresses. With this, the proper tools are now in place to re-
study the two tubes mentioned in the first paragraph above. The results are described in the following
three case studies.

CASE STUDY: 120-nam T'2 TUBE

The first tube to be studied was designated "120-mm TI2," and it was a pre. prototype for the
120-mm XM25 tube. In many ways, it was similar to the 120-mm M256 ttbe, havirg the same overall
length, same smooth bore, and same chamber; it was therefore capable of firing the same ammunition.

II Moreover, it had the same O.D. details from RFT to roughly 2000 mm from RiU (see comparison in
Figure 6). From that point foirward, the wall thickness for 112 was significantly thinner thai' for the
M256, decreasing to a minimum of about 12.7 mm (0.5 inzh). The ESP in this thinnest section wasI approximately 175 MPa (25 kpsi); since the expected pressure during firing at that axial locatior was about
70 MPa (10 kpsi), the static factor of safety was judged to be about 2.5.

Figure 7 is a graph showing wall thickness of 1'2 as a function of distance from RVI'. The tube's
critical velocity is directly relaied to this parameter, and it too has been estimated and plotted in Figure 8.
It can be seen that t'le lowest critical velocity is in the region of minimum wall thickness. Suwerimposed
on the critical velocity curve is a second curve that shows the in bore velocity of a projectile fired from this
tube. The latter was estimated using a ballistv-. computer code calibrated to the average inoi Ic velocity
observed during severat test rounds. Oualifati•,ýy, it can be observed that the projectile velocity and tube
critical velocity come into close proximity in the i -ýgion of thinnest wall, and a near-resonant condition
would be expected.
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As described above, the ballistics and tube geomnetry were modeiled and used as inputs to the
ABAQUS non-linear, elastic-plastic, dynamic FEA. In an elastic-plastic analysis, material yield strength is
a required input, and this was estimated to be 1117 MPa (162 kpsi) based on forging inspection data. The
most important results of this FEA are summarized in the following two figures:

* Figure 9 is a curve showing the analytical predictions of permanent bore enlargement as a
function of distance from RFT. For reference, the actual post-firing bort inspection data are also
superposed as shaded circles. It can be observed that the predicted and actual results compare very
favorably, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

* Figure 10 is an interesting curve showing the plastic strains (i.e., the elastic strain component
has been subtracted from the total dynamic strain) experienced by the bore ,t an axial location 4850 mm
from RFVI as a function of time. It can be seen for the tangential strain (solid line) that, as the projectile
approaches, the bore first deforms plastically in compression, then reverses itself to deform permanently in
tension. The strain curve for the longitudinal direction (dashed line) does just the opposite. This creates
an overall strain environment at the bore that is extremely severe.

* Figure 11 shows a plot of tangential strains at the I.D. as a function of distance from RFT. The
lower curve shows the strains that would iesult if the pressure created by the combustion gases were
applied statically, and the upper curve indicates the peak dynamic strain response predicted by the FEA.

* Figure 12 is a graph of dynamic strain amplifications as a function of distance from RFT. TIhis
is essentially obtained by dividing the upper curve of Figure 11 by the lower curve.

* Figure 13 depicts the von Mises combined stresses in the tube wall as a function of distance
from RF-L The three curves portray inside, outside, and midwall stresses, respectively. Note that the I.D.
stress achieves its theoretical limit (the tube material's yield strength) at about 4600 nmn from RFT, the
location beyond which permanent bore enlargements were observed. The combined stresses at midwaUl
and the O.D. lie well below this limit except nea)r 4900 mm from RV[ (the initial axial location of high
permanent bore deformation) and at the extreme muzzle (the second ?,onc of high deformation).

CASE STUDY- 105-mm CT2 TUBE

The second tube to be studied was designated "105-mm (12." Actually, it was the steel liner for
an experimental organic composite tube; during this particular firing test, however, the composite jacket
had been removed. This tube was similar to the 105-mm M68EI, having the same overall length, same
rifled bore, and same chamber; it was therefore capable of firing the same ammunition. Moreover, it had
the same O.D. details from RFT to about 3250 mm from RVI' (see ,.xmparison in Figure 14). Front that
point forward, the wall thickness for (712 was significantly thinnev than for the M68EI, decreasing to a
minimum of about 7.6 tmm (0.3 inch) as measured from the 0.I). to the rifling grooves. The ESP in the
thinnest section was roughly 140 MPa (20 kpsi); since the expected pressure during firing in that axial
location was about 70 MPa t 10 kpsi), the static factor of safety was judged to be about 2.0.

Figure 15 is a graph showing wall thickness of ('12 as a fur.ction of distance from RUT. Since this
is a rifled tube, wall thickness could have hecn calculated :-sing either the land-to-land or the groove-to-
groove I.D.; in this case, however, an effective "smoothbore" I.D. was used that produced the ;ame
sectional mass as the rifled tube. Based on this, critical velocities have beer estimated and plotted as a
function of distance from RFT in Figure 16. It can be seen that the lowest critical velocity is in the region
of minimum wall thickness. Superimposed on the critical velocity curve is the projectile's in-bore velocity;
the latter was estimated using a ballistic computer code calibrated to the average of muzzle velocities
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observed during testing. Qualitatively, it can be obse,'ved that the projectile velocity and tube critical3 velocity come into close proximity in the region of thinnest wall, and a near-resonant condition would be
expected.

Again, the ballistics and tube geometry were modelled and used as inputs to the ABAQUS non.
linear, elastic-plastic, dynamic FFA. Tube yield strength based on forging data was estimated to be 1138
MPa (165 kpsi). The results of this FEA for CM2 are qualitatively the same as for MI2 and will therefore
not be repeated here, with the exception of the one most crucial to this study:

I Figure 17 is a curve that shows the analytical predictions of permanent bore deformation as a
function of distance from RFT. For reference, the actual post-firing bore inspection data are also
.superposed as shaded circles. It can be observed that the predicted and actual results compare very
favorably, both qualitatively and quantitatively.

CASE STUDY: 120-mn M2,6 TUBE

'rest firings have indicated that this tube does not undergo permanent bore deformations when
firing standard ammunition. Therefore, for completeness, the analytical techniques described above were
applied to this tube, emulating the firing of the same ammunition as in the 'MT2 case study. As hoped, the
FEA also predicted that no permanent bore deformation should be expected.I
OBSERVATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

"The most important results of the above study can be seen in Figures 9 and 17. The FEA
computer predictions agree, both qualitatively and quantitatively, with the results of post-firing inspection
reports for two experimental tubes test-fired in the mid-1980s. In both cases, permanent bore
deformations were observed, and current analytical melhods (if they had been available at that time)
would have predicted these events. Equally important are the results of a third case study for the 120-mm
M256 tube in which permanent bore deformation is neither observed in the field nor predicted by these
analytical techniques.

It is therefore concluded that the non-linear, elastic-plastic, dyngmic FEA techniques that have
been developed can be used to predict not only the dynamic strain response of a cannon tubc to firing, but
also whether or not it should be expected to undergo permanent bore deformation as a result of it.

It is also concluded that the answer to the question posed near the beginning of this report (i.e.,
"Is it possible for dynamic strain waves to cause permanent radial expansion of a tube's bore?") can clearlyI be answered, "Yes." This study quantitatively affirms the previous suspicion that stati: E[SP curves must
never be used as a final predictor of tube strength. An analysis such as that d,,.scribed above must Alsa be
performed to confirm that stresses are not dynamically amplified beyond the yield strength of the material,
thereby causing permanent bore enlargement. As in static stress analyses of a pressurized cylinder,

0 it appears that when the von Mists' combined (dynamic) stresses exceed .he static yield3 strength, permanent radial expansi;n of the bore may occur, and

* the degree of permanent bore deformation depends on how much of the tube wall is in the3 plastic regime.
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ESP cunres still have some intrinsic value, particularly in assessing the strength of a gun tube
towards its breech end. However, in the downbore regions, the curve may give false comfort in this regard
since it does not take into account dynamic amplifications.

Finally, the results shown in Figure 10 must also be carefully studied. It appears that if
ammunition is fired near the critical velocity of a cannon tube, causing its combined stresses to exceed the
static yield strength of the material, the local bore deformations can become quite severe, alternately
undergoing plastic tensile and compressive deformations in two orthogonal directions. The intuitive
implication is that this may have a significant effect on:

"* the formation and propagation of fatigue cracks, and

"* the adhesion and cohesion of chromium near the bore surface.

These possibilities are offered here as topics for further studies.
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Beat Phenomena in Tzavelling Waves in Cylinders

Thomm E. Simkins
Research Mechanical Engineer

Benet Laboratories
Watervliet Arsenal

Watervliet, NY 12189

1. Introduction and Background

The problem of a cylinder of infinite length subjected to a uniform pressure load moving at constant
velocity has been studied by Jones and Bhuta (1964), Reismann (1965), and Tang (1965). These studies
have resulted in steady-state sclutions to the problem, employing eormewhat different paradibnsr. In his
publication, Tang als-) gave Vhe solution to the initial value problem of a uniform pressure entering and
travelling along a semi-infinite cylinder at a constant velocity. D~rr (1943) also studied this problem. Of
the two, Tang's work will be referred to in the 4equel. Tang's s.lution to this problem, however, includes
an inL-gral that he was only able to evaluate numerically making a qualitative interpretation of the result
incoinplete. The work herein makeb use of the method of 3tationary phase to obtain a&n asymptotic evaluation
of this integral froni which significant additional i-ifor.nntion is obtained.

A synopsis of progeis to date requires a brief review of the steady state solution and its physical
interpretation The physics involved can be represented by the simplest possible modei of the-problem. To
this end, a thin-walled cylinder, extending to infinity in both directions, is first assumed. The cylinder is
subjected to a uniform and axisymmetric steplike pressure moving at t constant velocity, V., in the axial
direction as bhown iu figure 1.

"PRESSURE-

V1P

Figure 1 - Infinite Cylinde: %&ith Moving Pressure
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Using Tang's nuotation, the equation of motion: under these cor.ditions is-

84w + 52
1W + L=6 2P (1 -. H(X - VT)) (1)OX-'- 491P-W

1 -- 0o < X < oo and T > 0

? is constant and represents the magnitude of the moving pressmuze H is the Heaviside step function:

I H(X-V,4T)=-O X< T

=1 X>VpT

The steady-state solution to this system has been given in the previously cited references. Letting V,
denote the lowest critical velocity of the moving pressure. Tang's results for this problem appeal as follows:

For V, < V,:

W(X,T) = W 1(X - V1T) (2)

I P n2-_"

2q 2mn

where K = ±n±im is a (curmpjex) root of the equation:

K - V2 K 2 + 62 q2 = 0 (3)

For V,, > V.:

whr W(X,T) = Wo(A - VpT) (4)

"007) p62•<P 0
Woq)(2 n(n2 - cosn 2 9; 1 20

Wo 0) P 2) c

n 2 (n 1 -- n2)COn/; r

I and where K = -±n. 1 is a real root of Equation (3).

Eq. (3) is identical to the dispersion cquation for freely propagating flexural waves iC Vph(K) is substi-
tuted for V., where Vpt, represents the ?h4se veiocity of a flexural wave having real wave number K. The
group vlocidy of such a wave is then simply:

V#(K) = KV4(K) + VpA(K); Im(K) = 0 (5)

As pointed out by Reismann (1965), a condition for resonance is established when V1'(K) L- Vph(K) = Vp.5 From Equation (5) this rondition amounts to the vanishing of Vh(K).
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Setting V1h equal to zero gives a value K, = V/Er such that Vph(K,) = V,ý V/Wq, az critical velocity
of the premsure load which will cause W, to become unbounded. While there are other critical pressure
velocities, only tha lowest, V,, is available from this elementary model. The curves representing V,(K) and
Vh(K) are shown in Figure 2.

>2

a

Z ~~ VVV0 .5 v-V11(

0

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1

Non-Dimensional Wave No., K

Figure 2 - Dispersion Characteristics of the In.lmite Tube

Figures 3a and 3b show the radial displacement, W1 , in the neighborhood of the moving pressure front
when Vp = .85V, and Vp = .985V, respectively. The plots have been normalized with respect to p/q 2,
the deformation caused by a static application of P throughout the entire cylinder. The abcissa represents
the non-dimensional distance measured from the pressure front. The figures exemplify the displacement
amplification which occurs as Vlp approaches V,. Figure 4 summarizes this amplification as a function of the
pressure velocity, Vp, and somewhat resembles that derived from the harmonic excitation of a single degree
of freedom system in which the abcissa is the forcing frequency. Thus one is tempted to draw at least a loose
analogy between the two problens.

22

." 1 (.Ic 1 b-. . -. 2..2 0.0

_Q-20 0 20 40 -4 .20 0204

X-TV PX-TV

Figure :3 - Radial Displacement at Pressure Front
(a) Vp = .85V,, (b) Vp = 985Y,
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I4 I 5

0

I Cu

I /

0 0.5 1 1.5 25 
(Vp/V5 2

2 Figure 4 - Effect of Pressure Velocity on Maximumn Radial Displacement2. Selni-i.finte 
Cylinder 

- the InitiaW Value ProblemOnce again the governing differential equation is taken to be (1). In treating this problem, Tang chose

zero values for the initial velocity and displacement. Diaphragm end conditions were chose, at X 0 andthe displacement was required to be bounded as X - . Tang found that when P< V, the radial
velocity, 1p, to be: rs~s oaV 

h ~i

displacement of the tube wall in respon to a moving Pressure entering the tube at X 0 at constant

It 
o W(X, T) = WI(X - VPT) + W2 (X + VPT) + W3(A1X) + I(X, T)where W' 1 7) is as defined in the previous section and 

(6)
W207 p n• _ m2
3W2 (q• e-"(c n - •-)-' -in 2 )

IM T) -262p.10 
Q 2  m 1s , ill fis x sI

and 
V2K2 C-"---

Q +KI 
ff = K4  -62q2

I
1 
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Physically it can be expected that the pressure, which enters the tube at velocity V,, will excite astrong
transient as it suddenly expands the tube at the entrance, X = 0. However, even without damping, dispersion
can be expected to attenuate the effect of this transient deformation as it travels sufficiently far into the tube
at which time the deformation near the pressure front should appear very much like the steady state solution
WI(X.- V1'T), given in the previous section. This expectation is supported by the explicit appearance of W,
in the displacement expression (6). Except for Wi(X - VET) and I(X,T), the remaining terms in Eq.(6)
are needed to satisfy the diaphragm boundary condition and have negligible effects at sufficiently large X.
This restriction on X depends on the difference between V. and V,. i.e., X must increase as Vp - V, if the
same level of approximation is to be maintained. The dcformation near the pressure front, X = VpT, is of
particular interest.

As noted by Tang, all of the terms in Equation (6) except I(X, T) can be interpreted as steady-state
solutions to particular loadings of the infinite cylinder. It follows that any transient effects are contained in
I(X, T). This term is analogous to that which appears in the solution to the harmonically forced oscillator
and, in keeping with this analogy, can be thought of as a transition or start-up transient. Thus (at sufficiently
large X) the two main terms in the solution in regions of the tube not too close to the entrance, especially
in the neighborhood of the pressure front, are the steady-state solution corresponding to a moving pressure
in an infinite tube and the transition term, I(X, T).

Pursuing the analogy of the harmonically forced oscillator, where the 'start-up' transient results in
the formation of beats (a harmonic modulation of the steady-state response) which become more and more
apparent as the natural and forcing frequencies approach each other, it might be expected that a similar
effect occurs for the case at hand.

3. Asymptotic Expansion of I(X, T)

Substituting

cod 2T sin KX =~Im ei(KX+flT) + ei(KX-nT)}

gives:

I(X, T) = 26 2p F(K) cos1TsinKX dK

L- _ -I { F(K)eihi(K)T dK + F(K)eh'h(K',T dK} (7)

where 1 1 1
F(K) - V2K2

and

hI(K) = + Q2(K); h2 (K) Q(K)

Using the method of stationary phase as described by Whittarn (1974), the first term of an asymptotic
expansion of (7) can be obtained. The contribution from the first integral of (7) is negligible since h,(K)
has no stationary point in the region K > 0. 'The major contribution from the secord integral is from the
neighborhood of K = Ka where KO is the value of K such that h2 (K) is stationary, i.e.:

h'(K0) = X - Q(o'0) = 0

or

S= T (S)
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It is noted that fl'(A'0) is simply the group velocity associated with the wave number Ko.

The stationary phase result for the second integral of (7) can then be written:

62p fe' ( --r - ')

2 -- { -i(Ko)T+uKoX--i'sgn fl'"(1}

i: I)Pl 2 . sin[f2(Ko)T- KoX + Isgn 12"(Ko)]

Iri the expression fr Q':

S, 2K_ J 2(Ko) 2q 2b ] > 0

Thus Oie a,'ymptotic elralu, t, ror TX,T

I 2,•, "o)6 n•, -,(• :,fQ(ý ): -g x + - (9)

I 4. Interpretation of Resu

The stationary phase rsalt ýýta ,s tha, ý- dowio )w "•: the transient disturbance initiated at
(X --- T = 0) that ar ive'• a, a artit ui. locatioii X at tin, u, 1, a e travelled with a group velocity XIT
ana will consist cf the don)m,,) f. w; 4#, nber K 0 dctermi(ed i "oi, Equation (T). If the motion at a fixed
va.;ue of X is observed, where .A " a nougi %r Fq (9) to be satisfied and W,2 4 W3 to be ignored.
the displacement will consist of th steauy-statf t ., (X - I;T) having frequency nVr, and I(X,T)
o)-i~lating with frequezvcy Q(KO) F, ýrring again to Figure K 0 is the wave number of a freely propagating
wave (excited Rt : 0 by ti~e sudc- -ntrance of tCe prem'e front) havmg Vp as its group .'elocify. The
figure ,i~o shi .... i iiaa ýi, khas& --i ity of ýhis free ware, V(KO) is greater than V-. The beaf frequency
obse :Ad at fxed X is, u , - (Ko))-

Aoving along 'ith .'movin, pi ih re front, X = V' q, (9) can be written:

F(Ko)PPP ;-T.-r-80 {corr+sir }o)

wtiere

/zQ(Ko) -A ,t'

Trus, for 1'"ge T , at (9) is vatid ,;•td 0 '.V3 c, • . ignored, the radial displacemnent response (6)
it Jie pre&,urc V , ntially Fonsb .f a h. monic ioodulation of' tbhe cte',y- state response function

1( -- kV,") (-, ie,•,wg i mplitude as 7 T It, ,- noteýd thet/13 varnshes w3 V,• , V',.

Figu. - 5 shows his disvlacem it at several closely spaced statiov3 along the tube at successive times
tile 1,4/ '. - .118.

I
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1.5

-0.5

800 900 1000 1100 1200

Axial Disiance, X

figure 5 - Successive Radial Displacements Along Tube

From figure 5 a beat wavelengih can be observed - the distance, A, along the cylinder corresponding to
one period of tLe modulation. Substituting T X/Vp in Eq. (10):

A 2~r (I1

A h., engineering iignificance in that it representO the distance between strain maxima along the tube. The
net effect of the transient is thus to periodically raise the strain levels in the tube to values greater than
those predicted by the steady-state theory alone.
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